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Foreword
In recent years, a number of weather-related accidents, along with the introduction of new types of anti-icing fluids and
apparent uncertainties in certification and operation, procedures, have stimulated renewed research activities. Aircraft
operators, the aircraft industry, as well as research institutes and certification authorities, are participating in such activities.
[

This situation has led the Fluid Dynamics Panel to organize a specialists' meeting on the "Effects of Adverse Weather on
Aerodynamics".
Since the effects of adverse weather on aerodynamics involve a broad range of weather-related phenomena and devices different forms of precipitation, wind shear, anti-icing fluids and devices, etc. - an in-depth coverage of these effects within the
confines of a meeting required some focussing. To this end, the scope of this FDP Specialists' Meeting focussed on the
degradation of aerodynamics performance due to different forms of precipitation, such as ice accretion, and due to anti-icing
fluids and devices. This degradation of performance continues to be a concern in aircraft operations and is also a significant
factor in aicraft design.
A ( omplementary coverage of weather-related effects - wind shear, fog, etc. - on aircraft performance is provided in AGARD
CP-470, "Flight in Adverse Environmental Conditions" (AGARD FMP Symposium held in Norway in May.1989).
The purpose of the present specialists' meeting was, in particular:
1. To provide an update of the state-of-the-art with respect to the prediction, simulation, and measurement of the effects of
icing, anti-icing fluids, and various forms of precipitation on the aerodynamic characteristics of flight vehicles;
2.

To communicate research results obtained in recent years on the following topics:
theoretical and empirical modelling of ice accretion on airfoils, wings, control surfaces, propellers, rotors, air intakes,
-

etc.;
experimental and computational simulation, and flight test verification of the effects of icing on aerodynamic
characteristics;
experimental and computational simulations of the effects of de-icing and anti-icing fluids, and devices on
aerodynamics;
effects of (heavy) rain and other forms of precipitation on aerodynamic characteristics;
effects of the type of ice (rime, glaze) on aerodynamic characteristics;
facilities and experimental techniques (including flight tests) for simulating and measuring the effects of icing, antiicing fluids, and heavy rain on the aerodynamics of flight vehicles and their components;
certification and operation procedures and regulations.

For the sake of statistics it is mentioned that of the 24 papers offered to the Programme Committee, 19 (including invited
papers) could be accommodated within the time frame available.
These 19 papers were ordered into 3 sessions:
Icing I Introduction and survey papers, certification issues.
Icing 2 Prediction and simulation of ice contamination and its effect on aerodynamics.
- Effects of heavy rain and de/anti-icing fluids.
In alphabetical order of country of origin there was/were
2 papers from Belgium
3 papers from Canada
3 papers from Frai.e
1 paper from Germany

1 paper from the Netherlands
1 paper from Spain
1 paper from the United Kingdom
7 papers from the United States.

Two papers could not be presented because of sudden travel restrictions.
The Programme Committee gratefully acknowledges that 2 of the 4 invited papers were provided by the Flight Mechanics Panel
(FMP) and the Propulsion and Energetics Panel (PEP) of AGARD.
It is finally mentioned that theTechnical Evaluation Report, written by MrJ. Reinmann of NASA Lewis is available as AGARD
Advisory Report No.306.
Professor IrJ.W.Slooff
Chairman, Programme Committee
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Avant-Propos
j

Les travaux de recherche daris ce domaine ont repnis ces derni~res anndes t la suite d'un certain nombre d'accidents Uls aux
conditions m6t6orologiques qui se sont produits, ainsi que de l'apparition de nouveaux types de liquides antigivrage et de
suppos~es incertitudes dans les procidures d'homologation et de vol. Participent Aces activit6s des utilisateurs d'avions et
l'industrie a~ronautique en g~n~ral, ainsi que des instituts de recherche et les services d'homologation.
Eu 6gard Acette situation, le Panel AGARD de la Dynamique des Fluides a ddcid6 d'organiser une reunion de spdcialistes sur
"Les effets dui mauvais temps sur 'a~rodynamique".t
Etant donn6 que les effets du mauvais temps stir l'a~rodynamique couvrent tin large 6ventail de phdnom~nes et de dispositifs
ayant tin lien avec le temps... les diff~rentes formes de precipitation, le cisaillement dui vent; les liquides et les dispositifs
a ntigivrage etc... tine mise au point s'mposait afin de permettre un examen approfondi ce des effets dans le cadre d'une r6tinion.
Acette fin, le programme de cette r6union de sp~cialistes FDP a mis l'accent stir Ia degradation des performances
'rodynamiques due aux diff~rentes formes de pr6cipitation, telles que l'accumulation de glace, et aux et dispositifs antigivrage.
Cettc degradation des performances continue Aiposer des problmes pour l'exploitation et doit toujours 8tre prise en compte
Une 6tude compl~mentairc des effets du mauvais temps... cisaillement du vent, brouillard etc... est fournie par ]a publication
AGARD CP-470 "Le vol dans les mauvaises conditions ambiantes" Symposium AGARD FMP, Norv~ge, mai 1989.
L'objet de ]a r~in ion FDP 6tait:
1.

2.

De presenter tine revue de N'tat de l'art en cc qui concerne la prevision, la simulation, et Iecontr~le des effets du givrage,
des liquides antigivrage, et des differentes formes de prdcipitation stir les caractcdristiques a6rodynamiqties des v~hictiles
a6riens.
De communiquer les r~sultats des travaux de recherche effectu~s stir les questions suivantes:
la mod6lisation th~orique et empirique de l'accumulation de glace stir les profils, les voilures, les gouvernes, les
li~lices, les rotors, les prises d'air etc...
la simulation exp~rimentale et par ordinateur, et la verification en vol des effets dui givrage stir les caractcdristiques
a~rodynamiques des v~hicules adriens.
la simulation expcdrimentale ct par ordinateur des effets du d~givrage et des liquides et dispositifs antigivrage stir
I'a~rodynamiqtie.
les effets des plties (fortes) et d'autres formes de precipitation stir les caract~ristiques a~rodynamiques des vdhicules
aeniens.
les cifets des diffirents types de glace (givre, vergias) stir les caract~ristiqties a~rodynamiqties des vdhicules adriens.
les installations et les techniques expdrimentales (y compris les essais en vol) pour Ia simulation et Ie contr~Ie des
effets du givragc, des liquides antigivrage et des pluies fortes stir I'a~rodynamique des v6hicules a~riens et leurs
composants.
les proci~dures et les r~glements d'homologation.
-

Par 6gard pour Iastatistique il est ~i noter que Iecomit6 organisateur a Pu inclure ati programme 19 communications stir les 24
reques (dont certaines prdsent~es stir invitation) 6tant donn6 les contraintes de temps impos~es.
Les 19 communications ont 6t6 programm~es en trois seances:
givrage 1 Communications d'introduction et vue d'ensemble, questions d'homologation.
givrage 2 Prevision et simulation de Ia contamination par Iaglace et les effets stir l'a6rodynamiqtie.
les effets des plties fortes et desliquides de ddgivrage/antigivragc.
Les communications pr~sent~es, par ordre alphab6tique dui pays d'origine, s'6tablissent comme suit:
2 communications de la Belgique
1 communication de Pays-Bas
3 communications dIu Canada
1 commujnication de l'Espagne
3 communications de IaFrance
I communication dui Royatime-Uni
I communication de I'Allemagne
7 communications des Etats-Unis
Deux communications n'ont pas Pu 8tre pr~sent~es Atcause de restrictions de d6placement de derni~re minute.
Le comitd organisateur tient s remercier Ic Panel AGARD de Ia m~anique dui vol (FMP) et le Panel de propulsion et
d'cdnergdtique (PEP) pour avoir bien vouhti fournir 2 des 4 communications pr~sent6es stir invitation.
Enfin, il est signaI6 quc Icrapport d'6viluation technique, rddigd par M.J. Reinmann de NASA Lewis est pubhidsousIa forme de
AGARD Advisory Report No.306.
Professeur Ir JNW Slooff
Ai

I
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FLIGHT IN ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
by
J.FRenaudie
I rue Richard Mique
7800France
Versailles

•

The first Session of the FMP Symposium
SUMMARY
in G61 was devoted to the various techniques of
measurements of wind velocity vector in severe
turbulences or windshear events,both from flight
test aircraft and from airline operations. Very
good results are now provided, but with sophisticated means.The second Session was centered on crew
warning ,crew reactions and procedures in windshears
and severe disturbances, also on novel devices f.o
improve aircraft behaviour ,and as a consequence,
safety.A few papers adressed visibility in session
3, While Session 4 adressed very completely icing
accretion and protection.The last Session addressdd
the electromagnetic interferences and lightning
strikes which may effect the new electric flight
control systems.

INTRODUCTION
Background
Adverse environmental conditions have four
manifestations of primary interest to the
Flight Mechanics Specialists : atmospheric
disturbances,visibility,icing, and electromagnetic disturbances.All four manifestations
can seriously influence flight safety,comfort
and operational capabilities.

',

<;

vision aids such as light intensification
and infrared devices.These developments
have been applied to fixed-wing aircraft and
helicopters and now allow operations close
to the ground in poor visibility and more
adverse weather conditions.The problem has
therefore expanded and there is increased
need not only to make the aircraft resistant to the adverse conditions but also
improve the ability to model and predict
these adverse conditions so that the builtin capabilities are not exceeded.

The Flight Mechanics Panel ( FMP , has an
ongoing subgroup on the topic of windshear.
In addition,the Panel has sponsored two
Working Groups on the topic of Rotorcraft
icing .A Symposium of the FMP on "Flight
Therefore the FMP decided to hold a Sympoin Turbulence" was held in BEDFORD , UK,
in 1982. Since that time there have been many sium on this subject in G61, NORWAY,8-11 May
1989.
activities relative to fixed-wing aircraft
concerns, e.g. JAWS,Low CAT,Wake Vortex MeaThe Symposium ( Fig 1)
surement, windshear Measurement and investigation, flow field and turbulence Measurements
around geographic obstacles ,which have pro- It was structured around five Sessions:
duced important results
Session l:Atmospheric Measurements and
Additional advances have been made in design Modelling
of active control systems which can provide
Session 2: Effect of Disturbances on
significant alleviation of gust loads and
and Operations
Design
growth
of
immense
:
the
response
turbulence
~~~electronic devices in the aircraft will imSsin3
iiiiyiz

i
S
3
prove handling qualities and flight safety,
Session 4: Icing
e.g. fly by wire, CCV.These electrically
Session 5: Electromagnetic Disturbances
signalled control systems and installed equibyineleceffected
be
significantly
pment
can
disturbances, especially
" ' "tromagnetic
is a challenge to summarize these 26 exceliIt
ep
a
u
naltitudes.
t
gt at d
greater
; -'flights
lent papers,therefore ,to give the spirit of
e
fihsagetrli
this Symposium instead of a detailed review,
I have selected those Papers presenting the
items,and extracted from
significant
beeing able to operate in poor weather and at most
tm
t igng
essente
tial.
nih hsrsutdintedeeometo
them what
I beie
believe a
as essential.

V
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1-2
SESSION l:ATMOSPHERIC MEASUREMENTS AND

MODELLING
Fig 2

~tion.

positioning (ATC radars) :this is specifically mentioned when the purpose is to
investigate wether the origin of an airline
incident/accident is an atmospheric incident or not

l.l.Paper (6) from TOMKINS (USA) was the only
one to give a broad picture of all atmospheric
SESSION 2:EFFECTS OF DISTURBANCES ON
measurements and experiments including ground DESIGN AND OPERATIONS
facilities,in relation with adverse atmospheric events,such as extremes of temperatures,
2.0.Overview of the session:
storm, icing, lightning,electromagnetic interferences, clouds, visibility and air pollu- Fig 10
All other Papers adressed the measurement
of wind velocity vector (with components along
all three Earth axis, including speed vector
rotations ).
Fig 3

Six of the papers presented adress the
major subject of windshear effects on
aircraft, while paper (12) from McPHERSON
and ISAAC,CANADA, gives a picture of a number of atmospheric events encountered during
the Canadian Atlantic Storm Programme (CASP),
such as icing,snow encounter with poor visibility,high windshears and crosswinds.

Special mention must be made of Paper (3)
from WINGROVE BACH and SCHULTZ of NASA because
it adressed the analysis of severe atmospheric The items highlighted by the authors of this
disturbances ,from airline flight records,
session may be classified along the following
headings:
Fig 4
-picture of atmospheric events
-operations in adverse weather
This figure presents two types of severe
-design of aircraft for bad weather
atmospheric disturbances
-experimental programmes and studies
Fig 5

2.l.Picture of some atmospheric events

Again two cases of severe turbulence encounter
at cruise altitudes,due either to a thunderstorm front or to the wind over a mountain
range.
Fig 6
TsaThe
This figure presents the temperature inversion
at the tropopause associated with the severe
turbulences described in the previous figure.

Fig 11

Nevertheless the need of test aircraft with
specific flight test installation,at least
to provide a method for deriving the atmospheric wind measurements from airline recording, is pointed out by 3
papers, (1),(2)
(4),and examples chosen are modified transport aircraft (Nord 262,Dornier 128 and 228)

towers, buoysships.

The Canadian Atlantic Storm Programme (CASP)
describes the penetration of storm with a
specifically equipped aircraft,a Twin Otter
carrying a specific instrumentation system.
equipment needed to complete such a
flight test campaign is the following:

-the test aircraft itself,Twin Otter
specially modified to survive a penetration
Fig 7
into severe icing environment for a long time,
and equipped with instrumentation needed
This figure ,extracted from Paper (4) from
for water droplet size measurements,cloud
VORSMAN , Germany,illustrates the challenge of water concentration,in addition to the usual
this kind of measurement of very small wind flight parameters.
vectors figures ,as differences between the
airspeed and ground speed vectors of the air-a second aircraft (DC3) able to divert
craft.This is obviously the origin of all pro- at greater distances than the Twin Otter and
blems found ,inthe technique of atmospheric
also equipped adequately.
measurements.
-3 deather Radars, meteorological

•

-satellite navigation.
Fig 12
This slide shows the CASP operational area.

Fig 8

2.2.Operations in adverse weather
This figure ,extracted from the Paper from
VORSMAN, Germany,shows the cross section of
Fig 13
the"meteopod" system used by the Alfred
bi
e
Wegener Institute on Airplanes or Helicopters, Four main concerns are adressed:
to measure the wind velocities
(a)- in flight detection of events
A variety of means are used to provide
(b)- aircraft trajectory
accurate derivation of wind vector; neverthe(c)- crew reactions an1 correct crew
less none of the papers mention the laser
procedure
flow measurements which are sometime used by
(d)- specific case of short/vertical
research establishments,
take off aircraft and helicopters.
(a)- in flight detection of events:
All papers insist on the need of good aircraft
position recording by on board means (inertial Papers adressmainly windshear detection.
reference system, or satellite positioning
All authors of papers (7),(8),(9) agree on
system) and check of position by ground radar the finding that the best parameter for

o;

1-3

I

detection is based on energy height (which
expresses the sum of potential and kinetic
energy of the vehicle ).Difference between
energy height,actual and expected,and their
rate of variation, gives a way to introduce some phase advance,needed for proper
crew reaction ,and provide the input of
warning displays.
Nevertheless the usefullness of "point
:ource sensors" is found very limited by
A.E.WOODFIELD from United Kingdom in
Paper (8) who concludes his written paper
saying:
sain:2:
"Point source sensors cannot produce information on the total size of a windshear
until after it has occurred.This is too
late to help a pilot."
Nevertheless this judgement is not shared
by all authors as shown in the following
figures:
Fig 14
This slide shows a flight simulator approach in windshear condition,with an experienced pilot,with and without a windshear
warning display.It is extracted from Paper
(7) from SHAENZER ,Germany.It shows that
the warning display help the pilot to
avoid the accident, inevitable without it.
Fig 15
In the same windshear condition the less
experienced pilot achieve a trajectory
similar to the trajectory flown by the
experienced pilot provided that the windshear warning be available.
Fig 16
Cathode tube flight instruments are probably those which provide the best flexibility to introduce such warningsusing
pointers giving the energy height and its
rate of change.This is extracted from the
paper from BONAFE, France.
(b)- Aircraft trajectory:
Fig 17
This figure gives an example of possible
trajectories during windshear conditions
experienced in Dallas Aug.1985 which lead
to the accident of Flight Delta 191 in an
attempt to land instead of going around
as Flight American 539.
Fig 18

4

This shows the modellisation of the microburst encountered by the two aircraft
at Dallas Fort Worth.These two last figures
are extracted from Paper (3) from WINGROVE
BACH and SCHULTZ ,NASA,wich was illustrated
by a video film explaining the accident of
Flight Delta 191.1 hope that the audience
will have the opportunity to see this film.
(c)-

Crew reactions and procedure:

They are adresssed by three papers (3),(7)
and (9),only to state that the right procedure has to be found within the existing

limitations of the aircraft,in terms of low
speed ,stall, etc... which is not easy
unless the aircraft is fully protected
against them.The video film on Delta 191
accident ,used to illustrate paper (3)
explains that the right crew reaction is
'against the instinct of the pilot to
maintain the airspeed.It suggest that the
lesson for Airline pilots is the following:
Fig 19
1: avoid downburst if you can
if you are caught in a downburst:
- pull up ,pitch attitude 15"
- full throttle
- forget all previous experience!
All Authors agree on the need to avoid
building up of the rate of descent,even at
the cost of a very low speed, close to
stall speed.
d)- Specific case of CTOL/VTOL and Helicopters
It is adressed in Paper (18) from SCHRAGE
PRASAD GAONKAR,USA:attention is driven
toward the scale of atmospheric events
which is usefull to consider for those vehicules which can hover and at least for helicopters: the behaviour and performances of
their rotors can be severely disturbed by
air motion fields whic have the same wavelength or dimensions as the rotors.
This is in particular the case of"rotating
frame turbulence "(RFT) which is often produced by relatively small obstacles on the
ground (buildings,hills,cliffs,etc...) in
the air stream close to ground surface.
This "RFT" could be as important for helicopters as is the microburst for aircraft.
Fig 20
This graph illustrates the magnification of
the peaks of normal acceleration due to
Rotating Frame Turbulence compared to
"Space Fixed Turbulence"
Parametr L/R is the Length L of the turbulence divided by the radius of the rotor R.
2.3. Design of aircraft for bettor behaviour
in adverse weather
The papers presented adress mainly the behaviour in adverse three -dimension wind velocity situations, and means to improve safety and passenger comfort, reduce structural
loads, make easier crew reactions.
Fig 21
Paper (14) from MOBES and MOLZOV,Germany
gives a description of the gust load alleviation system implemented-on the transport
aircraft AIRBUS A320 implementing in its
system a number of protections, of which at
least two are specific of the windshear:
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thc stall protection and the "Alpha- Floor"
sys ....

The title of this study was"All weal ier
capability of combat aircraft".The I-%llowing comments may be extracted from the

Fig 22

unclassified part of the conclusions of
this study:

The ;tall protection system enable the pilot
up the aircraft up to maximum lift,
i
S |tch
wit ,ut any risk of excursions to higher
ax. 4's of attack:steady flijht at this aaximum angle of attack is possible,without
noeding skillness.
ThE.

' Llpha-Floor"system

takes care of pre-

(a)- confirmation is given of te very
specific use of all infrared sensor systems
for dry air nights.The range reductio. in
weather is such that it cannot be ser ously
envisaged to use them for precise tasks in
weather,such as take-off and landing.

vent-mg high rate of' sink usually met at
bigl, ar..les of attack :the maximum available
thr,:.t is automatically triggered when A.O.A
exc,'zds a figure depending on the configuriiioL and when the stick is fully deflected

(b)- electromagnetic systems are far
more iromissing:the key factor is the wave
Length,compared to the dimensions of oater
particles,droplets or ice crystal.It i.
feasible to select the right wavelength for

aft.

c?'iiwam transmission ;best transmissions

Thes' protections appear as one of the
major weapons of the pilots against strong
wine'-ears,since they enable them to apply
toe right procedure without worrying about
the stall or high rate of descent which may
endoiger the aircraft.
2,4

.xperimental programmes o-" stuclies

F:.g )3
Pio- (16) from BOSRET ane' WIN f, Germany.
pre. ents the experimenta, DOP',ER 28 TFT
implementing the "OLCA" sys-ii to in.)rove
pa- 'enger comfort wile .1:1.g t-.ot.gh
, " j anagui-.i.It presents a very .a 'x,
.. craft
lysis of frequency respon.,
structure, and human body.

SESSION 3 - VISIBILITY

are iven by VHF frequencies ;millimetr.,c
*lave radar- -rovide quasi optical picture
definition wt.e having a range far better
t) n .)T-.-ent infra-red systems,but still
-F -'nt in spite of the progress nade
,.t
in L. r.',,zing power.
Fo- navigation only,when the image of a
target or obstacle is not required,widel
sed Air Traffic Control Radar systems,ope.ing on longer wavelength,have proven
t a~r efficiency ,from a long time ago.
New positioning systems of very high
a:curduy,such a, the NAVSTAR Global Positzning System,operating from a set of
Iarth Satellits,or local radio electrical
:.y:tems hav,rg the same frequency,but opocit.:'

f

or

a set of ground stations,sucn as

th,- . J',,;N (Thomson,France) are very
pr,,,, S..ng to provide new navigation aids
u,.ed .n all flirit phasesincluding take-off
and l',nding which require the highest accuracy.
For ail these electromagnetic systems
stealthiness remains a problem.

3.2.Subjects adressed:
bOSSION 4.ICING
The objectives of this SCs:.L~ were only

partially covered ,with two papers adresJ.i'ig
visibility measurements , and one worthwile
mentioning , Paper (20) from WRIGHT, US,
This paper points out the real need when
flying helicooters Pt uw altitudes,in
darkness or bad isibility of a proper
interface between man and outside world,
which is still nut provided.It points out
that, in addition to the usual sensors
providing adequate vision of the horizon in the direction of the flight
(flight vector),there is a need of a good
coverage of the field of view below the helicopter,not yet provided.
2...f

Lhis session

The following very common factors producing poor visibility were not covered:
- clouds and precipi tations,rain,
drizzle,fog (in weather flying)
- smoke, smog (solid particles such as
those above a battlefield,or above industrial factories,sometime mixed up with
clouds )
- sand storms (often met in deserts)
Nevertheless these problems have already
been studied in AGARD , in particular it
was one of the aims of the Study Group that
I had the great honor to chair ,AASC N°19;

Icing research and tecnilogy
In this session paper (22) from REINMANN
SHAW ond RANAUDO,USA,on NASA's programme
on Icin,' Research and Technology meets the
chal] age of providing in 22 pages a very
extensive presentation of almost all subjects
related to icing.
Fig 25
(a) Physical mechanism of icing:
this mechanism involve a number of parameters: airspeed,outside air temperaturealtitudecloud liquid water content and concentrationcloud droplet size distribution,
size or scale of models or aircraft exposed to icing,Mach and Reynolds Numbers,etc..
Ice formed in flight over the the aircraft skin results from supercooled water
droplets impacting the airframe surface at
the flight speed.
A number of types of ice may result
from variations of the above parameters,
mainly liquid water concentration and
droplet size distribution in clouds.
Adhesion on the skin depends on the type of
icing,and roghness of surface.Basic mechanical properties of ice accreted is (1)
tensile (Young's module) (2)Shear (adhesion)
(3) peeling properties.
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(b) Protection against icing
With the decrease of available hot air
bleed of new fan engines, there is a need
to develop new deicing systems using less
bleed,or more efficiently,or newer systems
relying on other sources of energy.

This Session included three papers ,each of
them bringing complementary information to
the others.The followin items are worthwile

Fig 26

mentioning; they are extracted from Paper
(26) from FISHER, USA

New systems are being developped based on
electrical capacitor discharge,using external boots on the surface to protect,such as
Electro-Expulsive Separation System, or
Eddy Current Repulsion Deicing Boot,or
installed inside the airframe, such as the
Electromagnetic Impulse Deicer.All these
systems provide very short duration impulses
but high forces, and have been foun to be
very efficient.
(c) Computation of icing accretion ;
aircraft performance degradation:
Prediction of airfoil aerodynamic performance degradation due to icing is now made
possible with the high capacity computers
of to-day.The code of the method used at
NASA LEWIS is named "LEWICE".It uses inviscid flow equations,and determines the freezing point,by solving continuity and energy
equations in each control volume of the flow.
Comparisons with experience give confidence in this code at least for the low
incidences ;the Authors state that viscous
fluid equations will have to be used for
better consistency with experiments at
higher angles of attack, close to CL max.
Fig 27
(d) Icing testing
The main ground testing means mentioned by
REINMANN SHAW and RANAUDO is the NASA
LEWIS Icing Research Wind Tunnel,which is
the largest refrigerated tunnel in the world
capable of testing big models of aircraft,
helicopters, wing profiles etc...
Flight test research is conducted at NASA
LEWIS using a modified TWIN OTTER implementing modified deicing systems instead df
the basic ones.Wing& and gear struts are
used to flight test ice accretion and new
deicing systems
Associated measurements involve a number
of devices such as :
- forward scattering spectrometer probe
- optical array probe
- phase doppler particle analyser
(to measure the dimensions of water particles).

SESSION 5.ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCES

Fig 29
Surprisingly,severe lightning strikes can
be found where one would not expect them:
- Aircraft lightning strikes occur in
both thunderstorm and non thunderstorm conditions.

- The thunderstorms regions with the
highest probability for an aircraft to experience a direct lightning strike were those
areas where the ambiant temperature was
Z 40Celsius, where the relative turbulence
and precipitation intensities were characterized as negligible to light.
- The non -thunderstorm regions with
the highest probability for an aircraft to
experience a direct lightning strike were
those areas where the ambient temperature
was between ±10°C in rain, where the relative turbulence intensity is characterized
as negligible to light.
- Most aircraft lightning strikes are
triggered by the vehicle itself.Lightning
strikesin which the aircraft intercepts
a naturally-occurring lightning flash also
occur,predominantly at lower altitudes.
- The presence and location of lightning do not necessarily indicate the presence or location of hazardous precipitations and turbulence.
During the discussion of this session the
Special Regulatory Conditions applied to
the A320 . giving the Electromagnetic
Interference Model , and the Lightning
model co take into account for Airworthiness Certification,were presented by
the Technical Evaluation Reporter as
very severe threats.The A320 was demonsti-ted as not effected by.these threats,
originated either by "natural"events
such as lightning, or from equipments
made by man ( powerfull ground radio
stations, radars ,etc...)

(e) New physical models:
Fig 28
REINMANN SHAW and RANAUDO made the proposal of a new physical mbdel for ice accretion, shown by this figure.

'
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CONCLUSIONS
Fig 30
As in previous meetings of this type the
balance between adverse weather conditions due to windshears,gusts, turbulence on one hand, and other adverse conditions, such as flying in weather, tended
to favor the iormer
-

in Session 1, while a majority of

papers adresssed wind velocity measurements,
there was very little information, sometimes no information at all on the following subjects
- high atmosphere (adressed by only
one paper)
- modelling effects of obstacles
(large, such as mountain rifts,small like
buildings, or installations on the deck of
a carrier ship).

in Session 5 on Electromagnetic interferences and lightning strike there were three
excellent and complementary papers
the other Sessions suffered from the unbalance already mentioned and this is the reason why ,as Technical Evaluation Reperter of
this Symposium , my conclusions ,written in
AGARD TER n*277 was to set up a follow up
meeting suggested as explained below:

a Multi-Panel SYmposiumwhich would extend
the subject to flight in hostile/adverse
environment,for military operations.It would
be a classified meeting ,with high participation of military operators; three main
sessions were suggested:
A- Adverse environment
B- Operational problems

- sand storms

C- Hostile environment
- in Session 4 on icingthe paper of exception~i quality given by the Specialists of
NASA LEWIS is worthwhile mentioning:it covers almost the totallity of the subject.

It is sincerely hoped that the F.D.P.
Symposium on the subject of adverse weather, will help to fullfill the gaps left
by the F.M.P meeting.
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TABLE I- DIGITAL FLIGHT RECORDS FROM AIRLINE ENCOUNTERS WITH SEVERE ATMOSPHERIC
DISTURBANCES.
DAMB

AIRCEAUt

6/'75
I1/75
4/81
7/82
10/83
11/83
1/85
2/85
2/85
8/85
8/85
11/85
3/86
4/86
7/86
9/87
11/87
108
3/88

LIOII
DC1O
DC10
DCIO
DCIO
Ll111
B747
B747
B747SP
Aol 1
MD80
B747
B747
I)C1O
A300
L1011
A310
B767
B767

I

JFK, NY
Calgary, Canada
Hannibal, MO
Morton, WY
Near Bermuda
Offshore SC
Over Grpenland
Over Greenland
Qffshore CA
DallasIFt.Worth, TX
Dallas/Ft.Worth, TX
Over Greenland
Offshore Hawaii
Jamestown, NY
West P~'lm Beach, FL
NV,
Neat ,.w.-uda
Chi, io 1t
.) NM
C,

F~ROM PAPER 3

DISTURB~AN~CE

QERJI

LOCTI

WINGROVE

Go-around
33,000'
37,000
39,000'
37,000'
37,000'
33.000'
33,000'
41I,000
Landing
Go-around
33,000'
33,000
40,000'
20,000
331,000'
33,000'
25,000'
33,000'

BACH

Microburst
Clear air turbulence
Clear air turbulence
Clear air turbulence
Convective turbulence
Clear air turbulence
Clear air turbulence
Clear air turbulence
Wind shear
Microburst
Microburst
Clear air turbulence
Clear air turbulence
Wind shear
Convective turbulence
Convective turbulence
Convective turbulence
Convective turbulence
Clear air turbulence

SCHU1,'3

.USA

(a) HIGH-ALTITUDE TURBULENCE

(b) LOW-LEVEL MICROBURST
Figure 1. Two types of severe atmospheric disturbances.
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Figure 2. Reconstruction of severe winds from flight and ATC
records.
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OVERVIEW OF SESSION 2

Picture of Atmospheric Events
Cperations in adverse Weather
Design of Aircraft for bad
Weather

,
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OPERATIONS IN ADVERSE WEATHER

(a) in flight detection of events
(b) aircraft trajectory
(c) crew reactions and correct
crew procedure.
(d) specific cases of short/vertical take off
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Fig. 20

Flight simulator approach in Wind shear
conditions, experienced alrline. pilot
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conditions, less experienced airline pilot
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Figure 9. Wind vectors at the Dallas/Ft.Worth Airport, August

1985, reconstructed from flight records of two aircraft.
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Figure 10. Multiple-vortex-ring model of the DFW microburst.
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DOWN BURST CREW PROCEDURE:
1. AVOID DOWN BURST IF YOU CAN
2. IF YOU ARE IN A DOWN BURST:
-

pull up ,attitudie 15'

-

full throttle

-

forget all previous expe-

rience

20
u-20,
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-------------------------------------- Rotating Frame Turbulence
-Space

z
30
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8
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Figure 12..Effect of Turbulence on the Black Hawk Helicopter
Normal Acceleration Response for L/R = 10.
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Gust induced incremental

load fator

Figue 5.GustLoadAlleiatin
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PROTECTION SYSTEM OF

-

TH-E A320

stall protection: flying
CL max is possible

at

alpha floor = automatic triggering of full thrust at high zilpha
or when the pilot pulls the pitch
control
-

ithe future
windshear warning ,and automatic
reaction system
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AGARD AASC n°1L9 "All Weather
capability of combat aircraft"
<>infra red systems only for dry air nights
very reduced range in weather
K> elect romagnetic sensors more promising.
factor wavelength compared to
diaeter of water droplets or cristal
millimetric wave radars better but
power
to get adequate
range must increase
in wt
-

- VHF frequencies satisfactory forng
navigation only (picture of target not s

possible )
<>navigation systems :ATC radars , or
Global Positioning System (NAVSTAR)
or similar syztems as the GPS using
groung station (for.limited coverage)

i
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THICK, DISTORTED BOUNDARY LAYER
FLOW RE-ATTACHMENT
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\-SURFACE ROUGHNESS
FIGURE 7.
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TIlE EFFECT OF WING ICE CONTAMINATION ON ESSENTIAL FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
by
R. E. Brumby
Deputy Chief Design Engineer
MD-80/DC.9 Program
Douglas Aircraft Company
3855 Lakewood Boulevard
Long Beach, California 90846, USA

SUMMARY
Contamination of critical aerodynamic surfaces by ice,
frost, and/or snow has been identified as the probable cause of a
significant number of aircraft accidents. In most cases, the ice
contamination has not been large ice accretions on the leading
edges or thick layers of adhering snow on the top of te wings.
Rather, dangerous reductions in stall margins and handling qualities can occur because of ice-related roughness equivalent to that
of nicdiun-grit sandpaper. This paper describes typical effects of
such roughness on lift, drag, and pitching moment, and the corresponding effects on longitudinal and lateral control characteristics during rotation ano liftoff. Of great importance is that the
visual, aural, and tactile cluer signaling a developing critical situation occur within a very few seconds, and usually do not correspond to any for which a flight crew has been trained or has previously experienced.

/

Figure 1. There Is No Such Thing as "A Little Ice"
DISCUSSION
In recent years, a number of weathcr-related accidents has
stimulated a renewed interest in the effects of adverse weather on
aerodynamics. Among these effects is the contamination of aerodynamic surfaces by ice, frost, and/or snow. While such contamination can adversely affect most basic aerodynamic parameters,
this presentation focuses primarily on the overall degradation of
essential flight characteristics during the takeoff of an airptane
that has an ice-contaminated wing.
Most regulations typically prohibit takeoff with ice on the
critical :'urfaces of the aircraft (Table 1). For various reasons,
however, flight crews will initiate a takeoff with some form of
ice contamination on the wings and control surfaces. The result
can range from little or no significant control problems to total
disaster.
A somewhat in-between case is shown in Figure 1.This airplane made a normal approach into Sioux City, Iowa, in 1968.
Mild icing was encountered during the approach, but the flight
crew elected not to turn on the airfoil ice protection. During the
turnaround, a light freezing drizzle was falling. The flight crew
Table 1
Federal Air Regulations Applicable to Ice, Frost, or Snow

Accumulations Prior to Takeoff
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by no means inclusive, it does illustrate that ice contamination is
quite democratic, adversely affecting straight-wing aircraft such
as the Nord 262 and numerous general aviation aircraft; small
turbojet aircraft with conventional airfoils such as the Learjet:
larger aircraft with conventional airfoils such as the F-28,
DC-9-10, and DC-8; and aircraft with leading edge high-lift
devices such as the 737.
The most predominant adverse effect of ice contamination
is on the lifting characteristics of the wing. It may be recalled
that wing lift coefficient varies with angle of attack, as shown in
Figure 2. Under normal conditions, the airflow over a wing
smoothly follows the shape of the wing, as shown in the lower
photograph, and lift varies directly with the angle of attack. At

from the wing, causing the lift curve to become nonlinear, or
"break." When the airflow is essentially fully separated, as
shown in the upper photograph, the wing is considered fully

T
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Table 2 lists a number of icing-related accidents. While it is
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Between the point where the airflow begins separating

and full stall is a region often called "stall onset," where flight
characteristics become increasingly degraded as the angle of
attack increases.
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was advised by ground maintenance personnel that there was ice
on the wing and asked if the airplane should be de-iced. The
flight crew declined the offer and proceeded with the takeoff. As
the landing gear began to retract, the aircraft rolled violently to
the right. Rudder and aileron application brought the right wing
up; however, the roll continued to the left until the left wing contacted the runway. The captain succeeded in leveling the aircraft
before it hit the ground about 110 feet beyond the end of the runway and skidded into a grove of trees where it came to rest, as
shown in the figure.

the typical effect is to alter the variation of lift with angle of

attack, reduce the maximum lift capability of the wing, nd cause
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Table 2
Some Takeoff Accidents Where Wing Ice Contamination Is Considered to Be a Contributing Factor
DATE

AIRUNE

LOCATION

ACFTTYPE

PRECIPITATIONOBSERVATIONS

27 DEC 68

OZARK

SIOUXCITY

OC-.10

UGHT FREEZINGDRIZZLE
PROBABLECAUSE FROSTACCRETIONON
THE WINGS
FOG
UGHT SNOW/2S-DEGREE
WHEELREOD AFTER
UFTOFF. RIME ICEOBSERVEDON WING
BLOWINGRAIN AND SNOW
PROBABLECAUSE:SNOW AND ICE ON WINGS
PROBABLECAUSE: PREMATURESTALLCAUSED
BYACCUMULATION
OF WING ICE
UGHT SNOW- FROZENSNOWPHOTOGRAPHED
ON EMPENNAGEAFTER ACCIDENT
UGHT SNOW
MOOERATE.TOHEAVY
SNOWFALL
UGHT FREEZINGRAIN.ICE AND SNOW
PELLETS.FOG

26 JAN 74

THY
JAL
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ANCHORAGE
FRANKFURT

F28

03 JAN77
04 JAN77
27 NOV 7N
20 DEC 78
19JAN 79

TWA
N40SN
N73161

NEWARK
MINNEAPOUS
DETROIT

0C-9-10
LEARJET
LEARJET

12 FEB79
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NORD 262

IN FEB ON
13JAN 82
os FEB8S

REOCOTE
AIR FLORIDA
AIRBORNE

BOSTON
BRISTOL253
WASH D C.
737
PHILADELPHIA DC-9-10

12 DEC40
15NOV $7
i8 JAN88
06FEB 8
23 DEC 88
10 MAR89
2S NOV8

ARROWAIR
CONTINENTAL
N2614U
N2832J
N557H
AIR ONTARIO
KOREANAIR

GANDER
DENVER
NEW MEXICO
CAUFORNIA
MONTANA
DRYDEN
KIMPO

OC-M82
737

DC_-63
DC-9-10
CESSNA402
CESSNAA188B
PIPERPA.11
F28
F21

UGHT FREEZINGDRIZZLE.SNOW GRAINS
MODERATESNOW,FOG
PROBABLECAUSE: ICETROSTREMOVALINADEOUATE
PROBABLECAUSE: ICETROSTREMOVALINADEGUATE
PROBABLECAUSE: WINGICE
HEAVYSNOW
DENSEFOG.ICEON THE WING
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Figure 4. Effect of Wing Ice Contamination on Pitching
Moment
ANGLE OF ATTACK-

airplane nose-up direction as the angle of attack is increased.

Figure 2. Airflow Over an Airfoil and Its Effect on Lift
the wing to stall at a lower than normal angle of attack. As will
be shown shortly, these effects can be quite large.
Wing ice contamination can also significantly affect the airplane drag as shown, again typically, in Figure 3b. The effects on
drag can be large enough that the difference between available
thrust and drag can adversely affect the airplane's climb capability. This not only would make it difficult for the airplane to
clear obstacles by the required distances, it could possibly result
in the airplane's inability to climb at all if an engine fails during
takeoff.
Figure 4 depicts a typical total airplane pitching moment
curve. For an airplane trimmed for takeoff, the stabilizer is set to
balance the moments due to both aerodynamic forces and center
of gravity location so that the stick force at climb-out speed
ranges from none to a slight pull. This balance is upset by wing
ice contamination, particularly on contemporary aircraft with
tapered, swept wings. With contamination on the wings, the aircraft will increasingly behave as if it was mistrimmed in the

This will result in the aircraft's pitching up more rapidly than
normal during the takeoff rotation, and will require an abnormal
push force to maintain the desired airspeed during climb. As with
other effects, this pitch-up tendency becomes more pronounced
as the amount of ice contamination increases.
During a normal takeoff, the aircraft speed schedules are
established for angles of attack below that for stall onset or activation of stall-warning devices dependent on angle of attack,
such as a stick shaker (Figure 5a). However, for an airplane with
ice contamination, not only does stall onset occur at a lower than
normal angle of attack, the airplane angle of attack must be
increased in order to produce the required lift at normally scheduled speeds (Figure 5b). This compounding effect rapidly results
inthe aircraft's operating into the "stall onset" part of the lift
curve (described earlier), and the increasingly unsteady airflow
over the wing results in correspondingly degraded lateral stability, requiring larger and larger control wheel inputs to keep the
aircraft from rolling off. As the amount of contamination
increases, the airplane becomes increasingly unstable, eventually
stalling without stick shaker activation at speeds normally scheduled for takeoff (Figure 5c).
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the relatively recent data developed by Boeing during flight testing of second- and third-generation transport aircraft with slats
These data suggest that with essentially the entire wing
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tion, slat extension provides little or no recovery of lift losses.

Figure 5. Effect of Wing Ice Contamination on Lateral
Control Characteristics

Although Figure 6 shows a significant difference in lift loss
between a narrow band of roughness at the leading edge and
roughness over the entire upper surface, it is worthy to note that
recent unpublished data for slight roughness extending aftward
from the leading edge to about 7-percent chord on both the upper
and lower surfaces (as might occur during a mild icing encounter) can cause lift losses similar to those caused by a fully roughened upper surface.

Figure 6 shows an empirical correlation of lift loss due to
wing surface roughness, including ice contamination. It is interesting to note that this simple correlation encompasses data representing a Reynolds Number range from 6x10 5 up to 29x106
and airfoil shapes ranging from simple symmetrical sections to
those representative of second-generation turbojet aircraft (see
Table 3).
so
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Figure 7 expands the data from Figure 6 into an operationally meaningful percent increase in stall speed. From this figure,
the importance of maintaining the "clean wing" philosophy
begins to show, because it becomes readily apparent that it takes
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only a relatively small amount of roughness on the wing upper
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mate can be made (Figure 8) of the stall speed increase that
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would occur on an aircraft about the size of a DC-9, 737, or

BAC- Ill if the wing upper surface was contaminated by ice
having the roughness of various grades of abrasive paper. Those

Figure 6. Correlation of the Effect of Wing Surface
Roughness on Maximum Lift-Coefficient

familiar with the icing roughness that can occur during a freezing
drizzle or when snow has partially melted and then refrozen to a

The lower line in Figure 6 shows (lie lift loss due to a localized strip or narrow band of contamination on the leading edge.
Much of the data for the lesser amounts of contamination have
been obtained from maintenance or flight training experience
where some form of contamination such as insect debris, chipped

surface
alunsludesuhcdios.Wtthsalspdinrss
will probably agree that this range of roughness is not at
all unusual under such conditions. With the stall speed increases
shown in Figure 8, stall warning margins and margins to stall
decrease markedly or disappear altogether.
40
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Figure 7. Approximate Effect of Wing Ice Contamination
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The scenario changes for an ice-contaminated airplane. Part
way through the takeoff rotation, the aircraft begins pitching up
at a faster than normal rate, as shown by the dashed line in Figure 10- If the flight crew is familiar enough with the airplane's
normal characteristics, it might recognize the abnormal rate of
rotation and couiter it with an immediate forward push on the
control column. If done in sufficient time, there should be little
pitch attitude and angle of attack overshoot into the stall onset
region, and any roll perturbations will probably be controllable
with prompt wheel input. If the angle-of-attack overshoot is successfully transitioned, forward pressure will likely be required to
maintain the target climb speed until the stick force is trimmed
out. Failure to recognize any abnormal increases in the rotation
rate at, or immediately following, liftoff can result in significant
angle-of-attack overshoot, accompanied by abrupt roll excursions and aerodynamic stall close to the ground.

As noted earlier, the increases in stall speed also occur at
much lower than normal angles of attack (Figure 9). This can
have at least two adverse effects. First, many contemporary stall
warning systems are actuated at prescheduled angles of attack. If
wing ice contamination causes a stall before this prescheduled
angle is reached, the flight crew will receive no warning of
impending stall. Second, the reduced stall angle of attack compounds the problem of the tendency of an ice-contaminated
airplane to pitch up during rotation, increasing the risk of overshooting the stall angle shortly after liftoff,
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second (liftoff normally
occurs at about 7 bto 9 degrees pitch attio40
tude). It is in the vicinity
of liftoff attitude that the abnormal
pitch-up due toice contamination begins to become increasingly
apparent and, since the airplane's angle of attack is increasing at
much higher rates than in any other part of the normal flight
envelope, the airplane can reach stall onset angles a very few
seconds after liftoff, with full stall occurring only a second or
two after that. Thus, the flight crew of an ice-contaminated airplane is placed in a situation where the visual, aural, and tactile
clues of a developing critical situation occur within a very few
seconds. Since this does not correspond to any situation for
which they have been trained or may have previously expertenced, attempting takeoff of an ice-contaminated airaft can
result in an unacceptable safety hazard.

The overall effects of wing ice contamination on various
flight characteristics of an aircraft during takeoff are summarized
in Figure 10. In this figure, stick force is the amount of push or
pull on the control column reo:ired to manage the pitch attitude
of the aircraft. Pitch attitude is the angle of the airplane with
respect to a horizontal reference plane; angle of attack is the
angle of the airplane with respect to its flight path; and wheel
angle is the rotation of the control wheel required to manage the
bank, or roll attitude, of the airplane.
For an uncontaminated airplane, the stick force to rotate and
acquire the target climb speed are typically as shown by the solid
line. The pitch attitude and angle of attack increase to their normal values, and there are no abnormal control wheel
requirements except those caused by outside influences such as
crosswinds or gusting.

CONCLUSION
From an aerodynamic viewpoint, there is no such thing as
"a little ice." Strict attention should be focused on ensuring that
critical aircraft surfaces are free of ice contamination at the initiation of takeoff.
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1. Introduction.
The Propulsion and energetics panel
held its symposium on "Low Temperature..."
in the week from 8 to 12 october 1990.
A total of 33 conferences were
presented on different problems relating to
low temperature. I will not mention all the
papers in this PEP symposium, but I shall
try to summarize and link together the
subjects and results which can be of
interest to the aerodynamists, to whom I
have the honour of speaking today. I thank
the FDP chairman for inviting me and hope
to draw your attention to the work of the
PEP people without betraying the authors.
At the end of this paper one can find the
contents and the numbering of the papers
presented at the PEP meeting. In this text
I refer to these numbers,

Z. Operational experience on icing.
The 'first problem that worries the
engine engineer is closely related to your
meeting: the ice build up on parts of the
engine and air intake. This ice modifies
the flow in front of the compressor and the
airflow through the blade passages and can
induce the stall and surge of the
compressor. Ice pieces can detach in the
front of the engine, be ingested and
destroy or modify the blades shape. This
can lead to unacceptable imbalance and to
efficiency losses. In case of ingestion of
snow paquet, a flame out can occur. As put
by the first speaker, Colonel Summerton
(1), in his speech on the experience of the
LYNX helicopter in Norway, a normal size
snowball is capable of flaming out a GEM
engine, a 15cc lump of ice can cause
serious damage to the low pressure
compressor,
Hr Heijn of FOKKER AIRCRAFT (5)
explained the experience with a turboprop
in the 2000 hp class. He stressed the fact
that several so-called flame-out incidents
occurred in service during winter periods
although the engine was qualified in the
icing conditions prescribed by FAR and JAR.
Extensive ground testing of the engine
indicated less tolerance to ice ingestion
than had been, demonstrated in engine
certification tests. Using commercially
available miniature videosystemi (fig.'I)
mounted in the air intake duct, it was
possible to observe some ice accretion on a
seal cavity until aerodynamic forces
prevailed over the adhesive forces between
ice and duct wall, restilting, in a peri6dic
shedding. This would lead'to a flame out.
This ice accretion was formed mainly in wet
snow conditions with OAT- -70 to -20C and
'4;"

mean altitudes above 10000 ft. In these
conditions no or little ice was collected
on windshield wipers, wing leading edges
and air intake lip. An engine air intake
having an internal bifurcation or any other
stagnation area may be prone to ice
accumulation in wet snow conditions. These
are generally not identified by the flight
crew in the absence of external ice
accretion.
Another example of this ice build up
inside the air intake was given by REARDON
of the Naial Air Propulsion Center (28).
The F14 Aircraft engine experienced foreign
object damage from ice ingestion which
occurred during the carrier's landing and
arrestment when ice was shed due to the
shocks. The engine inlet duct is shown in
figure 2. The compression ramp boundary
layer is bled through a throat bleed slot
and dumped overboard through the
bleed/bypass door. Ice accumulated on the
leading edge of the third ramp when ramp 1
and 2 were stowed as they were in low Mach
conditions, this build up being a function
of the amount of bleed air.
A similar surprise on a small
turboprop engine was experienced by engine
CT7 from G.E., as explained by Mr Blair
from G.E. (20). Despite successful engine
test cell and aircraft natural icing
certification tests, an unacceptable level
of foreign object damage was cused by ice
ingestion. This engine has an integral
inertial particle separator (IPS). Forward
of the inlet, ice accumulates on the
spinner and the propellor cuffs and inside
the duct, on the inlet protection device
(IPD), splitter lip and in the IPD bowl
which filled up with ice (figure 3). Duct
improvements, one of these being a heated
IPD exhaust which reduced the FOD rate,
still didn't reach the target FOD rate. As
it was not possible to achieve substantial
IPS performance gains within the confines
of a compatible installation, the final
solution was to develop ice FOD-resistant
compressor blades.
3. Icing on turbo engines.
Particular attention was given to the
operation of helicopter engines in icing
conditions and three authors gave their
experience. Small gasturbines are much more
vulnerable to foreign object damage (FOD)
and flame-out due to ice ingestion than the
bigger turbofan engines. Flame-out can also
occur due to inlet blockage by ice ox snow
and resulting air starvation.
Jones of Boeing Canada (6) explained
the case of the inlet screens and particle
separators employed as protection on the
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CH113 Search and Rescue Helicopter of the
Canadian Forces. The original engine inlet
screen was not designed for sustained
operations in an icing environment, and in
these conditions the inlet screen had to be
removed, resulting in an unacceptable risk
of foreign object damage to the engine. New
ice tolerant inlet screens have been
developed and investigated and the final
solution is a flat faced screen providing
full time protection against FOD ingestion
of particles larger than the void size.
Cylindrical sides to the screen are tapered
towards the inlet, forming an inverted
cone. In fast forward cruise in icing
conditions, the front faces ice rapidly- and
the air has to turn sharply to enter the
sides of the cone. The sides remain clear
of deposits in forward flight. The air
stream sheds the majority of entrained
liquid water in flowing around a sharp
obstruction.
In hover the inlet flow is less
unidirectional and the screen surfaces ice
more uniformly. It necessitates some form
of open bypass to maintain a path to feed
the engine with air. The airflow distorsion
at the compressor face is still acceptable.
Engine cell performance tests indicated a
2% powerloss with front fan completely
blocked and 75% of the sidewalls blocked,
In the case when both front fan and
sidewalls are completely blocked and engine
air is entering solely through bypass
opening, the powerloss was 37%. There is
sufficient remaining power for cruise.
G.V. Bianchini of Allison Gas Turbine
Division (18) presented the anti-icing
system of the engine T800-LHT-800 for LHhelicopter. The engine mounted Integral
Inlet Particle Separator (IPS) is a
significant feature of this engine. The IPS
consists of an inner dome, a casing
assembly, the flow splitter, scavenge vanes
and scavenge scroll. (figure 4). The large
surface area results in the potential for
widespread supercooled water impingement on
the flow-path surface, and subsequent ice
accretion. The engine's anti-icing system
shall prevent ice accretion on all core
flow-path surfaces of the front frame and
all flow-path surfaces of the inner dome.
(figure 5). The anti-icing system requires
hot air from the compressor which reduces
engine performance. With the anti-icing
system activated in icing-conditions the
power loss may not exceed 5% and the
specific fuel consumption (SFC) may not
increase more than 5% . The military icing
test prints are given in the table
underneath:

I

I

Conditions
2
3
Ji
----------------Engine inlet total
j
temperature (OC)
I -20
-5
-5
---------------------------------------Mean effective drop
j
diameter (microns)
1 20
20
20
---------------------------------------Liquid water content j
(g/m3)
I 1.0
2.0
0.4
---------------------------------------Exposure time
I
(minutes)
1 10
10
60

Several anti-icing concepts were
Ai

evaluated to select a System that satisfies
the military or FAA requirements. After

.4'

investigation, a concept of compressor
split flow system was chosen. With
analytical tools on heat transfer, flow
system and engine performance, the required
anti-ice air temperature and flow rates
were determined to keep the flow-path
surface at a level sufficient to prevent
the icing, and the impact on engine
performance was calculated. To ensure a
minimal engine performance loss, a variable
anti-ice flow rate was required which was
obtained by a self-modulating engine
mounted valve.
The test program was done on an inlet
equipped with thermocouples (figure 6) and
the results were compared to the analytical
calculations; a comparison for a given test
environment is presented in figure 7.
Mr de la Servette (35) from Aerospace
presented an overview of the different airintakes and protections against ice and
snow. Aerospace optimised the concept of
protection based on screens. The airflow
and ice-accretion is shown in cases of high
speed (V > 70 kts) and low speed (figure
8). The author highlights the danger of
snow lumps detaching from the helicopter
fuselage and being ingested by the engine.
There is also a danger of accumulation in
the inlet ducts after the inlet screen and
a second screen just in front of the
compressor may be necessary. This
accumulation is likely to happen on a cold
part of a curved duct. The author
distinguishes the different critical
conditions as to temperature and snow type.
The development of an anti-icing
system for an inertial type inlet particle
separator (IPS) by experimental methods is
expensive and time consuming and leads to
an anti-icing system which is not always
energy efficient. Mr Mann from RR and Mr
Tan from the Cranfield Institute of
Technology (16) presented a predictive
anti-icing design code. That could spare
time in the development phase and reduce
the heating requirements by 50% . The
model's principal components are a NavierStokes flow solver, the Moore Elliptic Flow
Program (MEFP) and the joint RR/Cranfield
Trajectory Prediction Program. The MEFP was
used in the particle separator design and
as the IPS is axi-symmetric the code was
run in the 2D-form. The water droplet
equations of motion assume that the drag
force is the only force of interaction.
E. Brook from Rolls Royce (19)
presented the assessement of an engine
design for icing risk. He detailed
comprehensively each area of concern for
the high bypass ratio turbofans. The
intakes and intake ducting were already
discussed (Figure 9). The non-rotating
engine hardware upstream of the first rotor
stage must be anti-iced because of the
damage caused by ice shedding and the
distorsion due to blockage of the inlet
guide vanes. In the rotating stages it is
impossible to provide anti-icing and the
engineer has to appraise the design for its
propensity to ice accumulation, how the icp
will shed and the design of the surfaces on
wich the, ice lumps will impact.
Authors R. Henry. and D. Guffond fr6m
ONERA (17) calculated the ice accretion on
the inlet guide vanes (pro-rotation vanes)
of a centrifugal compressor. Protection

against icing is achieved by hot bleed air
from the compressor and driven- inside the
vanes. At low engine settings, the
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compressed air is at rather low temperature
and is not able to avoid ice accumulation
on certain parts of tbe vanes. A two-

power settings under the three
conditions of table 1, part 1, each for
a minimum of ten minutes.. and rapid

-six

acceleration for transient responses.

dimensional numerical program from ONERA

was adapted to compute the ice build up on
the profile. There are three distinct
parts:
- a fluid dynamics computation of the
flow, velocitibs and pressures around
the vanes,
- a computation of the water droplets'
trajectories for the determination of
the icing surface.
- a thermodynamic balance to compute the
thickness and form of the ice
accumulation.
As computation in the three-dimensional
field is very expensive, a two-dimensional
code was used before the vanes in the
(Z,R)-plan and in the (Z,9)-plan between
the vanes (figure 10).This is justified as
the third component of the velocities is
always small. Computation of the droplets'
trajectories in the two-phase flow is based
on the following assumptions:
- the flow is not influenced by the
presence of a small number of droplets.
the droplets are spherical,
the only force on the droplet is the
air-droplet interaction,
Formule:

Fg - Hg . (dVg)/dt

where:

Fg - drag force
Mg - mass of the droplet
Vg - velocity of the droplet

Computation of the droplets' local
captation on the impact zone showed that
the captation values are low on the
intrados, very high on the leading edge and
that there is no captation on the extrados.
The thermodynamic laws allow the
computation of the ice form by determining
the amount of water impacting on the zone
and the wall temperature. It is based on
the conservation of the mass and the heat
on an elementary wall surface ds, as can be
seen in figure 11. There is a clear
influence of the temperature on the ice
form as can be seen in figure 12, for
droplets of a mean diameter of 20 pm, a
liquid water content of 0.6 g/m3 and after
60 s of captation on the median height of
the blades.
4.Test facilities.
The icing test facilities are
necessary tools in the theoretical designs'
development and in testing the engine or
the inlet, or both together to demonstrate
that they comply with the requirements of
the icing specifications.
H. Reardon and J. Truglio (28)
explained the capabilities in icing
simulation at the Naval Air Propulsion.
Center of Trenton. The Navy specification
requirements for turbofan/turbojet and
turboshaft/turboprop are the baseline
documents. We quote that the engine antiicing systems allow the engine to operate
satisfactorily.under meteorological
conditions as defined in Table 1,, with no
more than 5% total thrust loss and no more
than 5% increase in SFC for high engine
setting. No-permanent performance
deterioration is permitted after the
meteorological conditions have been
removed. The test consists of two parts:
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one hour run at Idle, followed by
acceleration to maximum power, under
conditions of table 1, part 2. This
test is very similar to that defined by
FAR Part 33.68 wich requires 30 minutes
idle.
It is noted that the earl~er version of the
Navy Specification required altitude
testing. These altitude tests were deleted
from the specification, in part due to the
high cost of testing in the altitude
chamber. In any case sea-level icing
conditions represent the most severe
requirements for the engine anti-icing
system due to low pressure ratio in idle
and static and low temperature of the bleed
air combined with a high total liquid water
content.
There are four small engine test cells
which have sea-level as well as altitude
capabilities with a maximum airflow of 25
kgis, and two larger sea-level cells with a
maximum airflow of 150 kg/s. Two basic
inlet configurations are utilised at MAPC,
the direct connect jet and the free jet, as
depicted in figure 13. Large engines are
direct connected and small engines with a
mass flow less than 20 kg/s are generally
configured as a free jet. Cloud simulation
is accomplished with spray systems
consisting of spray bars. Through the
nozzles, metered air and water generate the
liquid water droplets. Flow of both water
and air are controlled, which provides for
the setting of LWC and drop diameter. Water
and air are filtered to minimize the
entrained particulates which can seed the
supercooled liquid water droplets causing
them to freeze and form ice crystals. The
flow has to be calibrated and LWC and drop
diameters must be verified quantitatively
and qualitatively with the forward
scattering spectrometer probe and a single
rotating cylinder in the duct (figure 14).
The icing capabilities are depicted in
figure 15, and the NAPC experienced that
the production of an icing simulation in
terms of LWC and droplet diameter is not an
easy task and that the instruments'
accuracy is not always satisfactory. We
have already presented the F14A aircraft
inlet icing test. The difficulties and
results on engine tests are mentionned in
the paper.
A second test cell was described by
Riley (29) from Rolls-Royce. The Hucknall
tunnel is fitted with water spray nozzles
wich produce a supercooled water cloud of
controllable droplet size aid TLW. The
liquid water content distributions and air
pressure were recorded at four planes
downstream of a 28 cm high reducing nozzle.
Pressure and temperature profiles were
measured by rakes of 25 pit6ts ;'d 25
thermocouples moved in vertical -.
lanes. The
nominal air velocities are 61 and 122 m/s
for air temperatureg of 06C, -150C and
-306C. Research-was carried out .t6
determine the effects of variables such as
velocity and temperature on ice Accretion
and shedding on a steel tubing grid. The
higher airspeed produced more brittle ice
which shed more easily. "igfre 16 shows the
crosssection in various test conditions.
Experimental evidence showed that a
reduction'in water droplet size had an
-
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effect on ice types similar to an increase
in airspeed or reduction in liquid water
content, producing more brittle opaque ice
which shed more easily. Different
temperatures produce ice of a different

approved. Figure 19 shows the main plant
schematically, and the main capabilities
are, airflow of up to 5.7 kg/s at a
pressure down to 38 kPa, corresponding to a
pressure altitude of 7620 m. At higher

nature. Rime ice forms at low temperatures,

altitudes up to 15240 m the airflow is

is smooth, opaque and tends to follow the
shape of the surface on which it is
building. Glaze ice forms at temperatures
approaching 0.C, is clearer and comprises
forward facing "feathers" which give the
classic horned shape. Glaze ice is
generally a greater problem since it has a
larger effect on drag and damage potential
if the ice is released. But it tends to be
more brittle and is more readily shed. The
appearance, net quantity, shape,
distribution, relative location, physical
properties of the ice -re a function of
ambiant conditions, the collecting surface
and surroundings, the external forces,
Macroscopic and microscopic observation of
ice accretion concluded that,
- the physical and mechanical properties
of ice formed by accretion are a
function of formation conditions.
- the effects of altitude, rotational
speed, vibration, heat input, material

reduced at 3.4 kg/s. Air temperature is
supplied in the range -650C to +750C and
rapid changes in air pressure and
temperature can be achieved. The engine
test cell is 12.2 m long by 4 m diameter
giving a normal working space 7.9 m long by
1.8 m diameter. Based on the JAR and the
FAR the correct icing conditions, such as
air velocity, pressure, temperature, water
content and droplet size are set for
predetermined times. In addition there may
be a requirement for testing the effect of
ice blocks ingested by the engine. This is
done by either allowing the ice accretions
to shed as in service or by producing ice
blocks in a refrigerator and injecting
pieces of a known size into the item. A
special gun can also produce and inject
hailstones. The configuration of the test
sections is shown in figure 20. Recently a
laser equipment (Halvern 2600C) has been
installed for water droplet measurement.

type and surface finish may also
influence ice properties, and these
phenomena should be investigated,
- alternative techniques for microscopic
observation should be investigated,
The author also explained the research on
static vane sets. The vanes were set at
different incidences and the test run for
30 minutes at the highest air velocity of
119 m/s. The comparison was made on the
result of pressure drop, plotted nondimensionally in the form,

Scott Bartlett presented the AEDC
facilities (31). These are altitude engine
test facilities covering a wide range of
mach numbers, pressure altitudes, inlet
temperatures and icing conditions. The
free-jet and direct-connect testing modes
are possible. In direct-connect tests one
can test engines requiring an airflow of
340 kg/s at sea-level. Bigger engines can
be tested at increasingly higher altitudes.
As many icing problems occur at reduced
power setting meaningful icing tests can be
conducted on engines for which the maximum
airflow is above the facility capability.
Figure 21 indicates the test limits in
pressure and temperature. An interesting
detail is the LWC required in a direct
connecting test. Figure 22 shows that the
streamtube in the real flow in front of the
inlet is convergent or divergent depending
on the flight mach number and the mach
number in front of the fan. Thus air
density increases or decreases and the LWC
in g/m3 is modified. The LWC in the airflow
of the straight connecting tube must be
adapted to simulate the required content in
the real upstream conditions set by the

NONDIM- oP

- Po
6Po

where AP - measured pressure drop
OPo- initial 6P
An example of the pressure drop's
evolution, indicating the blockage is shown
in figure 17. For different speeds and
temperatures, the closely spaced vanes are
more prone to blockage and ice bridging,
and the blockage is highly dependent on
shedding propensity. We also mention from
this report the research on the adhesive

strength of ice formed by accretion. These

M

I

regulations. The icing cloud's uniformity

experimental investigations determined the
bond strength of ice build up on rotating
collectors. The ice mass resulted in a
centrifugal shedding force recorded by
strain gauges on the collector arm front
and back faces (figure 18). It was noted
that failure tended to be cohesive,i.e.
failure occurred within the ice at lower
temperatures. At higher temperatures
adhesive failure occurred,i.e. the bond
between ice and metal surface was broken.
The transition occurred between -6C and
-10*C air temperature, which corresponds to
the transition betw4een rime and glaze ice.
Tests were carried out to investigate the
effects of LWC (0.5 to 2.5 g/m3),. droplet

is evaluated by the ice accreted on a
calibration grid. This technique has been
automated at AEDC by application of
ultrasonic piezo-electric transducers.
These are integrated into the grid and the
ice thickness and growth rate on the
transducer is calculated in real time by a
signal processing system. This automation
greatly reduces time for icing test
preparation. The measurement effort of the
cloud's liquid water content uniformity
aimes at developping electro-optical
diagnostics to replace the piezo-electrical
transducers-on the calibration grids. Using
fluorescentdye in the water and exciting
the-droplets vittha light source the

size (15 to 30 px), impingement angle,

uniformity of the scattered light intensity

surface preparation (clean or greased) and

is a measure of the LWC's~uniformity. Work

coatings.
Hr. E. Carr presented-thoe icing test
facility operated at Barichy in theU.K. 'by
Aero and Industrial Tidhhoogy.Limitid
(AIT)'(32). ,This plant is'operated .6n a
normal commercial baisi and is CAA

is also conducted on the ice scaling
illustrated in figure 23 obtained at-AEDC.
The test facility at-Pyestock was
presented-by Hr Holmes of the RAE (34). The
capability for icing tests was incorporated
at the design stage-of two of the altitude

!.
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test cells intended for aero-engines. There
is still work to do on improving the icing
tests and one of the most important
elements is the simulation of a defined
cloud. Some icing clouds consist of a
mixture of supercooled water droplets and
particles of dry ice. These can be produced
at Pyestock based on different techniques
for the production of both componentst ice
particles are produced by milling chips of
prepared ice blocks and introduced into the
main flow upstream of the liquid water
injectioni There is a problem in measuring
the uniformity of the droplet size
distribution in a 2.6 m diameter cell.
Therefore at RAE they calibrate individual
nozzles in a controlled environment in a
low speed wind tunnel especially adapted
for this purpose. The two cells have large
test chambers of 6 m and 7.6 m diameters,
the latter can accomodate a helicopter
without rotors. A majority of the deroengine testing is done in connect mode, but
it is more realistic to do it in free jet
mode. The icing cloud is produced by a
number of airblast water spray nozzles on
rakes . A new rake for testing of large
engines requires 310 nozzles for a 2.64 m
duct. Five channels of closed-circuit TV
are available for remote viewing: one
channel is a strobed view of rotating parts
whilst highspeed cind up to 1200 frames per
second records the ice shedding and
particle trajectories. Measuring the water
content and droplets' diameter in the real
test cells close to the engine is the
preferred zolution but it is very difficult
to achieve in large scale engineering
environment with delicate instruments. The
alternative solution at Pyestock is an open
circuit wind tunnel with a 0.37 m2 working

Theoretical results were compared with
experimental results. The starting section
is 0.25 m where mass distribution in
diameter intervals- are given in table 2 for
4 cases. The diameters in a section 1.95 m
from the injector were measured and
calculated and figure 25 gives an exaiaple
of the comparison.

section and 80 m/s wind speed. Spraynozzles characteristics (figure 24) show
the nozzles' operational limits. Another
problem is the cooling down of the droplets
in the airflow. The water is injected at
200 C to prevent freezing on the nozzle; are
the droplets supercooled at the time they
impact on the target? The state of the
droplets determines the ice accretion
forms. A 10 micron droplet comes to thermal
equilibrium in a -56C airflow in under a
meter, but a 30 micron droplet might
require 5 metera. Thus the dirtance between
the spray rake and the target needs to
exceed 5 meters.
Mr Creismeas of C.E.Pr reported on a
numerical code developed at C.E.Pr. and
ONERA (30). As said in above paper the
distance between spray rake and. test item
is in excess of 5 m and there can be a
significant modification in the droplets'
mean diameter. The test requires a given
mean droplet diameter and it is useful- to
have a.method to predict the evolution. The
theory is based on the thermal exchanges
between the liquid water and the gasflow,
taking into account .the hygrometry. This
numerical code is named H.A.GI.C
(Hod6lisation et-Analyse du GXvrage en
Caisson). The equationi are based on the
continuity, momentum and heat equation. The
drag.force of the droplet, in ,airflow is
based on the value of Cx,which is taken as,

6. Low temperature and fuel problems.
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5. Ice relevant cloud physical parameters.
Since 1983 the icing of aircraft is
investigated in the DLR - Institute for
Atmospheric Physics using an icing research
aircraft (33). The aim is to get
information about the dependance of the
icing relevant cloudphysical parameters on
cloud type and the height above cloud base.
The total water content (fluid and solid
particles), the median volume diameter and
the temperature T were collected during
vertical and horizontal flight through
clouds. A result is shown in figure 26. The
TWC of clouds of a high pressure area
increases about linearly with height above
cloud base. Its maximum is located just
below the cloud top and has values between
0.40 and 0.50 g/m3. Temperature is
decreasing with height and the median
volume diameters (MVD) are rather small and
are situated between 11 and 23 pm. The
phase of the particles is always fluid. The
MVD of clouds in the range of a warm front
fluctuates strongly between small and large
values and maximum values are between 100
and 460 pm. The phase of the particles in
clouds in the range of a warm front would
vary between fluid and solid.

The low temperature operations could
impact aircraft missions as the fuel can
form solid wax precipitates which may, chuse
plugging of filters or blockage of fuel
transfer lines. The Naval Air propulsion
center of Trenton was concerned with the
problem of availability of the F-44 (JP5)
fuel. This fuel with very low freezing
point accounts for only a small fraction,
less than 1% of total refinery production.
The relaxation of the freezing:point
specification to that of the commercial
Jet-A specification would lead to a higher
fraction of the crude (25).
This study requires the determination
of the fuel temperature in the fuel tanks
which is very expensive if it has to be
done experimentally. NAPC looked for a CFDcode that could be modified ,to handle the
calculations. They chose the PHOENICS 84 as
the base code performing f-luid-flow, heat
transfer and chemical reaction calculations
simultaneously. The major developments are:
optimuia grid selection, turbulence
model-ling, phase change modelling and
expert system. The, user-friendly menu
driven format allows the user to operate in
a menu diven step-wise format, 'depicted in
figure 27, where he has to input the
dimersions of the tank and the amount of
fuel desired-. The boundary conditions are
-either
the experimental skin temperature of
the tank, or-the calculated skin
temperaturt bsed on air:,temperature and
.air speed. Figure 28 compares test and
calculated data. The model predicts
accurately, in both two and three

,
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dimensions, fuel temperature profiles. The
accuracy of the fuel holdup is not as good
as that of the fuel temperature because
holdup was shown- to be a somewhat random
phenomenon. The model is currently used to
freeze point
of higher
effect
predict
mission
aircraft
naval
fuels on the

Fuel at cold temperature can also
impact the engines' starting capabilities.
This is due to the low vapour pressure and
the low viscosity. The droplet mean
diameter increases and the fuel evaporation
to theFigure
proportionate
rate
size (7,9,22).
the droplet
squareis ofinversely

performance.
A second danger of the cold fuel is
due to the presence of water dissolved in
the fuel. This water under the form of ice
crystals can block the filters, the fuel
control and change the flow passages in the
heat exchanger air-fuel. r Garnier of
SNECHA (23) explained the mathematical
model based on a heat balance oil-fuel to
predict the fuel temp.-;rature during, the
take-off phase and cruise flight. This
model was verified on a test bench built at
SNECHA to verify the model and on an
aircraft equipped with four CFH-56, that
was put in the climatic chamber of EGLIN
(Florida) where the temperature was lowered
to between -210C and -549C.

29 shows that the minimum fuel air ratio
for ignition has to be increased with
higher viscosity, thus lower fuel
temperature. Three paperst GE (10), APU for
the Tornado (11) and PW (12) explain the
improvements in the starting capabilities
with new fuel control schedules related to
the ambient conditions.
The flame propagation model ,n
heterogeneous phase must take into account
the droplet diameters and droplet
distribution, the temperatures and
pressures, the fuel air ratio, the
evaporation and the turbulence. In paper
(24) this flame propagation is studied in
the case of a multicomponent fuel to
compare it with the case of a single
component idealization.
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TABLE 1: SEA-LEVEL ANTI-ICING CONDITIONS (MIL E 005007E (AS),
PART 1

PART? 2

II________

Engine Inlet Total
Temperature

-4*F(-200C)il

Velocity

0 to 60 knots

0 to 60 knots

Altitude

0 to 500 ft

0 to 500 ft

0 to 500 ft.

0 to 500 ft

PMean Effectiv
rp Diameter

20 microns

20 microns

20 microns

30 microns

gm/rn 3
k .25 goj~

2 gm/rn3
*0.25 gm/n 3

2 gn/n3
*0.25 g/n 3

0.4 g/n
*0.1

Liquid water

Content
(continuous)

+156F(t-1020ile

+23*F(-

*0

C)A&1'

to 60 knots

24-SC**
3(SC*
0 to 60 knots

I
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Fig 16: Profiles of grid ice accretion
after 5 min at -10*C.
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Table 2: Initial distribution of the droplets
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EVOLUTION REGLEMENTAIRE EN MATIERE DE CERTIFICATION DES
AVIONS CIVILS EN CONDITIONS GIVRANTES
par
Gilbert CATrANEO

'

Ing~nieur Navigont d'Essais

CENTRE D'ESSAIS EN VOL 13128 ISTRES AIR

Lomplitude de l'effet C-tudi6 ddlvend de
1'paisseir de glace, de so forme et dons tine
mesure de sa vugosit6 (CF figures n'

PMUl
LL~WIUcertaine
la.
oau cours de
acquise
L'exp~rience
certification de type et de l'utilisation en
srvice des avions civils a montr6 qutine
6voluton
des
r~glements
applicables
aux
conditions givrantes s'av~rait n~cessaire. Ce
document d~crit les 6voltitions r~glementaires
qui sont actuellement envisagdes de manidre A
maintenir au cours d'un vol en conditions
givrantes tin niveau de s~curit6 comparable A
celtii qui est garanti hors givroge.

et n' 2).
Une C-paisseur swe faibie
effet consid~rable stir le CLmax.

petit avoir tin

Loccutilotion de glace sur la profondeir
peut provoquer des probldmes graves de contrd5le
longitudinal li~s A lalt~ration du taoment de
charni~re observable stir les avions A cominandes
de vol purement m~caniques. Des d~gradations
significatives de l'efficacit6 de la profondeir
ne peuvent pas Otre exclues sur les ovions
Aquip~s de servo cominandes.

2. - RAPPEL DES EFFETS DE L'ACCUMULATION DE GLA--__

CE SUR LweS CARACTEISTIQUES AERODINANIQIJES
DUN AVION
On sait deptiis fort longtemps que la
prdsence de glace stir tin avion degrade de
inanidre
significative
los
caroct~ristiques
a~rodynamiqties correspondantes.
11 existe tine abondante littbrature
traite de ce sujet et de nombreuses 6tudes
dt conduites dans le monde pour en dvaltier
conse~qtences. Nous rappelons bvidvement
principples conclusions.
L'accumulation
provoqtie

do

glace

stir

--

qui
ont
des
les

n

-

-

__

___

tin avion

perte de portance CL a mdme incidence a
qui s'accompagno d'une diminution duaCLoax et
de l'ongle a (CLmax) associ&.

-Une

-Une

-Une

augmentation du coefficient de train~o CD.
d~gradation de la stabilit6 longitudinale

et do la stabilit6 lat~ralo._________

caract~ristiques comme la, stabilitA
dynamique transversale (DUTCH ROLL) peuvent
aussi Otre affect~es.

-D'autres

IT-

,,
NA

,.,LI~
__4_
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IfCoic..014iU
Pr

on observe que les profils
ne paraissent
pas
prdsenter une
sensibilit6 plus marqude que celia des profils
anciens.
Par contra

ccu%
M
wt
X 100modernes

3.

cc,)

-

LUS REGLMENT DE CERTIFICATION EXISTEINS
On

Scivils

~essentiellement

Z
5000(
$M

1

0

2

4
M

6
IL~I0

8

:o

avions
existe

La part 25 (large a~roplanes) du titre 10
(Aronautique et Espace) du Code des Lois
Amdricaines.

-

La JAR 25 (Joint Aviation Requirements).

Cas r~glements sont pratiquement identiques
sont compl~tds par des textas additionnals
Annexes, Advisory Circular Joint, etc....

uz,

s~~aat

N9

qua pour certifier les
ii
taille
grande
deux r~glements de base

-

7FMddrales

E......

salt
de

F,

022Ainsi

lorsque
la
certification
en
conditions givrantas est demandde en corformitd

avec le r~glement JAR on utilisera:
a) La texte de base -Jchpitre 25-1419. Ii
precise que l'avion dolt pouvoir dtre
Parmi
les
raisons possibles qui las
utiliS6
en
toute s~curit6
dans
la
diff~rencient on peut notar
conditions de givrage maximum continu at
maximum intermittent d~finies dens l'annexe
C
- Que les turbor~acteurs ont un domaine de vol
C
leur
6lev~es
6tendu at des performances
permettant d'6viter ou de traverser rapidementb)LanaC.El fori lsdoinsd
las zones de givrage.
demonstrations
altitude,
teapdrature,
nuave
maximum du
horizontale
6tendue
- Qua las systdmes de d~givrage pneumatiques A
diamtre effectif moyen des gouttalettes,
chambres d~formantes (boots) n'ont pas una
concentration
an
eau
Ai prancira
an
aiu
osdrtoeorlscniin
efficacit6 parfaita. De la glace s accumula
entra
deux
gonflages
des
chambras
continu
at maximum
intermittent (CF
(intercycle). Par comparaison les syst~mes
annaxe 1).
chaud
par soufflage d'air
d'antigivraga
L'ACJ 25-11119. Ella d~crit deux m~thodes de
'acumuatio
glca.c)
~vitnt ci
conformi te.
- La mise an route diff(!r~e des syst~mes dea
d~givrage par application de la procedure
Una m~thode empirique bas~a sur la
garantissant
l'afficacitC6
du
systdme.
pratique courante at l'exp~rience acquise
correspond A une 'oartaine ouantit6 da glace
an France at au ROYAUMF UNI.
accumulC~e.
Una mnthode giobala basdes sur la
mrcie
conditions donn~es de givraga peuventprtqecuat
-Des
avoir un effet diff~rent an fonction du type
dealavion.
Les avions pauvent
sensiblas au givrage.

dtre

plus

ou

momns

11 ressort de ces considerations que !as4,ISUFSiCDEL
turbopropulseurs ont plus de
"sansibles au givrage" h cause
-

-

chance

Delaurdomana
d volr~dut.

Dalau liit~
caacit depr~lvemnt
puissance particuli~rement au d'~collage.

4!,I

Le d~veloppement r~cent d'une nouvelle
at
type Commuter
du
davions
generation
'exp~rience acquisa ont mis an dvidence las

De leur performances i.&mit~es.

-De

ELENTO CTLE

d'ftre

labsence deaservo commancies.etqaisdevl

e

apcssiat
Las
essais de certification confirment
lexistenca d'une degradation importante des
caract~ristiques adrodynamiques
performances

I
L'utilisation en service montre que la
mecannaissance
au
le
non
respect
des
procedures associ~es A la pr~sence do glace
peuvont conduire A des pertes de contr~le
s~vdres suivies de rdcup~rations hasardouses
qui dans tincas extromeoant ontraind la. perte

-

de l'avion et de ses occupants.
Pourtant la r~glomontation tello qu'elle
oxiste parait constittier un ensemble coh~rent et
complot. Pendant de nombreusos ann~es elle a 6t&
consid~rde comae suffisante et parfaitement
capable d'atteindre l'objectif' qui lui CAtait
assign6
garantir une s~curit6 suffisante.
En r~alit6, cetto r~glementation, tr~s
explicite sur los conditions do givrage A
-6tudier et stir los d~monstrations relatives aux
systdmes. resto extrdmement vague stir les
d~gradations de performance et de qualit~s de
vol quo l'on petit accepter. A titre d'exomple on
petit citer le soul paragraphe qui abordo cot
aspect (CF ACJ 25-1419). "Whore ice can accrete
on unprotected parts it should be demonstrated
that the effect of' stich ice will not critically
affect the characteristics of the a~roplane as
regards safety
(eg flight, structure
and
fltitter).
The ,subsequent
operation
of
retractable devices should be considered."
Ces insuffisances ant conduit los atotrit~s
francaises do certification A proposer des
textes compl~mentaires.

essais peuvent Otre effectu~s avec
des formies de givre artificielles, les
r~sultats ainsi obtenus doivent 6tre
rcps pr de
esas
n gvage
naturel. Les formes artificielles doivent
6tre d~termindes A partir de mod~les de
calcul valid~s par des essais (soufflorie
preepo
tapovs
5.2.2. Quantit~s do glace accumul~e
-Les

D~collage
Suppos6 ef fectu6 avec tine panne moteurA
VEF, tin rapport critique Pouss~o/Poids. La
glace ost accumul~e sur l'ensemble des
parties
captantes
de
l'avion
a une
incidence moyenne pendant une phase de
dur~e d~termin~e.
Croisi~re

Attente et Atterrissage

-

a) Parties non prot~g~es de l'avion.
Captation jtisqu'A tine dpaisseur maximum do
3 pouces avec des asp~ritds do hauteur2 3 mm
et tine densit6 do 8 A 10 grains par cm .
b) Parties protdgdes.
Los d~lais do wise en route des syst~mes
anti/ddgivragos. involontaires ou ihss A la
proc~duro, sont pris en compte ; do mdine
quo la glace accumul(3e pendant tin intercycle et quo la recong~lation 6ventualle
(runback).
Cas do panne

5.- EVOLUTION AEGLRMAIRE
5.1. GENERALITES
Les abjectifs do s~ctirit6 des toxtes
existants Catant parfaitemont d~finies le choix
s'ost portd stir 1e maintient do ces textes et le
d~veloppemont doeinayens d'interpr~tation (Advisory Material Joint). L'AMJ 25-1419 ainsi
dLveloppde s'est en partie inspir~o du contenti
des AMA's 525/2-x et 525/5- 6labor~os par los
autorit~s canadiennes DOT.
5.2. CONTENU DE L'AMJ 25-1419
5.2.1. GQn~ralitfs
-

-

Los conditions atmosph~riquos sont cellos
d~finios dans l'annexe C des r~glements
FAR 25 ET JAR 25 (CF annexe 1).

Lorsque la panne affocte l'efficacit& du
syst~me do d~givrage et quo 1lavion doit
alors quitter los conditions givrantes la
quantit6 supposde do glace d~sposde stir los
parties prot~g~os est fixde A 1,5 cm
Cas partictilier dti Sand Paper
Uno
forme
spdcifique
do
captatian
carrespondant a tine faible 6paisseur et tine
rugasit6 du type papier do verre a 6t6
titilis~e pour qualifier le comportewont do
l'avion lors des manoeuvres do rendus do
mains (push avers). On sait en effet par
l'exp~rionco stir diff~rents avians tels quo
ATR 42.
SF 340 DO 228 quo ce type
d'accr~tian est critique pour la manoeuvre
osdre
5.2.3. Essais A oxd~uter

Los phases do vol significatives suivantes sont prises en cansid~ration.
D~collage. wontde, croisidre, attente.

Etablissoment des vitesses do d~crochage en

atterrissage,

vue

cas

do

panne.

Pour

le

dfcollage los systdmes do d~givrage sont
suppos~s Lstre mis en route a 400 feet,

sauf si la proc~duro pomet xplicitowent leur utilisation avant d'attoindre
cotte altitude.

Performances

du

calcul

op~rationnelles

des

nouvelles

vitesses

assaci6s. Validation

desL

marges entre activation des systdwes do
protection (Stall warning, stick shaker) et
d~crochage. Etablissewent des polaires do
train~e.

4-4

Qualt~s
v-

p(Jamming).,

e

Carict~ristiques *de d6crochage. StabilitCstatique
longitudinale
et
lat~rale.
Stabilit6 transversale dynamique
(Dutch
roll). Capacit6 de trim. Vibrations et
bu~ffeting. Absence de blocage des gouvernes
Changements ,de configurations.
Comportement longitudinal sur rendu de main
aux limites du domaine de vol :n = og VFE
(Push overs).
5.2.14.
Essais
naturelles

en

conditions

givrantes

Le but de ces eossais est de

~ ~ leeen-que
~ atifiieles
Valider~~~~~
omsatfcels6e-activation
Vaiderleaforms
tuellement utilisC-es.
-

S'
assurer que les d~gradations de
performances et de qualit~s de vol
observ4§es avec lea formes artificielles
sont
basdes
sur
de3s
hypotheses
conservatives.
Une attention toute particulidre doit otre
portde aux calages des protections (Stall
warning/stick shaker) dans la plus large
6tendue possible des conditions de givrage
couvrant des captations allant jusqu'A 3 cm
sur les parties prot~gdes et 1 cm sur les/

Une influence croissante de Is forme en
fonction de la s~vritO du givrage.
Conform~ment A la logique la forme
critique correspond au cas de panne.
Cette forme particuli~re affecte non
seulement le niveau mais aussi l'allure
de la courbe A incidence C4levde ancr > 9*.
perte importante de CL quit a m~me
incidence, peut atteindre 30 points de
100 CL pour le cas de panne.

-Une

incidences d'activation du stick
pusher ont 60 choisies pour assurer un
comportement
lat~ral
satisfaisant
de
l'avion.
Les calages sont, tels que
survient avant que le CLmax
peut d~velopper l'avion soit atteint.
Cette valeur de CLmax au stick pusher
fixe la vitesse de d~crochage associ~e
VS1g.

-Les

Ai...m
F..,..CA~

.wst.

------

........ F~ ASf..t

U

/

non prot~gdes.

6.- APPLICATION DE L'ANJ ALA CERTIFICATION DE
L'ATR 72

-

L'ATR 72 a 60&le premier avion sur lequel
la proposition r~glementaire nouvelle a
Wt
appliqude sous forme de Ia condition spdciale CS
B6. Les r~sultats de cette application furent
lea suivants

Xm

i""sn.

,.

6.1. FORMES DE GIl/HE ARTIFICIELLES UTILISEES

A
2

4

6

1;

Ces formes de givre couvrant les phases
d~collage. croisi~re, ... etc. sont d~finies en
2.

4.annexe

0.o.n,,s AInele.
Ax,, ....
.ot~

1i I

I
12

111
A

6

1i

3.tIF

~

711

2a

yourMi
0. m
o,,

Alt7OU(E~1
o. AIR72

Ie.

6.2. PERFORMANCE
6.21
(igue
Dcrohae
n).Figure
6.rti1
nr'3dnt)

Ine perte initiale des courbes Cz = F(a)
qui a faible incidence est ind~pendante

n* 4 (configuration volets 30* train
leaocg
conclsion
on
confirm~es. Toutefois on observe une perte
de 100 CL limitde A 15 points environ. De
plus la
formes
de givre croisidre
conduisent A un blocage de CLmax pour o~cr
>8*. La vitesse de d~crochage VSig 6tant
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8APPLICATION DE LVA4 AD'AUTE AVIONS
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Les formnes artificielles constituent une
enveloppe r~aliste des accr(?tions natitrelles
de givre.
cet avion lea qualit~s de vol
faibletuent affect~es par le givrage.
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prouver que 1'AMJ 25-1419 eat bien adapt~e aux
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de protection en incidence.
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A
':ANNEX'1

2C

I

DEFINITION DES CONDITIONS MAXIMUM CONTINU ET MAXIMUM INTERMITTENT

(ANNEXE C DES REGLEMENTS JAR 25 ET FAR 2S

.- MXM CONTINU
Altitude Pression : o
Os Zp S 2 000feet

2.-AXIMIfEM UMEN

Temperature extkrieure :
-30 s Ta s O*C

Altitude Pression
4 000 s Zp s 22 000 feet

Etendue verticale maximum du nuage :
6 500 feet

Temperature ext6rieure
- 30 s Ta s O*C

Etendue horizontale maximum du nua~e
17.4 NM

Etendue horizontale maximum du nuage
2.6 NM

Diamrtre effectilf moyen des gouttelettes :
15 s p s 40 micro

)iambtre effectif moyen des gouttelettes
15 S P s 50 microns

Concentration en eau : 3
0,05 s C s 0.8 g/m

Concentration en eau : 3
0.15 s C's 2,9 g/m

ANNEXE2
CONDITIONS DE CALCUL DES FORMES ARTIFICIELLES DE GIVRE SUR ATR 72

1.- FORES DECOLLAGE

(Los systimes de protection

6tant inoperants).
z = Oft

3.- CAS DE PANNE
Les conditions sont les mwmes que pour les
parties non protbges on croisidre mait pour un
temps d'exposition moiti6 at = 17 mn.

SAT = -*'C
3
C - 0,55 g/v

diamtre des gouttelettes

VC=

'OP

4,- FORE "PUSH OVERS"

oanti= I*

81 kt

sur parties proteg6es.

pendant ot = 60 sec

Configuration atterrissage

VC = 126 kt

VC = 90 kt

aREF = V

Zp = 5000 ft

SAT

-*C

Diamdtre des gouttelettes 20P

pendant at = 120 sec

2.- FO&R CROISIER

Maximum intermittent
3

zp = 15000 ft

SAT - -12"C
- 20P

5. RUGOSI3$
DES W .

diam~tre des gouttelettes
VC croistire max 230 kt
C z 0,38 g/m3

at - 35 mn (e

ot = 60 sec

C : 2.42 g/m

2.1 Parties non prot6g6es

3in max)

Pour
lea
(e 31n)

accumulations

4

hauteur des grains 3 mm
2
densit6 8 A 10 par cm

2.2 Partie prot6g6es
SAT = -20"C
zp - 15000 ft
diam6tre des gouttelettes = 20Ph
W. croisi6re max 230 kt

Pour lea accumulations faibles (e < 5 nn):
hauteur des grains 1 mm
2
densitd 8 A 10 par cm

3
Maximum intermlt.ent C = 1,7 gr/m
34
3 sec
ot

Maximum continu
ot
146 sec

importantes

1

3
C : 0,2 gr/m
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A UVE
FICING
SIMULATION:
ASURVEY OF COMPUTER MODELS AND EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES
by
M.G. Potapezuk and JJ.Reinmann
NASA Lewis Research Center
Mail Stop 77-10
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

United States

Summary
This paper is a survey of the current methods for
simulation of the response of an aircraft or aircraft subsystem to an icing encounter. The topics discussed
include: 1)computer code modeling of aircraft icing and
performance degradation, 2) evaluation of experimental
facility simulation capabilities, and 3) ice protection systern evaluation tests in simulated icing conditions. Current research, which is focussed on upgrading simulation
fidelity of both experimental and computational methods, is discussed. The need for increased understanding
of the physical processes governing ice accretion, ice
shedding, and iced airfoil aerodynamics is e, imined.

1. Introduction
The safe operation of an aircraft under icing conditions is a topic of current interest in the aerospace cornmunity. A need for development of icing simulation
methods has been identified by aircraft manufacturers
and certification authorities alike.' Reinmann, et al.2
identified several reasons for the current interest in icing;
'(1) the more efficient high by-pass ratio engines of
today and the advanced turboprop engines of tomorrow
have limited bleed air for ice protection, so the airframers
are seeking more efficient systems; (2) airfoil designers
do not want their modem, high-performance surfaces
contaminated with ice, so they are intensifying pressure
to develop ice protection systems that minimize residual
ice and thereby allow the airframer to keep airfoil surface
aiea to the minimum; (3) new military aircraft requiring
severe weather capability are currently under develop.
ment; (4) some existing military aircraft, being used primarily for training missions, are experiencing foreign
object damage (FOD) due to icing conditions they would
not normally encounter in combat; (5) designers of high
perf1 rmance military aircraft want to avoid burdening
the aircraft with ice protection, so they want to know
where and how much ice will build on the aircraft and
whe4"er the aeroperformance penalties are acceptable;
(6) deigners of future high performance aircraft with
relaxed static stability need to know how their aircraft
will perform with contaminated aerodynamic surfaces;
(7) little is known about the effects of ice accretion on the
3-

operation and performance of advanced turboprops, and
whether or not ice protection will be required; and (8)the
FAA has certified only one civilian helicopter for flight
into forecasted icing, which implies a strong need for
support of helicopter icing.'
Satisfying these needs can require lengthy and
expensive flight test programs if unassisted by icing simulation methods. Additionally, finding icing conditions
over the full certification icing envelope can not be done
within a reasonable time frame. Thus, various methods
for simulation of icing conditions are an important and
necessary part of the design and certification of aircraft
and ice protection systems.
Initial efforts at icing simulation took place in the
late 1920's and early 30's. These activities are described
in References 3-8. World War II precipitated an urgent
need for research into icing simulation and ice protection
system design. In the United States, this led the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, NACA, to build
the Icing Research Tunnel (IRT) at the Lewis Research
Center in Cleveland, Ohio during the early 1940's. Initial
activities in the IRT covered a broad range of icing problems. Many of these included the development of ice formations on aerodynamic swufaces and the evaluation of
aerodynamic performance degradation. A complete bibliography of the NACA research activities during this
period is available as a NASA TM. 9
Icing simulation activities have increased dramatically during the period from the late 1970's to today.
Wind tunnel and flight research has been conducted by
many organizations in North America and Europe. In
addition, the advent of high speed computer systems has
allowed the development of sophisticated computer simulations of ice accretion processes and resulting performance degradation. As a result, a new role has been
created for wind tunnel and flight research, that is development of code validation databases.
Despite the long history of icing research, there still
remains a significant number of unresolved issues in the
process of icing simulation. These issues range from the
fundamental physics of the icing process to the mechanisms underlying the ice removal process. The ability of
the aerospace community to predict the effects of aircraft
icing and the performance of potential ice protection systens will be strengthened by addressing these issues and
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incorporating an increased understanding of the icing

setup used to observe -ce growth on a cylinder. By illu-

process into simulation efforts. This paper seks to identify the issues of current icing simulation research and to
suggest how current simulation methods might be
improved,

minating the ice surface with a laser sheet, they constructed a time history of the ice profile (shown in the
middle diagram). This sequerce of profiles suggested a
three zone heat traissier model that differed significantly
from the Messinger model. Hansman's model attempts to
account for the changing conditions on the airfoil surface
by tying the transition from the smooth to rough region
to the boundary layer transition.
It is hoped that by understanding the ice accretion
process more completely, some of the empiricism
present in current icing models may be eliminated. This
should result in more robust models providing simulation
of the icing process over a broader range of the icing
envelope.

2. The Physics of Icing and Ice Protection
2.1 Ice accretion phykiCS
Icing occurs when an aircraft encounters a cloud
containing super-cooled water droplets, which impact
aerodynamic surfaces and freeze, forming non-aerodynamic shapes on these surfaces. Incoming water droplets
can vary in size from 2 or 3 microns to over 40 microns.
Typically, smaller droplets tend to follow the airflow over
the surface while larger droplets follow more straightline paths to the surface. Upon impact on the aircraft surface, the water droplets can either freeze immediately or
exist as a waterfice mixture. These two conditions are
dependent on environmental parameters such as, temperature and cloud liquid water content (LWC), and on aircraft surface conditions such as, skin temperature and
surface roughness.
The basics of the ice accretion process, as described
above, have been known for some time. However, there
are details of the process which are still not completely
understood. Recent research in these areas has focused
on development of alternatives to the physical model currently used in ice accretion codes.The current model was
proposed by Messinger 1° nearly forty years ago and
includes the following concepts: in rime icing conditions
(i.e. air temperatures well below freezing and low LWC
values), all cloud droplets freeze upon impact with the
surface. In glaze icing conditions (i.e. air temperatures
close to freezing and high LWC values), only a fraction
of the water will freeze upon impact, and the remainder
will run back. The close-up photography of Olsen and
Walker, 1 as shown in Figure 1, indicates that some fraction of the water which remains in the liquid state after
impact may not runback along the surface, as is currently
assumed. This water may remain in pools formed by the
surrounding ice, thus requiring an alteration of the current model of the ice growth process. Splashing of
incoming water droplets12 13 may occur under certain
conditions, which could result in less water on the surface than indicated by droplet trajectory calculations. It
is also suspected that the initial conditions of the icing
process may have a significant impact on the subsequent
ice growth. Factors such as the initial surface roughness,
the surface tension at the air-water-airfoil interface, the
water droplet size, and !he boundary layer transition
location can all influence the final ice shape. 12 .1 3
Following up on Olsen's work, Hansman, et al. 14
further studied the icing process. Figure 2 shows the test
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2.2 Iced airfoil aerodynamics
Ice accretions on the wing leading edge lead to
increases in drag, decreases in lift, changes in the
moment distribution, a decrease in the value of CL max,
and a decrease in the stall angle. These effects are due to
a change in the pressure distribution on the wing and to
increased viscous losses.
From the point of view of effects on aerodynamics,
ice growths have two relevant length scales. Ice growth
structures on the scale of the boundary layer height can
be considered as roughness elements. Structures larger
than the boundary layer height and on the order of the airfoil thickness influence the aerodynamics in different
ways and are typically referred to as ice shapes or ice
caps.
Ice shapes can result in changes in the pressure distribution over the airfoil, development of separated flow
regions, early transition of the boundary layer, and premature stall. Ice roughness can result in thickening and
early transition of the boundary layer, alterations to the
pressure distribution, and increased drag. Both types of
ice growth can lead to a decrease in maximum lift.
The results of Ingelman-Sundberg, et al. 15suggest
that ice roughness can result in a decrease in CL = and
that a glaze ice shape can result in an even larger decrease
for single-element airfoils. Their results also indicate that
roughness and ice caps produce approximately the same
level of change in CL = for high lift configurations.
Potapezuk and Berkowitz 16 have measured the changes
in lift, drag, and pitching moment for a two-dimensional
model of a Boeing 737-200 4.DV wing section, in both
cruise and high-lift configurations, as ice accumulated on
the surface. Their results indicated continual increases in
the effects of ice accumulation on drag. The changes to
lift and pitching moment were not evident until the angle
of attack was varied from the condition at which the ice
was accumulated.
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It is difficult to establish any clar trends applicable
to all icing encounters, however, it is safe to say that the
degree of aerodynamic degradation due to icing is dependent on airfoil geometry and attitude, ice accretion time,
and icing cloud conditions. As a consequence of this
dependence, it is apparent that simulation of iced airfoil
aerodynamics is necessary to thoroughly evaluate the
behavior of a given aircraft encountering icing conditions.
The changes in airfoil aerodynamics due to icing
apply equally to helicopter rotors. Bond et al.17 has
shown that rotor icing can lead to increases in rotor
torque on the order of 25 to 50 percent. Additional results
indicate that ice shedding events can reduce rotor torque
by 5 to 10 percent temporarily, thus producing loading
transients which can increase system vibration. Asymmetric ice shedding can pose a considerable problem due
to out-of-balance conditions which may lead to high
vibratory loads on the rotor system.18

shrunk significantly. First priority for bleed air is given to
cabin pressurization and air conditioning. To cope with
this loss of bleed air, airframers are either eliminating ice
protection from selected components, or considering
alternatives to compressor bleed air. Attractive alternafives are more energy-efficient deicing systems that
allow some ice buildup before actuating the deicer. Helicopters, general aviation aircraft, and light transports, all
with relatively small payload fractions and low power
margins, have always relied on these more efficient ice
protection systems.
As alternate ice protection methods are incorporated
into aircraft designs, there will be a need to simulate their
capabilities either computationally or in ground testing
facilities such as icing wind tunnels. It therefore will be
necessary to fully understand these experimental simulation activities.

2.3 Ice Protection Systems
There are two approaches to aircraft protection from
icing; anti-icing and de-icing. Anti-icing is the prevention of ice growth on critical aircraft lifting surfaces,
while de-icing is the removal of accumulated ice before
significant degradation of aircraft performance. Antiicing methods provide the greatest safety factor but
require the greatest amount of energy. De-icing methods
on the other hand may provide appropriate safety with
lowtr energy requirements.
Either approach to ice protection may be implemented in a number of ways. There are essentially three
categories of ice protection techniques: chemical,
mechanical, and thermal. Chemical methods typically
consist of exuding some type of material on the wing surface that mixes with the ice and depresses the freezing
point. Mechanical methods utilize various devices that
break the ice-wing surface bond by imparting a strain or
an impulse to the outer structure of the wing. Thermal
methods melt or evaporate the ice by heating the wing
surface through a variety of methods.
The conventional approach for protection of commercial transport vehicles for the past thirty years has
been anti-icing through the use of hot compressor bleed
air. Hot air flowing inside the wing raises the temperature
of the leading edge above a level which wil.l allow ice to
form on the surface. Usually the temperature of the leading edge is high enough to evaporate any water on the
surface. This prevents runback water from refreezing on
the wing surface aft of the heated area.
But more recently, as jet engine manufacturers have
begun increasing engine by-pass-ratios to achieve higher
efficiencies, the engine cores have become smaller and
the amount of hot bleed air available for anti-icing has

Analytical icing simulation has been based on a combination of correlations, computer codes, and theoretical
models of the icing process and its consequences. This
section will discuss some of the current methods used for
modeling ice accretion, aeroperformance degradation,
and ice protection system performance. For further information on recent progress in analytical modeling see the
report by Shaw, et al. 19

3. Analytical Simulation Methods

3.1 Ice Accretion Computer Models
Ice accretion codes have been developed by several
researchers. 2°'23 Typically, these codes calculate the
flowfield surrounding the airfoil, determine the droplet
impingement pattern, and calculate the amount and
shape of ice that grows on the surface. Results of these
codes are compared to ice shape tracings from tests in
icing wind tunnels. Comparisons to flight data have also
been performed, 24 but are not as common due to the difficulty in obtaining actual in-flight ice shapes.
Current ice accretion models are based on the control volume approach, such as that of Messinger.?° In this
model, a mass balance and energy balance are performed
in order to determine the amounts of water that either
freeze or runback along the surface to the next control
volume. This control volume approach is depicted in Figure 3. The key factors influencing the ice growth in this
model are the mass of incoming water from the cloud and
from the upstream control volume, the convective heat
flux, and the heat flux into the surface at the ice-body
interface.
The ability to accurately calculate the incoming
water from the cloud has been demonstrated quite convincingly by several comparisons between calculation
and experiment. The accuracy of these methods is deter-
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mined by evaluating the local collection efficiency calculation along the surface of the airfoil. The local collection
efficiency, in a 2D sense, is defined as the ratio of the vertical distance between two particles at the upstream
release point to the distance along the airfoil surface
between their impact points. An example of the collection efficiency calculation is shown in Figure 4, where
the calculated value along the surface of a NACA 65-015
airfoil is shown to agree quite closely with experimental
results.
The convective heat flux is influenced by the development of the boundary layer on the rough iced airfoil
surface. As such, the pressure distribution, roughness
level, and transition location all play an important roll in
the ice growth process. Currently these effects are
accounted for by correlations between the heat transfer
coefficient and the cloud icing conditions. A typical
example is found in the roughness correlation in
LEWICE, l the ice accretion code developed by NASA.
Hansman, et al. 4 has indicated an alternate
approach which tries to incorporate more of the physics
of the process, as it is currently understood. His results
have shown a marked improvement for cases of ice
accretion on cylinders. Figure 5 shows a comparison of
calculations using LEWICE with the original ice accretion model and with Hansman's 25 updated model. The
updated analysis and experiment agree remarkably well.
This multizone model is undergoing further study and
refinement, especially regarding surface roughness and
its effect on heat transfer and transition location,
Most computer codes treat the heat flux into the surface as a specified constant value during the entire simulation. This constant is normally taken to be zero thus
prescribing an insulated boundary. However, heat flux
into the airfoil surface may play an important role in the
development of the ice shape, especially in the initial
moments of the ice accretion. This possibility along with
the desire to model thermal de-icing systems has led to
the development of computational methods for evaluating the heat transfer between the ice and the underlying
airfoil structure. These models will be discussed more
fully in the section on ice protection system simulation.
Until recently, these computer models have been
strictly two dimensional, calculating ice shapes for
chord-wise qlices along a wing surface. Three dimensional ice accretion codes are currently under development as extensions of the well established 2D methods.
Potapczuk and Bidwel126 have calculated the ice growth
on a MS-317 wing section with 300 sweep angle. Guffond has calculated ice growth on the tip of a helicopter
rotor.27 These efforts, while promising, require further
development before use as an engineering tool.
A recent research activity has been the coupling of
the ice accretion code with methods for evaluation of the

performance degradation due to icing. Cebeci 28 has coupled a two-dimensional interactive boundary layer (IBL)
method with the LEWICE ice accretion code in order to
simulate the entire icing process. Figure 6, taken from
Shin et al.,29 shows the results for several icing conditions. The most encouraging aspect of this calculation is
the ability of the code to determine the drag rise at temperatures just below freezing. The results for the ice
shape comparison agree quite well. The differences
between the code and experiment for the actual drag values suggest that the method requires further refinement.
3.2 Performance Degradation Com'ut!r Models
Determination of an aircraft's response to an icing
encounter requires the evaluation of performance
changes resulting from a wide variety of ice accretion
shapes. This necessitates the use of an extensive series of
tests either in flight or in a wind tunnel. In either case, the
use of appropriate computational methods could
decrease the amount of required testing and thus
decrease the cosi and time requirements of the certification process. As such, computer codes currently being
used for evaluation of clean or un-iced aircraft are being
adapted for use in evaluation of icing performance degradation.
Until recently, performance changes for iced airfoils
have been computed using empirical correlations such as
those of Gray, 30 Bragg,3 and Flemming et al..3 2 These
methods work well over a restricted set of environmental
conditions, but are not adequate for general use by potential aircraft designers. As a result, computer codes have
also been developed to evaluate the changes in performance of airfoils, wings, and rotors due to the presence
of ice on critical surfaces.
Cebeci 28 has used the IBL code to evaluate the performance degradation of a NACA 0012 airfoil with a
simulated leading edge ice shape. Comparisons of the
IBL results with Bragg's wind tunneI data3 3 are shown in
Figure 7. These results indicate that the IBL method can
determine the aerodynamic losses associated with ice
growth on an airfoil up to stall. Further work with the
IBL method has involved coupling with the LEWICE ice
accretion code, as mentioned previously. An interesting
result of this work is that the roughness parameters used
in the ice accretion calculation were not the same values
used in the viscous-flow drag calculation. There is some
linkage between the role of ice roughness level in heat
transfer and in boundary layer development. Further
study is required to determine the influence of roughness
on the ice growth process as well as on the iced airfoil
boundary layer development.
Navier-Stokes calculations, while requiring more
computer time, reveal interesting details of the iced airfoil aerodynamics not produced by the IBL method.
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Potapczk 4 has used the ARC2D code with a mdified
algebraic turbulence model to calculate the flow ield for
the same iced NACA 0012 geometry that was usd in the
IBL calculations. Results, also shown in Figure 7, indicate good agreement with data even beyond the stall condition. The structure of the recirculation zone aft of the
ice shape was also examined and compared to the measurements of Bragg,35 as shown in Figure 8. These
results reveal that the reverse flow velocity is not calculated properly. Use of a more appropriate grid or alteration of the turbulence model may be required.
Additionally, results from investigations of Bragg and
Khodadoust, 6 and Zaman and Potapczuk 37 suggest that
there may be significant flow unsteadiness as this iced
airfoil approaches stall,
The recirculation zone in the region aft of the ice
shape results in complicated flow structures which are
fundamentally three-dimensional in nature. An effort has
begun to calculate the flowfield for a swept wing geometry with ice on the leading edge. Kwon and Sankar38
have used a 3D Navier-Stokes code to evaluate the aerodynamics of a finite span wing model with a NACA 0012
profile and a 300 sweep angle. Figure 9 shows particle
traces obtained from their calculation for an 80 angle of
attack condition. The traces show the separated flow condition that occurs behind the ice shape and increases in
size from the root to the tip of the wing.Their result, for
clean and iced conditions agree quite well with the experimental results of Khodadoust and Bragg.3 9 Figure 10,
which shows the comparison of spanwise lift distribution
for these two conditions, supports the promising results
from this simulation effort.
3.3 Ice Protection System Models
Ice protection systems have also been modeled computationally. Analysis methods for thermal systems are
the most advanced. Both hot air systems and electrothermal systems have been modeled successfully. There have
been fewer reported results from analysis efforts for
mechanical systems. However, some recent activity in
this area suggests that these systems will also be modelled computationally in the future.
Al-Khalil, et al.' used a 3D potential flow code, a
3D particle trajectory code, and a control volume energy
analysis to evaluate a hot air anti-icing system for an
engine inlet.This method holds the potential for optimization of hot air ice protection systems.
Electrothermal systems have been modeled using
finite-difference methods by Keith, et al..4 t An electrothermal system consists of an array of electric heater elements embedded under the outer skin of the wing
surface. The heater elements are activated during an
icing encounter with enough current to melt the ice that
may form on a wing surface. A typical 2D model of an
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electrothermal heater element is shown in Figure 11. The
model simulates the thermal behavior of the composite
structure and ice layer. Results indicate that temperature
traces at the ice-skin interface, heater base, and substrate
base agree well with measured values. Current work by
Wright, et al. 42 in this area is centered on combining this
analysis with ice accretion predictions in order to provide
a tool for the evaluation of electrothermal anti-/de-icing
system performance.
Development of methods for evaluation of mechanical ice protection systems is just beginning with some
initial work on ice structural properties described in References 43-45. Computational methods to predict FOD
(i.e. shed ice) damage to engine blades are also under
development. The ability to determine the damage resulting from various sizes and shapes of shed ice will greatly
enhance de-icing system design.
A mechanical system that has been evaluated coinputationally is the Pneumatic Impulse Ice Protection
(PIIP) system. The PUP system relies on rapid inflation
of pneumatic tubes embedded the wing surface. 4 The
pneumatic impulse causes a displacement of the surface
which combined with the surface acceleration, cracks,
debonds, and expels the ice. Ramamurthy, et al.47 used a
time dependent, compressible flow model for internal
duct flow to model this ice protection system. Results to
date have been encouraging however further work is
required.
4. Experimental Simulation Methods
The remainder of this paper will discuss approaches
to experimental icing simulation, a topic that includes
both experimental facilities and the testing done in them.
The prevalent approaches are as follows:
testing in icing wind tunnels;
- testing in engine test cells that can produce supercooled clouds;
testing in outdoor ground-level spray facilities
that can produce supercooled clouds during the
winter,
testing in environmental chambers that can produce subfreezing air temperatures and supercooled clouds;
• flight testing behind aircraft spray tankers
*

e upercooled tanks and
produce supercooled clouds; and
• testing with replicated or simulated ice shapes.
References which contain comprehensive surveys of
all icing facilities in Europe and North America, and
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brief descriptions of three new icing wind tunnels in
North America are contained in section 4.1.3.
Principal applications of experimental icing simulation include testing of full-scale and sub-scale aircraft
components, developing advanced ice protection systems, conducting basic research on the icing process and
on the fundamental properties of ice, establishing empirical data bases and correlations, and developing and validating analytical models or computer codes.
4.1 Icing Simulation Facilities
The need to produce both repeatable and predictable
icing test conditions for the evaluation of computer codes
and ice protection systems, has led to the development of
specialized icing test facilities. The following discussion
centers on the requirements for and issues surrounding
facilities designed to simulate the natural icing environment under controlled test conditions.
4.1,1 Icing Wind Tunnels and Test Cells
Icing wind tunnels and engine test cells undoubtedly
offer the most versatile approaches to icing testing. It
generally costs much less to test components in an icing
wind tunnel than in flight, and conditions can be much
more closely controlled and repeated. In icing tunnel
testing, productivity is high and the safety risk is very
low. But there definitely is an appropriate role for flight
testing, and that role will be discussed later.
A schematic of the closed-loop NASA Icing
Research Tunnel (IRT) is shown in Figure 12. In addition
to having all the systems of a conventional dry air tunnel,
an icing tunnel has two unique systems: a water spray
system that injects water droplets into the airstream to
create a supercooled cloud and a refrigeration system and
heat exchanger that cools the air to temperatures as low
as minus 30 F. The heat exchanger is in the leg just
upstream of the spray bars. Closed-loop refrigerated tunnels can "dial in the weather" any time of the year and are
therefore very productive. For example, in 1988, the
NASA IRT logged 1330 hours of test time, making it one
of NASA's most productive tunnels.
Some icing tunnels bring in subfreezing outside air
to supply the cooling. Since they are restricted to operating only in the winter, their productivity is lower, and it
is much harder to achieve a systematic and reproducible
test program in them.
The heat exchanger and spray systems in icing wind
tunnels introduce unique operational challenges. First,
the air temperature and velocity profiles must remain
uniform across the test section for the several hours that
tests usually require, even though as time progresses the
heat exchanger surfaces capture and freeze out the water
injected by the spray system. Second, the cloud must be
uniform over the test section. Third, the cloud must con-
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sist of supercooled droplets and no ice particles. Fourth,
the spray system niustbe capable of reproducing nature's
wide range of liquid water contents, droplet size spectra,
and droplet median volumetric diameters (MVD). MVD
is defined as the diameter where half of the volume of
water is contained in droplets with diameters smaller (or
larger) than this diameter. And fifth, the icing cloud and
air temperature must be repeatable and controllable to
within fairly close tolerances. In practice, no icing tunnel
fully meets these requirements, but good tunnels do a
reasonable job of approximating them.'
Another critical challenge for icing tunnels is the
accurate measurement of the supercooled cloud properties. LWC can be measured to within about ±10 percent.
But the accuracy of droplet sizing instruments is not
known precisely, and inaccuracies greater than ±2
microns are probably typical for MVD's from 10 to 40
microns. 49 Finally, methods to detect ice particles in a
cloud are primitive, and methods of quantifying the
amount of ice in a cloud are not yet available.
Engine test cells are used to evaluate the ice accretion patterns that may develop on engine inlets, to investigate the effects of the icing environment on engine
operations and performance, and to evaluate the performance of engine ice protection systems. Engine test
facilities are of two types: sea-level test stands and altitude test cells. The former having the advantage of large
size and the ability to examine crosswind icing, while the
latter has the advantage of being able to test over a wide
range of Mach numbers, pressure altitudes, and inlet conditions without regard to prevailing weather.
The General Electric icing test facility in Peebles,
Ohio, is an outdoor engine test stand located downstream
of a large, free jet wind tunnel. A schematic of the facility, taken from Reference 51, is shown in Figure 13. The
facility has been used to test the icing characteristics of
several full-scale engines. The facility is designed to produce supercooled water droplets of 15 to 50 micron
diameter at LWC levels ranging from 0.4 to 3.6 g/m3 .
The facility is also designed to produce these conditions
at temperatures of -200 to 00 C. The temperature conditions are of course dependent on the ambient temperature.
The lack of altitude pressure capabilities for this
facility necessitates the development of adjustments to
engine variables or to test variables such as LWC, drop
size, and liquid/air mass flow ratios in order to simulate
flight conditions. The facility is also limited to humidity
conditions prevalent in the atmosphere during the scheduled test period. In order to increase the number of test
opportunities available in this facility a set of scaling
laws would be useful in order to adjust controllable
parameters, thus allowing simulation of alternate flight
conditions.
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Altitude test facilities provide the capability to perform engine icing tests under conditions similar to those
experienced in-flight. Examples of altitude icing facilities are the AEDC Engine Icing Test Facility at Tullahoma, Tennessee, USA;52 the icing test cells at the
National Gas Turbine Establishment (NGTE) at Pyestock, UK;53 and the Centre d'Essais des Propulseurs
(CEPr) at Orsay, France. 54 A schematic of the free jet
icing test cell at AEDC, taken from Reference 52, is
shown in Figure 14. This arrangement is typical of the
engine icing test cells.
Testing in altitude test cells generally consists of
determination of ice accretion patterns on engine component surfaces, ice protection system evaluation, and
engine icing damage assessment. Since the engine models used in such facilities are generally not full-scale, the
question of scaling plays a predominant role in determining test conditions. Typically, all the scaling parameters
necessary for complete similitude cannot be satisfied
during a single test. Hence, there is a need to develop test
programs to evaluate the relative importance of scaling
parameters in order to relax some of the constraints on
engine icing tests. Ruff 55 and Bartlett 56 provide a more
detailed discussion of similitude for engine icing tests.
4.1.2 In-flight Icing Simulators - SDray-Tankers
Although computer simu!ations and icing tunnel
testing are important steps in an icing program and hold
the promise for an increased role in the future, flight testing of the full-scale aircraft is still an essential step in
achieving icing certification or qualification. Before
launching into an extensive flight test program in natural
icing, it is sometimes advantageous to precede flights in
natural icing with flights behind a spray tanker.
Icing flight testing behind a spray tanker offers
important benefits: first, it offers a safety advantage
because the pilot can fly the test aircraft out of the cloud
and terminate the test if he encounters any problems; second, it can save development time and costs by providing
cloud conditions that rarely occur in nature, yet are conditions in which the aircraft must be certified or qualified
(such as higher LWC's or larger MVD's); and third, it
serves to uncover major equipment problems that should
be fixed before undertaking an extensive, expensive, and
high risk flight test program in natural icing
Producing a supercooled cloud with an in-flight
spray tanker and calibrating that cloud presents all the
challenges found in an icing tunnel plus some others. For
example, the outside air humidity profoundly affects the
cloud droplet size. Dryer air causes the smaller droplets
to evaporate, and since any humidity from zero to 100
percent is possible on any flight, it is difficult or impossible to achieve predetermined MVD's or LWC's. Thus,
before each immersion of the test aircraft in the cloud,

another aircraft equipped with cloud instruments must
fly through the cloud to measure its conditions. A further
challenge for tanker spray systems is to provide the copious supplies of high pressure air required by the nozzles
to produce the smaller droplets typically found in nature
(10 to 40 microns MVD). Or conversely, the challenge is
to develop a nozzle that can produce the smaller droplets
with lower air pressures and flows. Nozzle research for
the special needs of the spray tankers is ongoing.57 If
nozzles are developed that make small droplets with
lower air pressures and flows, they will also be advantageous for wind tunnels and engine test cells, because
lower nozzle air pressures will result in less droplet
freeze-out.
Some of the general aviation airplane manufacturers
use one of their own aircraft as a spray tanker, but the two
best known spray tankers in the United States belong to
the military: the Air Force's KC 135 spray tanker and the
U.S. Army's Helicopter Icing Spray System (HISS).
The Air Force's spray tanker is a KC-i35 aircraft
equipped with a 2000 gallon water tank and a new square
spray boom that extends below the aircraft's tail. The test
aircraft flies 50 to 100 feet behind the boom, and depending upon the distance behind the boom, the cloud size
ranges from about 5 to 10 feet square. Most testing is
done at aircraft speeds from 150 kt to 300 kt indicated.
The tanker is used primarily for icing tests of engines, but
it is also used for tests of windshields, control surfaces,
missile/aircraft interface launches, missiles, and
radomes.
The Army's HISS tanker is a Boeing Chinook CH
47 D helicopter that carries an 1800 gallon water tank
and a rectangular spray boom that drops down below the
Chinook after the ship is airborne. The test aircraft flies
about 180 feet behind the boom, where the cloud size is
approximately 8 feet high by 36 feet wide. Most testing
is done at aircraft speeds from 80 to 130 kt true. The
HISS is used for testing both helicopters and low-speed
fixed-wing aircraft.58 Typical tests for helicopters
include main rotors, tail rotors, engine inlets, fuselages,
stabilators, droop stops, windshields, antennas, external
stores, airspeed sensors, production ice detectors, optical
system sensors (pilot night vision, and target data acquisition), refueling booms, external hoists, and various
mission equipment exposed to the airstream.
As part of an overall program to assess Army and
NASA cloud measurement systems, NASA flew their
Twin Otter icing research aircraft behind the HISS 59 in
order to acquire main wing ice shape and drag data for
clouds with large MVD's, a condition that is rare in natural icing around the Great Lakes area where the Twin
Otter is stationed. Figure 15 shows main wing ice shapes
and drag values for two different conditions;6 ° first, a
flight in natural icing with a 16 micron MVD cloud, and
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second a flight behind the HISS with a 35 micron MVD
cloud. The HISS cloud, with the larger drop size, produced a greater extent of ice coverage and a wing section
drag coefficient about 25 percent higher.
4.13 Surveys of Icing Simulation Facilities
Many aircraft icing simulation facilities exist worldwide. In 1981, Olsen6 ' published a survey of icing simulation facilities in North America. Two excellent surveys
of these facilities are listed in AGARD References 62,
and 63. AGARD AR-166, surveyed all the facilities in

4.2 Icing Testing Techniques
Icing testing can be performed in facilities such as
those described above and in addition can be done in conventional facilities such as dry air wind tunnels. In this
section, several types of test programs will be described
in order to illustrate the range of experimental methods
used to understand the icing process and to demonstrate
the efficacy of ice protection systems.
4.2.1 Ice Accretion Physics
Icing tunnels are a good place to study the funda-

Europe and North America as of 1981. In 1986, AGARD
AR-223 amended the earlier AR-166 to delete those
facilities removed from service and to add new facilities
developed since 1981.
In February 1991, the Society for Automotive Engi-

mental processes of ice accretion because they control
and repeat conditions quite well. As mentioned previously, Olsen and Walker t 0 observed the icing process in
the NASA IRT with close-up movies. These movies
revealed accretion phenomena for glaze ice quite differ-

neers (SAE) sent panel members of the SAE AC-9C

ent from that contained! in the currently used analytical

Activity AC-9C-90-1 a questionnaire intended to
obtained a comprehensive description of all aircraft icing
facilities in Europe and North America. One goal of the
survey is to determine how facilities are presently calibrated. The activity also has a goal to determine if some
reliable and easily performed calibration methods could
be established that would allow all facilities to be compared on a common basis.
Since 1986, three new facilities were added in the
United States. Fluidyne in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
USA, modified a transonic wind tunnel to include an
icing spray system. 6 4 The tunnel uses outside air during
the winter to obtain the subfreezing temperatures. The
test section is 22 in. x 22 in., with Mach numbers up to
0.8. This tunnel offers the potential for obtaining ice
shapes and aeroperformance data on full-scale helicopter
rotor blade sections.
The BFGoodrich Deicing Systems Group in Uniontown, Ohio, USA, brought on line in 1989, a new icing
tunnel. 65 The test section is 22 in. x 44 in., with airspeeds
up to 200 mph. This facility also includes a cold room
that allows researchers to move icing samples from the
test section to the cold room where they can be stored or

model for ice accretion. These differences were discussed in the analysis section above.
In addition to the close-up movies, Olsen examined
the structure of the ice deposits, the effect of ice shape on
droplet catch, ice roughness effects, the effect of initial
surface flow on the resulting ice shape, and the effect of
drople: shedding. Olsen also discussed the use of plastic
replicas of the ice shapes, developed during previous
testing,6 to evaluate the local heat transfer coefficient in
a dry air wind tunnel. This illustrates the inter-relationship between testing in an icing facility and in a dry air
wind tunnel.The techniques used in Olsen's test program
illustrate the type of information relating to ice accretion
physics which may be obtained in an icing test facility.
Personne 67 examined the effects of roughness on the
type of ice developed on cylinders. He found that for low
airspeeds (less than 20 m/s) surface roughness increases
the droplet collection efficiency. He also suggests that
rime ice roughness levels are due to the random nature of
droplet trajectories caused by increased airstream turbulence near the surface.

studied further.
The Boeing Mechanical Systems Laboratory in
Seattle, Washington, USA, isbringing on line the Boeing
Research Aerodynamic/Icing Tunnel (BRAIT). The
BRAIT will have three test section sizes: 5ft x 8 ft (150
kt max airspeed), 4 ft x 6 ft (250 kt max airspeed), and

An important aspect of icing simulation isthe experimental measurement and analytical prediction of ice
accretions and their effects on wing aerodynamics. The
combined use of icing wind tunnels and conventional dry
air tunnels has proven effective in studying the effects of
ice on airfoil aeroperformance. When conventional tun-

2.4 ft x 4.4 ft (350 kt max airspeed). The spray system
will be removable for dry air testing. The tunnel is scheduled to begin testing in March 1992. Boeing estimates
that the use of their new tunnel will save them up to one
million dollars for each new airplane they certify for
icing.

nels are employed to study icing effects, the ice is simulated by attaching a replica of an ice shape to the airfoil's
leading edge. Ice replicas are obtained by several methods as discussed below.
The best method for obtaining detailed replicas of
leading edge ice is from silicone rubber molds, which
replicate both the ice shape and its surface texture."
Once the female mold is made, epoxy resin is poured into

4.2.2 Icing Effects on Aeroperformance
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the mold to form a casting of the ice. In a second method,
chordwise cross sections of the ice are obtained by melting a thin cut in the ice around the leading edge, insetting
a template in the cut, and drawing an outline of the ice on
the template. A third method uses mono or stereographic
photos to obtain ice shapes.
Ice replicas are typically made from wood, styrofoam, or epoxy resin. Sometimes the airfoil is machined
or molded to coordinates that include the shape of the
leading edge ice. Unless the surface texture is obtained
from silicone rubber molds, some method of adding surface roughness is needed. Roughness can be added for
example, by applying sand grain or by roughing up the
surface with a knurling tool.
Ice replicas are used in conventional wind tunnels
for several reasons: (1) the icing tunnel in which the ice
was formed may not have the necessary force balances or
flow quality to make good aerodynamic measurements;
(2) making pressure measurements in a cold, moist cloud
environment doesn't work well; (3) real ice sublimates
and sometimes rust or dirt circulating in the tunnel
erodes the ice, so unless the aerodynamic measurements
are done quickly, the ice shape and surface roughness
will change during the tests; (4) ice replicas allow the test
to be repeated as many times as necessary to get good
aeroperformance data; and (5) in the case where the
experimental aeroperformance data base is to be used for
code validation, ice replicas machined or molded to precise coordinates on an airfoil will allow the flow codes to
model the exact airfoil shape used in the wind tunnel test.
As part of their landmark study of icing and its aerodynamic effects, the Swedish-Soviet Working Group on
Right Safety conducted testing in a Soviet icing tunnel
and a Swedish dry air tunnel to study the effects of wing
and tail ice on aircraft stability. In one study, they tested
several configurations of a 2D, four-element wing section (I m chord), including advanced high-lift devices.
And in another study, they tested two swept tailplane
configurations with flaps.69 The airfoils were tested in
the Special Wind Tunnel T4 at the Research Institute of
the Ministry of Civil Aviation, USSR. The tunnel cross
section was 1.5 x 2.0 m,and its speed range was 10 to 70
m/s.The tunnel was equiped with a spray system and
used outside air below 0 C for cooling. In setting the
tunnel icing conditions, the Soviets applied approximate
icing scaling relations to relate model test conditions to
full-scale conditions. Very detailed female silicone rubber molds were made of the ice accretions. In Sweden,
the molds were attached to airfoils, and epoxy resin was
poured into the molds to form detailed replicas of the ice
shapes. The airfoils with the ice replicas were then tested
in the 3.6m diameter FFA conventional dry air wind tunnel in Sweden. These dry air tunnel tests produced a
comprehensive set of curves of lift, drag, and moment for

several angles of attack up to and beyond stall, and for
various flap and slat configurations. The Working Group
also reported results where they used emery paper to simulate frost (k/c = 1/1300) in the conventional wind tunnel
tests. Figure 16, taken from Reference 15, shows the
effect on CL(alpha) and CL =a.
of ice shapes corresponding to icing in cruise but with trailing edge flaps
extended.
Olsen,7 in a comprehensive study in the NASA IRT,
systematically varied key icing tunnel and cloud parameters to obtain a series of ice shapes and resulting drag
coefficients for a NACA 0012, 21 in. chord airfoil (Figure 17). Recently, Olsen's data was compared with predictions made by a version of LEWICE modified to
include the interactive boundary layer (IBL) method that
predicts lift, drag, and pitching moment of the iced airfoil.29 The experimental data used in the IBL/LEWICE
comparisons were from runs made at several air temperatures, while holding cloud conditions and airspeed constant. As revealed in Figure 18, air temperature strongly
affects ice shape and its resultant drag, especially just
below the freezing point. Figure 6 compares the IBL/
LEWICE predictions with the temperature sweeps.
Potapczuk and Berkowitz 16 tested a 2D, five-element airfoil, in four different configurations (Figure 19),
in the NASA IRT. The airfoil was a two-dimensional sction of the Boeing 737-200 ADV aircraft wing that Boeing had used earlier as part of their ground de/anti-icing
fluids evaluation in the NASA IRT. The airfoil was
mounted between two splitter walls, each of which contained a turntable for varying the angle of attack and a
force balance for measuring lift, drag, and pitching
moments. Performa%,t -characteristics were measured at
a given angle of att %k luring the ice accretion process
and then over a range of angle of attack conditions after
the accretion process was complete. All test equipment,
including the data acquisition systems, were provided by
Boeing.
Their results indicate the change in stall mechanism
that can occur due to the presence of ice on leading edge
surfaces. As seen in Figure 20, the CL vs. alpha curve has
a much lower CLt,,, value and the slope of the curve
beyond CL,.a changes dramatically. These differences
suggest a change from trailing edge stall to leading edge
stall. Changes of this sort can remain undetected at cruise
conditions, yet could cause severe problems during takeoff or landing.
Flemming 32 tested several modern helicopter airfoils
in the National Research Council's icing tunnel in
Ottawa, Canada. The chord of the airfoils was about 6 in.
Silicon rubber molds were made for many of the ice
shapes. The NRC tunnel was chosen because it could be
run to about Mach 0.7, which is representative of the
Mach numbers near the tip of a helicopter rotor. Flem-
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rning used the data to develop an empirical correlation

for lift, drag, and pitching moment changes caused by
icing. He has used these results in the Sikorsky Generalized Rotor Performance Code (GRP) to predict full-scale
helicopter torque rises and lift loss, and more recently
has used the correlations, with some modifications, to
predict the performance of a sub-scale model rotor that
was tested in the NASA IRT.7 1 These sub-scale model
rotor tests are described in a recent report by Flemming.72
The aerodynamics of modern swept wing aircraft is
domiiated by three dimensional effects. As mentioned
earlier, NASA is developing 3D flow codes that can
model the flow over swept, finite length wings with leading edge ice. To validate the flow codes, NASA has sponsored a parallel experimental program in a dry air wind
tunnel 73 to obtain a comprehensive data base on the
aeroperformance of swept, finite length wings with ice
replicas on the leading edge. Figure 21 shows a 300
swept wing model in a dry air wind tunnel. The ice replica can be seen in the edge-on view. The wind tunnel has
the ability to remove the boundary layer through sidewall suction at the wing root. The model is heavily
instrumented for surface pressures and is attached to a
three component force balance in the wind tunnel wall.
Flow diagnostics include laser velocimetry and helium
bubble seeding and tracking. Some typical results from
this effort were discused earlier in section 3.2.
4.23 Ice Protection Systems Testing
Icing tunnels are used to develop and test aircraft ice
protection systems, which include pneumatic boot deicers, porous leading edge fluid deicers, electrothermal
deicers, electrothermal evaporative and running-wet
anti-icers, hot air evaporative anti-icers, pneumatic
impulse deicers, and electro-mechanical impulse deicers.
These systems apply to wings, tails, rotor blades, propellers, and engine inlets.
When considering new ice protection systems, airframers are looking for systems that offer some, or all, of
the following improvements: lower weight; lower power
consumption; acceptable aero-penalties that in some
cases may require ice thicknesses not to exceed 0.040 in.;
more reliable operation; lower maintenance time and
costs; easily retrofitted to existing components; not
dependent on compressor bleed air; and more econonmical to manufacture.
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less than a millisecond and surface accelerations up to
1000 g's, imparting forces strong enough to shatter, debond, and expel the ice. The impulse systems require minimal power (i.e. on the order of the aircraft's landing light
power) and they have the potential for maintaining ice
thicknesses very thin, both before and after actuation.
In testing impulse deicers the following parameters
are measured to characterize deicer performance: (1)
maximum size of shed ice particles for a given ice thickness and pulse energy; (2) minimum thickness of ice that
can be removed for a given pulse energy; (3) amount,
texture, and height of residual ice remaining on the surface before and after deicer actuation; (4) energy per unit
arc: or per unit span length required for one deicer actu76
ation; and (5) weight per unit area of deicer coverage.
In evaluating deicer performance, the systems must
be tested under the full range of expected icing conditions. Experience has shown that two conditions give
impulse deicers the most trouble: near-freezing conditions that produce soft, mushy ice with water between the
ice and deicer swface; and cold, rime icing conditions
that cause the ice to adhere strongly to the deicer surface. 75. 77 Knowledge of shed ice size would be essential
if a deicer were to be used on a jet engine inlet, because
engine fan blades would be damaged if the engine were
to ingest ice particles greater than a prescribed size as
determined by the engine manufacturer.
Power usage is so low for any these impulse systems
that airframers compare them primarily on the basis of
weight, complexity, ease of installation, maintainability,
and aerodynamic penalties caused by the system installation and by the surface ice before and after deicer actuation.
Figure 22 contains a sequence of photos, from recent
low power de-icing tests in the NASA IRT,77 that capture
an ice shedding event by means of high speed videography. Events can be captured at speeds up to 6000 frames
per second on special video tapes. These tapes can be
examined frame by frame with motion analysis software
coupled to a micro-computer. This allows the size of the
largest particles shed during an actuation to be estimated
and the ice breakup process in the airstream to be followed. Special image processing software is being developed to automate the estimation of particle sizes and
possibly to obtain size spectrums as well.

4.2.3.1 Mechanical Impulse Deicers
In their search for alternatives to compressor bleed
air and energy-intensive electrothermal anti-icing systems, airframers are considering the pneumatic impulse
and electro-mechanical impulse deicer systems now

4.2.3.2Water Runback in Thermal Ice Protection
Thermal deicers or anti-icers are still the most prevalent types of ice protection systems used on aircraft. If
these systems are overwhelmed in severe icing, or if in
the case of deicers, their on/off timing sequences are
improperly adjusted, water in the form of rivulets can run

under early development by the ice protection system

back beyond the heaters and refreeze. Enough runback
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water could accumulate over time to cause aerodynamic
performance or stability problems, or ice could shed and
be swept downstream to damage aircraft or engine components. Thus, ice protection manufacturers are beginning to develop water runback and refreeze models for
their ice protection analysis and design codes. For exampie, see Reference 78 for runback modeling of hot bleed
air anti-icers. There does not appear to be extensive
experimental icing data for use in validating the runback
models, but more work on development of this database
is planned.
4.Z.3.3 teat and Mass 'ralnsfer from Wet Surfaces
Thermal anti-icers evaporate water that impinges on
the airfoil leading edge. In general, impinging droplets
are not evaporated immediately upon impact, but rather
the water forms a thin film that is heated and evaporated
in the process of flowing downstream along the heated
surface. Heat transfer correlations for air flowing over
dry airfoil surfaces are readily available to the manufacturers, but correlations for heat and mass transfer over
wet airfoil surfaces are not adequate. This is an area
where experimental research is still required to support
validation of computer models for evaporative anti-icing
systems.
4.2.4 Special Technigues for Rotorcr-Ift
Only one civilian helicopter, the French Super
Puma, is certified in the United States for flight into forecasted icing conditions. It took approximately ten years
of flight testing in natural icing to receive the FAA's certification.
The U.S. rotorcraft industry estimates that, if flight
testing in natural icing is the only acceptable means for
certification, it would cost about 15 million dollars to
certify a helicopter to the full FAA, Part 25, Appendix C
criteria. This cost is prohibitively high.
For several years, NASA and the U.S. rotorcraft
industry have been engaged in a joint effort to develop
new methods of reducing the cost and time needed to certify and qualify U.S. rotorcraft for icing.
These methods include (1)computer codes that relably predict full-scale rotor performance in icing and (2)
experimental techniques for testing sub-scale model helicopter rotors in the IRT to acquire data for validating the
codes and to develop a better understanding of the effects
of icing on rotor performance.

The methods derived from these studies will also
advance the state-of-the-art for predicting the effects of
ice accretion and shedding for the advanced ducted propellers and other thrusting devices,

4.2.4.1 Sub-scale Model Rot ii. Testing in Icing Wind
J!gnel
Figure 23 shows a sub-scale helicopter model being
tested in the IRT. The mode.,c'.nsists of a helicopter fuselage, four NACA 0012 blades (4.9-in. chord, 6-ft diam.),
a fully articulated rotor head, and a six-component force
balance housed under lie fuselage.71'7 2
Some results from the sub-scale model rotor testing
are shown in Figure 24. This figures shows the torque
rise caused by ice accretion on the rotors versus time in
icing. The experimental results are compared with an
analytical prediction developed by Flemming 2 that
includes an ice shedding model. The analytical prediction includes empirical airfoil performance-in-icing data
that was acquired in previous tests.32 The comparison
between analysis and experiment, as shown here, was
remarkably good for this particular test run. Similar
agreement was also found between analysis and experi,nent for lift loss versus time in icing.
Another approach to sub-scale model rotor testing
would involve the use of simulated ice applied to the
leading edge of the rotor blades. The rotor blades with
the simulated ice would be tested in a dry wind tunnel.
The key to successful dry air wind tunnel testing with
simulated ice would be having the correct ice shapes,
with appropriate roughness, properly located on the
blades. The appropriate simulated ice would be obtained
from scale model testing in an icing tunnel, or from predictions with ice accretion codes. It is unlikely that sufficiently accurate ice shapes could be acquired from fullscale helicopter flights in natural icing conditionbecause the ice erodes and sublimates substantially during the time it takes to descend, land, and shut. down.
4.2.4.2 Ice Shedding from Rotor Blades
An important problem for propellers and helicopter
rotors is shedding of ice from their tips where centrifugal
forces can exceed 1000 g's. When multiple rotor blades
shed ice asymmetrically, the resulting imbalances cause
vibrations severe enough to prevent the pilot from reading his instruments. Another concern is that shed ice partiles have considerable energy and can damage aircraft
structures. For example, in the design of the tilt rotor aircraft, the fuselage was covered with armor plate in those
areas where ice would impact. This armor plate adled a
severe weight penalty.
Rigorous analytical models and supporting experi-

mental data are needed to predict (1) shed ice events and.
the size of the shed ice, (2) shed ice trajectories, (3)
impact energy of the ice particle and (4) structural damage caused by ice impact. A current project at NASA
Lewis is attempting to address some of these issues.
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Flight Testing with Simulated Ice Shanes
Icing flight testing with simulated ice shapes on
selectedlifting surfaces is done as part of the process of
obtaining icing certification or qualification, or it is done
to acquire a data base for use in validating computer
codes that predict overall aircraft performance and stability in icing.
If ice replicas are used on lifting surfaces during
flight testing as part of the process of obtaining icing certification or qualification, then the following important
caution from Reference 15 must be heeded: '...It has
been found that the shape of the ice deposit on an airfoil
plays the main role in worsening of the aerodynamic
characteristics. Flight experiments have showf that even
a thin layer of ice might have a serious influence. On the
other hand, cases are possible when a thick ice deposit
has no significant influence on the flying characteristics...'. Therefore, when simulated ice is used in flight
testing, the selection of ice shapes is critical. Ideally, it
would be desirable if computer codes that predict ice
shapes and resulting aeroperformance and stability could
be used to judiciously select ice shapes. But until these
codes have been extensively validated, which will take
many years, certification testing will still depend critically on flight testing in natural icing, with the aircraft in
its various multi-element wing and tail configurations.
When simulated ice is used, the ice shapes should be
based on extensive icing flight test experience.
In the certification process, aircraft are ordinarily
tested with simulated ice shapes for two prominent r-asons. First, in the event of an ice protection failure, the
airplane will accrete ice that could degrade aircraft performance and stability. Thus, the airframer may elect to
use simulated ice to demonstrate flight safety in the event
of ice protection failure. A second reason for using simulated ice would be when an airframer deliberately chose
not to protect a given component. Then the airframer
would have to prove that the aircraft could fly safely with
ice on the unprotected surface. They could then elect to
use simulated ice to demonstrate flight safety.
As mentioned earlier, newer commercial transports
are powered by advanced turbofan engines with higher
bypass ratios and smaller core flows. So airframers are
taking a close look at whether ice protection can be
safely eliminated from certain aircraft components in
order to conserve on bleed air usage.
Even in the past when commercial jet transports had
copious supplies of bleed air, airframers examined the
advantages and disadvantages of protecting certain components from ice, especially vertical tails. By making an
unprotected vertical tail large enough, airframers could
achieve acceptable tail aerodynamics for expected ice
accretions. So airframers compared the amount of fuel
required to carry a heavier tail against the fuel required
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both to carry the extra weight of hot air ducting and to
overcome the loss of engine power due to i'se of more
engine bleed air.
As a recent example for an aircraft powered by high
bypass engines, the Boeing 757 was the first commercial
transport to be certified by the FAA without ice protection on the outboard leading edge slats. This need to
identify specific components of an aircraft system and
selectively remove unnecessary ice protection was driven
by the reduction in available bleed air. In the process of
acquiring the certification, Boeing first used replicated
ice shapes on a sub-scale model of the 757 tested in a dry
air wind tunnel. The stability and control characteristics
were studied in the wind tunnel tests. Next, simulated ice
shapes were attached to the actual aircraft's outboard
slats, and the airplane was flown in clear air, again to
study the effect of the ice on peformance and stability.
Finally, the airplane was flown in natural icing to conplete the icing certification process. Relying on their vast
experience in natural icing flight testing, Boeing was able
to derive empirical and analytical methods to determine
the most representative ice shapes for the simulation.
In a recent research program, NASA used replicated
ice shapes on the horizontal and vertical tails of their
Twin Otter icing research aircraft to study the effects of
tail ice on stability and control (References 79 and 80).
First the Twin Otter was flown in natural icing and photos
were taken of the ice formations on the tail surfaces.
From these photos, styrofoam shapes were fabricated
and then attached to the tail surfaces (Figure 25). The;
craft was then flown in clear air through a series of
maneuvers designed to acquire a flight data base for use
in determining stability and control derivatives. The
flight data was analyzed by a modified stepwise regression algorithm and a maximum likelihood algorithm that
yielded estimates of body-axis stability and control
derivatives related to the short-period, longitudinal
motion of the aircraft.
As mentioned earlier, NASA is developing a conputer flow code to predict performance and stability of
modem aircraft with given ice shapes on the lifting surfaces. Estimated stability and control derivatives and performance measurements from the Twin Otter will be
used to validate the code at full-scale Reynolds numbers.
In addition to the Twin Otter flight testing with replicated
ice shapes, dry air wind tunnel testing will be conducted
of a sub-scale model of a modem swept wing aircraft
with replicated ice on its lifting surfaces. The wind tunnel results will provide code validation data fora modern
transport aircraft. After a good data base has been
acquired from the wind tunnel testing, flight tests with a
modem swept wing aircraft will be conducted to acquire
a validation data base at full-scale Reynolds numbers.
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As noted in Reference 80, 'the successful estimation
of stability and control derivatives from flight data has
two important ramifications, First, the values for the
derivatives can be compared with values derived from the
analytical-icing codes and from the IRT. These comparisons allow for an assessment of the confidence that
should be put in analytical predictions and wind-tunnel
results as they relate to an aircraft in flight. Second,
flight-derived derivatives can be used judiciously along
with those provided by analytical predictions and wind
tunnel tests to upgrade simulator math models to provide
a realistic set of aerodynamics for pilot-in-the-loop simulations of icing scenarios.'

These new results have led Bilanin~t to formulate
the scaling laws independently from any mathematical
model of the icing process. He did this by applying the
Buckingham pi theorem for similitude to the ice accredon problem. The pi theorem approach showedfor
example, that the normalized thickness of the ice
accreted on the airfoil is a function of 18 nondimensional
groups. Although many of the groups can be satisfied in
any scaling test, Mach, Reynolds and Weber numbers
cannot all be satisfied in the same scaled test. He coneluded that although competing physical effects do not in
general allow a rigorous scaling methodology, an acceptable approximate scaling scheme may still be possible.
Bilanin's work is continuing under NASA/FAA sponsorship.
Since rigorous scaling is not achievable, a different
approach has been taken in experimental icing testing.
Components are tested in conditions as close as possible
to the desired conditions, or some partial scaling is used.
Analytical methods are then used to predict the results of
the test. The analytical methods are adjusted, if necessary, to bring the experimental results and predictions
into agreement. Then the analytical methods are used to
predict results for the desired cnditions. This is essentially the same approach used in acquiring a database for
validating any analytical prediction. With intensified
efforts to develop computer simulations of all key
aspects of aircraft icing, the necessity of a prolonged
experimental effort to develop and validate scaling relttions may be diminished.

4.2.6 Icing Scalin2
The proposed or desired test matrix for an icing test
usually involves the following variables: airspeed, outside air temperature, altitude, cloud liquid water content,
cloud droplet size distribution or median volume diameter, and model size or scale. In a flight test in natural icing
or in an artificial cloud behind an in-flight spray tanker,
chances are that the set of variables desired will be unattainable. In a wind tnnel test, certain combinations of
variables also will be unattainable. For example, most
icing wind tunnels have maximum airspeeds far below
the speeds of modem transport or-military aircraft. And
due to the practical limits on nozzle turn-down ratios and
nozzle droplet size ranges, several sets of nozzles would
be required to achieve the full FAA Part 25 Appendix C
operating envelopes over the full speed range of the tunnel.
If the desired test variables cannot be met, the experimenter must resort to some form of scaling or similitude. Various scaling objectives can be imagined for any
particular icing test, such as: (1)a geometrically similar
ice shape; (2) an equivalent drag or lift coefficient; (3)the
same water flux distribution around the airfoil leading
edge; (4) the same heat transfer results for a thermal ice
protection system; (5) rime icing conditions (i.e., all
water must freeze immediately upon impact); and so on.
Not all of these objectives can be met simultaneously and
hence the experimenter may have to chose those most
appropriate for the specific test program.
Scaling laws have always been used, but never rigorously validated. 32 Flight testing in natural icing clouds
will always be a required part of the certification/qualifi-

From the preceding discussion, it is evident that aircraft icing simulations consist of three interrelated activities; analytical modeling, ground-based experiments,
and flight testing. Analytical methods started as correlations of experimental data and have more recently turned
to computer models based on first principles. Computer
models have been doing a steadily better job of simulating !he icing process and its effects. Current two-dimensional codes arebeing used in industry for the simulation
of icing effects and for the evaluation of ice protection
system effectiveness. Three-dimensional methods are
currently under development and hold the promise of
accurately simulating an icing encounter for a complete

Reference 10 gives a good bibliography of the work
done previously on scaling. Most of these works on scaling rely on an analysis of the ice accretion process
described by Messinger.10 As mentioned earlier, more
recent studies have revealed that the Messinger model
does not reflect recent observations regarding the ice
accretion process.

nels, icing test cells, and dry air wind tunnels provides
(1)simulatiolas of conditions not yet capable of being
modeled correctly, (2) safer and less expensive means of
testing than in-flight testing, (3) controlled, repeatable
experiments at known icing conditions, and (4) a database for computer code validation. The increasing number of these facilities in the industry attests to their

cation process.

5. Concluding Remarks

aircraft configuration. Ground testinz in icing wind tun-
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importance in developing effective ice protection menasures for Ell types of aircraft. Finally, flight testing provides a means of determining tIbe effects ef icing on
complete aircraft configurations and an essential check
on the fidelity of the analytical and experimental simulation methods.
The future of icing simulation is tied to this three
prong approach. It is important to understand that the
advancement of either analytical or experimental simulation methods will always require the need of flight test
c a for verification purposes. The acceptance of simulation tools by aircraft designers and certification authorities will depl.nd on the icing modelers ability to show the
accuracy of simulation wethods. Additionally, the interaction of modeler, experimentalist, and pilot can lkad to
a more realistic and therefore more useful simulation
tool.
This pater has highlighted some of the recent devclopments in aircraft icing simulation. Several areas
requiring further research have been identified. Some of
these arc:
Ice accretion physics, specifically roughness char,heat transfer corrlations,
pahn,
orltos splashing,
acterization, hettase
charwetting
and
runback, surface tension effects,
acteristics.
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incorporated new routines inLEWICE
that more closely model observed physics
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Figure 2.-Test set-up and results for ice layer growth on a
cylinder.
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Figure 3.-Control volume for ice accretion energy balance.
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Point surface analysis within a one foot span wing
segment (all points not in same plane)
Estimated average ice shape profile over one foot
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Figure 21 .- Swept, finite wing with simulated ice
on the leading edge installed in the University of
Illinois subsonic wind tunnel.
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Figure 22.-High speed video of ice shedding event during activation of a low power
de-icing system.
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MWthode de calcul de coefficients de concentration d'eau en trifdlmensionnel
et ses applications lndustrie~es
P. PPE1L

aerospatlale
division avions
A/DET/EG/Adro
316, route de Bynne
31060 Toulouse Cedex 03
France
Resumelopper
Cet
decit
xpos
sccesivemnt ~tions.
retdunem~thde
e dsposr
ridiensonnelle de calcul de coefficients de concentration
de gouttelettes d'eau. ses principes gdneraux
ainsi que le detail des. codes de calcul utilisds.
Des applications au positionnement de sondes
34( etATR72 ontenes vios
Arbu
sur
suit ler vion Alrbs 3(1t ATR 72 sleent en
otten
suitee reslente metam~ rieen
sit adenceintrauend dmerdes ote
sur ~ cncenraton
tesuee.de
Nothtn
mg
Pg
Dg

1,.,lottetheorique
md Masc
Ma6 el;gut
Masse voiiot-rnque ('e It.gou' e
Diani~tre dc ]a goutte

Rg

des competences spdciflques dans les
dornaines des previsions, mesures et protecCes dornaines re .itrant directement en
ligne de conipte dans les, exigences rdglementieisitrsetpriuirmn
e n
duties soucieux decrilrlusproduits.
Dans cette optique, de nombreux outils
utilisables au niveau industriel ont Wtdeveloppes. En particulier, 'accent a Wtmifs sur les
methodes thdoriques qul, une fois validdes,
autorisent plus de souplesse et sent d'un cofit
misc en oeuvre moindre que les methodes
exp~rinentales.
C'est dans ce contexte qu'une meC~iode
de calcul de coefficients de concentration d'eau en tridimensionnel a Wtmuse en
place par aerospaticde, et ,Aflise dans le cadre
des diffdrents programmes d'avions auxquels
celle-ci est associde.

Reynolds de ]a goutte
Yg Acceleration de la goutte
Surface de rC!drence adrodynamique
S
F
Force exercde sur la goutte
Vr Vitesse relative locale de la goutte par
d Iair
Vrapr
rapportcaptee
Coefficient de trainee aerodynaxnique
Cd
de la goutte

Ittd
ItrtI

Pa

Afin de pouvoir garantir le comporternent samn d'un avion dans ces conditions, il
est precleux de connaitre a priori les parties de
l'appareil qui seront sujettes aux accretions de
glace, mais aussi les parties et les zones d'ecoulement autour de l'avion qul seront masques.

Masse volumnique de I'air
Ia Viscosite dynarnique de P'air
Pa
Ec
Coefficient de concentration d'eau
Le couitexte
La necessite du vol par mauvalses
conditions m~ tdorologiques s'est considerablement accrue ces dernidres annees du fait de
l'interet des compagnies aerie-nnes Amieux
rentabiliser les appareils de leurs flottes.
Parmi ces conditions defavorables, le givi-age
des differents constituants de lavion est un
risque importani. Anln d'assurer un nlveau de
securit6 des personnes et des moteriels Identique Acelui exige par bonnes conditions meteoiologiques, i1s'est av&re n~cess'aire de deve-

e ui
e ui

Les accrdtions ue givre sont le resultat
de la congdlation apres impact sur la parof de
l'avion des micro-gouttelettes d'eau en surfusioti qui se trouvent en suspension dans les
nuages givrants. De la quantite de gouttelettes
Ala paroi de I'avion va dependre le taux
de croissance du givre et finalement la forme
de l'accretion en cet endroit.

Cette connaissance pci-met alors de dimensionner correcten-ent les equipements de
degivi-age et d'anti-givrage et aussi de bien positionner et etalonner les sondes de mesures
qui interviennent dans le processus de certification de l'avion. Pour certaines parties de
I'avion (fusi1age, entree d'air,...), l'utilisation
de methodes thdoriques bidimensionnelles
dispenibles depuis Icngtemps est une approximation grossiee fl est alors, n~cessaire
de prendre en compte la. tridirnensionnalite de
Pecoulement.
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Principes gidndraux de la m6thodc
Dans un premier temps, il est ndcesarecalculer le champ aerodynamique autour de 'avion considere. Les conditions givrantes peuvent 8tre rencontrees aux altitudes
basses et moyennes. pour lesquelles les vitesses des avions le transport ne sont pas tres
dlevees. Ccci autorise I'utillsation d'une me'hode de calcul du champ adrodynanique sous
les hypotheses c fluide parfait faiblement
compressible, voire meme Incompressible,

L~a realisation dem .ll-ages est effectu~e Apartir des formes avion stockdes dans
l'environnement de CAO/DAO appel6 MICA2
et developp6 au sein du departement
Adrodynamique. De nombreux outils permetlaes els ot~e
re
tet de es viulsr.
etd sviuler
Le code de calcul utilisd s'appelle FP3D
et a WtJlweloppd a aerospatiole [11. Ses fonctionnalites sont varies: calculs de champs de
vitesse, de pression, charges et efforts, lignes
de courant, ddflexions, debits, etc. De par sa
structure Tnodulaire et les nombreuses options
offertes A 'utilisateur (type des panneaux du
maillage, type des conditions aux limites stir
chacun des panneaux, prise en compte de symdtric- multiples. corrections de compressibilid dquilibrage ou nun' des sillages tourbillonnaires, algoritlimique,...), l'utilisatlon du
code peut ttm precisment adapte au probleme Atraiter.

Dans cet ecoulement aerodynamique,
on petit alors determiner les trajectoires des
gouttelettes d'eau provenant de Vinfini aniont
et devifcs par Ics perturbations aerodynaiqe.Certaines gouttelettes viennent percuapriloi e arm e
temaiqucds.
1appil ies padirmet rs
i
te adro rmd
aerothemodnamque conitinnet aors
le processus de congdlation. La determination
d'un ensemble de trajectoires permet de definirPornteapito.
obcifs d
les zones d'eoulement ofi se concentrent les.
r Pousnr notreu
apleicaon lojetles d
gouttelettes, et celles ofi cules ne peuvent accemiqeed1tcr les zinus i'oehanpaeron
der.
calculees les trajectoires de gouttelettes d'eau.
Pour cc faire, fl est essentiel dans un premnier
La determinatiun des trajectoires se
temps de reprtsenter prdcisement la geometric
spdfait de maniere balistiquc. Lutillsateur
proche des futures trajectoires, tandis qu'une
fle un point de depart d'une goutte et a trajectolre est alors calculee de maniee directe pas A discretisation plus lAche du maillage est suffisante pour Ics parties plus lointalnes.
pas. Conine on s'intdesse generalement Aun
endroit bien precis de i'avlon oti de l'6couleDur at 'tlsto
ecniin
ment, 11faut donc determiner par essais sucUmte
'a
pr.ltlstode darnl cye"di
onditios
cesslfs lea points de depart qui permettent. d'ataxlies de la zoe"doebimt du'6our cs
teindre la zone cible. C'est pourquoi il eat tres
iespanefu deIau
zoe rocers um e dPoitr les
interessant de disposer en plus d'une methode
fuite efuid urvr
du maillage
. Ponan
ourition
pseudo-inverse, en automatisant la recherche
pdeauxsemn
dufi aige
oa tnle
diio
de la poitnt objtil dne.l oteenfnt
barycentre de chaque panneati). Cette utisad'unpoit
don6.tion
obectf
est d'autant plus necessaire si l'on a'interesse Aun ecoulement aerodynamique interne
ofi la conservation du debit eat primordiale
Les outils
(dans une entree d'air par exemple).
CRlcul du champ adrodynamlque

Du fait de l'hypothese de faibic comDressibilite de l'coulcment, un code resolvant
i't quat!on du potentici linearisd par tine meWiode de singularites surfaciques, est tout indique pour notre dedtude. Ce type de code prtsente en effet de nombreux avantages:
Necessite de realiser tin mailiage surfacique de la pcau de l'avion et non pas un
maillage volurnique de l'coulement. Ccci
permet 01'! traiter lea geometries simnles
connie lcs plus compliques.
Temps de calcul raisonnables peimettant
une utilisation Intensive de la methode. 11
est ainsi possible de realiser tin ensemble de
calculs correspondant Ades conditions adrodynamiques diffdent es.
-

Ces conditions aux limites demandent
maiheureusement un temps de calcul des singularites plus important et ne peuvent etre utilisees qu'en incompressible (l'utilisatton des
corrections de compressibilit6 rend inathematiquement incorrect le calcul dti debit).
Cependant, si beaucoup de trajectoires de
gouttes sont Adeterminer, le cofit du calcul initial des singularites ne represente qu'une
faible part du cofat de calcul global et le cofit du
calcul des trajectoires ne depend pas du type de
conditions aux limites utflisdes dans le calcul
aerodynamique.
Calcul des trajectofrs de gouttelettes dCeav
Pigp
Le calcul des trajectoires de gouttes
d'eati repose stir une methode developpee A
1'ONERA par D. GUFFOND 121. Le code de calcul

'-'A

flA
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a dt adaptd par aerospotiale de mani~re Aetre
coup6
d cacul
a coe droynaniqe F3D.
coup~
d cacul
a coe eroynailqe F3D.
Pourcescalulson uppse:l'air
Pources nalcls,
sppos:
que le nombre des gouttes deau par unite
de volume est suffisamnient faible pour que
l'coulement et les caractitristiques de l'air
solent identiques Ace quifls seralent en
l'absence de gouttes. (Pour donner un ordre
de grandeur, une concentration d'eau de 1
g/rn 3 conduit Atine distance moyennc entre
deux gouttelettes 6gale A80 fois leur diametit".
les gouttes sont parfaitement sphd.
riques, de diametre identique et constant
(pertes par dvaporation nulles).Tetdipc
-que

que la seule force appliquee sur la goutte
est la force de trainde atrodynanique, rdsultant de ]a difference vectortelle entre la
vitesse propre de ]a particule et la vitesse
locale de I'coulement (pour les gouttelettes
de petit diametre les autres forces y compris
le poids ne depassent pas 1%de la force de
trainde),
La force de trainde s'exer~ant sur la
gouttelette sedcrit donc:

gouttelette Aun instant donna t, on calcule la
vitesse a~rodynamique locale en ce point. La
vitesse relative de la particule par rapport A
crte une force de trainde et donc une accdlration de la gouttelette qui est inttgree pour
fournir ses nouvelles position et vitesse A
rinstant t+At.
Iiilsto
Pour lnltialiser ces trajectoires, il faut
specifier un point de depart suffisaninent en
amont de leoulement perturbd de manlfere
pouvoir affecter Ala particule une vitesse
propre 6gale Ala vitesse adrodynamique Al'infini amont.

Pour d~terminer si la particule d'eau a
percut6 l'avion, une boucle de calcul analyse A
chaque pas sa position relative par rapport au
plan rnoyen de chacune des facettes d6flnissant le malillage. Si on d6tecte que la gouttelette est passde du c~t6 interne de cc plan, on
analyse sa position par rapport au tube formd
par les quatre plans perpendiculaires Ala facette et passant par ses quatres cotes. Si la
goutte est Al'intdrieur du tube, clle a donc traversd la facette et le calcul est arrete
de la recherche du point de

,;2 Y
S CdAutomnatisatlon
1 pg

d6part
I'll
Dans le cas d'une geomdtric complece
avec S =1!TD9
pour laquelle l'6coulement adrodynamique est
4
fortement perturb6, la recherche par essais
Le de
ceffiien
raine C estunesuccessifs de la position initiale Al'anont de
goutte devant parvenir en un point cible
Le de
ceffiien
raine C estunela
fonction du nombre de Reynolds Rg de la goutdonn6 peut s'averer fastidicuse. Pour pallier
cela, une methode de recherche autoniatiquc
telette qul s'dcrit:
de cette position A Wtcouple au programme de
calcul des trajectoires.
R= Pa Vr Dg
Ita
Cette recherche s'effectue en deux
dtapes:
La lot utilisde est celle de Stokes at le
Reynolds de la goutte est Infdrieur A0.5, c'estun premier temps, on calcule tine
A-dire:
ligne de courant a6rodynamique en remontant l'dcoulement Apartir du point cible
Cd=24
fixd. En effet, les gouttes de tres petit diametre suivent tres bien les lignes de couM
rant. Cette initialisation est done d'autant
meileure si lc diametre reel des gouttes utiPour les nombres de Reynolds supdrieurs, Ia loi est sensiblement modifide [2].
list est faible. Le calcul de cette ligne est arretd lorsqu'une des trols conditions suivantes est remplie:
L'6quation du mouvement de Ia particule d'eau s'6crlt
Ia diffierence entre Ie module de la vitg se adrnarnque locale et celui de Ia
nigO
=c
entre ces deux vecteurs vitesse sont infdLe calcul des trajectoires est alors effecrer
e ansdnes
tud par tine methode explicite d'Adams du
3 ieme ordre Apas de temps constant.
Connaissant Ia position et la vitesse de la
2

-dans

-peet
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longueur de la ligne de courant ddpasse une Bmiite donnde.
-la

nombre de points de calculs de la
ligne de courant d~passe une limite donnde.
-le

Le premier test permet de repdrer i quel
moment on peut considdrer que la goutte
d'eau n'a pas W perturbde par le champ adrodynarnique de l'avion. On peut donc lui
afifecter une condition initiale en vitesse
6gale A celle A! 'inflni amont.
Les deux autres tests permettent de garantir un ddroulement normal du calcul
(pas de stagnation ou de bouclage de la ligne
de cour-ant).
position initiale de la particule ddterminde, on calcule une premiere trajectoire
de gouttes. puts deux autres qui correspondent;A un ldger d~placement du point de dd&
part scion les deux coordonndes dans un
laxe de l'avion. Ceci
plan perpendiculaire AL
nous permet donc de calculer le gradient au
point initial de la fonctionnelle "carrd de la
distance du point d'impact au point objectir'. Cette valeur du gradient nous permet de
determiner la direction de plus forte pente
pour minimiser la fonctionnelle. On trouve
le minimum dans cette direction par une
interpolation parabolique sur trots trajectoires. A partir du minimum trouvd, on recalcule le gradient et la direction de descente conjugude AIa prdcddente (Mdthode de
Polak-Ribt~re 13]), puts la minimiAsation
unidirectionnelle comn-e indiqud prdc6I .,drations se poursuivent
demrnent. T
tant que ]a distance entre les points cible et
rdsultat est supdrieure Aune borne sp~cifl~e
par l'utllsateur.

Cas dantdle
Les rdsultats prdsentds dans la suite
sont issus de deux 6tudes:
du bon positionnement
ds
dssondes pour la certification en givrage de
l'Alrbus 340, et calcul des coefficients de concentration i leur endroit
-vdrification

du meilleur positionnement de tdmoinL§ visuels d'accrttion de givre
sur ATR72 et calcul des coefficients de concentration correspondants.
-determination

rbsW4
Pour l'Airbus 340, la condition de vol A
consid~rer dtait:

-La

Coefficient de concentration
Pour indiquer si localement les trajectoires de gouttes d'eau ont tendance Ase resserrer ou bien As'dIoigner en comparaison de l'infint axnont, indiquant une augmentation ou
une diminution de la concentration locale en
eau, on utilise un param~tre nomnid coefficient de concentration. En considerant que le
flux d'eau se conserve le long d'un tube de trajectoires de gouttelettes, ce coefficient est dgal
au rapport des surfaces interceptiles par ce tube
Al'infini amont et Al'autre extrdmitd, ces surfaces dtant prises perpendiculairement au tube
(cf. Figure 1 ). Si le tube intercepte la peau d'un
avion, on consid~re alors la surface gendralement gauche qui est l'intersection du tube
avec la paroi. Dans cc cas le coefficient obtenu
est plut6t appeld coefficient de captation.
Les applications

Configuration lisse
Altitude: 15000 ft
Incidence: 80
Vitesse: 250 kts TAS (130 m/s)
Tempdrature statique: 263.15 0K
La position des sondes sur la pointe
avant de l'avion est indiqude sur la Figure 2.
Ces trots sondes servent respectivement Amesurer 1'6paisseur de glac, 7aptde (Tfmoin 0EV),
la concentration en eau uquide (LWC) et le
nombre et le diamdtre des gouttelettes (FSSP).
Rep resentatton gdom~trtque
Pour reprdsenter le champ adrodynamique autour d'une pointe avant d'avion de
transport, la question restait posde quant Ala
n~cessit6 d'inclure la voilure dans le maillage
de calcul. Pour nous en assurer, nous avons
rdalisd deux calculs avec la m~thode des singuIaritds FP3D sur un Airbus 340 avec et sans
voilure. Nous avons compard les ddflexidons
adrodynaniiques obtenues au niveau des trots
sondes de givrage devant 8tre instales pour la
certification. Comme attendu, ces calculs
montrent que les diffdrences de d~flexions
sont d'autant plus iniportantes que Ion est
proche de la voilure, cc qui induit au niveau de
la sonde la plus proche une difference en d6&
fleion de plus de 10. Par con~sdquent, nous
avons choisi de garder le maillage avec voilure
pour les calculs de trajectoires, de gouttes.
En toute rigucur, pour reprdsenter le
mieux possible le champ adrodynamique, il
seratt necessaire d'assurer une valeur rdaliste
de l'incidence de l'avion ainsi qu'unc valeur
correcte de la circulation autour de la voilure
(et par consdquent son coefficient de portance).
En fait, lorsque l'incidence adrodynamique de
l'avion est fixe et si le maillage de calcul reprdsente la geomdtric rdelle de la voilure, le
calcul adrodynamnique fluide parfait tend A
surestimer le coefficient de portance. 11 faudrait donc modifier legerement la gdomdtric de

1
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caicul pour obtenir le ban coefficient de partance. Cette remarque prend tout son sens s1
V'on s'lntdresse ti une zone de l'ecoulement fortement influencde par la voilure et dans les cas
ofi le coefficient de portance est dlev6 (&forte
incidence ou en configuiration hypersustentde).
Dans nos exemples d'application suivant, cela
n'a pas W rdaIhsC
Pour lA340, le maillage utilWs contient 1500 panneaux peau pour le demi-avion
(cf. Figure 3). La pointe avant de l'avion estfinement discrdtisde et l'utilisation de conditions aux limites de type d~bit nul au travers
de ces panneaux impase d'effectuer le calcul
a~rodynarnique FP3D &Mach nul.
AIR 72
Pour l'ATR72, ont dt dtudi~es les trois
conditions suivantes:
1. Phase de vol: Max Cruise
Altitude: 15000 ft
Incidence: 0.2 0
Vitesse: 147.2 ni/s
Temperature statique: 253.15 OK
2. Phase de vol: Take-off
Altitude: 0 ft
Incidence: 5.80
Vitesse: 63.8 rn/s
Tremperature statique: 269.15 OK
3. Phase de vol: Landing
Altitude: 5000 ft
Incidence: 3.70
Vitesse: 43.m/s
Tempedrature statique: 269.15 *K
lmplantation des t~moins visuels de
givre est indiqtide sur la figure 4. Ce sant de pctites tiges profilees installees en vuc des pilotes et cens~es capter du givre Ie cas d&hdant.
Ils renseignent done lNquipage sur la n&essitlt
ou non de mettre en route les systfmcs de ddgivragc ou d'anti-givrage.
Pour cet avion, le maillage utflis dans
tous les cas contient 2440 panneaux peau paur
le demi-avion (cf. Figure 3). Connie pour
I'A340, la pointe avant de l'avion est finement
discrttis~e et l'utilisatlon de conditions aux
Unmites de type debit nul au.travers de ces panneaux impose d'effectuer le calcul adrodynarnique FP3D &Mach nul.
iI trjectirearriant
Deteminaionde
D~temlnalonde
trjectirearuiant
en un point donne
Les figures 5 et 6 prdsentent une visualisation des trajectoires de gouttes calculdes
pour l'ATR72 lors de la recherche autamatique
du point de depart de la trajectoire arrivant en
un paint cible donne. Pour Ia comprehension,
seules les trajectaires calculdes dana la pre-

mi~e direction de descente trouvde ant W reprdsent~es, en plus des trajectoires ayant permis de ddterrniner le gradient au paint de d6part Initial.

Positionnement des sondes
Le graphique 7 prtsente les; valeurs; des
coefficients de concentration calcules pour les
trois sondes de lA340, en fonction du diameitre
des gouttelettes d'eau. Ces sandes sont bien pasitionnees, car la concentration d'eau mesure
est supdrieure de 10%6 seulement Acelle de l'infini amont, et est peu sensible au diam~tre des
gouttes. En effet, la figure 8 mantre l'allure
classique de l'evoiution du coefficient de
concentration en fonction de la distance 6L
la
paroi de l'avion. A la zone d'ombre (ou. couche
lin-ite de givrage), dans laquelle aucune trajectoire de goutte ne peut parvenir, suctde une
zone d'lntense surconcentration, cc coefficient
tendant ensuite vers l'unitd Amesure que l'on
s'dloigne de la paroi. Cela signific done quc les
sondes A340 ant W positionntcs suffisamment loin de la peau de l'avion pour Mvter la
zone de tres forte surcancentration dont la pasition est tris d6pendante du dianietre des
gouttelettes consid&6. Les mesures faites
pourrant done etre consid&rtes connie reprosentatives des conditions de givragc ambiantes.
Le graphique 9 est analogue au pr6dent mais pour les t~moins, de l'ATR72. Pour Ic
t~moin latdral en cas de vol de croisi~rc, la
surconcentration mesurte est tits d~pendante
du diarnftre des gouttes d'eau. En effet, le t6moin de givre considd6 est fixe sur la peau de
l'avion et trds prts de celle-ci. Pour les gras
dianiftrcs de gouttes, Ie temoin se trouve alors
dans la zone de tres forte concentration. Pour
des diam~tres sup~rieurs &50 urn. IIse trouverait certalnement dans Ia zone d'ombre, ou
couche Unmite de givrage, dans laquelle les trajectoires, de gouttelettes ne peuvent p~n~trer et
ofi la concentration est nulle par consequent.
Cette pasition de tdmoin n'est done pas
coseillde, sa captation dtant trits sensible au
dianiftre des gouttes rencontrdes.
Pour le t~moin de pare-brise, le coefficient de concentration est peu influencd par le
diam~tre des gouttelettes et reste voisin de
l'unitd, ce qui est l'assurancc canine pour
l'A340 d'une bonne representativitd des conditions de givrage ainbiantes. De plus. le cas de
vol n'a lui non plus que tres peu d'lnfluencc sur
le coefficient de concentration, cc qui permet
de garantir une efficacit6 du t~moin quelle que
salt la phase de vol.
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Visualisation de l'6volution du coefficient
de concentration

*port

11 est difficile de dormer une image en
tridimensiorinel de l'dvolution-spatiale d'un
param~tre, pour notre cas du coefficient local
de concentration d'eau. D'autant plus que la
valeur de celui-ci est obtenue en faisant le rapde surfaces intercept~es par des tubes de
trajectoires de gouttes qu'il serait beaucoup
trop coateux de calculer dans tout l'espace.tordu
Ndanmoins. lorsque l'on s'intdresse Al'dvolution de ce pararn~tre autour d'un point prtcis.
ii
pssibe
a rcherhe e ~
ild eet
etcobine
cmbier
pssile ai larecerce
d la
trajectoire de goutte anrivant en ce point. le
calcul d'une grille de trajectoires environnantes. A partir de cette grille de trajectoires,
Ul est possible de calculer les surfaces arnont et
aval des tubes de trajectoires et d'en ddduire le
coefficient de concentration. Cette valeur est
alors affect~e au barycentre de Ia surface aval
du tube. Ldvolution du coefficient dans une
portion du plan d'arivde est alors reprdsentde
Al'aide de moyens graphiques bi ou tridimensionnels. Les figures 10 A 12 prdsentent de
telles visualisations pour la sonde latdrale de
I'ATR72. pour les diani~tres de gouttes; de 20 et
50 1Am. Pour 50 1Am, la zone d'lntense surconcentration apparalt nettement pros de la paroi
de l'avion, tandis qu'au meme endroit la surconcentration est beaucoup plus faible pour 20
11m.
Les coits
Pour qu'une m~thode soit utillsable au
niveau indus:triel, il est n~cessaire qu'elle sol
d'une mise cn couvre rapide et que les coits
d'utilisation soient en rapport avec les services rendus. Pour montrer ce qu'il en est des
outils prdsentds id,. nous d~taillons dans la
suite les temps d'exdcution des calculs sur le
supercalculateur CRAY XMP 116 dont nous
disposons.
Pour le maillage ATR72 d 2440 panneaux peau:
CoOt du calcul du champ adrodynamique par ]a m~thode des singularitis FP3D:
510 s CPU
Cofit de la recherche automatique de la
trajectoire de gouttes arrivant au niveau de Ia
sonde latdrale:
910 SCPU
Cofit du calcul doC la grille de trajectoires de gouttes environnant le point cible (24
trajectoires):
1560 s CPU

On volt donc: ainsi que l'outil est tout ft
fait compatible avec des exigences industrielles, apportant une aide au positlonnement
et ;A l'6talonnage de sondes et capteurs d&s le
stade de la conception au niveau du bureau
d'dtudes.
Cnlso
Cette methode th~orique de dttermination des coefficients de concentration d'eau auvnesApdettutcfatprtou
naione
Este
a prsden tout a fainpratonel.Eeapemsddfirenarcu
lier les positions de sondes de givrage sur diffdrents avions, Airbus et ATR. Des essals en
vol avec ces sondes lnstalles devraient permtr asu rceaei
el ae
pettr dans uemntoh. vnr eI aie
pu opeeet
Ref6rences
[11 "M~thode d'analyse tridirnensionnelle de
syst~mes hypersustentateurs", RIVOIRE V.,
EIOHEL P., AEROSPATIALE NT 443.528/87,
juillet 1987.
[21 "Programme de calcul du facteur d~e correction de la teneur en eau liquide autour d'un nez
d'avion", GtJFFOND D., ONERA RI' 27/5146SY,
septemnbre 3985
[1"nrdcinAIaayenmrqemti
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Maillage A340

1500 panneaux peau (demi-avion)I

Maillage ATR 72
2440 panneaux peau (demi-avion)

Figure 3

Maillages ATR et Airbus pour le calcul a~rodynarique
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Positlonnement des sondes sur ATR
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A34
Coefficient de captation
au nlveau des sondes en fonction
du diam~tre des gouttelettes d'eau
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ATR 72
Coefficient de captation
au niveau des t~moins en fonction
du diambtre des gouttelettes d'eau
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Comparaison pour deux diamntres de gouttes des coefficients de concentration
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Simulation of Iced Wing Aerodynamics
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Summary

1. Introduction

The sectional and total aerodynamic load characteristics
of moderate aspect ratio wings with and without simulated glaze leading-edge ice are studied both computationally, using a three-dimensional, compressible
Navier-Stokes solver, and experimentally. The wing has
an untwisted, untapered planform shape with NACA
0012 airfoil section. The wing has an unswept and swept
configuration with aspect ratios of 4.06 and 5.0, respectively. Comparisons of computed surface pressures and
sectional loads with experimental data for identical configurations are given. The abrupt decrease in stall angle
of attack for the wing, as a result of the leading edge ice
formation, isdemonstrated numerically and experimentally.

The adverse effects of ice formation on the aerodynamic characteristics of wings and helicopter blades are
well known. 1-2 It is known that icing may cause prematare flow separation and lead to stall at angles of attack
as low as 6 degrees. Techniques for quantitative predicdon of the 3D leading edge ice formation process and the
effects of icing on the aerodynamic performance of
wings and rotors are however not well developed. Reliable techniques for quantitative prediction of the above
phenomena are urgently needed, so that next generation
aircraft and rotorcraft may be designed to cope with
icing. Additionally, experimental iced wing flow field
data is required for code validation efforts.
Recognizing the need for improved understanding
of the aircraft icing phenomena, a multi-disciplinary
research program has been underway under the funding
and direction of NASA Lewis Research Center, for the
past several years. Work performed under this program
covers areas such as:
Numerical modeling of the ice accretion process
and development of an associated code validation
database

List of Symbols

x
y
y
z

span length at leading edge
sectional lift coefficient
wing lift coefficient
pressure coefficient
inviscid flux vector
inviscid flux vector
inviscid flux vector
flow properties vector
viscous terms
viscous terms
viscous terms
time
Cartesian coordinate
Cartesian coordinate
spanwise coordinate
Cartesian coordinate

71

curvilinear coordinate

t

time
curvilinear coordinate
curvilinear coordinate

b
C1
CL
Cp
F,F
G,G
H,H
ctq
R,R
S,S
TT
t

• Experimental studies of the effects of icing on the
aerodynamic characteristics of finitt wings
Efficient engineering tools based on a combination of panel methods and interactive boundary
layer schemes to predict aerodynamic characteristics up to stall onset
• Research tools based on 3D Navier-Stokes equations to study the pre- and post stall characteristics
of finite wings
These activities, although only a portion of the overall icing effort, constitute a major part of the program for
simulation of an icing encounter for a fixed wing aircraft.
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ofie arol eoy

i '

qr + F4 + Gq + H= R4 + Sn + T

(3)

Initial research on development of analytical and
;computational tools for simulation of iced airfoil aerodynamics was centered on two-dimensional flows. 3" This
i

The quantities q, F, G, H, R,S, T are related to their

characterization of the 2D iced airfoil flow field. 6 "
Results of that research indicated reasonable agreement
between code and experiment for angle of attack condi-

mation. For a detailed description of the flow and flux
vectors in the Cartesian and transformed coordinate systerns, the reader is referred to Reference 12.

tions up to stall. There is still some concern over the role
of turbulence models inthe prediction of massive separation at stall condition. 4 ,9

A two layer Baldwin-Lomax eddy viscosity model
patterned after the well known Cebeci-Smith model has
been used in this work. Use of such a simple model in;

The present work describes the NASA sponsored
effort to develop a validated 3D Navier-Stokes solver for
study of the aerodynamic characteristics of isolated wing

massively separated flows may be considered questionable. In order to address this concern, studies of 2D
stalled flows for iced airfoils using other models have
been conducted by Potapczuk 4 9 and Wu. 17 Potapczuk
used a modified mixing length model and found some
improvement in the simulation for cont:!ons at stall,
however those results require further investigation for 3D
calculations. Wu's results indicate that the use of higher
order turbulence models does not significantly improve
the accuracy of the simulation for iced airfoils. In order
to keep the computer time resources small, the BaldwinLomax model has been used in all the 3D calculations
presented here.

:

,

*

configurations for non-iced and iced conditions. The

computer code was developed by Sankar, et al. 10 "12 and
the current calculations were performed by Kwon and
Sankar.14 The experimental results were produced by
Bragg and his students.8,15.16 The wing geometry being
considered has an untwisted, untapered planform shape
with NACA 0012 airfoil section. The wing has an
unswept and swept configuration with aspect ratios of
4.06 and 5.0, respectively.
The results presented have been documented in previous publications. 8. 13"16 However, this paper provides
an opportunity to assess the current status of the simulation effort for iced aircraft aerodynamics, to discuss the
issues as yet unresolved, and to suggest the direction for
future research. Detailed ,omparisons with experiments
of the surface pressures and sectional airloads are used to
provide a basis for the discussion.
2. Code Description
2.1 Governing Equations
The equations governing unsteady three-dimensional flow are the full Navier-Stokes equations, and may
be written in a Cartesian coordinate system as:
qt + F, + Gy + Hz = RX+ SY + T,

(1)

Here, q is the unknown flow properties vector; F, G
and H are the inviscid flux vectors; R, S, and T are the
viscous terms. To facilitate treatment of arbitrary planforms and airfoil shapes, the equations are solved in a
body-fitted coordinate system. The following general
curvilinear coordinate system is used:
=

(x, y, z, )

T1= T1(x, y, Z,t)

(2)
= (x, y,z, )

In such a coordinate system, the governing equations may be written in the following strong conservation
form:

iI

2.2 Solution Procedure
The governing equations are parabolic in time, and
may be advanced in time using a suitable stable, dissipative scheme. Standard second-order accurate, central differences are used to approximate the rpatial derivatives
and to compute the metrics of the transformation. The
flux vectors F and H are linearized while the spanwise
flux vector, G, is treated semi-implicitly, thus requiring
no time linearization. The viscous terms are treated
explicitly. The time derivative is approximated as a firstorder accurate, two-point backward difference.
2.3 Grid Generator
An algebraic C-grid generator has been built in to
the computer code, and can generate computational grids
around arbitrary planforms and arbitrary airfoil sections.
The grid generation methodology is based on the sheared
parabolic coordinate scheme. The user needs to prescribe
the leading edge coordinates and the section chord and
twist at chosen stations. The grid generation routines perform the necessary interpolation (linear along the span
and cubic in the chordwise direction) to enrich the input
wing shape. After the sheared parabolic grid is generated, the points along the grid lines in the direction
approximately normal to the wing surface are redistributed so that, the first point off the wall is at a user specified distance off the surface, and an adequate number of
points are placed within the boundary layer. A typical
grid for a swept wing is presented in Figure I which
shows the upper half of the computational domain at the
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wing root plane and on the surface of the.wing. The grid
at the wing root plane can be used as areflection plane or
as asolid surface representing the wind tunnel wall.
2Cing

from zero to 240 feet per second at Reynolds numbers of
up to1.5 x 106per foot.
The model used in testing is a semi-span wing hava NACA 0012 airfoil section with a variable (i.e. 00

2.4 Boundary Conditions

or 300) sweep angle.-Results have been obtained using

In the present numerical procedure, all the boundary

both sweep angles. The model has a chord of 15 inches

conditions are applied explicitly after each time step.

perpendicular to the leading edge and a span of 35.18

Since these cases deal witif low subsonic Mach numbers,
the flow quantities at the far-field are set to be the undisturbedifreestream conditions. lb satisfy this condition,
the far-field boundaries are placed at least 6 to 7 chord,
lengths from the surface of the wing. At the downstream
boundary, the pressure is assumed to recover to

inchesi The chord length was chosen to provide as large
an aspect ratio-aspossible with minimum tunnel wall
interference and high Reynoldsrnumber. The model has a
removable leading edge, tus allowing simulation of a
non-iced or iced wing geometry. The iced leading edge is
a simulation of a measured ice accretion on a NACA

freestream values and all the other flow properties are
extrapolated from the interior. The C-grid generated by
the present algebraic transformation created a cut that.
originates from the trailing edge. On this cut the flow
quantities are averaged from above and below.
Two types of boundary conditions have been used at
the wing root location. The experimental model is a

0012 airfoil taken from the NASA Lewis Icing Research
Tunnel. A cross-sectional view of the simulated glaze ice
shape is shown in Figure 2.
The model is equipped with surface static pressure
taps, as shown in Figure 3. The taps are located in 5
major rows plus a row on the tip section. Only the 5
major pressure tap rows are shown in the figure, as they

semi-span wing with a splitter wall at the root location,
This splitter wall is used to minimize the effects of the
tunnel wall boundary layer on the flow over the wing.
The wing-splitter wall intersection results inthe development of avortical flow region which reduces the effective
angle of attack at the wing root; This effect isminor for
the non-iced geometry but can play an important role in
the aerodynamics of the iced wing. In order to properly
capture this phenomena, a no-slip boundary condition is
applied at the wing root-splitter plate junction for the

were the ones used for comparison to the computations.
The centerline row oftaps has 80 taps in the no-ice configuration and 83 in the iced configuration. The other 4
rows on the main element have 40 and 41 taps in the noice and iced configurations, respectively. The wing tip
section has 21 taps. The total number of pressure taps on
the model isthus, 261 inthe no-ice configuration and 268
in the iced configuration.
Pressure measurements were made using a Scanivalve system. Six Scanivalves capable of measuring 48

iced geometry. The spanwise spacing of nodal planes in

pressures each were used. No cut-off valves were used

this region is quite small in order to capture these effects,
thus resulting in a significant increase in the number of
grit ,oints to be computed. In the case of a non-iced
geometry, a reflection plane was used at the root, thus
allowing coarser grid spacing in the spanwise direction
and hence a less costly computation.

during the testing. For the zero-sweep tests, a single traversing total-pressure probe was used to measure the airfoil.wake. The probe was located approximately one
chord length downstream of the model trailing edge and
at the spanwise station, y/b =0.417, which isbetween the
second and third tap rows.

3. Description of Experiment

3.2 Pressure Data Reduction

3.1 Agparatus
The experiments described in this report were conducted in the Ohio State University (OSU) subsonic
wind tunnel located at the Aeronautical and Astronautical Research Laboratory and later in the subsonic wind
tunnel at the University of Illinois. The OSU tunnel has

coefficients using the measured tunnel dynamic pressure

a three-by-five foot test section, eight feet in length. T"he
tunnel operates at speeds from zero to 200 feet per second at Reynolds numbers of up to 1.3 x 106 per foot. The

that when span loads are shown, y is taken parallel to the
leading edge and C, is taken along the tap ines perpendicular to the leading edge. When the span loads are integrated to obtain model CL, the sectional lift coefficient at
the wing root is taken as equal to value for the first tap
row and the C1 at the tip is approximated as 1/2 that of
the last tap row.

tunnel is an open return type and uses four turbulence
screens and honeycomb in the settling chamber to reduce
tunnel turbulence. The University of Illinois tunnel is of
similar design with a three -by-four foot test section,
eight feet in length. The Illinois tunnel operates at speeds
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The model pressures were converted to pressure

taken from each of the Scanivalves. The pressure coefficients were integrated over the surface of the model to
produce the section lift coefficient.The total pressure deficit, measured by a wake probe, was integrated to obtain
the airfoil section drag for the zero sweep model. Note

4
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Further details regarding the equipment used for
data acquisition and reduction are provided in References 6-8, 15, and 16.
3.3 Helium)-Bubble Flow Visualization
HeliUu-bubble flow visualizationwas conducted
using a bubble generator manufactured by Sage Action,
Inc. The bubbles are approximately 1/16 inch in diameter
and are formed by injecting helium into a specialsoap
18
film helium-filled
using a concentric
injection
tube arrangement.
Ile
bubbles
are approximately
neutrally

l

buoyant and are able to follow the complex separated
flows found on iced airfoils. Two bubble generator heads
producing a total of 800 bubbles per second were located
in the tunnel settling chamber just aft of the turbulence
screens.
The bubbles are illuminated from a point orthogonal
to the viewing position. For the planform or top view
shown later in thispaper, the light beam entered the tunnel through the side window, over the wing tip. Photos
were then taken through a plexiglass window in the tunnel floor and the model was mounted inverted, upper surface down.
Details regarding the photographic equipment and
video recording equipment used to capture the bubble
images are contained in Reference 16.
4. Results and Discussion
The experiments and computations were carried out
for a combination of conditions encompassing the iced
and non-iced geometry, the 00 and 300 sweep angles,and
40 and 8' ang e of attack conditions. This discussion will
center on a review of progress to date, issues that remain
unresolved, and on what activities are planned to address
those issues.

1
F!
Vi

4.1 Rectangular Wing
The pressure distributions at several spanwise locations for the non-iced unswept wing at the 80 angle of
attack condition are shown in Figure 4. These results
show very good agreement at all the span locations. The
pressure peaks near the leading edge are captured quite
well. Some differences are seen near the trailing edge
region, most likely due to poor grid resolution. The profile at the 85 percent span location indicates an overprediction of the Cp values by approximately 5 percent for
the first 20 percent chord.
The effect of the wall boundary condition is also
seen in Figure 4. The differences in C due to the wall, at
the measurement locationsis not large. Joweveri differences are apparent when the calculated results using
either set of wall boundary conditions are compared at
locations inboard of the 17 percent span location. Figure

5 shows these differences. The wallboundary condition
actually increases the lift. No measurements have been
taken in this region, however the effects of the splitterwall boundary layer will be investigated in future testing
through the use of a side-wall suction mechanism.
Figure 6 shows the spanwise distribution of the cornputed'and measured airloads (i.e. measured surface pressures integrated over the chord) at 40 and 80 angle of
attack fora non-iced unsweptwing. The computed air-loads are
goodthough
agreement
withofthe
measured
overgenerally
the span,ineven
the rate
decrease
along the span between the mid semi-span and the tip is
smaller han in the experiment. This gives slightly higher
loading in this range. These discrepancies are partly
a~jtiibutable to the lack of spanwise grid points which are
ecssary to properly handle the concentrated vortex
shedding off the wing tip.
The addition of the ice shape to the leading edge
causes a considerable change to the surface pressure distributions. The recirculation region behind the ice shape
alters the pressure peaks at the leading edge. The typical
flat profile of a separated flow region is indicated by the
experimental results for the 40 angle of attack condition,
as seen in Figure 7. The calculated results, also shown in
Figure 7, indicate a much larger pressure spike at the
leading edge than the experiments suggest. This phenomenon has been seen by other researchers 4,5 and has
yet to be examined in detail. It has been suggested that
this may be due coarse grid code resolution around the
ice horn. The spanwise distribution of the computed and
measured airloads are shown in Figure 8. The results
indicate very good agreement for the 40 angle of attack
condition.
At 80 angle of attack, the importance of the wall
boundary condition becomes apparent. Figures 9 and 10,
Cp distributions at several spanwise locations, show the
results of using the no-wall and wall boundary conditions, respectively. It is suggested that the interaction of
the separation region behind the ice shape with the wingwall vortex at the root leads to reattachment of the separated flow. Neglecting this interaction, as in the calculations for Figure 9, results in separation over the entire
length of the wing at the root sections and underprediction of the Cp suction peak. The spanwise load distribudons (Figure 8) also show the influence of the wall
boundary condition on the computed results.
The grid required to incorporate the wall boundary
conditions consisted of a 151 by 42 by 43 array of nodal
points. Obviously, this is a significant increase in the
computational requirements of the calculation when
compared to the no-wall calculation, which has a 131 by
19 by 30 array of nodal points. This doubling of the size
of the grid is necessary in this case because the no-wall

j
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Sdon
Iregion,
!
i
1

'insure

thboundary
condition misses a significant of the physs
ics of this problem
wall
Insu e oth
thehe
t
tboundary condtion musti be ncluded inll calculations,
nte
tllo iced inot
a tis
lused
if
theodeis to
known beforehand at what angle ofattack the recircula-

also shows the vortical flow inthe separation zone,alit
with fewer traces due to the random nature of the bubble
entainmnt process.
The 8anglof attack results ndicate the onset of
progressingfrom the tip towards the
stal for the w 1g,
root. The pressure distribution comparisons, Figure 49,

intocondition
acompletely
zone
thewill
walldevelop
boundary
mustseparated
be used to
that the code does not prematurely predict separatidon
and stal of the iced wing, Tlq's also s euggts
that
two-dimensional calculations for the stall of aniced wing
will undoubtedly result in conservative predictions for

from
moving
beceofinig
flow.separation
show
regs
the root
to theoftip..
The comparisons
between
the calcuWetd results and the measurements ar quite good, even
at heoutboard staions..The spanwis loddsrbtons,
shown i Figure 15, are also in goodJ agreement. The
code appears to be capable of indicating the onset of stall

the performance behavior,

for the iced wig.
Figures 20 and 21 are particle traces from the calculated results, as was described fo; the 4' angle of attack
case. The surfaceoil flowsimulation; Figure 20, indicates a much larger region of flow separation. The reattachment fine starts at the leading edge near the root and
moves towrd,the trailing edge near the wing tip. At the
tip region, the flow separation due to the ice shape
merges with the wing tip vortex, thus producing the complex flow pattern seen in the figure. The off-body particle
traces, Figure 21, show the center of the vortical flow
moving back along the chord as it progresses from the
root to the tip. Interaction with the tip vortex causes the
center to curve towards the trailing edge very rapidly
over the last,30 percent of span. This can also be seen in
the change inslope of the lift distribedon curve (Fig. 15).
Flow visualization experiments are underway in order to
verify the existence of the flow patterns seen in the computations.

4.2 Swe tWing
The effect of sweep on the wing model is seen in
Figure 11 which shows the integrated lift values for positive and negative angles of attack, as measured in the
wind tunnel. The swept wing has a lower lift-curve slope
and a higher stall angle than the rectangular wing model.
The influence of the wall boundary condition is seen
in Figures 12 and 13, which show Cp distributions and
spanwise lift distributions, respectively. Both figures
indicate that the wall does not significantly influence the
aerodynamics of the non-iced swept wing.
The pressure distributions at several spanwise locations for the 40 angle of attack condition are shown in
Figure 14. The comparisons to experiment indicate good
agreement except for the pressure spike at the horn of the
ice shape ana the oscillation in the pressure trace at the
trailing edge. As mentioned in the discussion of results
for the rectangular wing, the leading edge pressure spike
has been attributed to lack of resolution in the computa5.Concluding Remarks
tions, 513 although no attempt has been made to systematically verify that contention. A similar argument is
A three-dimensional Navier-Stokes solver has been
made for the evaluation of the trailing edge region. The
used to study the performance of non-iced wings and
large number of grid points needed to characterize the
wings with simulated glaze leading-edge ice at 4*and 80
iced wing geometry has led to some compromise on
angles of attack. A corresponding wind tunnel test proaccuracy of the solution in non-critical regions. This
gram is underway to provide highly detailed code validacompromise has not resulted in poor agreement between
tion information. The calculated chordwise pres.ure
computation and experiment for the airloads, as seen in
distribution and the integrated sectional loads of nonFigure 15.
iced wings and iced wing at 40 angle of attack are in good
Particle traces developed from the calculated results
agreement with experiments. The locally separated flow
are shown in Figures 16 and 17. The figures indicate a
region at the iced wing leading edge is reasonably well
separation zone near the leading edge of the wing coverpredicted. At 80 angle of attack,the flow over the iced
ing most of the span. Figure 16, a surface oil flow simuwing is massively separated. Accurate prediction of
lation, indicates the reattachment line at 10 percent chord
chordwise pressure distribution and sectional loads
and the spanwise flow from root to tip. Figure 17, conunder these conditions requires representation of the tunsisting of particle traces ranging from zero to one chord
nel end wall boundary condition dueto the highly 3D
length above the wing surface, shows the vortical nature
nature of the flow field.
of the flow in the separation zone. This figure can be
These results indicate the need for further investigacompared to the photograph of a helium bubble flow
ion of the flowfield characteristics of the iced swept
visualization experiment, conducted in the Univ. of Illi- wing.,Detailed measurements of the velocities above the
nois wind tunnel, shown in Figure 18. The photograph
wing surface are required to validate the computational
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predictions of the vortical'spanwise flow. Thes6 m6asure-

Simulated Glaze Ice Accretion," AIAAPaper 88-

ments-wilraisi cnfirfn'the changes in flow structure

0116, Jan. 1988.

seen as the angle of attack increases C6rt plans Call
forthe6use df ailasef-dopple" velocimetersgystin'to
obtain the detailflow measurements req id for validation. ,Thissystemshould'also prride infofifition on
turbulence levels in theflow ,hich will addfurther to the
evidence'f0rvalidation of the'compbtations:Addition-.
ally, a force balance system is being developed to provide
integrated lift, drag;andniomefnt measurements for&the
I
wing mcxll. Flow visuali ation experiments will b con
tinded to provide qumlitafive assessment Of thie comr,spondence
between calculation and experiment.
On the computationaiside, moie cases must be run
i
to address some of the issues'idenfified above. Grid res-

j

olution near the leading and trailing edge regions must be
increased to provide better agreement forthe pressure
distribution on the wing. The'gridresolution near the
wall region should also be investigated With the goal of
decreasing the number of spanwise stations necessary
while maintaining accurate reproduction of the flowfield
in that region.
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ABSTRACT
Computations have been done to predict
the effects of various extents of frost coverage on
the airfoil, wing and take-off performance of two
hypothetical aircraft, a small light aircraft and a
large transport aircraft. Airfoil performance was
computed using rough-wall boundary layer calculations coupled to an inviscid vortex panel method
which includes a capability for modelling stalled
flow conditions. The roughness parameters determined for one of the frost samples were used for
this purpose. A lifting line analysis was used to
determine wing performance from the airfoil results.
The results indicate that frost having an
effective height of only 0.4 mm in the leading-edge
region of a wing can cause serious performance
degradation even for a very large aircraft. On the
other hand, frost coverage beginning well downstream of the suction peak, for example at about
one-quarter chord, was predicted to have little
effect.

1.

Introduction

It is well known that frost on lifting surfaces can seriously degrade the take-off perfomance of aircraft'. This paper examines the effects
of frost roughness on wing aerodynamics and on the
take-off performance of two hypothetical aircraft, a
light aircraft knd a large jet transport. The main
parameters of the two aircraft are given in Table 1.
Previous investigations into the effects of
frost have generally relied upon experimental data
obtained using artificial roughness, such as sand, to
represent frost. The present work included wind
tunnel measurements of the aerodynamic, effects of
accurately preserved real frost. These experiments
enabled us to determine appropriate values for
spacing
height'andisroughness
used to calculate
This information
Sparameters. effective roughness
the aerodynamic behaviour of the airfoils and wings
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of the two aircraft, as well as their take-off
performance, with various amounts of frost
coverage on the wing upper surface.

2.

Frost Experiments

Six different frost samples were tested.
These were grown naturally by exposing flat
aluminum plates to the night sky. The samples
were preserved using a dissolved plastic solution.
Figure 1 shows photographs of a frost specimen
before and after preservation. It can be seen that
the configuration of the preserved frost is virtually
identical to that of the actual frost. Figure 2
presents photographs of three of the six samples
that were tested.
The plates, covered with preserved frost,
were plaeced on the test-section floor of a low speed
wind tunnel. Boundary layer development on the
1.8 m long plates was measured. Effective
roughness height and spacing parameters of the
frost roughness were determined from the
measurements as outlined below.
Over rough surfaces in nominally zero
pressure gradient the velocity profile in the inner
region of the boundary layer assumes the form 2

+

- u--(1)

Except for the term Au/u' this is the familiar log
law. In the logarithmic region of boundary layers
the only effect of surface roughness onmean
velocity profiles is a shift, (Au/u'), in the intercept
of the log law. For aerodynamically rough surfaces
the shifi is given by

Au
u - - a log ku

+

C[XI

(2)
2•

I '
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Here k is the roughness height and C is a function
of a suitable roughness spacing parameter, X.
For each of the six frost samples the skin
friction coefficient, Cf, and the friction velocity, u',
were determined from the velocity profile data by
two methods. One method used the momentumintegral equation
C
2

dO
ds

( + 2) 0 dU

(3)

U ds

Following Simpson', the spacing
parameter, X,for the frost samples was defined as
-

D21AF

(4)

the
where Ap is the average frontal area of
roughness elements and l/D is equal to the number
of 'significant' elements per unit surface area. D
can easily be determined by counting the number of
significant frost formations present in an area of the
sample. Of course deciding which formations
should be counted (i.e. considered significant) is a
matter of judgment. The average frontal area, A.,
was estimated using the relation
A-4"
44) 3 k,

(5)

Here 0, represents the average width-to-height ratio
of the significant frost formations, 02 represents the
ratio of the average height of all the significant
formations to the height, k, of the highest 20
percent of the formations and 03 is a factor to
account for the effects of the background frost. 4)

Tf

rl

The parameters of the six frost samples are
presented in Table 2. The values of C and Xare
plotted in Fig. 4. Dvorak's3 correlation line, which
was also used by Simpson', is included in Fig. 4.
Not surprisingly, the frost results are quite widely
scattered. Nevertheless they fit in reasonably well

with the other data which are also widely scattered.

where 0 and H are the momentum thickness and
shape factor of the velocity profile, U is the
velocity outside the boundary layer and s is the
streamwise distance. The other method compared
the measured velocity profiles with the velocity
defect law 2. Results from the two methods were in
reasonably good agreement except near the ends of
the frost simples. Once values for u"were
established, values of Au/u" could be determined by
plotting the data as in Fig. 3. The frost in each of
the six samples consisted of relatively high
formations scattered over the surface with relatively
low 'background frost' covering the intervening
space. The effective roughness height, k,of the
frost was taken as the average measured height of
the highest 20 percent of the frost formations. With
values of u', Au/u and k established, the spacing
function C[XJ could be determined using equation
(2).

X

and 2were estimated visually. 0, was assigned a
value of either 1 or 1.5, when background frost was
judged to be either unimportant or important,
respectively.

Table 2 includes values of kAk, the ratio
of standard-sand-roughness height to the effective
frost roughness height. These were determined
using equation (2) with C assigned the value -4.0
for standard sand roughness 5. The values of k/k t
are seen to vary widely.
A more detailed presentation of the frost
expenments is available in reference 6.
3.

Effects of Frost on Airfoil Performance

The first step in assessing the effects of
frost on take-off performance is to assess its effects
on airfoil performance. Computational methods
were ued for this purpose. The hypothetical
aircraft of Table 1 use the NACA-2412 section and
the BGK1 section. The latter is representative of a
relatively modem supercritical section. For
simplicity, flaps are not present. The airfoil
calculations were carried out for Reynolds number,
based on chord, c, of 3 x 106 and 22.5 x 10 for the
NACA-2412 and BGKl sections, respectively.
These correspond to free stream velocity and chord
length of 30 m/s, 50 m/s and 1.5 m, 67 m for the
two airfoils respectively, at sea level.
Calculations were done for only one set of
frost characteristics: kf = 0.4 mm and C = -2.5. As
seen from Table 2, these are the parameters
determined for Frost Plate 3. The frost height to
chord length ratios are k/c = 0.00027 and
0.0000595 for the NACA-2412 and BGK1 airfoils,
respectively.
The viscous/inviscid interaction approach
was used for the airfoil computations. Inviscid flow
computations for the airfoil sections were done
using a vortex panel methd developed at Carleton
University. Voricity varies linearly along the panels
and is continuous at the junction points between
panels. Linearly varying source distributionson-the
panels were used to model boundary-layer displacement effects. Where flow separation occurred, its
effects were modelled by incorporating the
Maskew-Dvorak7 model, wherein two free vortex
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sheets originating at the separation points are used
to represent the free shear layers which bound the
separation bubble. Blascovichl found that this
model is very good for analyzing low-speed highangle-of-attack cases,
The pressure distributions obtained from
the inviscid computations provided the free-stream
velocity distributions for computation of boundarylayer development along the upper and lower
surfaces of the airfoil. For each surface the
computations began with the stagnation-point
solution given by Moran9, followed by Thwaites 9
method for the laminar boundary layer. Transition
on the upper surface was assumed to occur at the
suction peak while tiansition on the lower surface
was forced to occur at 16 percent chord. The
momentum thickness, 0, was assumed to remain
constant through transition. The shape factor, H,
was normally assigned the value 1.32 at the start of
the turbulent boundary layer calculations.
Instantaneous transition was assumed. In the
present work frost roughness always began at or
downstream of the suction peak; attempts to begin
the roughness further upstream were abandoned as
this always produced immediate separation at the
suction peak even at only moderate angles of attack,
Head's"0 entrainment method was the basis
of the turbulent boundary layer calculations. This
method has its limitations but it performs quite well
for pressure distributions of the type typically found
on airfoils. Dvorak3 extended Head's method to
deal with rough surfaces. This version of the
method was used in the present work.
The boundary-layer computations provided
two inputs for the inviscid flow computations,
namely the displacement thickness required to
determine the strength of the surface-source
distribution and the upper-surface separation point
location. The lower-surface flow always separated
at the trailing edge.
Figure 5 schematically illustrates the
airtoil-flow computational model. Thirty five
vortex panels were used to represent the airfoil
surface. For separated flow cases six panels were
used for each of the two free vortex sheets. The
length of these sheets is governed by an empirical
wake-length factor; this was assigned the
recommended value of 2.0. The shape and
position of the free vortex sheets must be
determined iteratively, such that the velocity normal
to each of the wake panels is zero. About 14
iterations were found to be adequate for this
purpose. Of course there must also be an overall
iteration between the inviscid and the boundarylayer computations. Typically 4 to 8 iteration
cycles were necessary for convergence in separated

i9
7

-- 1,

6

flow cases. Only one cycle (inviscid-viscousinviscid) was used for fully-attached flow cases.
Computations were done for various
extents of frost coverage on the upper surface of the
airfoils. These are shown in Fig. 6, where
designation codes are also assigned. The roughness
height was made to increase approximately linearly
over a short distance at its upstream edge. This is
both more realistic than an abrupt start and also
avoids potential difficulties with the boundary layer
computations that an abrupt start with large k/O
might have caused. Details are given in Fig. 6.
Step lengths used in the boundary-layer
computations ranged from Ax/c = 0.005 to 0.02.
The shortest step length was required to avoid
dependence of results on step size for most of the
BGK1 computations because of the steep pressure
gradient near the suction peak and the steep rise of
the roughness height at its upstream edge for the 95
and 99 frost coverage cases. The lower airfoil
surface was smooth in all computations.
The computed lift and profile-drag results
are shown in Fig. 7 and 8 for the NACA-2412 and
BGKl sections respectively. Lift was determined
by pressure integration. The drag results are not
particularly accurate; pressure integration tended to
give slightly negative values of drag coefficient
when there was little or no flow separation, The
plotted drag results were determined using the
boundary-layer momentum thicknesses at the
separation points in the Squire and YourgU formula
and adding the pressure-integration drag if it was
positive. The computed results for the clean
NACA-2412 section agree quite well with the
experimental data from ref. 12 (see Fig. 7). This
inspires confidence in the computed results.
From Fig. 7 and 8 it is clear that the frost
roughness is predicted to produce substantial effects
only if it extends close to the leading edge. Frost
beginning at quarter-chord has little effect on the
computed lift and drag performance of either airfoil.
This ian be ascribed to two factors: first, the
severity of the adverse pressure gradient at quarter
chord has decreased substantially compared to that
near the suction peak and second, the ratio of frost
height to boundary-layer thickness has become
relatively small so that the roughness has little
effect on the skin friction and on boundary layer
growth. The latter effect also explains why the
BGK1 performance is little affected by frost
extending as close as x/c = 0.009 to the leading
edge (Case 95). While this is close to the suction
peak, the chord of the BGK1 section is much larger
than that of the NACA-2412 section (6.7 vs 1.5 m)
so that the ratio of roughness height to boundary
layer thickness at a given x/c is much less for the
BGK1 section. This can be seen from Figures 9

I
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and 10 which show pressure distributions and
development of boundary layer parameters for the
two airfoil sections. The small effect of the frost
roughness downstream of quarter-chord is also
evident in Figures 9 and 10. It should be noted that
the results of Fig. 7 and 8 do not mean that the
BGK1 section has superior tolerance of suirface
roughness. Rather, these results show the
importance of the ratio k/c. As is to be expected,
roughness of a given height haz less effect on a
large airfoil than on a small one. The 0.4 mm
roughness nevertheless has a dramatic effect on the
performance of the 6.7 m chord BGK1 section
when the roughness starts at the suction peak (Case
99). The results indicate that even on large aircraft,
frost in the leading-edge region is hazardous.
4shown
Effects of Frost on Wing Performance
4.
A simple lifting line analysis was used to
compute the aerodynamic performance of the
aircraft wings. Figure 11 schematically illustrates
the flow model. The method uses a single spanwise
row of horseshoe vortices. It calculates effective
angle of attack at any particular spanwise vntlon
and looks up the corresponding lift and parasite
drag coefficients from the airfoil performance
curves, Fig. 7 and 8, generated by the airfoil
calculations. The process is iterative because the
strength of the horseshoe vortices is directly related
to local lift coefficient. The method determines lift,
parasite and induced drag coefficients for the wing.
The results for the two wings of Table 1
shown in Fig. 12 and 13. The wing perfornare
mance clearly reflects the performance of the airfoil
sections.
5.

Effects of Frost on Take-Off
Performance

relations were set up such that C. = (0.015 + wing
zero-lift drag coefficient) and such that the wing
drag varied with angle of attack approximately as
given by the appropriate drag curves in Fig. 12 and
13. The variation of fuselage and empennage drag
with angle of attack was approximated by assuming
this caused a reduction of 0.1 in the value of the
span-efficiency factor.
Thrust was assumed to vary with velocity:
linearly for the turbofan aircraft and such that axial
kinetic energy imparted to the slipstream air is
constant for the propeller aircraft. The ratio of
axial kinetic energy flux increase to propeller shaft
power was assumed to be 0.85.
The results of the take-off computations are
in Fig. 14 for the two aircraft. They indicate
that frost in the leading-edge region of wings can
cause take-off distances to increase dramatically; an
increase of more than 80 percent is predicted in one

6.

Discussion

The work presented in this paper indicates
that even thin hoar frost in the leading-edge region
of aircraft wings can have serious negative effects
on take-off performance. Hoar frost having a
height of only 0.4 mm produced much-degraded
wing performance and much-increased take-off
distances for both a small light aircraft and a large
transport aircraft. Serious performance degradation
was, however, only predicted when the upstream
edge of the hoar frost coverage was at, or very
close to the suction peak in the pressure
distribution. Frost coverage beginning at quarterchord or further downstream was predicted to have
little effect.

Lift-off angle of attack and speed were
above
speed margin
percent
to isgive
chosen
stall; that
CL.a= 20
CLm,.
at lift-off.
Of course
CL=..

In fig. 9 and 10 is can be seen that in the
two cases where the frost has serious regative
effects (NACA 2412, Case 95 and BGKI, Case 99)
the frost begins at a point where its roughness
height is several times greater than the boundary
layer momentum thickness, 0.the skin-friction
coefficient, C!, accordingly rises to a high value.
This causes relatively rapid growth of the
momentum thickness and the pressure gradient term
in the momentum equation (3) in turn exacerbates
in the
boundaryoflayer
rate ofgradient
the thicker
the
growth
adverse
pressure
downstream
the suction

is dependent on frost coverage and Cm

peak. Consequently the boundary layer becomes

Two hypothetical aircraft are considered.
their main parameters are given in Table 1.
The forces considered in the take-off
analysis are: weight, wing lift and drag, drag of the
other aircraft components, thrust and rolling friction.

values are

given by Fig. 12 and 13. Rotation speed was set at
85 percent of lift-off speed.
The variation of CL with angle of attack
was taken from Fig. 12 and 13 for each frostcoverage condition. The aircraft drag-polar

more prone to separation.
Frost coverage beginning upstream of the
suction peak would probably have even more
drastic effects than those seen in the present results.
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The present boundary-layer calculations did not
stabilize, and predicted almost immediate
separation, for frost coverage beginning at s/c
values only a few percent upstream of the suction
peak. Judging from the behaviour of the calculated
shape parameter, H, (see Fig. 9, 10) the present
calculations stablized satisfactorily for the 95 and
99 coverage cases, despite the choice of a rather
low initial value for H. Head's method is known to
be insensitive to the starting value of H and to
rapidly adjust to a more appropriate value if the
initial choice is poor.
Wings having a large chord length can be
expected to be less sensitive to frost, as discussed in
Section 3. However the present results indicate that
they are far from immune. It seems probable that
airfoil sections which produce a relatively gentle
adverse pressure gradient downstream of the suction
peak should be less sensitive to roughness effects.
This remains to be investigated.
The parameters used to aerodynamically
characterize hoar frost in the present work were
obtained from flow measurements with actual,
preserved, frost. They can therefore be considered
to be reliably representative of real frost similar to
the measured samples. The remainder of the work,
however, rests on computations. Particularly crucial
are the boundary-layer development calculations
used to predict the effects of frost roughness on
flow separation.
While the authors are confident that the
predictions are basically correct, experimental
confirmation would be desirable. Current
regulations prohibit take-off with any frost on lifting
surfaces. Until experimental confirmation of the
present results in available, the regulations should
not be relaxed to require frost removal from
leading-edge regions only.
7.

There appear to be two key factors which
influence the severity of flost effects. The first is
the severity of the adverse pressure gradient just
downstream of the suction peak and the second is
the ratio of boundary layer thickness to the effective
roughness height of the frost. A large ratio results
in less effect. Because of the second factor, airfoils
or wings of large chord length are less sensitive to
frost. Apparently however, they are by no means
immune - they can only tolerate frost coverage
beginning a few percent of chord closer to the
leading edge than on wings of small chord length.
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Table 1
Main Parameters of the Two Aircraft

Aircraft A

Aircraft B

(light aircraft)

(turbofan transport)

Gross mass (kg)

1,400

135,000

wing area (in2 )

16.5

290.

Wing span (in)

11.0

48.

wing taper ratio

1.0

0.25

mean aerodynamic chord

1.5 m

6.72 in

wing sweep
(1/4 chordline)

0

300

wing twist

3'washout

20 washout

airfoil section

NACA-2412

BGK1

Powerplants

175 kw;
2m.dia. prop.

2 x 50000 lbf static thrust
2 x 40000 lbf at 50 m/s

Fuselage + gear +
empennage drag
coefficient

0.015

0.015

Rolling friction coefficient

0.025

0.025

Scenhih

35 ft.

flaps

(based oi wing area)

[
4

___
__

____

___

___

___

___

____

I

t

5f.3

Screen height

35 ft.

___

__

_

___

____

___

___
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Table 2
Average Parameters of the Six Frost Roughness Samples
Frost

Plate

momn eqn.

C,

k,

lID

2

(cm*')

*

*

*

*

X,

k/kr

-5.9

1.8

3

0.7

1

2.1

26

0.46

70

-6.1

5.0

1.5

1

1

1.5

53

0.43

0.4

62

-2.5

4.5

3

1

1.5

4.5

31

1.8

6.1

0.37

56

-3.7

4.5

1

1

1.5

1.5

108

1.1

0,042

2.8

0.35

47

-6.5

3.0

1

1

1.5

1.5

181

0.36

0.046

4.9

0.27

40

-4.1

2.5

10

1

1

10

55

0.96

u/U

Au/ul (mm) ku*/v

C

1 0.0047

0.048

6.2

1.0

140

2

0.0041

0.045

4.3

0.5

3

0.0053

.051

7.6

4

0.0049

0.049

5

0.0036

6

0.0042

Frost Plate 2

Frost Plate 3

PRESERVED,

Fig. 1 Actual and Preserved Frost Sample

Frost Plate 6
7c

4

Fig. 2

Partial Photographs of 3 of the Tested
Frost Samples
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SUMMARY
Tests of a lightly instrumented
two-bladed teetering rotor and a heavily instrumented sub-scale articulated
main rotor were conducted in the NASA
Lewis Research Center Icing Research
Tunnel (IRT) in August 1988 and in
September and November 1989, respectively. The first was an OH-58 tail
rotor which had a diameter of 1.575 m
(5.17 ft) and a blade chord of 0.133 m
(5.25 in.), and was mounted on a NASA
designed test rig. The second, a four
bladed articulated rotor, had a diameter of 1.83 m (6.00 ft) and the
0.124 m (4.9 in.) chord blades were
specially fabricated for this experiment. This rotor was mounted on a
Sikorsky Aircraft Powered Force Model,
which enclosed a rotor balance and
other measurement systems. The models
were exposed to variations in temperature, liquid water content, and median
droplet diameter, and were operated
over ranges of advance ratio, shaft
angle, tip Mach number (rotor speed),

and weight coefficient to determine the
effect of these parameters on ice
accretion. In addition to strain gage
and balance data, the test was documented with still, video, and high
speed photography, ice profile tracings, and ice molds. This paper
presents the sensitivity of the model
rotors to the test parameters, and
compares the results to theoretical
predictions. Test data quality was
excellent, and prediction methods for
ice accretion and rotor performance
reproduced the respective trends
observed in the test. Adjustments to
the correlation coefficients to improve
the level of correlation in the performance predictions are suggested in
this paper.

LIST OF SYMBOLS
CL/U

lift coefficient/solidity

CQ/U

torque coefficient/solidity

A
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LWC

liquid water content, g/m3

TECHNICAL APPROACH

MVD

droplet diameter, um

The Rotor Icing Consortium
operated under a NASA Lewis Research
Center (Lewis) grant to Texas A&M
University, which then subcontracted
work to each of the four major U.S.
helicopter companies: Bell Helicopter
Textron, Boeing Helicopters, McDonnell
Douglas Helicopters, and Sikorsky
Aircraft Division of United Technologies. The consortium worked during
the early part of the program to
identify the necessary tasks and the
means to achieve them, and each of the
members had specific responsibilities
that lead to the successful testing of
the two models. The U.S. Army Aviation
Research and Technology Activity-AVSCOM
provided additional funding (Propulsion
Directorate), and icing tunnel hardware
support (Aeroflightdynamics and Propulsion Eirectorates) during the actual
testing.

T

static air temperature, OC

or solidity
advance ratio
OR

A

rotor tip speed
change over a period of time due to
icing

INTRODUCTION
Because of the trend toward
design of all-weather rotorcraft, it is
necessary to develop and validate
experimental techniques to understand
the effects of ice on rotor performance
and to determine-the design requirements for rotor ice protection. Analytical methods are now being developed
to predict rotor performance in icing,
including ice accretion and ice shedding. The use of a model rotor to
provide a less expensive and more
repeatable source of test data will aid
in the validation of these analytical
methods and support the overall goal
toward more expedient certification
procedures. The French undertook a
model icing program where a 1/4-scale
model rotor was tested in the ONERA
SIMA wind tunnel at Modane, France
(Ref. 1).
This testing showed that a
model program had promise, but the data
acquired were too limited to provide a
correlation base. However, this testing prompted the interest of rotorcraft
icing researchers in the United States.
NASA Lewis Research Center undertook a
program with a university and industry
consortium to demonstrate the usefulness of the model rotor test technique
as an approach for obtaining meaningful
icing data for rotating systems
(Ref. 2).
'
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A two model approach was selected
as the most effective means to accomplish the program goals. A lightly
instrumented OH-58 tail rotor (Fig. 1)
that had been modified to approximately
operate as a main rotor was chosen as
the initial test article. This would
be followed by the more sophisticated
Sikorsky Powered Force Model (PFM)
(Fig. 2) to provide detailed rotor performance measurements. The OH-58 IRT
entry established operational techniques for the more complex model and
gathered preliminary data. Ice was
accreted on the blades in a variety of
rotor and tunnel operating conditions
and documentation of the resulting
shapes was performed. The OH-58 model
test was completed in October 1988
(Ref. 3).
The initial PFM IRT entry was
scheduled for an 8 week period during
July to September, 1989. During this
time the model was installed and icing
testing began. A total of 44 icing
.
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encounters occurred in the 14 days of
testing. At the end of this initial
test period, the model was removed and
a second entry scheduled for November
1989. Between tests, the model was
serviced, data reviewed, high speed
motion picture capability added, and
methods for improving blade track were
prepared. This second entry resulted
in 41 icing encounters in 8 test days,
expanded the temperature envelope, and
included variations in liquid water
content and droplet diameter (Refs. 4
to 6).

MODEL AND FACILITY DESCRIPTIONS
Icing Research Tunnel
The IRT (Fig. 3) is a closed-loop
refrigerated wind tunnel. A 5000 hp
fan provides airspeeds up to 134 m/sec
(300 mph). The 21 000 ton capacity
refrigeration heat exchanger can vary
the total temperature from -1.1 to
-42 *C. The spray nozzles provide
droplet sizes from approximately 10 to
40 #m median volume diameter (MVD) with
liquid water content (LWC) ranging from
0.2 to 3.0 g/m3 . The tunnel test section is 1.8 m (6 ft) high and 2.7 m
(9 ft) wide.
Armor plates were attached to the
walls of the tunnel test section during
the model rotor test to protect personnel in the control room. Video systems
were installed to monitor the test area
and ice accretions on the blades, and
to provide tracking information. For
several runs 0.635 mm (0.025 in.) aluminium sheets were placed on energy
absorbing material and attached to the
armor plating in line with the iotor
disk plane. The shed ice made • -manent dents in the sheets that wial be
calibrated to calculate the impact
energy of the ice that struck them. A
high speed 16 mm camera was used to
capture ice shedding from the blades.

The movies were taken at 2000 frames
per second and capture approximately a
600 arc of the rotor rotational field.
These results will not be discussed in
this paper.

OH-58 Tail Rotor
The tail rotor assembly was composed of the tail shaft, hub, teetering
components,and rotor blades from an OH58 helicopter. The rotor blades had
NACA 0012 airfoils with a chord of
0.133 m (5.25 in.) and a span of 0.73 m
(28.74 in.). The total diameter of the
rotor assembly is 1.575 m (5.17 ft)
(Fig. 1). This assembly was mated,
through an adapter, to a 2.1 m long
NASA-designed drive shaft. The
extended drive shaft allowed the rotor
blades to be run in the horizontal
plane in the middle of the test section
of the IRT while the 40 hp motor and
other drive system hardware remained
below the tunnel turntable (Fig. 4). A
hydraulically operated collective pitch
control provided the ability to change
blade angle quickly to the desired condition. The drive housing was bolted
to the tunnel floor plate via two
gimbal pins. For this test the rotor
shaft was set at 50 forward tiit to
simulate forward flight of a
helicopter.
A differential measuring device
recorded reaction torque changes from
the drive system. A set of redundant
rotational speed pick-ups were located
on the drive shaft.
Vibration output was recorded to
detail the severity and timing of shedding events with respect to the torque
data. Motor horsepower was calculated
and recorded to verify the torque data.
Finally, the collective pitch angle was
noted to document the rotor blade
angles for the specific icing
encounters.
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Powered Force Model
The Sikorsky PFM is a selfcontained, general purpose rotor test
rig. The load measuring systems, rotor
power, and control mechanisms are
located within the model frame. The
rig is capable of accepting a fuselage
and powered tail rotor, each containing
ite own balance system. For this project, only the main rotor balance was
installed. The main rotor was located
1.01 m (3.33 ft) above the tunnel
floor, about 0.10 m (0.33 ft) above the
tunnel centerline. The US Army UH-60A
model skins were used to enclose the
balance and rotor hardware (Fig. 2).
While the fuselage skins are scaled for
a 2.86 m (9.37 ft) rotor, tunnel dinensions dictated the use of a 1.83 m
(6.00 ft) rotor for this test.
The rotor head used for this
project (Fig. 5) was a Sikorskydesigned NASA Langley owned general
purpose, four bladed, fully articulated
head with coincident flap and lag
hinges at the 8.3 percent (76 mm or
3.00 in.) radial station. The hub has
adjustable lead-lag dampers and for
this test it had a zero pitch-flap
coupling (63). In order to preserve a
consistent lead-lag damping coefficient
during the variation in IRT temperature, the rotor viscous dampers were
electrically heated to maintain the
fluid at about 10 0 C. Potentiometers
mounted on the flap, lead-lag, and
pitch axes provide positional information for the rotor system relative to
the shaft.
The PFM main rotor was driven by
two Able 3-phase variable frequency
induction electric motors. As
installed, the motors can rotate at
!speeds
up to 8000 rpm. A 3.5 to I
reduction gear box operates the rotor
shaft speed to a maximum of 2286 rpm,
which equates to a rotor tip speed of
219 mps (718 fps). Each motor has a

f
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continucus rating of 60 hp. Rotor
speed was measured using an optical
encoder. Model power was supplied by a
variable frequency motor-generator set
provided by the Aeroflightdynamics
Directorate, US Army Aviation Research
and Technology Activity. The motorgenerator set featured a digital
closed-loop rpm feedback control, which
maintained a set rotor speed under the
power variations that occurred due to
ice accretion, shedding and control
changes.
The rotor forces and moments
(except torque) were measured using a
strain gage balance, gimbal-mounted to
the model frame with a soft spring
attachment. The balance was electrically heated to maintain it at the
calibration temperature of 20 OC.
Rotor torque was obtained by measuring
the reaction force between the gearbox
(which was mounted on bearings) and the
gearbox frame with a load cell. A 102
channel slipring was used to transfer
the rotating system signals from blade
gages, pushrods, motion hardware, and
accelerometers to the fixed jystem. It
also provided power to the damper
heaters. The swashplate control components consisted of rotating pushrods
and scissors, the swashplate, three
electromechanical actuators, and a
stationary scissors. Control inputs
were made at the control console with
cyclic and collective joystick controllers. The input signals were
electronically mixed by the controller
which then moved the model actuators.
Resolved shaft axis cyclic and flapping
first harmonic coefficients were
obtained from potentiometexa located on
the rotorhead. These values were displayed graphically and numerically to
facilitate rotor trimming. Shaft angle
for this test was set using a remotely
driven linear actuator located on the
test rig support frame. A-pitch arm
transferred the linear motion of the
actuator to the rotating motion of the
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model shaft. This resulted in both a
translational and model pitch motion
for the rotor. The model support shaft
The
angle range was from -10 to +30.
angles set by the shaft angle control
were corrected by the gimbal deflection
angle and aerodynamic wall corrections
to obtain the true total shaft angle.
The main rotor blades were
designed and built by the McDonnell
Douglas Helicopter Company using molds
built by Sikorsky Aircraft. The blades
had NACA 0012 airfoils with a chord of
0.124 m (4.88 i...), a -100 linear
twist, and a taper ratio of 1. In
order to stay within rotorhead stress
limits at the design speed, the blade
weight was kept to a minimum. This
resulted in a thin walled hollow spar,
an unsupported trailing edge, and an
unpainted airfoil surface. Two of the
blades were instrumented with strain
gages in the flatwise, edgewise, and
torsional axes to provide blade loading
information for safety of flight. The
data from the edgewise strain gages
proved to be very useful in identifying shedding events. This prompted the
addition of root edge-wise strain gages
to the noninstrumented blades prior to
the second entry. The rotor blades
were marked on their upper surfaces
with the blade number and spanwise
decade percentage marks to provide
identification of the blade being monitored and the relative location of the
ice that was shed (Fig. 2).

DATA SYSTEM AND INSTRUMENTATION
The test techniques used in the
IRT were developed during the July to
October 1988 OH-58 tail rotor entry in
the tunnel and used during the PFM
test. Each icing run was recorded on
the Dynamic Data Acquisition System
(DDAS) and video systems. The video
provided a viewing history of the ice
accretion and shedding. There were

three separate video systems: one for
safety monitoring, one for blade tracking (which also provided good ice profile shapes near the blade tip), and
one that allowed close-up images of the
rotor blades. The three systems were
strobe driven by a signal off the rotor
shaft angle encoder. This gave a
"frozen" image of the blade. The
close-up data video system was
installed on a tilt and pan mechanism
along with a 35 mm camera that had a
400 mm zoom lens. The data video
system had the capability of traversing
the entire diameter of the main rotor
while allowing zoom shots of as small a
span as 0.10 m (3.94 in.) of the blade
leading edge. The 35 mm camera was
focused on the same close-up viewing
area as the video camera, allowing pictures with greater resolution and
clarity to be taken. Both the data
video and the 35 mm camera were triggered from the same strobe to provide
an accurate replication of the video
image for the 35 mm camera.
The measured PFM test parameters
fell into two main categories - those
that were of research interest and
those that were required solely for
safety-of-flight. The parameters in
the first category were processed by
the DDAS and saved on both digital tape
and floppy disks. Derived parameters
were also computed using the DDAS and
saved for further analysis. The test
parameters used for analysis are the
following:
Main rotor balance loads
Normal force element number 1
Normal force element number 2
Axial force element
Side force element number 1
Side force element number 2
Rolling moment element
Main rotor torque load
Main rotor speed
Tunnel parameters
Total temperature
Static pressure

•
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Total pressure
Johnson-Williams Liquid Water
LuContent
Instrumented blade positions
Collective pitch
Lateral cyclic pitch
Longitudinal cyclic pitch
Lead-lag angle
Pitch angle
Flapping angle
Resolved lateral flapping angle
Resolved longitudinal flapping
angle
Resolved coning angle
Model strut angle
Pushrod loads
Blade number 1
Blade number 3
Accelerations
Gimbal lateral
Gimbal longitudinal
Rotor head aligned to blades 1
and 3
Rotor head aligned to blades 2
and 4
Blade loads
Flatwise load at blade station
11.4
Flatwise load at blade station
16.5
Flatwise load at blade station
21.7
Flatwise load at blade station
26.9
Edgewise load at blade station

Blade 3 root edgewise load at
blade station 10.1
Blade 4 root edgewise load at
blade station 10.1
A number of the derived parameters from the transducer outputs were
computed and displayed at a rate of
once per second to allow the model
operator and Safety Of Flight (SOF)
engineer to monitor loads and set target test conditions. These values
accounted for tunnel blockage and buoyancy corrections, coordinate transformations, moment transfers, and balance
interactions.
The heart of the DDAS digital
system was a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP11/34 minicomputer. Simultaneous sample and hold amplifiers froze
the analog channels before digitizing
to maintain time correlation of each
parameter in each time frame (i.e., in
each data snapshot). Data were
acquired at a rate of 16 samples per
rotor revolution during the icing test.
Data acquisition hardware and software
were developed to reduce the quantity
of stored data. Data were digitized
only for the first 10 revolutions of
each second (160 samples per data
burst), and transferred from the DDAS
to a PC/AT computer for further
processing.

11.4
Edgewise load at blade
16.5
Edgewise load at blade
21.7
Edgewise load at blade
26.9
Root torsional load at

station
station
station
blade

station 10.1
Torsional load at blade station
11.6 (r/R = 0.32)
Torsional load at blade station
27.3 (r/R = 0.28)
Blade 1 root edgewise load, at
blade station 10.1
Blade 2 root edgewise load at
blade station 10.1

9
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An integral part of the DDAS
processing was the correction of the
wind tunnel data for the effects of the
tunnel walls. These corrections
increase the effective tunnel speed and
alter the rotor wake flow angles. Use
of nondimensional terms normalize the
data for day-to-day changesin ambient
pressure, rotor speed fluctuations,-and
temperature variations. Data corrections must also be made fo- shaft
torque tares, gravity tares,.the
induced angle.of attack, and three
dimensional buoyancy .and solid blockage
effects. The coordinate systems, data
correction equations, and a description

J
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of the derived parameters will be
included in a future NASA Contractor
Report.

TEST PROCEDURE
During the test run, information
was collected on the data systems and
the video systems, and the tunnel conditions were monitored. Liquid water
content information (rise time, cloud
stabilization, and spray bar lag from
spray initiation) was recorded from the
Control Room console output. A
Johnson-Williams (J-W) LWC meter was
also used during the PFM test.
Post-run information was gathered
by taking 35 mm camera photographs,
recording ice tracings, noting visual
observations, and making ice molds.
Pictures were taken of the blade planform, an end profile, and any unusual
ice formations. Close-up shots of ice
growths were taken to record their
minute detail. A heated aluminum block
with a cut-out contour of the airfoil
shape was used to make a clean slice
through the ice formation. A template
was then held against the ice shape and
a tracing made. Measurements of the
ice thickness along the profile were
taken at various chord locations,
Visual observations were recorded about
the kind of ice, any secondary growth,
and frost formation. Molds were taken
for several test conditions during each
test.
The liquid water content and
droplet diameter of the spray cloud are
dependent on the spray bar water and
air pressures, and the tunnel velocity,
The pressure values are generated from
a set of calibration equations. The
above approach gives an accurate setting for LWC, but it does not provide
any history of the spray which is
necessary to understand the cloud time
lag between spray on and model inundation, rise time to the target LWC, and
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cloud characteristics during the spray.
A Johnson-Williams (J-W) liquid water
content meter was installed during the
PFM test slightly in front of and below
the rotor (Fig. 2), providing cloud
time history information.

TEST DATA
Accuracy and Repeatability
The ability to repeat a test
condition was a major goal of this test
program. Rotorcraft icing flight test
data has been subject to considerable
data scatter, making the application of
that data to code validationi and basic
research difficult. A po-tion of the
observed scatter occurs due to variations in the accretion of ice on an
airfoil (Ref. 7), but most of the
scatter comes from uncontrolled variation in the cloud. The IRT provides a
much more controlled environment as is
shown by the LWC repeatability for two
settings in Fig. 6. The trends from
the IRT test data show some scatter,
but the data appear to be of much
better quality than previous data
available in the public domain. Overall ice shape repeatability was found
to be very good during both tests. For
a given set of rotor conditions and at
a given radial location traciiigs of the
two-dimensional shape were made and
compared to obtain a measure of this
repeatability. These two-dimensional
shapes were found to agree best at
colder temperatures where the formation
was of a rime nature and was fairly
smooth and easily traceable. The ice
tracings tended to vary more at warmer
temperatures due not necessarily to
actual variation in the shapes but to
difficulties in obtaining accurate
tracings of these relatively small but
complex geometries. However, even with
the tracing difficulties the repeatability will be shown to be quite good
at these warmer temperatures.
-
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Figure 7 illustrates the quality
of ice shape repeatability for one particular condition which was run several
times during the OH-58 tail rotor test.
As may be seen the ice shape at the
measurement location was of a glaze
nature with a slight double horn shape
and some degree of roughness and
secondary ice formation behind the
primary shape. In making the cut in
the ice to get to a two-dimensional
tracing, often much of the detail in
the secondary formations was lost due
to melting when the cut was made. Some
of the roughness and finer details of
the primary shape were also affected by
partial melting during the cut. Even
with some loss of detail though, it can
be seen that the ice shapes tended to
repeat quite well from run to run.
Because more care was taken later in
the test to preserve the roughness and
secondary formation detail, the final
two tracings better illustrate the
actual ice shape which existed at this
condition throughout the rest of the
OH-58 test. This same degree of twodimensional ice shape repeatability was
seen at other test conditions as well.
Figure 8 shows ice shape comparisons
for two different PFM repeat conditions
and illustrates the small amount of
variance between typical runs. The
occurrances of ice shedding were also
repeatable (Refs. 3 and 5). Figure 9
is a plot of lift and torque coefficients as a function of icing time for
the PFM. Results for the 5 test runs
show excellent repeatability. Other
repeat conditions also showed very good
agreement.
The accuracy of the OH-58 tail
rotor torque measurement was not determined during the test. The 2U accuracy
of the PFM rotor loads was estimated to
be:

1

Typical measurement,
percent
1.1
10.5
2.5

Balance full
scale,
percent
Lift
0.2
Drag
.2
Torque
.7
I
TEST CONDITIONS

The test matrices were set up to
include a range of conditions for a
number of rotorcraft performance parameters under varied IRT conditions. For
the OH-58 tail rotor test the temperature range was -6.7 to -26.1 0 C, the
LWC range was 0.25 to 0.50 g/m3 , and
the MVD range was 10 to 15 #Sm. Maximum
rotor tip speed was 173 mps (568 fps).
For the PFM test the temperature range
was -1.7 to -30.5 °C, the LWC range was
0.35 to 1.24 g/m3 , and the MVD range
was 13 to 23 #Sm. The predominant PFM
condition was at -15 °C, 0.50 g/m3 LWC,
and 15 #Sm MVD at a rotor tip speed of
206 mps (675 fps).
Icing encounter
times were from 44 to 158 sec. PFM
thrust, propulsive force, advance
ratio, and model rpm were changed,
within the above tunnel conditions, to
provide a wide scope of performance
mapping.

OH-58 TAIL ROTOR DATA ANALYSIS
Ice accretion on the OH-58 tail
rotor produced a rotor torque rise
which was linear with time for a fixed
set of rotor and tunnel conditions.
The speed with which torque rose with
time was dependent upon the. specific
rotor and tunnel conditions chosen.
Below roughly 70 collective, the rate
of torque rise with time in icing
appeared relatively constant and
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independent of collective. At collectives greater than 70 in icing, torque
rise was more rapid. Clean rotor
torques at high collectives also showed
a significant increase in slope over
the base torque at lower collectives,
and any ice accreted on the blades will
then further the torque rise.

4

The torque rise rate was also
found to be dependent on cloud conditions (lower liquid water content and
lower drop size give slower torque
rise) and temperature (there is some
"worst" temperature at which ice is
predominantly glaze and extends to the
tip without shedding). Because several
different parameters affect the accretion and shedding characteristics of a
system, the conditions which produce
the highest torque rise rate will vary
from one configuration to another. The
worst case will most likely occur at
some intermediate temperature which is
conducive to glaze ice formation in the
tip region. For this test that temperature appeared to be in the neighborhood of -15 0 C.
Figure 10 presents a typical
torque history in a case where multiple
sheds occurred. Here torque rose
smoothly until shedding occurred, at
which time the torque dropped somewhat.
As ice continued accreting on the
blade, the torque rose again until
another shed took place. If the accretion had been allowed to continue long
enough, an "equilibrium" time would be
reached at which shedding and accretion
would roughly balance each other out.
Torque would then level off at some
final equilibrium value,
As expected, ice accretion on the
rotor blades tended to increase vibration (measured with accelerometers) due
to added mass on the blades and distortion of the flow field around the
blades' leading edges. Because the
accretion was symmetric, vibration rise

before shedding was gradual. Occasionally, depending primarily on collective
and somewhat on temperature, vibration
rose to high enough levels to necessitate stopping the spray before any
shedding occurred. Otherwise, vibration would rise gradually until shedding took place. At this time the
vibration would either decrease if the
blades shed relatively symmetrically or
increase if the shedding occurred on
only one blade. The direction and
magnitude of the vibration change at
shedding was generally sufficient to
indicate symmetric or asymmetric shedding to the operator without any visual
indicator.
A wide range of tunnel total temperatures from -26.1 to -6.7 0 C were
run in this test which encompassed the
rime, mixed, and glaze ice regimes.
Temperature was found to have a significant effect on the rotor ice accretion and shedding characteristics.
Tunnel total temperature combined with
the rotational effect of kinetic heating on the local blade temperatures
influenced both ice type and transition
location from rime to glaze ice. In
addition, the existence and size of
secondary ice formations typically in
the form of ice feathers were affected
by the local temperature. Figure 11
illustrates the change in ice type at a
given location and condition over a
range of tunnel total temperatures.
The shedding characteristics are
strongly influenced by temperature
because of the material properties of
ice. Above 23 *F, both the tensile and
shear strength of impact ice decrease
as the temperature increases (Ref. 8).
Thus, at warmer temperatures one would!
expect to see see more shedding at
shorter icing times. Although no concentrated study has been performed to
date on shedding aspects of this test,
this particular dependence on temperature was observed during the
experiment.

i
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Variations in cloud liquid water
content (LWC) and median volumetric
droplet diameter (MVD) were found to
produce a measurable change in the
accretion characteristics of the rotor
blade ice formations. The liquid water
content and drop size were always
varied in tandem in the OH-58 tail
rotor test, precluding determination of
the effect of each specific parameter
alone on the resulting ice shape, but
the test still yielded insight into the
changes which cloud parameters had on
the resulting rotor ice shapes. The
LWC/MVD combinations run in this test
were 10 m and 0.25 g/m3 , 12 #m and
0.40 g/m , and 15 #m and 0.50 g/m3 .
Each produced markedly different accretions for a given Bet of conditions as
Fig. 12(a) shows. Increasing the
LWC/MVD had the effect of further
encouraging glaze ice formation at a
given temperature and given radial
location.
Cloud liquid water content and
drop size were seen to have a significant effect on rotor torque and vibration by influencing the size and type
of ice which formed on the rotor
blades. Each of the three sets of
cloud conditions produced markedly
different ice shapes and therefore
distinctly different torque levels for
a given rotor operating condition and
temperature. As Fig. 12(b) illustrates, going from the clean blades to
a 2-min icing spray at a liquid water
content of 0.25 g/m3 and median droplet
diameter of 10 pm, caused no measurable
change in torque. Further raising the
cloud density to 0.4 g/m3 and the
droplet diameter to 12 pm raised the
torque values by about 16 N-m. An even
more substantial torque rise was produced by going to a liquid water content of 0.5 g/m3 and droplet diameter of
15 pm. Here the torque was found to
rise by about 32 N-m at each
collective.

Rotor rpm was found to have a
substantial effect on the nature of the
ice which formed on the blades under a
given condition. Increasing rpm had
the effect of increasing the local
velocity at some radial station which
then encouraged a more glaze-oriented
formation than did the lower speeds.
This in turn had the effect of shifting
the rime-to-glaze ice transition zone
further inboard on the blade as rpm was
increased. Figure 13 illustrates this
rpm effect for a given set of
conditions.

PFM DATA ANALYSIS AND CORRELATION
Baseline Data
The analysis presented in this
section concentrates on the effect of
icing time onperformance parameters,
primarily rotor lift and rotor torque.
The hovering performance of the rotor
was determined during tests in the
Sikorsky model rotor test facility.
The measured hover performance is compared with the model rotor predictions
These
of the CAMRAD/JA code (Ref. 10).
data show that the rotor performance
matched theory, using a ACd of 0.0026
to adjust the full-scale (chord =
0.41 m or 16 in.) NACA 0012 airfoil
data for the effect of Reynolds number
on profile drag. This profile drag
increment is consistent with that
derived using Ref. 11 methodology.

Determining the Onset of Icing
One step in the analysis of the
effect of icing on a rotor is the
determination of the time that the
spray cloud reached the model, the
onset of icing time. An accurate
determination of the onset of icing is
important to provide a valid reference

I
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point for data and theoretical comparisons. The data were reviewed to
determine experimentally the time for
this onset of icing. This onset time
was based on the Johnson-Williams (J-W)
LWC probe (when available) or the
beginning of the change in rotor torque
and lift. This approach minimized
random variations in spray development
time and improves the overall data
quality for the analysis for parameter
comparisons,

Liquid Water Content
For this test, the duration of
the spray generally ranged from 44 to
158 sec, including the spray stabilization time. The rate of ice accretion
is directly related to the chord size.
The smaller the chord, the faster the
non-dimensional ice growth. Because of
this, sub-scale experiments must use
shorter spray times to simulate fullscale icing encounters. A plot of the
J-W LWC data for a number of runs
(Fig. 14) indicates that there was some
rise time prior to reaching the target
value (with the rise time increasing at
the higher LWC runs). However, the
spray condition remained relatively
close to the desired setting after the
ramp up. The cloud reached the model
about 10 sec after the "spray on"
command was given,

Ice Shedding
The ice shedding process is a
very important factor in a propeller or
rotorcraft icing encounter; this phenomenon dominates the outcome of the
entire icing event. Figure 15 shows a
plot of the root strain gage output for
each of the blades as a function of
time. When a shed occurred there was a
large fluctuation in the strain gage
reading. There were two major shedding
events for this run; one at approximately 25 sec and another at about
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38 sec. For both events blade number 4
experienced a shed first, followed by
sheds from the other blades. Rotor
torque, also shown in Fig. 15,
exhibited a small reduction during
minor shedding, with more pronounced
changes in torque at major shedding
events. There were instances where ice
was shed asymmetrically, but the model
vibration load limits were not
exceeded. Figure 16 shows an example
of a section of a blade with ice shed.
While this shows a relatively clean
break in the ice, the majority of the
time there is some residual ice left on
the blade after a shed.
Lift and Torque Increments
The rotor balance was sized to
accommodate the vibratory loads due to
ice shedding, and was, therefore too
large to measure precisely the low propulsive force (power required to maintain a forward velocity) levels at the
primary test speed of 31.1 m/sec
(80 kt). However, the data show that
shaft angle, and hence propulsive
force, are of secondary importance in
the data trends (Ref. 5).
The A lift data from the first
of the two entries shows a rapid lift
loss at the beginning of the ice
encounter, indicative of a significant
roughness effect on the lift curve
shape. Data from the second entry does
not exhibit the large initial liftl
loss, more consistent with current
theoretical predictions (see Correlation with Theory section of this
paper). Other data obtained in this
test program show that variation in
CL /o has no effect on lift loss or
torque rise due to icing, i.e., the
percent loss in lift and the percent
rise in torque are independent of
initial rotor lift.
The model was tested over an
advance ratio range consistent with the
blade envelope. For the advance ratio
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range tested there is no statistically
significant effect on either A lift
or A torque.
The data followed expected trends
when the LWC was increased. The torque
data increased and the lift at constant
collective pitch decreased (Fig. 17).
The median volume droplet diameter was changed in a range from 13 to
23 #m at a constant LWC of 0.75 g/m3 .
The results indicate that an increase
in MVD has the expected effect of
increasing the torque and decreasing
lift (Fig. 18).

2

itemperature.

Temperature was varied from near3.7 to -30.5 0C. Figure 19 shows a
plot of the power increase for temperatures ranging from -3.7 to -15.2 0 C.
The torque increases as temperature
decreases because, in this temperature
range, the radial icing extent
increases and the outer extent is
composed of more glaze ice than rime.
As more of the rotor blade is iced the
performance penalties become more
severe. Figure 20 shows another plot
of torque rise for a much colder temperature range, -15.2 to -30.5 0 C.
Here, the torque rise trend reverses
and actually decreases with temperature. As the temperature decreases
the ice shape changes from glaze to
rime, and the performance penalties are
less. Figures 19 and 20 show plots of
the lift loss for these ranges of
The trend is consistent
with that of the torque with the
exception of the extremely cold temperature (-30.5 0 C).

*

The effects of icing on rotor
torque at different tip speeds is shown
in Fig. 21. For the higher tip speeds a
balance between shedding and accretion
appears to have been reached such that
the torque levels off after roughly
50 sec of icing time. However, the
torque trace for the lowest tip speed

•.

indicates a much higher torque towards
the end of the data run, since this
lower tip speed has not induced
shedding.
Comparison With Theory
Comparison with theoretical
methods can involve accretion, shedding, and rotor performance. The correlation presented in this paper uses
LEWICE for ice accretion, and computes
performance using the Sikorsky Generalized Rotor Performance (GRP)
forward flight performance code with
the rotorcraft icing subroutine of
Ref. 7. This sub-routine is based on
an empirical correlation with experimental data.
The ability to adequately predict
a given ice shape is critical to a rigorous methodology which predicts performance degradation during an icing
encounter. The results presented here
were obtained with the computer analysis LEWICE (Ref. 12), which was
developed at NASA Lewis. LEWICE is a
two-dimensional code which, given the
geometric and atmospheric conditions,
will predict the cross-sectional ice
shape for a specified icing time.
Several comparisons have been made
between the predictions of LEWICE and
these experimental data (Ref. 6). The
local angle of attack was determined
with the Boeing Helicopters B65 computer performance code. The Mach
number and angle of attack were
azimuthally averaged for input into
LEWICE as shown to be appropriate by
Korkan, Dadone, and Shaw (Ref. 13) and
Flemming and Lednicer (Ref. 7). The
guidelines for time step size and
surface roughness were those described
by Korkan and Britton (Ref. 14).
Figure 22 shows two sample comparisons for
a rime condition. The overall agreement is quite good with slight overprediction by LEWICE on the lower

I
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(pressure) surface. Detailed comparis6ns have been made for both rime
and glaze conditions and the results
have been encouraging (Ref. 6).
The icing correlation can be
broken into two time regimes. The first
regime exists prior to ice shedding,
thereby limiting the analysis solely to
a study of ice accretion. The second
regime exists after ice shedding
begins, adding a somewhat random factor
to the correlation.
The correlation centered on prediction of incremental rotor lift
(ACL/a) and incremental rotor torque
(AC L) for input shaft angles and
flapping angles. Collective pitch was
held constant at the predicted clean
rotor trim solution and the performance
of the rotor system was allowed to
degrade. The ramp in LWC that occurred
during the start of the icing encounter
(Fig. 14) has been ignored and a step
change assumed. Emphasis has been
placed on the evaluation of the effects
of tip speed, rotor lift, LWC, droplet
diameter, icing time, and temperature
on rotor lift and torque. These variables encompass the major terms in the
Ref. 7 icing relationships.
A key element in the prediction
of iced rotor lift and torque changes
is the prediction of radial ice extent.
Figure 23 shows a comparison between
the observed ice extents from the PFM
test and the Ref. 7 prediction. Since
some shedding of ice may have occurred
prior to the post run ice extent observations, it would be expected that the
data would fall on or below the Ref. 7
line. The points that fall above the
line imply that the Ref. 7 ice extent
boundary temperature could be increased
for future correlation work.

Figures 24 and 25 present the
predicted effect of temperatu':e on
changes of lift and torque. The Ref. 7
method underpredicts warm icing cases.

JA

The observed ice extent from the warm
temperature icing ranged in span from
32 to 49 percent. The predicted ice
extent is 48 percent, excellent agreement considering that some ice may have
shed from the blade between the ice
accretion and the post tunnel shutdown
observations. Ice thicknesses for
these cases were not quantified, but
the run log noted that the ice thicknesses were small. The predicted ice
thickness ranges from 0.25 mm
(0.01 in.) to 2.29 mm (0.09 in.),
consistent with the "small thickness"
observations. The large increments in
power at warm icing temperatures have
been reported by pilots, but these
occurrences are not well documented.
Further research in this area is
warranted.
Once the blade is fully iced,
comparison using Ref. 7 relationships
is much better. Figures 24 and 25 show
that the agreement is very good at -10,
-15, and -20 0 C. However, the prediction is conservative at colder temperatures. An examination of the
predicted drag coefficients shows that
the Ref. 7 code can produce rime drag
coefficients that are greater than comparable glaze drag coefficients for
small icing times. A reduction in rime
drag coefficients can improve correlation significantly. The code has been
modified to use glaze ice drag coefficients when those coefficients are less
than the predicted rime ice drag
coefficients.

CONCLUSIONS
Scaling
It should be noted that these
tests did not deal with scaling in a
truly rigorous way. The rotor chord
was kept as large as possible in order
to reduce Reynolds number effects.
This resulted in a high solidity
because tunnel geometry constrained the

1
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rotor diameter. To minimize scale
effects, the model was operated at
full-scale tip speeds and full-scale
tunnel speeds. Tunnel temperatures and
pressures represent full scale conditions. These give a model Reynolds
number that is lower than the fullscale value by a factor of the full to
model scale chord ratio. While liquid
water content and droplet diameter are
important, spray cloud limitations
prevented strict scaling of these
parameters. Scale relationsh'ps have
been presented to account for these
effects (Refs. 4, 5, and 9).

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The testing of the OH-58 Tail
Rotor Rig represented a positive and
crucial first step in model rotor icing
tests. Data gathered in this test was
repeatable in terms of the nature of
the accretions and their effect on
rotor performance. Techniques for
testing of a model rotor in an icing
wind tunnel were developed and served
to enhance the follow-on testing of the
PFM, and set the capability for future
testing of other models of rotating
systems in icing.
The examination of the data from
the Powered Force Model testing has
provided encouraging results. The
quality of the test data appears to be
excellent. The changes in lift and
torque are well documented and are
remarkably repeatable. The model
instrumentation clearly shows the time
of shedding events,
The data show the effects of temperature, rotor speed, liquid water
content, and droplet diameter on icing.
The data trends are generally as
expected. Test procedures established
for rotorcraft testing in the IRT provided a safe operating environment and
produced high quality data for performance analysis. The lift at a constant control collective dropped by up

to 15 percent due to icing. Torque
increases of 50 percent and more were
common. The techniques employed have
been validated by the results obtained,
and the data will be useful for code
and scaling research and development.
Comparisons were made between the
experimental ice accretion data and the
analysis of LEWICE. The results for
the rime condition were excellent.
Results for the glaze condition were
mixed with a slight tendency to overpredict the thickness. Overall, it is
felt that the predictability of the ice
shape data was good.
Comparison of test results were
made with the Sikorsky Generalized
Rotor Performance (GRP) code predictions. Excellent prediction of moderate temperature (-200 < T < -10 OC)
performance degradation was achieved.
The code slightly overpredicted colder
temperature torque rise due to an
overprediction of rime ice profile
drag. The code underpredicts warmer
torque rise, a phenomenon that must be
researched further.

Future Plans
The near term goal is the completion of the data analysis for the PFM
entries and the continuation of correlation studies. High speed 16 mm
movies will be processed, and this
information used with the energy impact
data to support ice accretion and
shedding model development. Molds
taken during the testing will be used
to make ice castings for use in simulated ice experiments. The next experimental effort will be a re-entry of
the OH-58 model rotor in the IRT with a
calibrated impact energy measurement
device. This test will concentrate on
documentation and analysis of the ice
shedding process.

I
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Longer term goals include further

7. Flemming, R.J.; and Lednicer, D.A.:

PFM model icing tests, coordinated with
full-scale rotorcraft icing flight
testing. This would, follow a logical
progression for development and verification of the model rotor test techniques and the analytical methods, and
identify where their use in main rotor
design is appropriate.

High Speed Ice Accretion on Rotorcraft Airfoils. NASA CR-3910,
1985.
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A REVIEW OF ICING RESEARCH AT THE ROYAL AEROSPACE ESTABLISHMENT
by
R.W. Gent
Royal Aerospace Establishment
Parnborough
Hampshire, GU14 6TD
England

SUMMARY

flight envelope.

While some helicopters

have limited clearances, based on engine,
This paper provides a brief review of

windscreen and pitot protection only,

the computer models developed by RAE for

very few have fully developed and

the analysis of natural rotor icing and

certificated rotor protection systems.

rotor protection against icing.

was these constraints on helicopter

Experimental results are then presented for

operations that led RAE to increase effort

the increase in profile drag due to rime,

on icing research in the late 1970's.

glaze and beak type icing. This data,

aim was to provide an understanding of the

combined with other published data, have

rotor icing problem and to provide

been used to obtain correlations for iked

engineers with the tools needed to design

aerofoil performance which have been

the necessary rotor protection systems.

It

The

included in a computer model of helicopter
performance. This enables the prediction of

This paper provides a brief review of

the increase in rotor power required by a

the computer models developed by RAE for

helicopter with unprotected rotors during

the analysis of natural rotor icing and

flight in icing conditions.

rotor protection against icing.

Comparisons

between model prediction and both rig and

Experimental results are then presented for

flight test data are given,

the increase in profile drag due to rime,
glaze and beak type icing. This data,
combined with other published data, has

NOMENCLATURE

been used to obtain correlations for iced

CD

drag coefficient

aerofoil performance which have been
included in a computer model of helicopter

CL

lift coefficient

performance. This enables the prediction of

CO/s

torque coefficient/solidity

the increase in rotor power required by a

L,F

correlation factors for glaze ice

helicopter with unprotected rotors during

LWC

liquid water concentration, g/m3

flight in icing conditions.

Nf

freezing fraction

between model prediction and both rig and

OAT

outside (static) air temperature,OC

flight test data are given.

x/c

chordwise distance

.
C

incidence,

Comparisons

degrees

a

zero lift incidence, degrees

't

accretion time, min

a

difference with icing time

ICE TYPES
This paper makes reference to three
types of ice accretion which can form on a
helicopter rotor. These are rime, glaze and

INTRODUCTION

beak type ice accretion. For the reader
unfamiliar with icing terminology, the

Ice accretion resulting from flight in
cloud at temperatures at or below OC still

accretion types are defined below and
illustrated in Figure i.

poses a significant hazard to most military
and civil helicopters leading to
unacceptable limitations in the available

4'

-?

At combinations of low airspeed, low
ambient temperature or low cloud liquid

4
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water concentration (LWC), the super-cooled

With the collection efficiency

water droplets freeze on impact tending to

distribution known, the next stage is to

form a streamlined accretion which is white

predict how this water will freeze to form

and opaque due to the presence of trapped

an ice accretion. This is achieved by

air bubbles. The accretion may become less

carrying out a thermodynamic analysis (or

streamlined as the size of the accretion

heat balance) over a section of the leading

increases.

edge.

Having determined the ice profile,

the next stage is to evaluate the
At certain combinations of speed,

aerodynamic performance penalty; primarily

ambient air tfmperature and LWC, not all of

a large increase in profile drag, although

the water freezes on impact, some running

a reduction in lift coefficient and

back along the surface which can freeze at

increase in pitching moment coefficient are

aft positions on the aerofoil. The tendency

also possible. This is at the component

is for this accretion to exhibit a horn on

level; the calculations then need to be

each of the upper and lower surfaces.

repeated for other parts of the wing or

This

type of accretion is termed glaze ice. The

rotor and the results input to a model of

central region where runback water is

the whole aircraft, wing or rotor to

present tends to be translucent in

predict the total degraded performance of

appearance, although the accretion further

the unprotected aircraft.

aft may again become white and opaque like
rime ice; the water droplets in this region
freezing on impact.

In Figure 1, the box labelled
experimental data has been included since
at present there is no CFD prediction

At combinations of high speed and warm

capability for iced aerofoil performance in

ambient temperature, close to O0 C, the only

the UK.

At present therefore, the only

place where ice can form is in the region

alternative is to measure the degraded

of low pressure on the upper surface near

performance either directly in icing

the leading edge. Under these

tunnels or indirectly with replicas of the

circumstances, a "slushy" ridge of ice

ice shape tested in a conventional wind

forms, termed beak ice.

tunnel. The measured aerodynamic data is
then used either directly in a prediction

Due to the variation in local velocity
with span along a helicopter rotor, it is

of performance or, as is more convenient,
,o generate correlations for the ice

possible for all three types of accretion

aegraded aerofoil performance.

to be present at the same time. Rime ice
can form at inboard stations, a region of

Results such as collection efficiency

glaze icing may form further out, and

distribution or ice shape obtained from

finally a region of beak icing may form

application of the ice accretion prediction

near the tip of the rotor.

programs can be input to a model of an
aerofoil ice protection system.
Alternatively, sections of code from the

ICING ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

icing analyses can be embedded directly
into a model of the ice protection system

Figure 2 shows the overall aims of the
RAE approach to icing analysis.

Starting

in order to predict the heat transfer from
the aerofoil surface and hence any

with a given combination of flight

resulting ice accretion.

At RAE, interest

conditions, environmental conditions, and

has been confined to electrothermal ice

body geometry it is first necessary to

protection systems, anti-icing or de-icing

calculate the flowfleld about that

using electrical heating elements, since

geometry. This enables the trajectories of

these remain the only viable means for

cloud water droplets to be calculated,

protecting helicopter rotors at present.

which is necessary to determine where and

The analysis capability Is necessary for

at what rate the droplets impact the

the design, optimisation and certification

surface i.e. the determination of the water
droplet collection efficiency distribution.

of the protection system. The aim is to
predict the transient temperature response,
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at the surface and at internal positions,

icing; between one and zero glaze icing (gr

of a multi-layered structure with embedded

beak icing at a position aft of the

electrical heating strips while taking

stagnation point on the upper surface); and

account of the complex heat balance at the

zero, no icing. These ID calculations are

aerofoil/ice surface. The designer is

particularly useful for predicting the type

interested in determining how much

(rime, glaze or beak ice) and radial

electrical power to use, how long to

distribution of ice accretion along a

activate a particular heating element in a

rotor.

de-icing system and how much ice is melted
and shed. With the advent of glass and

The next step was to develop

carbon fibre composites, the engineer is

two-dimensional analyses, which predict the

particularly interested in determining the

shape and size of the accretion.

maximum temperature arising within the

Development began with a steady

heated structure.

two-dimensional, compressible flow model,
which neglected the effect of heat
conduction within the rotor blade, or
aerofoil . This was followed by an

ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED AT RAE

Figure 3, shows the main programs that

investigation of the effect of heat
conduction within the blade '. Results

have been developed at RAE over the past

showed that for most practical rotor blade

decade. It is not appropriate in this paper

constructions, the effect of heat

to discuss each of the programs in detail.

conduction within the blade was negligible.

Such information is provided in the
appropriate references. In this paper, only
the main attributes of the programs are

The next model addressed the effects of

discussed, along with the conclusions that

cyclic varying airspeed and incidence,

RAE has drawn from the application of these

appropriate to a helicopter rotor in

programs.

forward flight 4. This was a pseudo
unsteady analysis. The azimuth was divided
into a number oi segments, typically 100,

RAE has developed two droplet
trajectory calculation programs; both

and the distributions for collection

assume steady, two dimensional flow

efficiency, pressure and convective heat

conditions. The first program to be

transfer coefficient were calculated using

developed was based on an aerodynamic code

the instantaneous value of airspeed and

that treats compressible flow, and also has

incidence. A transient heat conduction

the ability to introduce a correction for

analysis applied around the rotor azimuth

viscous effects 1. However, it was found

was used to determine the equilibrium ice

that both comDressibility and viscous

accretion rates which where then averaged

corrections had a negligible effect on the

over the rotor azimuth.

predicted water droplet trajectories and
so, subsequenitly, a second code was

The results from this program confirmed

developed which is more user friendly,

that harmonic pitch variation increased the

This code 2 is based on a simpler

limits of droplet impact, but did not have

aerodynamic analysis that assumes

a significant effect on the profile of the

incompressible, potential flow.

ice at the leading edge. Cyclic variation
of local velocity was found to have a small

For ice accretion prediction RAE began

effect in terms of the threshold for ice

with simple 1D codes. These allow the

accretion, but again the ice shape was not

freezing fraction at a single chordwise

significantly affected. However, the

position to be assessed. The stagnation
point is usually the position at which the
calculation is applied. The freezing

predicted glaze ice shapes from this modt!
were never entirely satisfactory. The
noblem was atreibuted to the modelling of

fraction is the proportion of the total

the convective heat transfer which assumed

incident water which freezes in unit time.

distributions obtained for static

A freezing fraction of one implies rime

conditi is could be applied under

--

.

... ...-.-

,---
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periodically varying conditions. This

correlations based on measured performance

assumption led to the stagnation point
varying with pitch much more than was

data rather than obtained from CFD
prediction. This code has been embedded in

likely in practice. Nevertheless, the

an existing helicopter performance code to

program provided valuable information on

predict the power increase due to ice

the likely effects of cyclic variations in

accretion on the main rotor of a
conventional helicopter without rotor

local velocity and incidence, and spawned a
separate computer program which was
efficient for rotor calculations in the
5
hover

protection. This topic is discussed in more
detail later in this paper.

In view of the negligible effects of

MEASUREMENTS OF DRAG INCREASE DUE TO ICING

compressibility on water droplet impact, of
RAE conducted a short series of tests 7

heat conduction within the blade, and of
the transient effects, RAE developed a more

in the icing wind tunnel operated by Lucas

user friendly ice accretion prediction

Aerospace located at Artington, near

program.

Guildford. The main aim of the testing was

This program neglected heat

conduction within the blade and assumed

to compare the effect of rime, glaze and

incompressible flow conditions. In fact the

beak type ice accretion upon the drag

latest droplet trajectory program and the

coefficients of two helicopter rotor

simplified accretion program are combined
2
into a single program called TRAJICE2

aerofoils. No balance mechanism was

This program has been released to a large

pitching moment coefficient was obtained.

available and so no data on lift or

proportion of the UK aerospace industry for
calculations on both fixed and rotary wing

The two aerofoil sections selected for

aircraft. The application of this program

the tests were, NACAO012 representing that

to the prediction of ice accretion on fixed

used on the older generation of rotorcraft

wing aircraft has included work required

such as Wessex and Sea King helicopters,

for certification.

and RAE9645 which is a modern cambered

For the analysis of rotor protection
systems, RAE has developed both one- and

design used on the EHiO helicopter. Both
sections have a thickness to chord ratio of
12%.

two-dimensional programs to predict the
transient temperature response of an

Figure 4 shows the experimental

electrically heated rotor blade. The ID

configuration used for the drag coefficient

program 6 addresses heat flow into and out

measurements. The tests employed a 0.15 m

of the blade in a direction normal to the

(6 inch) chord model mounted downstream of

aerofoil surface at a specified chordwise

a water spray rake. With the 0.3 m (1 ft)

position, while the 2D program models a

square test section used, the highest MF'.h

chordwise section of the rotor blade.

number available for test was 0.4.

Both

programs simulate ice accretion, melting

Approximately one chord length downstream

and have a crude simulation of ice

of the trailing edge was situated a

shedding.

traversing wake survey pitot-static probe

These programs have been

released to Westland Helicopters Limited
and are currently being employed in the

which could be parked behind a shield while
the icing was in progress. The method

development of the rotor protection system

adopted was to establish dry air conditions

for the EHi01 helicopter,

and then switch on the spray for a
specified period; maximum two minutes.

The final area of modelling addressed

After the icing period the spray would be

by RAE, which is the topic considered in
the rest of this paper, is that of

turned off, and the wake survey commenced
immediately. The ice shapes were then

aerodynamic performance.

documented.

RAE is currently

developing a program to predict the
'

increase in drag and loss of lift on a
two-dimensional aerofoil which uses

To minimise the amount of data the
tests were carried out only at Mach 0.4,
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and the temperature and cloud liquid water

consistent with flight test data recorded

concentration were selected to produce one

during helicopter natural icing flight

example each of rime, glaze and beak ice.

trials which has shown an increase in and

Measurements were made at geometric

then a levelling off of torque

incidences of 00, 40 and 80.

requirements.
Figure 9 shows the same data as Figure

Figures 5 and 6 show the rime and glaze
ice shapes obtained during the tests

8, re-plotted against incidence. Note here

respectively. The rime accretions had a

that the ice appears to cause a change in

maximum thickness of about 0.02 x/c, while
the glaze accretions had a maximum horn

c

thickness of about 0.05 x/c.

Which is largely independent of
d

incidence.

The wavy line aft of the main accretion in
the glaze ice shapes of Figure 7,

Figure 10 shows a comparison between
the two aerofoils with rime ice accretion

represents the approximate size and extent

under similar lifting conditions. The zero

of rime feather ice at the time of

lift incidence of the RAE section is about

recording. Rime feathers are localised

-20.

three-dimensional accretions which have a

accretion are omitted to improve clarity.

surface structure which resembles that of a

The data of Figure 10 suggests to a rough

bird feather. The detailed,

first order approximation that the two

three-dimensional, features of rime feather

aerofoils experience similar drag increase

accretions are difficult to record

for similar thickness of rime ice

accurately.

accretion.

Beak ice sheds very easily and it was

'In data for 1 and 1.5 minute ice

Figure 11 shows results for the

not possible to retain the ice long enough

variation of drag coefficient with ice

to allow documentation, hence there are no

accretion time under glaze icing

details of the beak ice profiles.

conditions. The trend is similar to that
for the rime ice case except that the

In order to reduce the number of

magnitude of the increase in the drag

figures presented in this paper, only the

coefficient is considerably larger. The

experimental data obtained for the RAE

increase in drag was typically about a 100%

section is presented, although appropriate

for rime ice whereas the glaze ice data

comparisons with the NACA section data are

shows increases of about a factor of 4.

also given.

The tendency for the drag coefficient to
stabilise at a higher value is again
indicated.

Figure 7 shows a comparison between the
drag coefficient for the clean, RAE9645
aerofoil measured in the Artington tests

Figure 12 shows the same results as

with previously measured data for the

Figure 11 re-plotted against incidence. The

aerofoil obtained in a conventional wind

variation with incidence again suggests a

tunnel. The agreement is good despite the
high turbulence level of the icing tunnel.

shift in C0 o with the differencen in
with incidencere
s i D
(iced-clean) with incidence remaining
fairly constant.

Figure 8 shows the measured drag
coefficient for the RAE9645 section with

Figure 13 compares the drag

rime ice accretion. The results are plotted

coefficients with glaze ice accretion for

against accretion time, and three curves

the two aerofoil sections under similar

are shown representing the three geometric

lifting conditions. The drag coefficients

incidences used in the tests. In all cases,

are similar at the 0.5 min accretion

the drag initially increases rapidly and

period, but at the larger icing periods,

then approaches an equilibrium level. This
"levelling off" was less marked for the

the NACA section appears to be more
severely affected than the RAE section.

N:ACA section. The levelling off of the drag
coefficient with accretion time is
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calculation. The program in current use
Figure 14 shows the results obtained

considers 11 spanwise stations. For each of

for beak ice on the RAE section. Soma

the 11 stations a routine is used to

difficulty was experienced in obtaining

calculate the type of ice, the ice

corresponding trend data for the NACA

thickness at the stagnation position, or

section in the time Available for the icing

the maximum ice thickness on the upper

tunnel tests. The trend with beak ice

surface in the case of beak ice.

accretion appears to indicate a linear

increment to the lift and drag coefficient

increase in drag coefficient with time, up

is then estimated using correlations, and

to some point at which the ice sheds. Note

the degraded aerofoil characteristics are

that there is no data for 00 incidence,

fed back into the power required prediction

This case was not attempted since it was

program to obtain a solution for the ice

felt that there would be insufficient

degraded rotor. A comparison with the power

suction to both form and retain the beak

required for the clean aircraft enables the

ice,

power increase to be determined.

The end points of the two curves in

The

Figure 14; 1.5 minutes at 4* and 2 mins at
80 incidence,

represent the maximum that

could be achieved in the icing tunnel.

It

An existing helicopter power required
prediction code has been used which is a

was found that the ice started to shed

forerunner of that described in

shortly after these icing times. Note that

Reference 8. The program calculates the

the effect of the beak ice was to produce

power required in hover or forward flight

an increase in CDo of approximately a

for any conventional, main rotor / tail

factor of three compared to the baseline

rotoe he]icopter. The program is based on a

non-icing condition.

lifting line analysis and assumes linear
aerodynamics.

Based on the data gathered, it was only

possible to compare the drag

A correlation for drag increase due to

characteristics of the two aerofoils for

rime and beak Ice accretion was obtained

the one minute pertd of beak ice

using the experimental data from the RAE

accretion. These results are shown in

tests. For the reduction in lift

Figure )5 and appear to indicate that the

coefficient in icing, a correlation was

two aerofoils are affected to similar

obtained based on the data reported by

degrees by beak icing, although more data
is required to confirm this conclusion,

Flemming 9 for neasurements in the NRC
tunnel. The correlation is crude and is.
based solely on the thickness of ice at the
stagnation line and assumes that rime ice

ICED ROTOR PERFORMANCE PREDICTION

forms. While the effect on the maximum lift
coefficient can be significant the change

The final topic of this paper addresses

in the lift slope ap.-ears to be relatively

the prediction of the power increase

small.

experienced by a helicopter rotor due to

lift coefficient due to icing represented

flight in icing conditions.

in the program is small. It is important to

The program

To date therefore, the reduction in

under development at RAE performs the

remember that at this stage it is not

following tasks as illustrated in

intended to predict the forward flight

Figure 16.

envelope of the helicopter and so a

The fiist step is to calculate

the power required for the clean aircraft

knowledge of the effect of icing on the

given the necessary aerodynamic lift and

maximum lift coefficient is not required.

drag coefficient data.

At present only icing of the main rotor is

It is assumed that

the lift slope is constant. The jrag

considered. Icing effects on the fuselage

coefficient is expressed as a function of

and tail rotor are neglected.

aerodynamic incidence over a range of Mach
number.

The power required calculation for

The RAE correlation for glaze ice uses

the clean aircraft allows the mean
incidence to be calculated at eacht of the

a different approach to that used by other

spanwise stations used in the power

shows the expected variation in profile

Researchers in the field 9,I0

Figure 17

41
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drag coefficient with ambient temperature
(or freezing fraction).

This trend has

prediction of the true baseline power
required for the clean aircraft. Cases were

been recorded by Olsen

and Flemming
The left side of the curve represents rime

also chosen which had the highest LWC;
frequently mean LWC values of 0.1 g/M3 or

icing under cold ambient conditions. As the

less are reported in natural icing flight

ambient temperature increases (i.e.

tests on helicopters. With values below 0.1

proceeding from left to the right of the

g/m3 , the accuracy of the LWC measurement

curve), the drag coefficient initially

instrumentation becomcs significant as are

increases up to some maximum value as glaze

the possible effects of ice sublimation.

ice forms. Further increases in ambient
temperature, corresponding to further
reductions in freezing fraction, cause the

Figure 10 shows the measured and
predicted power increase due to icing on a

ice to become more wet and of reduced

Puma helicopter with unprotected rotors for

thickness and hence reduced drag until at

18 cases in which the OAT varied from

some point only beak ice accretion forms.

-0.8*C down to -9.9*C.

Still further increases in ambient

temperature decreases with all the other

temperature will eventually produce no

ambient conditions fixed, the power

icing with the aerofoil running wet but

required in icing (or torque since rotor

without an appreciable increase in drag

speed is governed) increases.

coefficient. The approach adopted by RAE to

because the spanwise extent of the ice

obtain the drag increase due to glaze ice

increases with progressively more icing on

accretion is based on correlating this form

the outboard stations of the rotor as

of the drag variation with freezing

ambient temperaturp reduces. In Figure 18,

fraction. The approach was chosen so as to

there is a band of data close to zero which

complement the research being conducted in

is not predicted well. lubsequent

the USA.

preliminary analysis ot the actual traces

As ambient

This is

showing the recorded flight test data,
The RAE approach is intended to

showed that in at least one case the rotor

establish the load factor, L, which is the

torque remained constant during the

ratio of glaze ice drag increase to the

encounter. This suggests that the quoted

rime ice drag increase.

torque increase was attributable tc a

The load factor

can be unity, greater than unity or zero.

different source. The remaining cass in

The actual value is at present assumed to

Figure 18 show some scatter but the trend

be a function of the ice thickness, a

is generally good.

maximum enhancement factor, F, and a
reference freezing fraction, Nfr. at which
the highest drag coefficient is obtained,

increase for a Sea King helicopter with
unprotected rotors. There are fewer cases,

The following sections compare
predicted results with available

but the agreement is generally gocd, with

experimental data obtained during both

the exception of the cases with ObT of -60 C

flight test and rig experiments,

and -71C.

In Figures 18 and 19, the program has

Figures 20 to 22 show comparisons

been used to predict the maximum,

between prediction and test for the data

stabilised, torque increase recorded during

reported in Reference 12 for a model main

natural iciog flight trials for two

rotor in the NASA icing research tunnel,

helicopters with unprotected rotors.
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Figure 19 shows a similar comparison
between predicted and measured power

In

Figure 20 shows comparisons for the change

these comparisons the cases which are most

in torque coefficient with icing time for

likely to give best agreement with the

four ambient temperature conditions

program have been selected from the range

spanning the range from -30.5 0 C to -15.2*C.

of measured test di-. That is, considering

The correlation is generally good

only the first encounter with icing, so

particularly at the coldest condition when

that the fuselage and rotor are not

only rime ice is expected to form on the

pre-iced and h,.:e enabling an accurate

rotor. As the OAT increases (less
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negative), the program predicts slightly

for helicopter performance in icing, using

higher values for torque increase than

the correlation approach to obtain the ice

measured. This is attributed to the

degraded aerofoil performance. It is hoped

increase in the extent of glaze ice on the

that it will not be too long before the

rotor.

necessary capability is developed to enable

Note that at present tnere is no

allowance in the predictions for the

the prediction of the degraded aerofoil

effects of ice shedding

section characteristics using CFD methods.

iich could reduce

the magnitude of the predicted torque

This represents the missing link preventing

increase,

a fully theoretical treatment of aircraft
icing.

Figure 21 shows similar comparisons
Lver the temperature range -15.2*C to
-3.7*C. The tendency for the program to
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SUMMARY
A wind tunnel investigation has assessed the effects of distributed upper surface roughness, and leading edge
ice formation on a powered wing propeller model.
In the unpowered state, it was found that roughness reduces the lift slope, and maximum lift by 30 to 50 percent,
depending upon particle size and Reynolds number. The leading edge region is especially sensitive to these
disturbances, however removal of the roughness over a small portion of the nose restored the wing to close to its
original performance.
The application of power to the wing, with an increase of slipstream dynamic pressure increases the lift slope and
maximum lift; however this benefit is lost if the wing is roughened. Subtraction of the propeller reactions indicated
that the slipstream interaction accounted for half tne lift increase, and also resulted in reduced drag for the clean
surface. This drag reduction was removed when the wing was roughened, indicating that the degradation of wing
performance due to roughening is relatively greater when a slipstream is present, compared to the unpowered wing.
Leading edge ice accretion causes similar large losses in lift and increases of form drag although a comparison
of the two types of contamination showed that leading edge ice produces a smaller reduction of lift slope prior to flow
separation. In both types of contamination, Roynolds number is important, and emphasizes the necessity of testing
under near full-scale conditions.

List of Symbols

CL

lift coefficient

.2 pV2 Sw
D

CD

Drag coefficient

2

M
Cm

moment coefficient

c

wing chord

Sw

wing area

CTp

propeller thrust coefficient

lpV2Swc

pN2D4

pN2 D4

CNp propeller normal force coefficient
Cmp propeller pitching moment coefficient pN2D5

4-

p"

Cc

wing chord force coefficient

CDo

parasite drag coefficient (unpowered)
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CL, CDe,

Cs wing coefficients with the propeller reactions removed

Cs

leading edge suction coefficient

D

propeller diameter

N

propeller rotation speed (RPS)

J

V
propeller advance ratio ND

k

roughness particle size

INTRODUCTION
Recent flying accidents resulting from adverse weather conditions in the form of freezing rain or snow, have
focussed attention on the degradation of aerodynamic surfaces. Investigations of the effects of uniform roughness on
airfoils shows clearly that stalling is premature, loss of maximum lift can be as high as 50%, (depending on Reynolds
Number) and form drag reaches very high levels at angles of attack below normal clean wing stall.
The effect of upper surface roughness on complete aircraft configurations is less well known; however there is a
long history of aircraft accidents related to flight in icing conditions, and several recent incidents involving swept-wing
jet aircraft have nighlighted the problem. In these situations it was observed that early flow separation and stalling
was a characteristic result of ice and snow contaminants on the wing. Flow breakdown was accompanied not only
by a loss of iift and an increase of drag, but also wing-dropping as a result of outer panel flow separation and wing tip
stall prior to inboard wing stall. Experimental data on simulated upper surface contamination on a swept-wing model
of a typical jet-commuter aircraft have confirmed what was sucpected from flight experience, and have also
demonstrated that large changes of trim will occur on the full-scale aircraft.
Figure (la) from ref. (1) shows, for various two-dimensional airfoil configurations, losses in maximum lift and
reductions the angle of attack for maximum lift that resut from simulated hoar frost contamination. Large increases of
drag also occur, and are attributed to form drag after separation and stall. Early wind tunnel tests on the effects of
upper surface roughness on maximum lift of airfoils is also reported in reference (2), for conventional airfoils. This
data shows that the loss of maximum lift is criticaly dependent on Reynolds Numbar, and also roughness particle
size. For example at Reynolds Number greater than 10 million (typical for takeoff) the loss in maximum lift
approaches 50% of the clean airfoil value. In comparison, at the Reynolds number values typical of low speed wind
tunnel testing the loss of maximum lift is much lower, thus highlighting the dangers of assessing wing contaminaion
effects at other than full-scale conditions. There is little or no corresponding data for modern, supercritical airfoil
shapes.
Wing drag also increases as a result of surface roughness. This is due to an increase in skin friction in
unseparated flow, but mainly from increases in form drag after premature separation has occurred. If the roughness
elements protrude above the laminar sublayer of the turbulent boundary layer in attached flow, the result is an
increase of skin friction and the production of more turbulence. Increasing the Reynolds Number aggravates this
effect and increases the probability of separation particularly around the nose, since the sub-layer will be thinner.
This would presumably explain the higher losses in maximum lift incurred at high Reynolds number.
If the roughness height is large in comparison to the laminar sub-layer (as would be the case for freezing rain or
ice accretion) then the frontal drag of these elements determines the average tangential force, and their shape,
orientation and distribution become important, and increased turbulence and dissipation in the thickened boundary
layer will lead to premature flow separation and stall.

4

Propeller-driven aircraft, where the slipstream passes over the wing surface, are thought to be less sensitive to
the effects of upper surface contamination compared to the typical swept-wing configuration. This is due in part to
the effects of sweep, that reduce the wing lift-slope, compared to a straight wing; and the effects of slipstream
interaction, that augment span loading locally, increase wing lift slope, and also delay flow separation at high angles
of attack. Thus the rotation angle on takeoff of a straight wing propeller-driven aircraft is likely to be less than that for
an equivalent swept wing aircraft, with no slipstream interaction, and the likelihood of a premature stall may not arise.
Notwithstanding this apparent beneficial comparison, the propeller-driven aircraft may still experience significant
losses of lift and large increases of drag if premature flow separation occurs when the wing.upper surface is
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contaminated. Figure lb from Ref. (1)for the Fokker F-27 turboprop transport wind tunnel model indicates however,
that smaller losses in maximum lift may be expected from a contaminated wing, compared with the airfoil test results
of Figure (la). The corresponding reduction in critical angle J attack is also small and in some cases positive, and
was attributed to a significant change in the wing-slipstream stall pattern. The extent to which the slipstream may
remain attached to the wing surface is unknown but its influence may affect the overall stall pattern even when
roughened by ice.
In view of the unknown nature of the complex interactions of wing boundary layer, propeller slipstream and
distributed roughness, and the lack of experimental data, it was decided to use the half-wing propeller model of
reference (3) to obtain some preliminary data on the effects of upper surface roughness in a slipstream and also the
effects of typical in-flight ice accretion shapes on the leading edge. The utility of the data to aircraft design or
performance estimation will be limited; the model configuration is not typical of current propeller transport
configurations, and the test Reynolds Number was low (Re = 1.3 million).
MODEL
The general arrangement of the rectangular, unswept half-wing model is shown in figure 2. The wing, having a
NACA 4415 airfoil section, was untwisted and was equipped with a 30 percent chord plain flap extending along the
semi-span. The aspect ratio was 4.85. A nacelle containing a 20 hp water-cooled induction motor was underslung
on the wing approximately one chord length above the floor. The four-bladed propeller was located 70% chord in
front on the leading edge and was equipped with an adjustable pitch-setting mechanism. The two foot diameter
propeller was the same model used in the investigations reported in references (3) and (4). In these reports full
aerodynamic characteristics of the isolated propeller and also the interference effects of this wing model are
reported. The relevant geometry of the propeller is listed as follows:

Propeller
2.0 ft.
Diameter
4
No. of blades
0.127
Solidity
Blade section at 0.75R 65 Series (design CI = 0.7)
The complete model installation Figure, (2a), (2b), was mounted on the wind tunnel balanco at the 30% chord
location. Ihe propeller motor was supported in a slender nacelle but did not have a separate thrust or normal force
balance in this experiment. Ths wind tunnel balance thus measured the combined effects of wing and propeller
reactions.
EXPERIMENTAL

PrOCEDURE

The wing was pitched through an angle of attack range from 6 to 26 degrees. A complete stall and flow
breakdown was not achieved with this model due probably to the effects of the low aspect ratio, Reynolds number
and the half-model configuration. Maximum lift was achieved however, and this was used as a basis of comparison
;or the effects of roughness. Model lift, drag and pitching moment were measured on the wind tunnel balance.
Pitching moment was taken about the 30% chord location. The measured forces include the propeller reaction
comprised of thrust, normal force and pitching moment. The test Reynolds Number was 1.3 million (2.3 million for the
unpowered wing only).
Propeller static thrust was measured on the wind tunnel balance under wind-off conditions. At the desired test
conditions thrust was varied by adjusting the blade pitch sedings to a value that corresponded approximately to the
take off thrust coefficient of a typical turbo-prop aircraft. Under wind-on conditions at a dynamic pressure of 25 psf,
and a propeller rotational speed of 3000 rpm, this thrust coefficient CTp was estimated from the data of ref. (5) to
have a value of 0.115. Propeller thrust and normal force change with incidence, and the variation of these quantities,
used inother sechan of this report, were also determined from the data of Ref. (5).
SIMULATED

ROUGHNESS

Roughness, in the form of a uniform distribution of carborundum grit was applied over various portions of the
chord. Three grades of standard grit were used: 150(.004,1"), 80(.0083"), 46(.0165"). These correspond
approximately to average roughness heights of .03", .06", and .11" respectively on a full-scale wing of 10 ft. chord.
The roughness height/chord ratios for this test were 0.000227, .000461 and .000916 respectively. In addition a
heavy grade (50 grit) of commercial sandpaper was applied to the wing surface. The roughness height and
,oncentration of this application was considered to be significantly greater than the standard grit particles applied
manually to the wing surface.
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The roughness was applied initially to the upper surface from the leading edge stagnation region to the flap
hinge line. Since only the forward portioIu of the chord was found to be sensitive however, most of the investigation
performed with only the first 25-30% of the chord roughened and the results presented in this report are for 30%
was
coverage.
The density of application was not varied or determined precisely.
In addition to distributed roughness application, shapes representing rime and glaze ice accretions were applied
to the wing leading edge. The shapes were similar to those of ref. (6) and are shown in Figure (2c).

j

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
Unpowered Wing
The unpowered wing data presents the effects of various grit sizes (46, 80, 150) deposited on the upper surface,
and also a haavy grade of sandpaper attached to the upper surface. The amount of coverage along the chord
corresponded to about 30%. Tests were also done at a higher Reynolds number (2.3 million), for the unpowered
wing only.
Figure 3 shows the behaviour of Cl, Cd, and Cm for the unpowered wing in the clean and contaminated states for
standard grit sizes at the test Reynolds number of 1.3 million, and for heavy sandpaper at Re = 2.3 million. The main
effect of wing contamination is a reduction of lift slope and maximum lift by amounts that range between 20 - 25% for
a Reynolds number of 1.3 x 106, and larger losses for the higher Reynolds number. The angle of attack for maximum
lift (clean) was 20 degrees; this was reduced to about 15 degrees with contamination on the upper surface.
Drag is also increased at angles of attack below stall, and large increases of form drag occur when the flow
separates. In general these losses, particularly at maximum lift, increase with particle size, with the highest loss
occurring where sandpaper was applied to the wing (Fig. 3a). All reductions of lift increase with increasing Reynolds
number as Reference (2) points out, and this is also the case in this test. The effect of roughness on pitching
moment was small at angles of attack below stall; there appears to be a slight nose-up shift of the Cm versus a curve,
and its magnitude increases slightly with grit size. The application of rough sandpaper at the high reynolds number
increases this nose-up shift slightly.
The most significant parameters appear to be roughness size and Reynolds number, however it was observed
that when a small portion (15%) of the leading edge was cleaned off, wing lift and drag was restored to close to its
clean performance, however moment was not fully restored.
Powered Wing
With the blades installed and set to the angle for take-off thrust, the propeller was operated wind-on at an
advance ratio of 1.4. This was much higher than a typical takeoff advance ratio, however it was the only way a high
thrust coefficient could be achieved due to current and temperature limitations of the motor. As mentioned before
propeller forces were not measured separately, however both thrust and normal force were inferred from the isolated
propeller data of references (3) and (5) for further analysis of these results.
Figure (4) shows the effects of propeller thrust on lift, drag and pitching moment on the unpowered clean wing at
a Reynolds number of 1.3 million. A higher Reynolds number test condition was not possible in the powered tests
due to limitations of the motor. The application of power with the resulting slipstream interaction results in an
increase of both the lift slope and the maximum lift by about 25%, and stalling angle is increased by about 4
degrees. The drag polar is shifted by an amount that corresponds to the thrust force plus a leading edge thrust on
the wing due to increased suction. The drag equivalent of the estimated propeller thrust'has a value of about 0.085,
which, when subtracted from the total wing force at zero lift, apparently produces a negative drag or thrust on the
wing. This effect, known as the "Squire Effect", has been s11uded to before (Ref. 7), and.is attritbuted to the effects of
flow rotation hi the slipstream.
The pitching moment shown in figure (4c) exhibits an increased nose-up tendency due to the effects of the
propeller and slipstream flow. The slope of the pitching moment curve v- a is increased with the application of
power and beyond maximum lift there is a large nose-down shift of the pitching moment. The large change in
moment is attributed mainly to the propeller normal force acting about the wing centre of rotation (Figure 2).

i
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Effects ,$ Roughness - Powered Wing
With roughness applied to the wing upper surface there appears to be P loss of lift slope and maximum lift of
about 25 to 35% depending upon roughness element size. (Figure (5)). In effect, the benefits-of powered lift.

zp

resulting from slipstream interaction, is lost. Drag also increases as the flow separates prematurely, and there also is
an increase In the parasite drag at zero lift due to roughness, ana increased dynamic pressure in the slipstream. The
effect of roughness on wing pitching moment is small at angles of attack below stall, (a < 100) but the moment
becomes more nose dcwn as roughness size increases.
The application of the heavy sandpaper roughness further deteriorated the wing performance under power at the
Reynolds number of 1.3 million. Maximum lift decreased slightly, as did the lift slope; although the stall was not
sharply defined. Drag also increased near zero lift but the pitchir: moment did not change significantly, although the
tendency continued to be rose-down.
A compariscn was made between the pcwered and unpowered wing drag polars to show the relative effects of
roughness with and without power (Figure 6). It is clear from these graphs that roughness, especially when it
reaches the heavy proportions of sandpaper coverage, has a much more adverse effect on drag of the powered wing
than for the unpowered wing in uniform flow. The litt curves exhibit about the same degree of degradation of
performance between powered and unpowerad configurations. The pitching moment change appears to be smaller
when the wing is powered and is accompanied by an increase in slope (Cm vs alpha) and a small displacement in
the nose up direction.
In order to sir-ulate the scrubbing action of the slipstream, a portion of the roughness was removed at the
propeller location. This resulted in a modest improvemeni of performance.
Wing-slipstream characteristics
In order to separate the propeller from the total wing forces, and to compare unpowered wing characteristics with
those with the wing immersea in a slipstream, the isolated propelier data were estimated from Reference (5) and
(Figure 7) and were removed from the wind tunnel balance data as follows:

CL, = CL- (2/j2)(D2/Sw)[CT, Sin a + CN, Cos a]

(1)

CD, = CD (2/j 2) (D2/Sw) [CTP Cos a- CN, Sin o]

(2)

C, = Cm - (21j2) (D2/,s)

CN

)+CT, ()+C(.)

No attempt was made to correct the propeller data for the blockage and upwash effects of the wing; however the
comments of Ref (8) and the experimental data of Ref (4) suggest that these interactions may be small.
The powered ci, ii wing characleristics with the propeller reactions removed are shown in Figure (8). The lift
curve lies between ,- .owered and unpowered curves, suggesting that the slipstream interaction contributes about
half of the powered lif increment to maximum lift, and lift-slope.
The drag polar (Figure 8) in;r:ates significantly less drag due to the effects of the slipstream flow, particularly at
low values of CL (< 0.4), and near zero lift the wing actually produces a thrust. This has been attributed to the effects
of slipstream rotation (Ref. 7), with ihe wing acting as a flow straighener. This result should probably be taken with
caution, however, since no direct measurement of propeller thrust or normal force was available.
There appears to be a nose-down change in pitching moment when propeller forces are removed, since neither
thrust or normal force are contributing (Figure 8c). The slipstream interaction evidently produces a lesser slope of
the Cm vs a curve, and more nose-down moment, compared with the unpowered wing. A partial explanation of this
change is given in Reference 4, and is attributed to changes in chordwise pressure distribution over the region of the
wing covered by the slipstream.
Slipstream Interaction - Roughness
The loss of performance due to distributed roughness for the wing-slipstream interaction, appears to be
somewhat larger than that for the unpowered wing in steady uniform flow. This may be due to the high thrust
coefficient of this test, and the resulting augmentation of local pressures on the wing. Figure (9) shows lift .drag and
moment for the unpowered wing and for the wing immersed in a slipstream. Also shown is a shaded boundary that
indicates the changes in drag due to increasing roughness in each case. The shaded areas in both graphs
represent the maximum loss incurred by distributed roughness of varying grit size, including the heavy sand paper
application. The negative drag generated on the wing near zero lift (Figure 9b) is all but removed by the action of the
contamination on the nose and upper surface of the wing. In contrast the unpowered wing incurs a slightly lower
drag loss due to roughness. At a lift coefficient CIs of about .36, the net drag is zero on the clean powered wing. For
values of lift greater than this, drag rises rapidly, and eventually exceeds that of the unpowered wing since thrust is
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now no longer contributing a force in the streamwise direction and lift is reduced by the amount of the propeller
normal force contribution. The effect of increasing roughness in both cases increases drag, particularly before stall.
The propeller contribution to pitching moment is mostly unstable (i.e. nose up). Therefore, removal of the
propeller forces makes Cm more negative, and decreases the slope of the Cm vs a curve. The changes to pitching
moment are relatively smaller when roughness is applied to the wing (Figure 9) compared to the clean condition.
The slipstream interaction on the clean wing results in a slightly more stable pitching moment curve (Cms vs a)
compared with the unpowered wing. The application of roughness causes, in both cases, a loss of stability in the
pitchig moment curves.
Leading edge Ice accreton
Ir addition to uniform roughness on the wing upper surface, tests were also made with modifications to the
leading edge that represented rime and glaze ice accretion (Figure 2). The data shown in Figure (10) for the
unpowered wing show that such gross changes to the leading edge profile cause losses of maximum lift in the 30 to
50 percent range. Reynolds number is important and a further reduction of maximum lift of 15 to 20% will occur
when reynolds number is increased to 2.3 million. Similar significant changes to pitching moment also arise from
these leading edge shapes, particularly at high Reynolds numbers.
With the application of power, lift slope and maximum lift are increased but the wing performance is well below
normal and the drag polars indicate high drag levels at all li, coefficients. Figure (11) shows a comparison between
uniform contamination and leading edge accretion of heavy rime ice, for the drag polars and pitching moments of the
ice-contaminated wing for the powered configuration. Leading edge ice results in less reduction of lift slope before
stall, but a larger lift loss after stall.
Figure (1 d) shows the effect of a slipstream interaction on the wing lift and drag for a medium and heavy leading
edge rime accretion. As with distributed rouginess, leading edge ice contamination effectively removes the benefits
of slipstream flow rotation.
Chord force and leading edge suction
The effective perform,.e of an airfoil or wing depends on the production of negative pressures along the
leading edge, and a leading edge suction force that ensures that ihe aerodynamic force becomes normal to the
relative wind. The determination of the chord force coefficient Cc and the leading edge suction coeffcient Cs indicate
the degree to which lifting effiviency can be achieved.
Cc and Cs can be determined from experimental data as follows:
Cc CCos a-CL Sin a

(4)

Cs = CD0- Cc

(5)

and for small angles
Cc and CD can also be determined from the parabolic drag polar relationshipo (Ref. 9). Figure 12a shows the
relationship between unpowered wing drag CD and chord force Cc, and the effects of distributed roughness on both
parameters, for the unpowered wing. It appears that roughness has a relatively larger effect on drag than on chord
force.
Corresponding values of leading edge suction coefficient for the unpowered wing also show the effects of
contamination. Below stall Cs is not greatly diminished by contamination aroun, 'he nose, but drops suddenly
beyond maximum lift.
Figure (12c) shows chord force vs. lift coefficient for the powered wing with leading edge ice and roughness, and
with the propeller forces removed. The accretion of ice tends to lower the leading edge force at low values of CLs,
but distributed roughness appears to have a more serious effect at higher lift coefficients.
CONCLUSIONS
1) The main effect of distributed upper surface roughness on an unpowered wing is to reduce lift slope and
maximum lift by as much as 30 to 50 percent, depending upon roughness size, Reynolds number, and to a lesser
extent, coverage.
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2) The magnitude of tho loss of maximum lift increases with roughness size, and also with Reynolds number
and testing of roughened wings should be cane at as high a Reynolds number as possible.
3) Roughness increases the parsite drag at zero lift and also results in P, premature stall with resulting large
increases of form drag.
4) The leading edge region is especially sensitive to distributed roughness regardless of particle size; there is
a significant increase in drag and corresponding decrease of leading edge suction at angles of attack below stall.
Conversely, removal ot the roughness over a small portion of the nose restores the wing to almost clean
performance.
5) If the wing is powered and clean, the slipstream interaction increases lift slope and maximum lift by 25
percent, for thrust coefficients appropriate to the take-off condition. If roughness is applied, maximum lift decreases
by more than 25%, thus producing a lifting performance somewhat below the unpowered wing in the clean state.
This may have significance in thc event of an engine failure; the contaminated wing will suffer a further loss in
maximum lift in the unpowered state.
6) An attempt was made to isolate the slipstream interaction on the wing by subtracting estimated propeller
forces. When comparing the performance of the powered and unpowered wings, it was noted that roughness
produced slightly higher losses on the wing immersed in the slipstream.
7) Loss of lift due to an accretion of rime or glaze ice on the leading edge of the wing may reach as high as 50
percent even when the wing is powered, and is sensitive to Reynolds number. Loss of maximum lift is greater for
heavy rime ice than for heavy distributed roughness.
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THE AT.VERSE AERODYNAMIC IMPACT OF VERY SMALL LEADING-EDGE ICE
(ROUGHNESS) BUILDUPS ON WINGS AND TAILS
by
Frank T. Lynch and Walter 0. Valaiezo
Aerodynamics Technology
Douglas Aircraft Company
3855 Lakewood Blvd., Long Beach, CA 90846, USA
and
Robert J. McGhee
Fluid Mechanics Division
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225, USA

Swith
Systematic experimental studies have been
carried out to establish the aerodynamic
impact of very small leading-edge simalated
ice (roughness) formations on lifting surfaces. The geometries studied include
single element configurations (airfoil and
3-D tail) as well as multi-element highlift airfoil geometries. Emphasis in these
studies was placed on obtaining results at
high Reynolds numbers to injure the applicability of the findings to full-scale
situations.
It has been found that the
well-known Brumby correlation for the
adverse lift impact of discrete roughness
elements at the leading edge is not appropriate for cases representative of initial
ice buildup (i.e. distributed roughness).
It has further been found that allowing
initial ice formations of a size required
for removal by presently proposed de-icing
systems could lead to maximum lift losses
of approximately 40 percent for singleelement airfoils. Losses in angle-ofattack margin to stall are equally
substantial - as high as 6 degrees. Per-

centage losses for multi-element airfoils
:.Le not as severe as for single-element
configurations, but degradations of the
angle-of-attack-to-stall margin are the
same for both.

a disturbance height nominally equal
to the thickness of the ice buildup. For
home years, an empirical correlation originally assembled by Brunmby' has been used
to estimate the reductions in (1g) maximum
lift capar-ility caused by this leading-edge
roughness, and therefore to set limits for
the amount of leading-edge ice buildup (or
residual) that might )e permitted if deicing systems are to be used as alternatives to the widely used anti-icing systems
with their demanding engine bleed-air
requirements.
Use of thi
correlation
(Figure 1) implied that if the thickness
(k/c) of the ice buildup or residual was
kept below 6x10 5 for installations without
auxiliary leading-edge devices, or below
4
when leading-edge devices are
4X10 deployed, then the reductions in (1g) maximum lift would be less than 5 percent
(about 2 percent in stall speed). While
these "allowable" ice buildups were quite
small, they were still in the range that
was thought to be achievable by the developers of de-icing systems, particularly for
large transport aircraft.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

We
have that
learned
observations
in icing
tunnels
the from
initial
ice accumulation
on the lrading edge of airfoils, particularly at temperatures just below freezing,
looks very much like distributed roughness,

Figure 1. Brumby Correlation for Roughness
Effects
However, test results obtained in 19852 on
a single element airfoil over a wide
Reynolds number range in the NASA Langley
Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel (LTPT)3
provided an initial indication that usage
of
Brumby
the effects
oi the
leading
edgecorrelation
roughness for
significantly
underestimated the loss in maximum lift
that is experienced with a representative
lfadinq-edoe ice buildup/residual
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L

(roughness). As can be seen from Figure
2, the 1985 test results for a k/c of
410- 4 showed that the actual performance
impact is closer to that expected when the
entire upper surface is roughened. In
fact, the loss in maximum lift (nearly 30
percent) was about three-quarters of that
experienced with a simulated glaze ice
buildup with horns. Cebeci' (at the
California State University at Long Beach)
then carried out a computational study to
estimate the effects of these small ice
(roughness) buildups on the maximum lift
capabilities of single element airfoils for
a range of roughness heights. These calculations, using an interactive boundarylayer method wherein the turbulence model
was modified as prescribed by Cebeci and
Chang$ to account for roughness effects,
predicted losses in maximum lift capability
that were close to those measured in the
LTPT at the same rou;'ness height. More
importantly, the predicted results, also
shown in Figure 2, suggested that the maximum lift penalties at very small roughness
heights (k/c-4X10-5 ) were very substantial
(-15%), not unlike those previously
expected for having the cntire upper surface roughened.

and angle-of-attack margins for even the
smallest amount of leading-edge ice
buildup.
2.

LTPT TEST FACILITY

Nearly all the experimental results presented in this paper were obtained from
tests conducted in the Langley Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel (LTPT). The LTPT is
a single-return, closed-throat wind tunnel
that can be operated at tunnel. total pressures from near-vacuum to 10 atm 3. A sketch
of the tunnel circuit arrangement is shown
in Figure 3. The tunnel test section is 3
feet wide, 7.5 feet high, and 7.5 feet
long, which, when combined with a 17.6-to-I
contraction ratio, makes the LTPT ideally
suited for two-dimensional airfoil testing.
The tunnel can obtain a maximum Reynolds
number of 15 X 106 per foot at a Mach number
of 0.24, although most of the testing
reported here was conducted at a Mach
number of 0.20 with Reynolds numbers of
10 X 106 per foot or less as indicated.
Flw lo
model su
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Figure 2. Initial Challenges to Interpretation of Brumby Roughness Correlation for Single--lement
Airfoils
As a qonsequence of these two new inputs,
which clearly suggested that the adverse
effects of very small ice (roughness)
buildups on the leading edge of a singleelement wing or tail could be significantly
greater than previously estimated, Douglas
Aircraft and NASA Langley Research Center
expanded an ongoing cooperative test program in the LTPT in order to identify representative penalties over a range of small
roughness heights for both single- and
multi-element airfoil configurations.
Additional tests with very small roughness
heights on a 3-D tail configuration were
also carried out by Douglas in the ONERA
F-1 facility to help assess the 2-D LTPT
results. The objective of this paper is
to demonstrate, by interpreting the subject
test results, that there is no such thirng
as just a little bit of ice buildup on a
wing or tail, in particular,. with respect
to de-icing applications. Analyses of the
test data are presented which illustrate
significant degradations in stall speeds

To ensure spanwise uniformity of the flow
field when testing high-lift airfoils at
and below maximum lift coefficients, some
form of tunnel sidewall boundary-layer
adverse
is needed.
control
on large
the tunnel
inducedThe
pressure (BLC)
gradients
sidewalls by multi-element high-lift
airfoils, particularly near maximum lift,
can cause the sidewall boundary layer to
separate with a corresponding loss of
spanwise uniformity of the flow on the
airfoil surfaces, and even lead to tunnel
operating difficulties (surging, etc.).
In order to provide adequate sidewall
boundary-layer control for high performance
high lift designs, a passive
suction/venting system was developed and
installed in the LTPT for this ongoing
cooperative test program. This system
consists of eight porous regions on each
endplate through which the sidewall
boundary layer is removed. The total
porgus area provided is illustrated in
Figure 4. The suction/venting process is
driven by the h gher-than-atmosphere test
section total pressure, and the appropriate
sidewall venting area for each type of
configuration was developed by simply
taping off portions of the porous endplate
surfaces on both sidewalls. Selection of
the proper pattern was based on an examination of spanwise pressure variations at
several chordwise location.
3. MODEL GEOMETRIES
The two-dimensional high-lift model used
j
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I

the entire leading edge from 6-percent
chord on the upper surface to 7.5-percent
chord on the lower surface, was representative. Hence, the same pattern was
selected for the current investigation in
order to provide a basis for comparison.
Incidentally, a post-test analysis using
the modified LEWICE method' confirmed the
validity of this choice.

Figure 4. Sidewall Suction/Venting Area
&system

for this investigation of leading-edge
roughness effects in the LTPT was an aftloaded-type airfoil equipped with a
leading-edge slat and a two-segment flap.
The cruise airfoil chord was 22 inches, and
the maximum thickness-chord ratio was 11.55
percent. Leading-edge slat, forward flap
segment, and aft-flap elements have
respective chords of 14.48, 20.93, and
14.03 percent of the (Lraxtended) cruise
chord. The high-lift configuration with
alat and two-segment flap deflected was
instrumented with 142 centerline chordwise
surface pressure taps which are used to
etermine the individual component and
total configuration lift and pitching
moment characteristics. Five spanwise rows
of 10 taps each were also provided.
Leading-edge roughness effects at high-lift
conditions were measured for a representative approach/landing configuration, with
slat and flap deflections of 300,35, and 150,
respectively. Optimized slat- and mainoverhangs)
(gapsof
andthe
element-flap
study.
this portion
used for riggings
were
The three-dimensional horizontal tail model
that was tested in the ONERA F-I facility,
and used to validate the two-dimensional
single-element airfoil roughness effects
obtained in the LTPT, did not have aftloaded airfoils. This configuration, which
was mounted on top of a swer- vertical

tail, had an average ma.,,,um thicknesschord ratio of 11.37 percent, quarter-chord
sweep angle of 330,

Several roughness heights were applied to
the leading edge of the aft-loaded singleelement airfoil in the LTPT to simulate
either the initial ice buildup which would
occur in ah icing encounter, or the residual which might remain after a de-icing
cycle. The roughness sizes
(heights) used were 0.0016, 0.0045, and
0.0117 inches, which resulted in nondimensional roughness heights (k/c) of
0.00007, 0.0002, and 0.00053, respectively.
Carborundum grit was used for the largest,
while Ballotini beads were utilized for the
smaller two. Tests were conducted for an
angle-of-attack range through stall for
each roughness height, as well as the clean
airfoil, at 0.20 Mach number for chord
Reynolds numbers from 2.5 X 106 to
18 X 106. The resultant percentage loss
in maximum lift capability for this
Reynolds number variation is presented in
Figure 5. It can be seen tlhat even the
smallest roughness height caused a
20-percent loss in maximum lift capability
for chord Reynolds numbers of 5 X 106 and
above. The results obtained at a chord
Reynolds number of 2.5 X 106 are clearly
not representative especially for the
smallest roughness height. The re.aon for
bhir
represeie behavior
thisnon-representative
at
this
2.5 X 106 Reynolds number is addressed
subsequently in this section.
K-0.00063

l -0.20

30

K/C-0.00020
25_--a

CmMax
(%) 20
K/0007

aspect ratio of 5, and

taper ratio equal to 0.33.
4. SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOL/TAIL TEST
RESULTS
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In order to establish a sound basis for the
experimental portion of this investigation,
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a water impingement analysis was performed

CHORORYNODSUMER.(O

for the single-element airfoil configuration to be tested in the LTPT to determine
where to place the roughness elements to
realistically simulate the effects of an
initial Ice buildup. The method employed,
the Douglas Viscous Neumann (DACVINE) panel
method, is capable of predicting the
impingement of water droplets onto any
desireA surface by means of a particle
trajectory and impingement calculation.
The calculation takes into account the
flowfield (multiple bodies), gravity, and
the drag force on each particle, and is
deemed appropriate to simuldte the initial
stages of ice accretion for the purpose of
producing a realistic impingement pattern,
Based on this study, for a range of conditions, it was determined that the pattern
used in the 1985 LTPT test, which covered

Figure 5. Reynolds Mumber Effeot on Maximum
Lift Loss Due to Leading-Edge
Roughness on Single Element
Airfoil
The measured reduction in maximum lift
capability at chord Reynolds numbers of
5 X 106 and above is compared in Figure 6
to the Brurrby correlation 2 and the 1985
LTPT test results 3. It can be seen that
the present results are consistent with the
previous LTPT measurements, and validate
the trend predicted by Cebeci4 indicating
the Brumby correlation for the entire upper
surface roughened is clearly more represent;ive of the effect of the typical
initial leading-edge ice (roughness)
buildup than the correlation based on more
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discrete leading-edge roughness elements,
particularly for the smaller roughness

to

heights. This behavior can probably be
attributed to the failure of the boundary
layer to negotiate the very large adverse
pressure gradient that exists just aft of
the leading edge that leads to flow breakdown and consequent earlier stall. The
reduction in sustainable leading-edge peak
pressure with increasing roughness height
that was observed at 9 X 106 Reynolds
number is illustrated in Figure 7. Whereas

o
U
t

a peak suction pressure coefficient of -13

M

14
t2
to0o
08
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also as illustrated with the analogous lift
curves shown in Figure 8, the corresponding
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Figure 8. Effeot of Leading-Edge Roughness
on Single-Element Airfoil Lift
Characteristios
roughness is a strong function of
This is illustrated

this laminar bubble by fixing transition

Figure 6. Leading Edge Roughness Effects
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smallest roughness applied, at chord
Reynolds numbers of 2.5 X 106 and 5 X 106.
The maximum lifts with roughness applied
are nearly identical for the two test
Reynolds numbers, but the maximum lift at
2.5 X 101 Reynolds number on the clean
airfoil is substantially lower due to the
existence of a leading-edge laminar separation bubble that is not present at the
higher Reynolds number. The existence of
the laminar bubble at the lower Reynolds
number is indicated by the bulge in the
chordwise pressure distribution seen just
aft
of the suction peak in Figure 10.
Several
attempts were made to eliminate

to
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0

in Figure 9 by the comparison of the lift
for the clean airfoil, and with the
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can be sustained prior to stall on the
clean airfoil, -8 is the best that can be
done with even the smallest roughness
heiqht. As can be seen from Figure 7, and
reduction in angle-of-attack margin to
stall with the smallest roughness is over
30, and increases to about 50 for the largest
size tested.
so
M 0.without

A.-

SR. 9x 10.M.

020

ahead of the bubble location, a technique

reported to have been successfully used by
others in avoiding the non-representative
adverse consequences of having a bubble
present. However, none of these attempts
were successful in increasing the slean

airfoil maximum lift capability at this
Reynolds number. Hence, extreme caution
must be exercised when planning or interpreting results for any low Reynolds number
for leading-edge ice (roughness)
buildup effects.
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numbers can lead to erroneous indications
of the reductions in maximum lift capa-

bility incurred with leading-edge ice
(roughness) buildups. Results obtained in
the present test program at a chord
Reynolds number of 2.5 X 100 provide an
The erroneous
example of how this occurs.
trerd arises since the maximum lift
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11. Comparison of Two- and Three-

Figure 10. Indicated Laminar Separation
Bubble on Clean Single-Element
Airfoil at Chord Reynolds Number
of 2.5 X 106

With any two-dimensional tunnel tests
involving leading-edge flow separation
characteristics, regardless of the test
Reynolds number, there is always some concern regarding the direct applicability of
the results to the real three-dimensional
flow situations that exist on practical
airplanes. To address this concern,
several roughness heights were applied to
the leading-edge region of a threedimensional, single-element horizontal tail
configuration that was being evaluated in
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Dimensional Test Results for
Effect of Roughness on Maximum
Lift Characteristics of Single
Element Configurations
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The roughne~ss/

sizes used resulted in non-dimensional
roughness heights (k/c) of 0.00004,
0.00036, and 0.00105, based on the tail
MAC. The roughness heights covered the

leading edge from 1.5-percent chord on the
suction surface to 2.5-percent chord on the
pressure surface, a smaller coverage than
used in the LTPT investigation. Test conditions were 0.134 Mach number, and a MAC
Reynolds number of 6.2 X 10'. The corresponding percentage losses in maximum lift
capability observed in t.hese tests are
compared to the LTPT re.ults in Figure 11,
where it can be seen that the threedimensional results at the lowest roughness
height are consistent with the twodimensional results, at the two larger
roughness sizes, the three-dimensional
results are a bit more pessimistic. However, taken together, the two sets of data
strongly suggert that the Brumby correlation based on having the entire upper
surface roughened is a good indicator of
the losses in maximum lift capability that
tt
inmaxium
thel loses
will
be incurred
due tolift
the caiity
atiao not
buildups on wings and tails that do not
have leading edge devices deployed.
A comparison of the indicated reduction in
angle-of-attack margin to stall for the two
sets of test results is shown in Figure 12.
The reductions vary from a minimum of 30 at
the lower roughness heights to around 70 at
the higher roughness heights, with the
three-dimensional results clearly being
more adverse at the larger roughness
heights. These reductions need to be
of
adequacy
considering
when systems
addressed
stall
warning
when the
anti-icing
protection is not provided.
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Figure 12. Comparison of Two- and ThreeDimensional Test Results fo
Loss in Angle-of-.Attack Margin
to Stall Due to Leading-Edge
Roughness on Single Element
configurations.

5.

MULTI-ELEMENT AIRFOIL T

.RESULTS

To expand upon the study of leading-edge
ice (roughness) buildup effects on singleelement airfoils in the LTPT, a complementary investigation was undertaken to
quantify the degradation of the maximum
a four-element
of flap)
lift
characteristics
(3ncluding
two-segment
high-lift
airfoil configuration resulting from similar small ice (roughness) buildups on the
leading-edge slat at approach conditions.
As was done with the single-element
airfoil, a water impingement analysis was
carried out to determine where the distributed roughness should be placed on the
slat. Typical results from this water
impingement analysis are illustrated in
Figure 13 for in approach condition. On
the basis of the impingement analysis, the
principal area covered was the initial
4.5-percent (unextended airfoil) chord on
both the upper and lower surfaces of the
slat. A photograph of the roughness

P
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installation is shown in Figure 14. In
order to correlate the sensitivity of the
maximum lift losses to the extent of the
an additional
covered with
area
the entire upper surface
with roughness,
configuration

angle-of-attack margin to stall are
remarkably similar.
A.o2
R,,

of the slat covered was also evaluated.
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Figure IS. Effects Of Roughness on
Leading-Edge Slat

Figure 13. Analysis of Water Impingemant
on Slat

The impact of roughness on the slat on the
total (four element) configuration lift
characteristics is illustrated in Figure
In addition, the impact on the indi16.
vidual contributions of the slat and main
46' element (behind the slat) is shown.
airfoil
*.a
46
R,
tt.f.02
It is the main element that is losing the
lift that leads to the reduction in maximum
lift capability, most likely due to the
influence of a larger wake from the slat.
Examination of the leading-edge peak
suction pressures on both the slat and main
element (see Figure 17) for these cases
with roughness on the slat clearly shows
that there is an alteration of the flow
pattern around the leading edge of the main
element concurrent with the flow breakdown
on the slat.
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Tests of the four-element high-lift con-

figuration, first without simulated ice,

and then with the same three roughness
sizes as used in the single-element study,
were conducted at a frestream Mach number
of 0.20, and at (unextended) chord'Reynolds
numbers of 5 X 106, 9 X 106e,and 16 X 10l.
The resultant degradations in maximum lift
capability (for the roughness coverage to
4.5-percent chord) as a function of the
non-dimensional roughness height (k/cp are
shown in Figure 15 for the intermediate
Reynolds number, compared to the Brumby
estimate' for configurations with slats
extended. The observed (percentage)
losses, which, incider~eally, are relatively
insensitive to Reynolds number variations
over the range tested, are much lower than
those seen on single-element airfoils. The
losses in maximum lift capability range
from about 5 percent at the smallest
atthe
ust
rougnessto
prcet atthe
ust ver10
ver10 prcet
rougnessto
lgureto

k/c - 0.00020

t
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percent to over 30 percent for the singleelement cases. However, as will be seen
subsequently, the actual reductions in
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Figure 16. Effects of Slat Roughness on
Four-Element Airfoil Lift Characteristics
As indicated previously, the roughness
coverage area with the smallest roughness
height (k/c = 0.00007) was also extended
to cover the entire upper surface of the
slat to determine the sensitivity of the
measured losses in maximum lift to the3
extent of the roughened area. The measured
lift characteristics for the two coverage
patterns are shown in Figure 18 compared
the clean configuration.

It can be seen

that there is very little difference in the
measured maximum lift characteristics for
the two roughness coveraie areas. What is
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correlation provides a relatively quick way
to assess the maximum lift penalties
incurred for a leading-edge ice (roughness)
buildup on any representative wing or tail
configuration. It also provides the
information needed to check on the adequacy
of stall warning systems when anti-icing
protection is not provided.
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clearly dominant in controlling the flow
breakdown on the slat is having over the
region of adverse pressure gradient just
aft of the roughness elements suction peak.
Extending the roughness coverage further
aft is inconsequential,
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Figure 18. Effects of Slat Roughness Coverage on Four-Element Airfoil
Total Lift Characteristics
A most interesting correlation is observed
when comparing the indicated reductions in
angle-of-attack margin to stall due to the
ice (roughness) buildup for this multielement high-lift airfoil case to the same
data for the single-element airfoil cases.
It can be seen from Figure 19 that they are
all essentially coincident. Hence, this

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

It is clear that potential applications of
de-icing systems (in lieu of anti-icing
systems) for wings and tails of new transport aircraft need to be carefully reassessed in light of the present test
results. The identified reductions in
maximum lift capability on configurations
without leading-edge devices extended are
very large, even for extremely small
leading-edge ice (roughness) buildups. For
example, roughness heights of around 0.005
would result in reductions in the
maximum-lift capability of 20 percent at
critical spanwise stations on the wing
or tail of a representative 200-seat
Obviously, the concern is even
greater for smaller aircraft. Increasing
the leading-edge roughness size to at least
inch, perhaps the minimum ice buildup
that can be reliably eliminated by a'desystem, would result in losses in
maximum lift capability of up to 40 percent
for the 200-seat aircraft. If the wing or
surface areas for a particular configuration are sized by maximum lift capability, then corresponding increases in
surface areas would be required, with all
the attendant performance penalties (drag,
weight, etc.).
Lower percentage losses in maximum-lift

capability due to leading-edge ice buildups
are experienced if the ice buildup occurs
on an extended/deflected leading-edge
device such as a slat. The maximum-lift
penalty for the 0.03 inch ice buildup on a
slat would be about 10 percent at typical
landing flap settings. However, the penalty could well be near 20 percent on the
wing for lower takeoff flap settings, or
for a tail (without deflected flaps).
Again, these penalties would all be
increased for smaller aircraft. The correlation for reductions in angle-of-attack

I
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margin to stall as a function of the nondimen3ional roughness buildup as presented
in Figure 19 should permit a representative
assessment of reductions in maximum lift
capability for any relatively conventional
configuration. However, if a leading-edge
device is to be deployed to reduce the
maximum lift penalties due to an initial
ice accumulation, then the impact of the
extra drag incurred whenever operating in
icing conditions must be taken into
account.
In addition to the reductions in maximum
lift capability that would be incurred on
any aerodynamic surface using a de-icing
system for ice protection, there are a
myriad of related practical issues that
need to be addressed. Specifically, there
are likely certification issues such as
determination of the most critical spanwise
regions on a wing or tail, identification
of a most adverse roughness configuration
over the range of icing conditions that
might be encountered, definition of the
most adverse residual (after a de-icing
system cycle) roughness configuration with
subsequent additional buildup (until the
next cycle), etc. These are all formidable
issues, with a large associated risk in
terms of potential performance penalties.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

A systematic experimental investiqation has
been carried out to establish the
reductions in maximum lift capability that
would be incurred by both single-element
and multi-element aerodynamic surfaces
(airfoil, wings, tails, etc.) due to the
initial leading-edge ice (roughness)
buildup that would occur if de-icing systems are employed. Emphasis in this study
was placed on obtaining results at high
Reynolds numbers in order to assure the
reliability of the finding. Analysis of
the results from this investigation has led
to the following conclusions:
1. Use of the "Brumby" correlation for the
impact of discrete roughness elements
at the leading edge of single-element
configurations to estimate maximuin lift
losses is overly optimistic for the
representative initial ice (roughness)
buildups that occur. However, the correlation for the entire upper surface
roughened, which predicts much greater
losses, is a good indicator of the
losses observed experimentally.
2. Losses in maximum-lift capability of 40
percent are indicated on single-el6ment
configurations for the typical minimum
initial ice buildups that can be removed
with de-icing systems being studied
presently.
3. The authenticity of maximum-lift losses
observed in two-dimensional tests at
chord Reynolds numbers of 5 X 10' and
above has been verified by threedimensional test results. However,
two-dimensional test results obtained
at lower Reynolds ambers are misleading.
4. Lower percentage losses in maximum-lift
capability due to leading-edge ice
builCupp are experienced if the ice

buildup occurs on an extended/deflected
leading-edge device such as a slat.
Losses of from 10- to 20-percent are
indicated, dependent upon whether
trailing-edge flaps are deployed or not.
5. A correlation of the reduction in
angle-of-attack margin to stall due to
leading-edge ice buildup has been
established which allows the assessment
of likely losses in maximum-lift capability for any relatively conventional
configuration. Reductions in angle-ofattack margin of 6 degrees are indicated
for the typical minimum initial ice
buildups (k/c - 0.0005) that could
(possibly) be removed by de-icing systams on a representative 200-seat
transport.
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THE EFFECT OF HOAR-FROSTED WINGS ON THE FOKKER 50 TAKE-OFF CHARACTERISTICS
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SUNNARY
This paper reviews how contamination resulting from ice, snow or frost accumulated during ground icing,
degrades the Fokker 50 aircraft aerodynamics and leads to reduced flight safety during take-off.
List of symbols and Abrreviations
o
c
C0
CL
CAS
DE
I
FAA
FAR
FFA
k/c
kt
LST
mac
RN
V2
V,
W
WF
WFS

angle of attack (alpha)
wing chord
coefficient of drag
coefficient of lift
calibrated air speed
elevator deflection
increase/decrease (delta)
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Regulations
Flygtekniska F6rs6ks Anstalten
relative roughness height
knot
Low Speed Tunnel
mean aerodynamic chord
Reynoldsnumber
take-off safety speed
rotation speed
clean wing
wing with trailing edge flaps extended
wing with leading and trailing edge flaps extended

1.0

INTRODUCTION

In December 1982, following a number of accidents involving ground icing, the US Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) re-circulated its Adviscry Circular AC 20-117 on the subject. The purpose of AC 20-117
is to emphasize the 'clean aircraft concept' following ground operations in conditions conductive to icing.
It also provides information to assist in compliance with the requirements of the circular.
The wording of AC 20-117 (Figure 1) confirms that the regulations on the icing hazards as established by the
US Civil Aeronautics Board in 1950 and cited under FARs 121.629, 91.209 and 135.227, remain unaffected.
Regrettably however, accidents involving ground icing have continued to occur since re-publication of the
circular (Table 1).
Windtunnel tests were performed to investigate the degradation of the low-speed aerodynamic characteristics
of the Fokker 50 when the wings were contaminated by hoar-frost. The hoar-frost was simulated by means of
carborundum grit on the wing upper surface.
The windtunnel test results were used to investigate the degradation in performance and handling qualities
of the aircraft during take-off. The investigations were done on a fixed base engineering simulator.
This present paper reviews how contamination resulting from ice, snow or frost accumulated during ground
icing, degrades the Fokker 50 aircraft aerodynamics and leads to reduced flight safety during take-off.

pi
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2.0 Windtunnel tests
2.1 FFA Windtunnel tests

A wind tunnel investigation of simulated hoar frost on a two-dimensional wing section was carried out in the
early 1970s by Bj6rn L.G. Ljungstrom of the Aeronautical Research Institute of Sweden (FFA)."' The
investigation was unique in that itcomprised tests with differing levels and degrees of roughness on the same
basic wing section at representative take-off configurations. The model configurations considered (Figure 2)
consisted of a wing alone (W), a wing with trailing edge flap extended (WF), and a wing with leading and
trailing edge flaps extended (WFS). The RN was 2.6 million, based on the wing chord.
The airfoil selected was a NACA 652 A215 section. Abrasive paper of three particle sizes was used to simulate
the hoar frost. The profile shape and density of the coarsest paper was k/c = 80 x 104. At full scale, this
roughness level corresponded to a particle size of 2.0 m for a chord of 2.50 m (i.e. comparable with the mac
of the Fokker 50).
A roughness coverage of '100%' was defined as corresponding to the practical situation of a parked aircraft
with high lift devices retracted and its complete wing upper surface and a significant part of the lower
surface at the leading edge covered with frost contamination from ground icing. By extending the leading edge
and/or trailing edge flap, a portion of the main wing and/or trailing edge flap remains clean (Figure 3).
Test results from this investigation have been used here to compare the effects of leading edge and/or
trailing edge flap deflection on the aerodynamics of a contaminated wing section.
Test results are presented in Figure 4.
Severe losses in maximum lift and large reductions in angle of attack for maxiidm lift were measured.
Roughness of this level and coverage, representative of hoar frost formation, increased the boundary layer
over the upper surface in such a way that the wing section was physically 'de-cambered'.
This resulted in loss of lift and increase in drag for a given angle of attack. Degradation in lift and drag
does not therefore occur solely at the angle of attack for maximum lift.
The test results clearly demonstrated that between slatted and non-slatted wing configurations, there is no
difference in aerodynamic degradation due to hoar frost roughness.

2.2 Fokker Windtunnel tests
Fokker Aircraft performed power-off windtunnel tests on a "-mplete model of the F27 (scale 1:20) with
roughness over the complete wing upper surface, simulating frost contamination due to ground icing.
The F27 model was tested in the 1.80 x 1.25 m2 low speed test facility (LST) at Delft University of
Technology. The RN based on the mac was 0.9 million.
The model was tested without horizontal tail. Three take-off flapsettings were tested, flaps IN,flaps 8 and
flaps 16 deg.
Two roughness configurations were tested indicated 100% and 85%. Configuration 100% consisted of carborundum
80 distributed uniformely from 0% to 100% ving chord over the flaps up wing upper surface.
In configuration 85% the carborundum 80 was distributed uniformely from 15% to 100% wing chord on the wing
upper surface. The roughness was applied at a high density.
The configurations are shown in figure 5.
Carborundum 80 corresponds to a roughness level k/c = 137 * 10' which was a coarser roughness than
k/c = 80 * 10' as used inthe FFA tests. When corrected for Reynoldsnumber effect on boundary layer thickness
using a RN"5 relation, the carborundum 80 on the F27 model corresponded to a roughness height of k = 2.2 mm
at full scale.
Measurements without roughness were also carried out for reference purposes. The test data are expressed in
terms of increments with respect to the relevant clean (reference) configuration.
Results are presented in figure 6.
The model test results showed that while the loss in maximum lift compared well with the FFA test results,
the reduction in angle of attack for maximum lift did not. In fact a small increase in maximum lift angle of
attack was measured on the F27 model.
The latter condition was most probably caused by a change inwing stall behaviour at this low Reynoldsnumber.
Normally for a clean wing, a combined leading and trailing edge type of stall starts in the vicinity of the
engine nacelle and progresses gradually inboard and outboard.
In contrast to this, for the roughened wing, a pure trailing edge type of stall occurs simultaneously over
the entire wing span.
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Wings are normally designed ,oas to ensure that stalling commences at an inboard wing station. This is in
order to retain lateral control for as long as possible and to have favorable pitching moment characteristics
throughout the stall. The results of the previously-- itiored wind tunnel tests revealed that model roughness
simulating ice, frost and snow accumulation over the entire wing span, seriously jeopardizes such design
features. When the roughness accumulation is distributed unsymmetrically over the wing span, early stall OT
one wing may occur, resulting in severe wing-drop at lift-off.
The losses in lift during ground roll and at climb conditions also compared well with the FFA test data.
It should be noted that the drag increments of the F27 model cannot be directly compared with the FFA results
because the reference 'clean drag' of the model consists not only of wing drag but also of drag contributions
from the fuselage, nacelles and vertical stabilizer.
From the windtunnel tests it is concluded that a roughness coverage of 100% representative of hoar frost
contamination considerably deteriorates the aerodynamic characteristics of the Fokker 50 aircraft.
The tests also showed that cleaning the leading edge are, up to 15%wing chord will not restore the clean wing
lift and drag characteristics.
3.0 Simulator investigation
To study the effects of hoar frosted w-ings on the performance and flight handling characteristics during takeoff a simulator investigition was performed.
The results of the Fokker wind tunnel tests were introduced into the aerodynamic data base of the Fokker 50
for further investigation on the Fokker Aircraft fixed-base engineering flight simulator.
The aerodynamic data base is very detailed and comprises flight-test-updated data packages.
The changes in lift-, drag and pitching moment coefficients due to roughness, as measured on the F27 model,
were directly applicable for the Fokker 50 study as wing planform and sections of both aircraft are the same.
Simulated frost was applied only to the wing upper surface, because the most significant aerodynamic effects
would result from frost contamination on the wing's upper surface. During take-off the horizontal stabilizer's
lower surface is critical. Normally the lower surface would be frost free.
The simulator study comprised a series of take-off's at sea level ISA-20°C conditions on a dry runway.
Normal take-off technique with both engines operative was used. The take-off weight was 20,000 kg and the
center of gravity was set at 30% mean aerodynamic chord. Two flap positions, flaps IN and flaps 15 were
investigated. Normal (clean wing) speed schedules were applied, resulting in V,of 116 and 102 kt CAS for flaps
IN and flaps 15 respectively. It isnoted that on the aircraft flaps 15 is used to indicate a flap deflection
of 16 deg.
The simulator tests were done in two sessions.
In the first session the take-off's were performed off-line which means without pilot in the loop.
Rotation was initiated by a commanded elevator deflection resulting in a constant pitch rate towards 8 deg
pitch attitude. Results are presented in figures 7, 8 and 9.
Both the 100% and the 85% contamination have a deteriorating effect on the aircraft behaviour at rotation.
The pitch rate in a normal rotation is about 3 deg/sec. With a contaminated wing the (peak) elevator input
to initiate a 3 deg/sec rotation is considerably larger compared to the clean wing configuration.
The (nose down) pitching moment due to the frost contamination requires a fair amount of (negative) elevator
deflection at lift-off to maintain constant pitch attitude.
The tests show a large increase in take-off distance from brake release until 35 ft screen height.
With 100% contaminated wings take-off distance is increased by 40% with flaps IN and by 80% with flaps 15,
the largest Fokker 50 take-off setting.
Ground roll distance until rotation was hardly affected however. The increase in take-off distance is found
between initiation of rotation until 35 ft height.
It was observed that after the aircraft with contaminated wings was rotated to 8 deg pitch it remained on the
runway until accelerated to a higher speed at which it eventually lifted-off.
As a consequence the ieak angle of attack in the rotation increased to 8 deg with frost contaminated wings.
In the second session the take-offs were performed with a pilot in control. After lift-off flight director
is followed which commands the aircraft towards a pitch attitude of about 8 deg belonging to an airspeed of
V2 + 10 kts. For flaps 15 results are shown in figure 10.
The pilot confirmed that the deteriorating effect of frost contaminated wings on the aircraft behaviour will
not be noticed ahead of reaching rotation speed. At rotation however, the changes in moment equilibrium in
pitch due to the frost contamination results ina slow pitch response to elevator input. Extreme stickforces
are required for a rotation to 8 deg pitch attitude. After lift-off the aircraft is in a mistrim condition
which requires very large pull forces.
No improvement in take-off performance or handling characteristics was found by using smaller flapsettings,
or by increasing V, by 10 kts or reducing the pitch rate at rotation. The stickforces needed for rotation
remained extreme.
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Finally a take-off was simulated with 100% contamination on the LH wing with the RH wing clean, being the most

hazardous asynmmetric condition.
In the take-off heading could be maintained by rudder deflection. However, immediately after lift-ofl full
aileron deflection could not prevent the aircraft from rolling to 13 deg bank.

I

From the second session it was concluded that in the case of a take-off with frost contaminated winos the
large stickforces would compel the pilot to abort the take-off.

4.0 Conclmsions
Simulator tests were performed to investigate the effect of frost contamination from ground icing on the
performance and flight handling characteristics of the Fokker 50 during take-off.
From the tests it is concluded that wing contamination due to ground frost seriously deteriorates the aircraft
behaviour in take-off leading to reduced flight safety.
The pitzh response to elevator input is slow. Extreme stickforces are required for rotation.
After lift-off the aircraft is in a mistrim condition which requires very large pull forces.
A large increase in take-off distance is experienced.
No improvement was found from cleaning the wing leading edge only or by increasing rotation speed.
The results clearly demonstrates the importance of Advisory Circular AC 20-117 emphasizing the 'clean aircraft
concept' under adverse weather conditions before take-off.
5.0
1. B.L.G. Ljungstr6m
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Preparation of the Ice Certikieation of the Doraier 328 Regional Airliner
by Numerical SiuulatAen and by Ground Test
by
D.Welte,W.Wohlrath,R.Seubert
Dornier Luftfahrt GmbH
P.O.Box 1303
W-7990 Friedrichshafen, Germany
and
W.Di Bartolomeo and R.D. Toogood
Pratt&Whitney Canada Inc.
1000 Marie Victorin
Longueuil Quebec, Canada
Abstract
The Dornier 328, a new regional airliner, is to be qualified to FAR25/JAR25 requirements for operation into
known icing conditions. All lifting surfaces are pneumatically de-iced. Impingement limits have been determined using a validated CFI) code. Wind tunnel tests
with a model of the whole aircraft and the isolated
empennage eqm'pped with artificial ice shapes showed
a degradation of handling characteristies due to ice
accretion. Fxtensive two and three dimensional CFD
calculations evaluated ice accretion at the deflected
elevator horn. Icing tunnel tests have been performed
with a model of the horizontal tail with icing similitude
fufilled.
The Dornier Do328 powerplant air induction system
has successfully completed a program of icing tests in
support of aircraft certification for operation into
known icing conditions. Potential flight icing conditions
were extensively analysed using a CFD potential flow
code and 3D particle tracking routine to identify critical flight icing conditions. The non-altitude tunnel test
configuration was similarly analysed to define the test
conditions required to correctly simulate the critical
flight icing conditions. The tunnel test program veriflied the analytically predicted critical ice accretion
surfaces of the air induction system, the adequacy of
the ice protection provisions and demonstrated compliance with the applicable (JAR25) regulatory material,
Notation
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1. Introduction
T1he DO 328 is a new generation, high speed regional
airliner with 30-33 passenger capacity in its initial
configuration. It is powered by two Pratt&Whitney
PW 119 turboprop engines driving six-bladed Hartzell
composite propellers. The primary flight controls,
comprising ailerons, elevator and rudder, are mechanically actuated with horns maintaining aerodynamic
balance.
The aircraft is to be qualified to
FAR25/JAR25 requirements for operation into known
icing conditions. Figure I shows the ice protection system arrangement of the Dornier 328. The leading edges of wings, vertical and horizontal stabilizers are deiced using conventional pneumatic boots, which are totally integrated into the aerodynamic contours of the
lifting surfaces. The engine inlet is also pneumatically
de-iced. Eleva.or and rudder horns will be equipped
with imbedded electrically heated mats. Windshield,
pitot-static tubes and stall warning are electrically anti-iced, the propeller blades are fitted with heated mats.
Tlhe last four systems will not be addressed in this paper.
2. Ice Protection of Lifting Surfaces
2.1 Extension of Protected Surfaces
As all de-icing boots have to fit into the aerodynamic
contour of the surfaces there are some restrictions to
their design. The spanwise extension of the boots is limited by fairings, e.g. wing-fuselage, wing-nacelle,
horizontal-vertical tall or by tip sections. The chordwise
extension is nurmally limited by front spars or nose
boxes. The chordwise extension of the de-icing boots
of the Do 328 was determined using a 2-D trajectory
cede developed by l)ornier and called DROP77. The
CFD-code uses the full potential equations for the
flowfield of the airfoil calculated in an 0-grid with
normally 160 x 32 points. For the droplet the equations
of motion are solved, interpolating the flow properties
from the grid points. Impingement limits for upper and

'
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lower surfaces arc determined and the collection efficiency P is calculated. Figure 2 shows a typical result of
the trajectory calculation code for the wing root section
of the Do 328. The validation of the Dornier code has
been done by comparing theoretical calculations with
measurements published in NACA TM 3839 f6]. Figure 3 shows the comparison of calculated and measured impingement limits for a 15% symmetrical Joukowsky airfoil at incidences of 0-80 in dependency of
According to
the modified inertia parameter Ko.
FAR25 requirements, for all calculations defining impingement limits a droplet diameter of 50 microns has
been considered. Theoretical calculations included take-off, climb, hold, descent, approach and landing conditions using adequate center of gravity locations, flap
settings, elevator and rudder deflections. For each
component, such as wing, horizontal and vertical tail,
an inner and an outer section was examined. In some
cases, especially with flaps deflected, theoretical calculations indicated impinging droplets downstream the
front spars of the wing and the horizontal stabilizer,
Additional calculations determined the residual ice
height at the designated end of the boots. It was shown
that the residual ice height never exceeded 6mm in any
case.
2.2 WVind Tunnel Tests Using Artificial Ice Shapes
2.2.1 Tests of the Whole Aircraft

active part of the boots. Furthermore a failure of the
de-icing system at one side or one half side of the horizontal stabilizer was simulated using 75mm (3 inch,
full scale) artificial ice at that part with the other areas
remaining clean. Figure 4 shows the effect of ice accretion on angle of attack at maxiaum download for
different configurations. Most important influences
were seen for the 75mm (3 inch, full scale) double horns
and hoar frost from the leading edge up to 35% of the
chord. The tests gave significant insight into the
aerodynamic qualities of the tail surfaces in icing conditions to guarantee safe operation of the Dornier 328
in heavy ice. These data form the basis for determination of the increase in landing speed and limitations in
flap setting required for operation in icing conditions.
2.3

Elevator Horn Ice Accretion

Since the flight controls are mechanically actuated,
both elevator and rudder need horns to maintain the
aerodynamic balance. The question is now whether
these horns accrcte ice in any case of deflection or not?
If there is ice at the leading edges of the horns the
control surfaces cannot be moved. Accreted ice may
also change the aerodynamic characteristics of the horn
balance significantly. Ice in the chordwise gap between
the fixed part of the horizontal tail and the horn may
block the elevator.

To obtain information about the aerodynamic degradation due to ice accretion in the early stage of development of the l)ornier 328, many different tests have
been performed in the I)NW windtunncl (The Netherlands) with a 1:4.2 scaled model of the whole aircraft
equipped with artificial ice shapes. 12.5mm (1/2 inch,
full scale) mushroom type double horns at the leading
edges of the wing, horizontal and vertical stabilizer have been used to simulate a cycle between two inflations
of the boots. System failures have been simulated using
75mm (3 inch, full scale) artificial ice. Different configurations have been tested to evaluate a system failure
either of the inboard or the outboard wing de-icing system, also of the whole wing and of the empennage.
Also a failure of the whole dc-icing system has bee-n
investigated. All tests have been performed with 75mm
(3 inch, full scale) artificial ice at the tips of all lifting
surfaces, which are considered to be unprotected. Thus
Dornier determined the influence of ice accretion on
performance anti handling qualities of the Do 328. It
can be said that there was no indication that the airplane cannot operate safely in icing conditions. Naturally, the plane has to leave icing conditions immediately in the case of a total failure of the de-icing system. The same procedure will be recommended in case
of a partial failure. In addition some restrictions on
maximum flap setting may be necessary in heavy icing
conditions, with a failure of the empennage de-icing
system, as a result of possible limitation in pitching
moment compensation.

2.3.1 Theoretical Investigations

2.2.2 Tests of the Empennage

-

Extensive tests with the isolated empennage have been
performed in the Dornicr windtunnel, especially with
artificial ice. Double horns with different heights have
also been tested as has hoar frost with various rough-
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nesses and extensions of residual ice downstream of the

Many theoretical investigations have been performed
to simulate the horizontal stabilizer of the Do 328 with
deflected elevator and horn in icing conditions. For 3-D
calculations the AMI particle tracking code ICE [7]
was used in conjunction with the VSAEIO potential
flow code [1]. Ice shapes at the leading edge of the
horizontal tail and at the deflected horn nave been calculated two-dimensionally with the ONERA Ice Accretion Code [8],[9]. For the flowfield calculations the
gaps between the fixed part of the tip and 1he horn had
to be closed. T"o achieve a realistic simulation of the
flowfield, measurements of the pressure distribution at
the tip and the horn have been performed on the model
of the horizontal stabilizer in the Dornier wind tunnel
for different elevator settings and angles of attack. So
it was possible to estimate the quality of the theoretical
methods. The calculations showed that there was ice
on the deflected horn in some cases and that ice protection of the horns should be considered.
2.3.2 Icing Tunnel Tests with the lorizontal Stabilizer
Dornier used the BF Goodrich icing tunnel for sonie
experiments, the model of the horizontal tail from the
previous tests was tested in simulated icing conditions.
The scale had changed to 1:4.4 according to the latest
design of the Do 328 empennage. Tunnel information
is as follows:
Test Section
Speed
I)roplet size
LWC
Temperature
Altitude

0.56 m wide x 1.12 m high
25 - 90 m/s
14 - 40 microns
0.3 - 2.3 g/m'
-30 - 0 C
Ground Level
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The tests %~ere accomplished in the BF Goodrich icing
tunnel in September 1990. Figure 7 shows the installation of the model. It was fixed at ond tunnel wall,
such that the tip could be observed through a window
of Plexiglas in the opposite wall and on top. Here the
model could be investigated during the tests and final
ice shapes could le documented. As the model was too
large for the tunnei, only a part of it could be placed in
the test section. To ichieve a representative flowfield,
the required distance between the tip and the tunnel
wall was determined by VSAERO - calculations. The
ice accretion was documented in two different spanwise
sections called mid and tip section. Shapes mt the leading edge were documented by photogr-phts with a grid
in the foreground. Shapes at the horn were removed by
heating the surface with an imbedded hot wire and documented by a replica formed of plaster in a parafin
mould. The model was protectcd by a metal shield in
front of the leading edge until the test conditions i.e.
LWC, droplet size, temperature, free stream velocity
achieved nearly constant values. As time was limited,
only 3 cases of the Do 328 flight envelope have been
tested:
-

Climb at 11 = Oft with v = 150KCAS
(max.
negative
deflection)
native elevator
ea
dectwion
v=160KCConditions
(mAppac
at ti = 12000ft with v -- 160KCAS
(max. positive elevator deflection)
Hold at H = 12000ft with v = 200KCAS
(no elevator deflection)

SApproach

-

Atmospheric conditions are defined in FAR25/JAR25.
As the horns have been considered to be unprotected,
the following additional requirements have to be ipplied: for Intermittent Maximum Conditions a flight
of 15km in clouds must be simulated, for Continuous
Maximum an icing time of 30 minutes must be considered for 20 micron droplets. According to the icing
similitude laws, described in AGARD 127 (Aircraft
Icing) [3], droplet diameter (see equation 1), LWC (see
equation 2) and icing time (see equation 3) had to be
scaled from full scale to model conditions with thermodynamic similitude (see equation 5 on page 4) fulfilled.
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Only some cases have been found where thermodynamic similitude could be achieved because the tunnel can
only be operated at ground level. For these cases it was
impossible to scale the correct droplet diameter and/or
the correct LWC because of the scaling factor of 1:4.4.
In general, it was not possible to simulate droplets as
small as 20 microns. Nevertheless, the mass of incoming

water was calculated for 20 micron droplets with increased icing time according to conservation of mass in
all cases where the required LWC could not be achieved. Thus the ice accretion results must be on the conservative side. Test cases checked with the ONERAcode showed good agreement for full scale and model
conditions scaled by the similitude laws. In Figure 5
nearly the same ice shape for full scale and model can
be seen, even if the conditions are absolutely different.
Figure 6 shir ws the conditions, which could be tested
with icing similitude fulfilled. Some additional testcases
have been developed with similitude approximately
achieved, especially for approach conditions.
2.3.3 Results
Results from 2-D and 3-D calculations are shown in
comparison with measurements. Figure 8 shows the
calculated pressure distriautiors at the tip section for
the test cases Approach, Hold and Climb calculated
from the 2-D ONERA code and compared to the
Dornier wind tunnel tests. The leading edge is represented correctly, but the potential 2-D code overprediets velocities at the horn in the cases of deflection.
Figure 9 shows the result from the ice shape calculation
Intermittent
Maximum
with the ONERA
code forcase.
Good agreement
for
for an Approach
the leading edges of the mid and the tip section can be
seen. The code predicts that there is ice at the horn, but
the shape shows less agreement in this case. There
exists some room for improvement but the overall results look promising. Figure 10 shows the result for
Hold Conditions at Intermittent Maximum. The code
predicts the resulting ice shapes satisfactorily. Figure
I I shows the result for Hold Conditions at Continuous
Maximum. Agreement at the tip is perfect, the shape
at the mid section is correctly represented but the
amount of ice is overpredicted. In Figure 12 a result
for Climb Conditions at Continuous Maximum can be
seen. Ice at the horn is predicted correctly by the code,
only the shape is not exact. Figure 13 shows the 3-D
VSAERO pressure distributions for the test cases Approach (at=-10',1/= 110), Hold (oc=0,i= 00) and
Climb (at= 20,1 = -7). The measured values from the
Dornier wind tunnel are also shcwn. It can be seen that
the flowfield is correctly represented in the ice aecreting
regions of the airfoil. Figure 14 shows droplet trajectories for the these cases, in Figure 15 the resulting
collection efficiencies are shown.
3. Powerplant Air Induction System Ice Protection
3.1 Powerplant Installation
ie powerplants are wing mounted and operate in the
conventional tractor mode. The air induction system for
each engine is of a quasi-pitot type offset below the
turbomachinery centerline and incorporates a separator
duct to enhance foreign object ingestion tolerance. igure 16 shows the general configuration of the air induction system. The duct lower surface, in particular,
is shaped so as to minimise significant ice accretion
thus reducing the potential for ice ingestion from this
location. "lheair induction system is designed to cater
for the conflicting requirements of ice protection and
good aerodynamic performance. During the initial devclopment phase a full scale model of the air induction
system was fabricated and subjected to airflow rig tetI
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sting at Pratt & Whitney to verify its aerodynamic
characteristics. Subsequent testing with a PWI 19 engine has confirmed satisfactory inlet system operation.
3.2

Ice Protection Features

The Do328 powerplant air induction system incorporates ice protection features in critical areas in the form
of pneumatically operated de-icing systems suplied by
Ohio.
Figure sy17
the
B.F.
Uniontown,
shows
the Goodrich
protected Co,
surfaces
of the air
induction
stem. The ice protection of the Do328 air induction
system is similar to that used successfully on other
PWI00 engine powered aircraft since 1983. (Embraer

EMBI20, Aerospatiale A1142, ATR72)
3.3

fluence of the spinner profile, resulting from only partial immersion in the flowfield, together with the tunnel
wall influences became evident luring the analysis. As
a result some adjustment from ; true Reynolds number
equivalence in the approach flowfidd was made in order
to obtain optimum similitude of droplet trajectories
between flight and corresponding tunnel test conditions.
Droplet Modified Inertia Parameter (Ko) given by
Equation 4 [5] was maintained in each test condition
condition
at
the value
tor of
thethe
flight
simulated
by appropriate
the adjustment
droplet
medianbeing
diamutedr
meter.
K 0,= 8.192 x 109 /V
L

0

.6

0.4

L

Ice Protection Requirements And Qualification

Ile engine air induction system is to be qualified to
JAR25 1093(b) requirements for operation into known
icing conditions. In support of this objective it has been
subjected to simulated icing conditions in the National
Research Council engine laboratory facility at Ottawa,
Canada. (Fig 18)
3.4 Similitude
3.4.1 Aerodynamic Similitude
In order to ensure the satisfactory simulation of the
icing conditions to be enco-ntered at altitude in the
JAR25 icing environment, whilst undertaking the qualification testing in a non-altitrde icing tunnel, an extensive computational analysis of potential flight icing
conditions within the aircraft and JAR25 icing envelopes was undertaken. This analysis was directed at
identifying critical icing conditions including the evaluation of inlet water collection efficiency in flight and
;n the tunnel and impingement on the inlet surfaces,
both in the entry and on the critical lower inside surface.

)

(4)

3.4.2 Thermal Similitude
A
pproximate thermal similitude was achieved at the
critical air induction system lower surface in accordance with the approach documented in Reference [3] based on the work of Messinger [4] in defining the surface heat balance occuring in a wet icing condition. For
thermal similitude of an unprotected surface Equation
5 [3] relates air temperature, velocity and pressure to
the freezing fraction (n) and relative heat factor (b)
[4], and should be equivalent in the flight and test
conditions:
1

1.0

106
p
.

.0 +b)
pp.
+ 1530

P.

-+ 79.7nb +

Vo 2
(3.65 + b) '
8370

(5)

The analysis was undertaken utilising the VSAERO
[1], [2] potential flow code in conjunction with a PWC
developed 3 dimensional particle tracking code. The
model utilised for the altitude conditions consisted of a
one half aircraft model (minus empennage) as shown in
Figure 19. Typical particle trajectories in the approach
flowfield in a plane approximating the nacelle vertical
plane of symmetry are shown in Figures 20 - 23.

Complete thermal similitude was not possible because
of the significant effect of the pressure differences on
the total heat balance. However, the residual error for
the unheated critical lower surface of the air inlet system was found to be insignificant. The air stagnation
temperature was slightly modified in the test condition
in order to provide the optimum thermal similitude.

The influence of the propeller spinner profile and the
approach flowficld diffusion in deflection of the droplets
toward the air induction system lower lip and interior
lower surfaces are clearly evident. On the basis of this
phenomenon, the lower lip and interior lower surfaces
were determined to be critical ice accretion surfaces,
the latter especially so, as it was potentially an unprotected surface.

3.5 Qualification Test Conditions
Selection of the demonstration icing conditions for the
Do328 air induction system was based on aircraft operational requirements and the guidance material of
JAR25 ACJ25.1093(b) Method I as well as the results
of the CFD/trajectory and thermal analyses outlined in
the previous sections. The program of tunnel tests was
negotiated with and approved by the JAA certification
authority prior to commencement of testing. Figure 29
shows the agreed test conditions for the tunnel test

The non-altitude test installation incorporating the nacelle and air induction system, together with the wind

also analysed using the
tunnel configuration were code
and the 3D particle
VSAERO potential flow

flight
simulated
with ofthewater
together
program
air inductheconditions.
entering
of mass
Conservation

tracking code to provide a comparison with the flight
conditions. Figure 24 show details of the analytical
model of the test installation. Figures 25 - 28 indusive
show typical droplet trajectories in the tunnel approach
flowfield and into the air inlet system. A reduced in-

accordance with Equation 6.

tion system is maintained by compensation for diffeeffici-in
inlet collection
rences in approach airspeed andoperating
conditions
ency between flight and tunnel
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3.6 Tunnel Test Program
3.6.1 Installation
In order to provide realistic air induction system operating conditions and to verify acceptability of system
ice protection provisions, a PWI 19 engine turbomachinery module was installed together with the production
configuration air induction system in a full scale nacelle
lower section model.
Realistic entry flow and impingement and representative separator duct airflow were provided by operation
of the tunnel in a free jet configuration. The tunnel
airflow is induced primarily by a high pressure compressed air ejector located downstream of the nacelle
test section and powered by a 5 MW industrial compressor. A .egree of control of the tunnel air temperature is prodded by a 5.5 m x 5.5 m refrigeration heat
exchanger lo,:ated upstream of the water spray nozzle
array coupled to a refrigeration plant of nominal 130
tonnes capacity,. However, prevailing atmospheric temperature conditions have a significant influence on the
achievable tunnel air temperatures and testing must be
scheduled accordingly.
3.6.2 Icing Simulation
The water spray nozzles are located approximately nine
meters upstream of the test sectiois and are of the air
atomising type. The nozzle array consists of 48 individually selectable nozzles installed on 8 radial struts in
a 2.2m diameter duct section. Droplet diameter distribution approximates the Langmuir 'I)' distribution,
The spray distribution within the tunnel at the reference plane 2m upstream of the nacelle inlet plare. was
verified for representative test conditions with a 3 mm
diameter wire mesh of 25.4 mm x 25.4 mm spacing
tcm'orarily installed for this purpose. Nozzle selection
was adjusted as necessary to ensure a uniform water
distribution at this location prior to commencement of
the qualification test program.
The water flow rate necessary to provide the require!
supercooled water liquid water concentration (LWC)
at the test section is calculated with an interactive
routine. This routine calculates the changing psychrometric, thermodynamic and kinetic conditions within
the tunnel between the spray nozzle array and the nacelle air inlet and augments the computed water flow
rate as necessary to offset potential evaporation losses.

minutes aftcr initiation of the icing encounter in each
test to simulate a realistic delay in recognition of an
icing condition. Following the icing encounter, engine
acceleration from Idle to Maximum Continuous power
setting was undertaken with a I second power lever
movement to demonstrate acceptable transient operation. For test purposes the ice protecton features of the
air induction system and engine were configured to be
the most critical in terms of supply pressure, surface
heating, surge margin etc.
3.8 Test Results
Initial testing demonstrated the need to provide additional protection to the duct lower and side surfaces to
address operation in the warmer temperature icing regime. With this optimisation in place all qualification
tests were conducted with satisfactory results i.e. no
unacceptable power loss (including surge or flame-out),
satisfactory transient operation and no engine damage.
Figures 30 and 31 show the condition of the air induction system following typical qualification tests.
4.

Conclusions

* Impingement limits for 50 micron droplets have
been used to define the chordwise extension of the
de-icing boots of the lifting surfaces of the Dornier
328.
* Wind tunnel tests with artificial ice gave information about degradation of handling characteristics
due to ice accretion.
Te$s with the horizontal tail of the Dornier 328 in
the BF Goodrich icing tunnel showed ice accretion
at the deflected elevator horn. It could be seen that
there was ice at the leading edges of the horns but
no ice in the chordwise gap between the fixed part
of the horizontal stabilizer and the horn.

3.7 Test Conditions
Each test condition was maintained for 30 minutes (18
minutes for Climb) with alternating liquid water con-

There still remain uncertainties caused by scaling
effects and tunnel limitations. Problems with ice at
the leading edges of the horns might occur if the
horns were unprotected.
* To guarnntee safe operation in icing conditions in
compliance with the Certification Requirements, the
horns of the Do 328 will therefore be anti-iced using
electrical heated mats which arc imbedded !nto the
carbon structure.
Further work remains to be done at Dornier to calculate the corresponding ice shapes at the leading
edges of all lifting surfaces across the entire flight
envelope according to the revised Flight Airworthiness Requirements. The most critical shapes will be
determined for flight tests with artificial ice shapes
before the plane will enter flight tests in natural
icing conditions.
A Do328 powerplant air induction system together

centrations as appropriate for Continuous and Intermittent Maximum icing conditions in accordance with
ACJ 25.1093(b) Table 1. The actuation of the air induction system ice protection features was delayed 2

with a PW 119 turbomachinery module h ,s been
subjected to simulated icing conditions in support
of qualification of the aircraft for operation into
known icing conditions.

-I,
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* A CFD analysis was undertaken to identify the required test conditions in the non-altitude test facility
to correctly simulate the critical altitude flight icing
conditions identified within the aircraft flight operating envelope and the icing atmospheric conditions
defined in JAR25.
The qualification test plan agreed with the certification authority was f'ormulated on the basis of the
aircraft flight envelope and the CFD analysis of.the
droplet trajectories and inlet enrichment for flight
and tunnel regimes together with opiimum thermal
similitude for the unheated inlet system critical lower surface.
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Figure 16: Dornier Do 328 Air Induction System Configuration

Figure 17: Dornier Do 328 Air Induction System Protected Surfaces
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Figure 18: Dornier Do 328 Nacelle Icing Tunnel Installation
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Figure 19: Dormier Do 328 Aircraft Analytical Mode!l
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Figure 24: Dornier Do 328 Nacelle/Icing Tunnel Analytical Model
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Test Program

Figure 30:
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A SUMMARY OF NASA RESEARCH ON
EFFECTS OF HEAVY RAIN ON AIRFOILS
by
Dana J. Dunham, R. Earl Dunham, Jr., and Gaudy M. Bezos
NASA Langley Research Center
Mail Stop 355
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
United States

SUMMARY

NOMENCLATURE

This paper presents results from a broad
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) research program to
obtain fundamental aerodynamic information
regarding the effect of heavy rain on airplane
performance. The take-off and landing
characteristics are of particular concern,
and the aim of the program is to understand
the physical phenomena associated with any
aero-dynamic performance penalty that may
occur during a rain encounter. This overview includes results of recent attempts to
measure high-intensity, short-duration
rainfall, a discussion of some of the earlier
analytical investigations of rain effects on
airfoils, a review of some promising
experimental methods for evaluating rain
effects, and some important scaling
considerations for extrapolating model data.

Cd

section drag coefficient

Co

drag coefficient

C1

section lift coefficient

CL

lift coefficient

LWC

liquid water content, g/m 3

R

rainfall rate in/hr or mm/hr

a

angle of attack, deg.

Based on the comparisons available between
and the windthe limited large-scalecalresults
rin rsuls, effctsarenotlatter
tunnl
tunnel results, rain scale effects are not
large and wind-tunnel results can be used to
predict large-scale heavv ;in effects.
lift
in rn 6-num
Although reductions
caplithu
andcorreionin
inc lift s
capability and corresponding increases in
drag were measured for both the cruise and
he hgh-ift1964
highlif coniguatios,
high-lift configurations, the high-lift t

clear-air turbulence,
icing, hail,The
low-altitude
windshear,lightning,
and microburst.
bee
long
ae
hea
latte w
two phenomena have long been
recognized as hazards to aircraft landing and
take-off operations. In 1977 the United
States Federal Aviation Administration
vainAmnsrto
eea
Sae
(FAA) conducted a study of 25 aircraft accidents and incidents which occurred between
1964 and 1976ein which owludetwn
and 1976 in which low-altitude wind
shear could have been a contributing factor

configuration was more sensitive to the rain
environment than the cruise configuration.
The data iidicated a reduction in maximum
lift capability with increasing rainfall rate
and an associated decrease in the angle of
attack at which maximum lift occurs. It
would .ppear that normal transport aircraft
operations would not be affected by heavy
rain since most operations avoid angles of
attack near stall. However, if the heavy rain
encounter occurs during a severe low
altitude wind shear then the piloting
procedures used to counter the wind shear
effects may result in operating at a higher
than normal angle of attack.

(ref. 1). Of the 25 cases (23 approach or
landing and 2 take-off) in the study, ten
cases had occurred in a rain environment,
and in five cases these were classified as
intense or heavy rain encounters. These
results led to the reconsideration of highintensity, short-duration rainfall as a
potential weather-related aircraft safety
hazard, particularly in the take-off and/or
a/
approach phases or flight.

INTRODUCTION
Until the late seventies the recognition of
weather-related safety hazards to aircraft
performance and operations had included

This paper is an overview of the most recent
work conducted by the NASA and others to
study the potential influence of heavy rain on
airfoil performance. The overview includes
results of recent attempts to measure high-
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intensity, short-duration rainfall, a
discussion of some of the earlier analytical
investigations of rain effects on airfoils, a
review of some promising experimental
methods for evaluating rain effects, and
some important scaling considerations for
extrapolating model data. The latest
experimental data are also presented and
discussed. A complete understanding of the
influence of rain on airfoil performance will
require significant additional effort both
analytically and experimentally before an
assessment of the degree of hazard
associated with flight operationn in a rain
environment can be made.
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF HEAVY
RAIN
In order to develop analytical models and
conduct experimental studies on the effect of
rain on airfoil performance, the phenomenon
of naturally occuring precipitation needs to
be understood. An understanding of the drop
size distribution associated with heavy rain,
the frequency of occurrence, and the range
of raifall rates is required in order to
assess hazard potential for aircraft
operation.
Two "lump parameter" quantities generally
used to describe rain are rainfall rate (R) and
liquid water content (LWC). Rainfall rate is
the linear accumulation depth at ground level
per unit time and is typically used to
characterize rainfall at ground level. For
airborne measurers,-":'s the liquid water
content, the mass of liquid water per unit
volume usually expressed as g/m 3 , is the
meaningful parameter. The relationship
between LWC and R is uniquely dependent on
the type of storm and the intensity level of
the storm. In the absence of a wrtical wind
velocity, the LWC is directly related to the
rainfall rate and the drop size distribution.
Figure 1 from Dunham, ref. 2, is a plot of the
LWC as a function of rainfall rate for both
light widespread rain and thunderstorm type

a

rain. Rain is adequately modeled when the
type of rain environment is specified
(thunderstorm or continous) and either the
liquid water content or rainfall rate is given,
The range of rainfall rates that an airplane
could expect to encounter varies from light
rain of 5-10 mm per hour up to very large
rainfall rates. The ground-level world
record rainfall accumulation of 1.23 inches in

.,1,

one minute was measured in an intense
afternoon thunderstorm on July 4, 1956,
(ref. 3). The volume of ra!- accumulated in
the one minute time interval is equivalent to
a rainfall rate of 1830 mm/hr (73.8 in/hr).
The upper boundary for airborne
measurements of liquid water content is 44
g/m 3 , corresponding to approximately 2920
mm/hr (117 in/hr), measured by an
instrmented F-100 airplane in 1962 by Roys
and Kessler (ref. 4).
With the resurgence of interest in the
characterization of high-intensity rain-fall, a
review of the literature prior to 1967
pertaining to natural rainfall measurements
revealed that the majority of the groundbased rainfall database was averaged over
relatively long time constants using a
weighing-bucket, more commonly referred to
as a tipping bucket (Jones and Sims, ref. 5).
According to Melson (ref. 6), this
measurement technique results in lower
rainfall rates being calculated and masks the
short-duration, high-intensity rainfall
characteristics associated with thunderstorms. The work of Jones and Sims and
Melson both address the magnitude, duration
and probability distribution of high-intensity
rainfall.
The probability distribution data collected by
Jones and Sims, measured over time
constants of 1- and 4-minute accumulations
at ground level, are useful for determining
the potential for encountering a given rainfall
rate. They analyzed data collected over a
one-year period on recording weighiingbucket raingages placed throughout the
world. Gages from maritime subtropical
(Southeastern USA, Vietnam, Marshall
Islands, Japan), continental temperate
(Midwestern USA, Alaska), maritime
temperate (England, France, West Germany,
Northwestern USA), and midlatitude interior
(Israel, Southwestern USA) regions were
used. Figure 2 is a summary of the averaged
zonal frequency distribution curves obtained.
The probable number of minutes a given
rainfall rate (or greater) can be expected in
a given climatological zone can be obtained
from figure 2 by converting the ordinate
from percent to a fractional portion of time
and multiplying by the number of minutes in a
year (5.2596 x 105). The Jones and Sims
data indicate that for about two minutes
every year in the maritime suptropical zone,
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a rainfall rate greater than 200 mm/hr (8
in/hr) could be expected at any location,
The lack of rainfall measurements over very
short time constants, on the order of
seconds, led to the development of a groundbased natural rainfall measurement technique
by Melson. His technique acquires data over
very short time constants, as short as one
sample per second. Data are being acquired
at 6 geographical sites: Darwin, Australia;
Seattle, Washington; Denver, Colorado;
Kennedy Space Center, Florida; Hampton,
Virginia; and Wallops Island, Virginia. His
measurement technique has verified the
existence of high-intensity rainfall at ground
level (ref. 7). Figure 3 is a bar chart
summary of the frequency and magnitude of
the events measured above 100 mm/hr (4
in/hr) and the duration times of those
events. Over 7,000 events have been
measured above 100 mm/hr since the test
program began in 1988. The maximum
rainfall rate measured of 720 mm/hr (28
in/hr) occurred for just under ten seconds at
NASA Wallops Flight Facility in 1990. In
figure 4 the data ara presented as
percentages of the total number of
measurements indicating that one quarter
percent of the events measured were above
20 in/hr. The rainfall rates above 20 in/hr
were sustained up to 10 seconds per event,
These ground-based results along with the
inflight thunderstorm measurements by Roys
and Kessler indicate that the probability of an
airplane encountering short-duration rainfall
rates greater than 200 mm/hr (8 in/hr) may
be higher than the probability indicated by
Jones and Sims.
ANALYTICAL WORK
The effect of rain on the aerodynamic
performance of an airplane was addressed
analytically as early as 1941 by Rhode (ref.
8). His analysis indicated that drag
increases associated with the momentum of a
DC-3 aircraft encountering a rain cloud with
a water mass concentration of 50 g/m 3
(equivalent to approximately 1270 mm/hr or
50 in/hr) would cause an 18 percent
reduction in airspeed. Rhode considered such
an encounter to be of a short duration and of
little consequence to an aircraft flying at
5000 feet.
Since low visibility take-offs and landings
were not routine in 1941, the consequences
Mr,

of a heavy rain encounter during these
phases of flight was not considered.
However, for a modern day transport such
an airspeed loss during take-off or landing
would be significant. The influence of rain on
airplane performance was addressed again in
1982 when Haines and Luers (ref. 9), under
contract from NASA, evaluated the effect of
rain on aircraft landing performance. In the
intervening years a great deal of work had
gone into calculating the motion of water
drop particles in the flowfield about an airfoil
(refs. 10 to 14); however these efforts
were directed at calculating water drop
trajectories and impingement on the airfoil
for purposes of estimating ice accretion. The
influence of liquid water on the airfoil
performance was not calculated.
The Haines and Luers study was an attempt
at refining the study of Rhode to estimate the
effects of rain on a modern-day airplane.
Their analysis not only included the
calculation of the impact momentum of the
raindrops, but also estimated the increase in
skin friction drag by equating the water
layer waviness and raindrop crater effects
on the airfoil surface to an equivalent sand
grain roughness. Using empirical data for
roughness effects on airfoil lift they
calculated the rain effect on the lift and drag
of a 747 transport. Their analysis estimated
a 2 to 5 percent increase in drag and a 7 to
29 percent reduction in maximum lift with
associated reductions in stall angle from 1 to
5 degrees for rainfall rates from 100 to
1000 mm/hr (3.94 to 39.37 in/hr). These
predictions, of course, constitute a
substantial loss of performance.
In 1984 Calarese and Hankey (ref. 15)
studied droplet drag acting as a body force in
the Navier-Stokes equations. This analysis
neglects the interface effects of droplet
splashing, cratering, and water-layer
formation. Their analysis produced a
pressure distribution for an NACA 0012
airfoil for the limiting cases of a very fine
rain (small drop size and a drop Reynolds
number much less than 1) and for a coarse
rain (large drop size and large Reynolds
number). For the coarse rain little change in
airfoil pressure distribution was noted. For
the fine rain, significant changes in
pressures were predicted which showed a
small increase in lift with increasing water
spray concentration.
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In 1985, Kisielewski (ref 16) performed a
three-dimensional Euler analysis to
investigate the effects of momentum and
energy exchange between the rain and the
flowfield. He concluded that the rain had
little effect on the calculated lift produced by
a simple airfoil. Both Calarese and Hankey
and Kisielewski concluded that the major
influence of rain on airfoil performance was
probably dominated by viscous effects of the
water droplet splashing and its subsequent
interaction with the air boundary layer, but
these effects were not modeled in their
analyses.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The experimental investigation of rain
effects on the aerodynamics of airfoils is a
technical challenge as difficult as
investigating the effects analytically. A fullscale flight test investigation would require
that performance measurements be made on
an airplane while in a severe rainstorm. In
addition to the hazard to the test pilot,
extraction of accurate performance
measurements and environmental parameters
would be very difficult. Because of the
variability of natural rain, repeatable
conditions would be difficult if not impossible
to obtain.
Scale model tests of the effects of rain
present a different set of challenges in that
they require the simulation of properly
scaled rain conditions. The three types of
tests which have beer used for investigating
the effects of rain are (1) a rotating arm in
which a model is placed at the end of a
counterbalanced rotating beam, (2)
conventional wind tunnels, and (3) a track in
which the model is propelled down a straight
track segment.
Rotating arm facilities have been quite useful
for studying single-drop impact dynamics
(refs. 17 and 18). Airfoil performance
measurements have not been attempted with
the rotating arm facility because the
centrifugal effects on the water film would
influence the results. Wind tunnels and track
facilities are considered to be the best
methods of obtaining airfoil performance
data, and in both methods the technique for
simulating rain and developing scaling
relationships presents the areas of greatest
difficulty. For the wind tunnel the difficulty
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lies in obtaining a uniform distribution of the
water with a minimum of influence on the
tunnel flow conditions. For the track the
water manifolding and nozzle distribution
becomes elaborate and extensive in order to
cover the test area.
Wind-tunnel

testing

In 1985, Bilanin (ref. 19) addressed the
subject of scaling for model tests of airfoils
in sianulatec rain. His analysis showed that
the the scaling parameters which control the
aerodynamic force generated by an airfoil
immersed in a rain environment are the
following: Reynolds number based on air;
Reynolds number based on water; the Weber
number; the ratio of mean droplet diameter
to model chord; the ratio of the density of air
to the density of water; and the angle of
attack. The Weber number (We) is the ratio
of inertial forces to surface tension forces
and is a function of the density of water,
drop velocity, volumetric mean drop
diameter (the diameter at which half the
volume of water is in larger or smaller
drops) and the surface tension interactions
between water and air. The sensitivity of
the aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil
im.nersed in a rainstorm to each of the
aforementioned parameters must be assessed
to determine adequate modeling of heavy rain
in the wind tunne.
NASA has developed test techniques and
procedures and conducted a series of windtunnel tests in the NASA Langley 14- by 22Foot Subsonic Tunnel. The tests were
conducted in the closed test section with
dimensions of 14.5 feet high by 21.75 feet
wide by 50 feet long. A photograph of a
typical test set-up and a schematic of the
test technique developed are shown in figures
5 and 6. The model hardware was located in
the aft bay of the test section aligned
laterally with the tunnel centerline.
The water spray distribution manifold,
shown in figure 7, was located
approximately 10 wing chord-lengths
upstream of the model location and directed
the spray horizontally at the model while
aerodynamic force measurements were
obtained. The shape and location of the spray
manifold were selected to minimize the
interference effect on tunnel freestream
conditions and to allow time for the
stabilization of the accelerating water
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droplets. The manifold was aligned
approximately 6 inches above the chord plane
of the model to account for gravity effects
on the water droplets. Comparisons of model
aerodynamic data in and out of the simulated
rain environment were made with the sp;ay
manifold in position at all times.
The wind-tunnel rainfield simulated a
thunderstorm-type rain and was quantified in
terms of LWC, drop size distribution and drop
velocity. An extensive experimental
research effort was carried out by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), under contract
to NASA, to develop a nozzle design which
would simulate a range of rainfall intensity
levels and a drop size distribution which
would include drops 2 mm in size and larger
(ref. 20). The JPL designed nozzles, shown
in figure 8, consisted of a series of
hypodermic tubes arranged circumferentially
around a plenum which would provide control
over the drop size and rainfall intensity level
independently. These nozzles produced LWC
values near those which occur naturally in
cloudburst conditions.
Exploratory tests were conducted on a wing
with a NACA 0012 airfoil section fitted with
a simple, full-span trailing-edge flap at at
Reynolds Number of 1.7 x 106. (ref. 2) The
for
system
simulation
rain tests
wind-tunnel
produced
LWC used
values
the NACA 0012
ranging from 13 to 22 g/m3 . A 15 percent
reduction in the maximum lift capability of
both the cruise and landing configurations of
the airfoil model were measured in the
simulated rain environment independent of
the LWC. A sample of the data is shown in
figure 9. The exploratory small-scale windtunnel iesults confirmed the existence of a
performance penalty in a simulated rain
environment,
Following these tests, an investigation was
conducted to determine the severity of the
rain effect on an airfoil geometry which was
representative of typical commercial
transport wing sections as a function of
rainfall intensity and to explore the
importance of surface tension interactions of
water as a scaling parameter (ref. 21). The
airfoil model was an NACA 64-210 with
leading-edge and trailing-edge high-lift
devices tested in cruise and landing
configurations. The model had a rectangular
planform and was supported between two
endplates in an attempt to represent a two-

dimensional test set-up as shown in figure
10. The basic airfoil chord was 2.5 feet and
the span between the endplites was 8 feet.
Details of the cruise and landing
configurations tested are shown in figure 11.
The high-lift devices consisted of a leadingedge slat deflected at a fixed angle of 570
and a trailing-edge double-slotted flap
deflected at a fixed angle of 35.75".
These tests wasre also conduct6d in the
Langley 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel for
Reynolds numbers of 1.8 x 106, 2.6 x 106,
3.3 x 106 based on airfoil chord. The rain
spray system was modified to provide
adequate coverage of the model at higher
rainfall rates than previously tested using
the JPL nozzles. The improved rain
simulation system produced water mass
concentrations ranging from 16 to 47 g/m 3 .
As shown in figure 12, a 25 percent
reduction in maximum lift capability with an
associated 80 decrease in the angle of attack
at which maximum lift occurs was measured
for the high-lift configuration at the highest
water mass concentration of 46 g/m3 . For
this data set the Reynolds number was 2.6 X
106, the Weber number 270, and the drop diameter

In
for the indca
NACA
trends the
as the datadata
thegsameeneral,
0012 airfoil model. Both airfoil sections
exhibited significant reductions in maximum
lit d inca n ragctor in lift
lift and increases in drag for a given lift
condition in the simulated rain environment.
The most significant difference between
these two airfoil sections was the sensitivity
of the NACA 64-210 airfoil section to LWC.
As noted previously the NACA 0012
performance losses in the rain environment
were not a function of LWC. Although
reductions in maximum lift capability
and
corresponding increases in drag were
measured for both the cruise and high-lift
configurations of the NACA 64-210 airfoil
model, the high-lift configuration was more
sensitive to the rain environment than the
cruise configuration. The data indicated a
reduction in maximum lift capability with
increasing water mass concentration and an
associated decrease in the angle of attack at
which maximum lift occurs.
Campbell and Bezos (ref. 22) conducted a
test using a NACA 23015 aifoil section to
evaluate the time required for a wing

I,
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immersed in rain to achieve a steady state
condition. They reported that the transition
time for the wing to achieve a steady state
condition encountering simulated heavy rain
to be less Uhan iwo to three seconds in most
cases. These transition times are within the
duration times of all the ground-based
rainfall measurements reported by Melson.
The NACA 64-210 test results in terms of
lift and drag characteristics in and out of the
simulated rain environment represent the
baseline data which was used in the
evaluation of the large-scale rain effects
data.
Large-scale Track

Testing

In order to determine to first order if there
were significant rain scaling effects, the
NASA Langley Research Center and the FAA
supported the development of a large-scale
ground testing capability for evaluating the
effect of heavy rain on airfoil lift. Figure 13
is a photograph of the facility which was
developed to acquire aerodynamic data on
large-scale wing sections immersed in a
simulated natural rain environment. A wing
section is mounted on a test vehicle and is
propelled along a track through a highlyconcentrated rain environment. The
simulated rain is produced by a series of
spray nozzles suspended above the track.
This technique provides a more realistic rain
simulation than can be produced in a wind
tunnel. The test vehicle is propelled into an
environment which exemplifies an airplane
flying into a rainstorm. The generation of
the rain environment in the vertical direction
allows the water droplets to achieve the
proper droplet size distribution and terminal
velocities found in severe rainstorms. The
outdoor rain simulation system developed for
this investigation produced rainfall conditions
from 2 to 40 in/hr.

the test carriage and track test section. The
ALDF is composed of three components: a
test carriage, a propulsion system and an
arrestment system. A high-pressure jet of
water is directed into a turning bucket on the
back end of the carriage to provide carriage
thrust. Once the peak velocity is attained,
the carriage coasts the remaining 1800 feet
to the arrestment system. The large-scale
wing section was mounted above the central
open bay area of the carriage 22 feet above
the track as shown in figure 14.
The wing section had an NACA 64-210 airfoil
section with a rectangular planform and was
mounted between circular endplates. The
wing is equipped with leading-edge and
trailing-edge high-lift devices deployed to
simulate a landing configuration (fig. 15).
The ALDF wing chord was chosen to be 10
feet, which corresponds to a scaling factor
of 4 when compared to the wind-tunnel model
chord of 2.5 feet. The wing span was
constrained to a width of 13 feet by the
model location chosen. The wing surfaces
were painted with commercially available
aircraft paint to model the wing surface/rain
interaction properly. The ALDF wing
structure was constructed based on a
requirement to sustain high g-loads at launch.
The wing angle of attack, which is set prior
to launch and remains fixed during a test run,
was varied from 7 .50 to 19.50 in 20
increments.

The details of the design, development, and
ooeration of the NASA Langley Research
Canter Aircraft Landing Dynamics Facility
(ALDF) for large-scale heavy rain effects
testing are described in references 23, 24,

The ALDF Rain Simulation System (RSS) is
located approximately 800 feet downstream
of the propulsion system (fig. 16) and
provides uniform simt'!ated rain over an area
30 feet wide, centered over the track, by
500 feet long. The system consists of three
commercially manufactured irrigation pipes
positioned length-wise along the track in
100-foot sections which are supported at
both ends by a structural support frame. One
leg of this frame is piping which allows the
flow of water to travel from the water/air
supply system up to the three irrigation
pipes. Feeding off eacn irrigation pipe is an
array of nozzles whose spacing is dependent
upon the desired rainfall rate.

and 25. Although the ALDF was designed to
test full-scale aircraft landing gear at
operational velocities on a variety of
simulated runway surfaces, its operating
characteristics facilitated the conversion to
a large-scale aerodynamic performance
testing facility with minimal modifications to

Dynamic pressure is measured by a standard
aircraft pitot-static tube mounted on a
forward extremity of the carriage. In
addition to data on the wing and carriage, the
measurement of wind speed and direction at
the the rain simulation system location are
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recorded along with temperature and
barometric pressure. Because the carriage
is decellerating the Reynolds number varies
from 11- to 18- X 106 . The Weber number
also varies from 320-510.
The majority of the rain effects data were
obtained at the maximum rain rate of 40
in/hr for an angle-of-attack range of 7.50 to
19.51. For this rain condition the drop size
to model chord ratio was .0009. This rain
condition was chosen because it closely
approximated a previously tested windtunnel condition and met one of the test
objectives to investigate the significance of
scale effects. A photograph of the carriage
exiting the 40 in/hr rain condition is shown
in figure 17. Aerodynamic data were also
obtained for rainfall rates of 9 and 19 inlhr
for an angle of attack range of 9.50 to 19.50.
These rain conditions have a much higher
probability of occurrence than the 40 in/hr
rain intensity as indicated by references 4
and 6.
The time dependent data were averaged to
provide a single lift coefficient for each angle
of attack. The lift coefficient versus angle of
attack data exhibit the same general
characteristics as the previous wind-tunnel
results. The rain effect is to reduce the
maximum achievable lift coefficient and to
reduce the angle of attack for stall. The data
shown in figure 18 for the airfoil in the rair,
environment reflects the fact that the wing
has stalled prior to 13.50 angle of attack and
attained it highest observable lift at 11.50
angle of attack. A reduction of lift capability
of at least 15 to 20 percent is reflected in
the data shown in figure 18 for the 40 in/hr
rain condition.
SCALING

CONSIDERATIONS

The large-scale data were needed to
ascertain the utility of the wind-tunnel test
technique for determining the effect of heavy
rain at full-scale conditions. As noted in the
work of Bilanin (ref. 19) difficulties arise
when attempting to preserve all the scaling
parameters during model testing. The
functional form of the Reynolds number is
linearly dependent on the test velocity;
therefore, as the model size is decreased the
test velocity must increase to preserve fullscale Reynolds number. Weber number, on
the otherhand, varies as the square of the
test velocity and, as a result, these two

parameters cannot be preserved
simultaneously.
Operational difficulties in achieving the
desired drop size distribution and rain
intensity level in the wind tunnel were also
identified. The wind tunnel rain simulation
technique developed during the small-scal,
tests identified an inherent difficulty in
producing large size drops typical of natural
rain while at the same time achieving the
desired rainfall intensity and drop size
distribution (ref. 20). When water is
injected into a high velocity airstream at a
velocity substantially less than the
airstream velocity, the larger drops that
form shatter and break up into much smaller
drops. Although this difficulty can be
alleviated by increasing the water injection
pressure so that the initial drop velocity
approaches the airstream velocity, the
resulting rainfall intensity tends to be too
high. The small-scale tests indicated that the
drop size distribution and the rainfall
intensity levels were a function of the nozzle
design, the water injection pressure and the
airstream velocity.
Determination of rainfall rate using the windtunnel test technique was subject to
measurement error (ref. 22). In a ,jindtunnel environment, LWC is expressed as a
function of the spray area, mass flow rate,
and the freestream velocity. A flowmeter
measured the mass flow rate through the
manifold. The spray width and height were
photographically obtained at the model
location using a fluorescent dye, an
ultraviolet strobe light to enhance the
photographic qualities of the spray and a
nearfield linear length reference. Due to the
dynamic nature of water drops, the
boundaries of the spray region at any instant
in time are not precisely straight lines,
therefore an inherent inaccuracy in deriving
the spray area by photographic means lies in
the possible error involved in subjectively
determining the usable spray region
boundaries.
Despite the noted difficulties, the windtunnel technique appears to provide a valid
estimate of the effects of heavy rain at full
scale conditions (ref. 26). The lift
coefficients predicted for the ALDF largescale configuration using the wind-tunnel
data are shown in figure 19 along with the
ALDF large-scale data acquired at the same
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test conditions. The two sets of data for the
dry wing agree quite well. The ALDF liftcurve slope and maximum lift measured show
excellent correlation to the wind tunnel
predicted lift performance for that condition.
There appears to be a reasonable degree of
correlation between the two data sets for the
40 in/hr rain condition. An offset exists
between the predicted lift-curve slope and
the ALDF lift-curve slope in the rain. One
can infer from the data shown in figure 19
that the wet wing attains its highest
observable lift at approximately the same

and increased the drag. Additionally, the
stall angle was reduced 4 to 8 degrees in the
heavy rain environment. The simulated rain
seems to have little influence on the lower
angle-of-attack airfoil lift performance
characteristics. The severity of the effect
is airfoil- and configuration-dependent and is
most severe for high-lift configuration
airfoils, i.e., leading-edge and trailing-edge
devices deployed. Based on the wind-tunnel
and large-scale results, it would appear that
normal aircraft operations for transport
aircraft would not be affected by heavy rain

angle of attack (between 100 and 11.50).

since most operations avoid high angle of

Comparisons of the angle of attack for
maximum lift and of the percent iift loss in
the various rainfall conditions in the wind
tunnel and at large scale are shown in figures
20 and 21. Based on the comparisons
available between the limited hrge-scale
results and the wind-tunnel results, the
difficulties in precisely simulating the rain
environment in the wind tunnel do not have a
first order effect on the impact of the test
results. It appears that, to first order, rain
scale effects are not large and that windtunnel results can be used to predict largescale heavy rain effects.

attack maneuvers. However, if the heavy
rain encounter occurs during a severe low
altitude wind shear then the piloting
procedures used to counter the wind shear
effects may result in operating at a higher
than normal angle of attack.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The work described herein is aimed at
developing test techniques and tools for
providing data which can eventually be used
to assess the influence of heavy rain on
airplane operations. These analysis methods
and test techniques will provide valuable
insight into the interpretation of heavy rain
effects testing of airplane configurations.
The large-scale results are not directly
applicable to any airplane configuration but
are applicable to understanding and
interpreting future wind-tunnel tests.
The preliminary findings of the large-scale
testing would seem to support earlier windtunnel studies of the effect of very heavy
rain on airfoil performance. Extremely
heavy rain of 40 in/hr produced a reduction
in maximum achievable lift coefficient of at
leas! 15 to 20 percent and an approximate
reduction in the angle of attack at which the
maximum observed lift occurred of 40 to 60.

Results of these small-scale studies had
shown that a two-phase flow environment
representing a high-intensity rainfall reduced
the maximum lift by as much as 20 percent

I
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the Leading Edge of an Airfoil. NACA
TN1397, 1947.
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THE MEASUREMENT OF WATER FILM
THICKNESS ON AIRFOILS IN HEAVY RAIN
CONDITIONS USING CONDUCTANCE SENSORS
A. Feo

F. Rogles
M. Urdiales
Experimental Aerodynamics Laboratory
INTA
28850 Torrejon (Madrid) SPAIN
ABSTRACT
Calibration results of liquid
film thickness using electric
conductance sensors are presented.
Two sensor types are analyzed.
First, a double electrode sensor
whose calibrations compensate liquid
conductivity and secondly, a triple
electrode sensor that, when properly
calibrated, also compensates
capacitive effects. For this second
type, the electrolyitc effects can
also be corrected without excessive
errors. Tests conducted on a
large-scale airfoil under simulated
heavy rain conditions, at NASA
Langley Research Center are
described, and the film thickness
that develop, measured.
NOMENCLATURE
d
Diameter of electrode
D
Diameter of grounded ring
EW
Liquid dielectric constant
h
Liquid film thickness
Iw
Liquid electric intensity
R, Ri
Circuit resistances
V
Applied voltage
Vw
Liquid voltage drop
w
Frequency
YW
Liquid conductivity
Zw
Liquid impedance
Defined by (2)
Subscripts
0
Dry value
1
First electrode
2
Second electrode
3
Third electrode

'1.

_I

. INTRODUCTION
Considerable number of
investigations have been conducted
in recent years to determine the
aerodynamic performance penalties
created by heavy rain on airfoils.
Haines and Luers (1) undertook an
initial analytical study to estimate
the performance degradation
associated with heavy rain. It was
followed by a report (2) in which it
was suggested that the wind
shear-heavy rain coupling might have
been the factor on several airplane
accidents. They led to the
preparation of Wind Tunnel Test
Programs for several airfoil
sections at different Reynolds
numbers (3)-(6), that indicated
important reductions in maximum lift
and stall angle and increase in drag
coefficients. These studies document
the heavy rain effects on
small-scale airfoil sections. To
understand its extrapolation to full
scale, an study was undertaken (7),
and the parameters involved in the
scaling process, defined. Because
of the complexity of the scaling
laws, NASA decided to conduct tests
on a large-scale airfoil (8),
finding for the same airfoil
section, lift reductions of
comparable magnitude to the ones
obtained in the Wind Tunnel tests.
Complete overviews of heavy rain
effects on airfoil aerodynamics are
presented in refs. 9 and 10.
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Although quantification of the
performance degradation has been
established for different airfoils,
there is not still a comprehensive
understanding of its basic causes.
The most probable underlying reason
is that a complete study of the wet
airfoil aerodynamics requires
substantial knowledge of the complex
two-phase flow, dominated by the
interaction between the air boundary
layer and the surface water film.
That process should take into
account: film waviness, drop
cratering, incoming and ejected
droplets' interchange of momentum
and energy with the airfoil air
boundary layer, etc. in order to
throw light on the physics of the
splash-back phenomenon, some
preliminary studies have been
conducted (11,12). The water film
thickness appears connected to all
of the above mentioned physical
processes, and therefore its
determination is now considered
necessary both by theoretical and
experimental means.
A known procedure to
experimentally determine a liquid
film thickness is based on measuring
its electrical conductance. It can
be accomplished by connecting a
conductance measuring circuit to a
pair of electrodes, mounted flush to
the surface. Determination of the
water conductance value was the
method initially employed in a group
of heavy rain airfoil film thickness
measurements (13, 14). However, the
measure of the water conductance
left uncompensated its conductivity
and considerable errors in the film
thickness measured appeared.
Modification of the procedure was
later proposed by the introduction
of another electrode (15), and the
values obtained by the indicated
method, were effectively independent
of water conductivity. Some
measurements using the double
electrode sensor concept are
reported in Ref. 16.

But the double electrode method
had another inherent built-in effect
that was not considered. The
conductance measuring circuit
requires an AC signal as electrical
source. The signal frequency is
chosen to minimize water
polarization, but it does not
achieve its total elimination. This
effect is responsible for the
liquid's capacitive behavior that,
unless properly compensated, results
in errors not yet accounted. The
water capacitance compensation is
specially relevant for the type of
heavy rain measurements that we are
concerned here. The fast moving
liquid film on top the sensor
generates irregular patterns made of
thin water rivulets, air bubbles,
etc., resulting in water conductance
differences when compared with the
same type of water film standing
still (Static). The practical
consequence is that the calibration
of some water in a static condition
by the double electrode method, will
not strictly apply to heavy rain
film measurements of the same water
type, unless some new sensor and
calibration procedure are devised,
in which the dynamic conditions are
properly taken care of.
The purpose of this study is to
extend the double electrode device,
by the inclusion of yet another
third electrode to the sensor, in a
way that the compensation performed
by the sensor is complete. It is
also intended to establish a new
film thickness calibration procedure
that is finally independent of the
liquid dielectric constant
eliminating the instrument
capacitive effects. Once this is
done, the electrolytic effects, that
are responsible for creating
deposits at the electrode's
surfaces, may be included as
corrections to the clean calibration
lines. Being the long-term objective
in this effort, to define and
fabricate an instrument with the
capability of accurately measuring
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water films on airfoil surfaces
under heavy rain environments, some
experiments have been performed and
are presented in section IV. They
have been obtained using a triple
electrode sensor installed on a
large-scale airfoil. These tests
took place at NASA-Langley's
acceleration track (Aircraft Landing

is an unknown function of the
independent variables that result
from the electric circuit, the type
of liquid and the geometrical
dimensions involved. They can be
grouped in four non-dimensional
parameters, that is:
VW

supplemented with a Rain Simulation
System.

YwD=[

Iw

wE

(1)
R+Rl

R
+

RI
Define

4

Zw
1

1
(2)

Vw

Vwo

being Vwo the voltage measured when
dry. Substitution of (1) into (2)
and expansion yields:

V

1[- ZWO-J
ZW

3

RYwD

gets larger as the frequency

increases, is representative of the
sensor geometry and cables.
= f(Iw,wYw,ew,h,D,d)

which says that the measured voltage

mm

(5)

,-,

wew

D

D

If only one electrode (plus the
one connected to ground) is used,
the film thickness h is determined
by the sensor geometrical
dimensions, the known electric
circuit constants, the measured 0,
the liquid conductivity Yw and the
parameter Yw/wew. Then, if 0 is
plotted vs h (for a given sensor),
there will be as many lines as pairs
of (Yw,Yw/wew), as is schematically
indicated in Fig. 3, and there will

not be a unique h value for a
measured.
Using a second electrode, very
thin so is insensitive to film
thickness (15), we have:
RDi
i. =

which means that 0 is proportional
to the liquid conductance.
Independently of the supplied
frequency, the liquid equivalent
impedance is represented in Fig. 2.
One capacitor, CwP, is dominant at
low frequencies and represents the
liquid polarization, while Cws, that

D

d h1

F

V

(4)

D

VrYw

The conductance measuring

circuit employed here is sketched in
Fig. 1. The measurement of Vw is
directly related to the liquid
impedance Zw by:

h-

,f,

Or in the terms of 4):

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

VW=

d

Yw

-

Dynamics Facility), which was

V
=

-

Yw
I

YwF2
weW

V
0,

_Y

Di

D,

L WEw

d2 1

(7)

]
D2

di
-

)2

h
(6)

Ww

RD2
02

di
wFt

d2

h]
(8)

-D2

Dt

(8)

If g),/42 is plotted vs h, the
disappeared, but the parameter

Yw/wew, indicative of the capacitive
effects, still remains as shown in
Fig. 4.

V,
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In order to eliminate the
capacitive effects, another
electrode is introduced. A new 03
is:
RD3
S=

r Yw
YwFa

V

d3

Lww

h-

,-J

,

D3

then:

4)a

= F2

-

d2
,

w

d3
,

h

,I.--1

DD

electrodes, mounted in an insulating
plastic and located flush to the
surface (Fig. 7). The larger ring
(ground), forms the double electrode
sensor. The triple electrode sensor
is formed by both rings, and the
larger diameter electrode inside the
smaller ring is also connected to
ground. In this manner, the double
electrode sensor acts as a
completely independent unit.

3

The parameter Yw/wew can now be
eliminated between F12 and F23 and
plotting 03/02 vs h, and 01/02 being
included as a parameter, a unique
value for the film thickness follows
(Fig. 5).

Conductance measuring circuit: The
circuit used to measure the liquid
conductance on top of the electrodes
is the same as was shown in Fig. 1.
It is followed by the electronic
conditioning elements before they
are supplied to the Data Acquisition
System as a DC (Fig. 8). 111.2.
111.2. Calibration results

III. CALIBRATIONS
1IIL1. Experimental apparatus
The experimental system used in
the calibration of sensors consists
of three elements: The calibration
unit,the electrodes and the
conductance measuring circuit. Brief
description of each follows:
Calibration unit: The test surface
is a flat stainless steel disk. It
is supplemented with a bridge
incorporating a needle and a
micrometer (resolution 0.01 mm)
(Fig. 6). Readings are made visually
with backlight illumination at the
touch of the needle with the liquid,
and checked simultaneously with a
contact electric circuit. The sensor
is located beneath the needle.

f
f'

I

Electrodes: Two types of
arrangements have been used. First,
a double electrode, in which the
conductance ratio obtained is
independent of liquid conductivity.
Second, a triple electrode in which
the instrument capacitive effects
are also eliminated. In both cases,
the configuration used were
cylindrical corrosion-resistant

"

'[

Calibrations with water in
static and dynamic conditions are
being considered. First, the liquid
is standing still on top of the
sensor (Static calibration). Second,
drops being the result of a 0.8 mm
broken water jet with velocity of 20
m/sec are made to impact on the
sensor and its vicinity (Dynamic
calibration). In this manner, it is
demostrated how, different
conditions are absorbed by the
double and triple electrode methods.
Clean sensor calibrations:
Calibrations are made with polished
electrodes. The results for the
double and triple electrode sensors
are shown in figs. 9 and 10,
respectively. They include both,
static and dynamic calibrations. The
static ones have been performed with
three water types (tap, filtered and
distilled), and the dynamic one only
with tap water. For the double
electrode sensor, the uncertainty is
±0.04 mm. for the lower part of the
range and increasing up to ±0.10 mm.
for the upper part (near 0.5 mm).
The mean uncertainty for the whole
range in the triple electrode case
is obtained to be ±0.025 mm, which
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is of the order of the inherent
error in the measurement method
employed,
Sensor electrolytic effects: It is
known that the applied AC voltage
circulates through the liquid by an
electrolytic process. That is,
inside the electrolite, the electric
energy transfer is made by ions
present in the liquid. A
transformation of these ions takes
place at the surface of the
electrodes, by depositing of
substances, effectively changing the
conductance, as it is measured by
the circuit defined in Fig. 1. The
amount of deposits are dependent on
liquid composition and temperature,
geometry of the electrodes and the
electrical variables in the circuit.
As an example, the sensors have
been exposed to tap water with the
electric current in circulation for
9 hours. Results are compared with
the ones obtained when the sensors
are clean. For the double electrode
sensor it is shown in Fig. 11. Now,
the uncertainty increases to ±0.05
mm at h=0.05 mm and ±0.20 mm at
h=0.5, mm. The triple electrode
sensor calibration is transformed
into one equivalent to the clean
sensor, but with the lines

calibration lines (Fig. 9) have
shown the differences that exist
between the same water type in
static and the dynamic conditions
tested in the laboratory. The triple
electrode calibration lines have a
built-in compensation by the use of
and
two parameters, Rx2=,/02
K=03/01+03/02, and any dynamic
condition will be measured without
nominal errors.
Then, a triple electrode sensor
type was chosen for evaluation and
mounted on an airfoil, that was
planned to be tested under a heavy
rain environment. Two main reason
induced to perform those
experiments:
1) To show the possibility of using
this sensor type in real heavy
rain conditions, and
2) To provide information of the
film thickness that exists on
the airfoil configuration in
some specific testing
conditions.
The sensor was installed on the
lower surface of a large-scale
airfoil mouinted on a towing-type
carriage. This is part of a Facility
that exists at the NASA Langley

Ri2=01/02=const, displaced (Fig.

Research Center, and has been

12). The displacement, for a given
sensor, is a function of liquid
composition only. Tap water has been
used, because among the different
water types, is the one that will
produce more deposits and therefore
larger differences. Taking, as the
correction for electroplating, lines
that are displaced a fifty percent
on the plots, the error obtained
when these corrected lines are used
is now, ±0.04 mm for the whole
range.
FLSOThe
IV, FILM THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS ON
AN AIRFOIL UNDER HEAVY RAIN
CODITIONS

modified for the Heavy Rain Effects
Program (17). The sensor was located
on the lower surface at 10% of the
chord from the leading edge of the
model, which is a 3 meters chord
64-210 airfoil section in a landing
configuration, with slat and flaps
extended (Fig. 13). The testing
track was supplemented with an
overhead rain simulation system
extending for approximately 150
meters of track length.

The double electrode sensor

test conditions for which
results are presented here are:
Angle of attack: a = 7.50
Air velocity:
V = 52 m/sec.
Rain rate:
RR - 482 mm/hour
(=15 gr watv./m 3 )
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The same cable configuration
Data Acquisition System were used and
at
the test and at the laboratory
calibration.
The time history for the
voltages (V,) and conductances
(0)
are presented in Figs. 14 and 15.
should be noticed that those jumps It
are much smaller than anything
possible
with tap water in static
conditions,
and the trend 's
consistent with dynamic laboratory
calibration results. From the p,
values, the time history of the
parameters Ri2 and K are obtained
and shown in Fig. 16. At specified
time intervals, each pair of Ri
K defines a unique h value, that2 and
obtained from the corresponding is
calibration plot. The film thickness
that results, is represented in
Fig.
17.
V.C C LUDIRK
Liquid film thickness electric
conductance sensor
calibrations and
measLi-ements, taken under a
simulated heavy rain environment,
the MASA Langley Research Center, at
have provided the following
informnation:
1) Single electrode sensors are
only suitable to measure liquid
film thickness if identical
liquid sample conditions can be
assumed to exist between the
test and the
calibration. laboratory
2)

Double electrode sensors are
able to compensate liquid
conductivity, but do not provide
a universal calibration
extensive to different liquid
Compositions and conditions.
That is, to the errors induced
b the changing liquid type,
there is the added uncertainty
dte
to the unknown conditions.
Therefore,
they are not
considered appropiate for film
thickness measurements in Heavy

Rain applications.
3) Triple electrode sensors
compensate not only liquid
conductivity, but
sensor
capacitive effects.theAfter
an
appropiate calibration method
is
established, they are valid for
any liquid type and condition;
therefore, these sensors are
considered suitable for Heavy
Rain applications. The mean
error obtained in the
calibration presented here is
±0.025 mm for measurements in
the 0-0.5 mm range.
4) Electroplating effects can be
corrected for the triple
electrode calibration lines. An
increase of the mean error to
±0.04 mm, after a 9 hour
operation, may be considered
typical.
5) Triple electrode sensor film
thickness measurements conducted
on a large-scale airfoil,
under
simulated heavy rain conditions,
at the NASA Langley Research
Center acceleration track
(ALDF), has shown consistent
trends with the values found at
the laboratory dynamic
calibrations.
A wavy water film,
with a peak of approximately 0.3
mm, has been found at the
conditions indicated in Section
IV.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF HEAVY
RAINFALL EFFECT ON A 2-D HIGH LIFT AIRFOIL
by
EC.Tang
Institute for Aerospace Research
National Research Council
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada KIA 0R6
SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

The effects of simulat-1 heavy
rainfall on a 2-D high lii airfoil have
been studied in a wind tunnel experimental
programme. The experiment was carried out
in the 2-dimensional test section of the
1.5m X l.5m blowdown wind tunnel of the
High Speed Aerodynamics Laboratory. The
model used in the investigation was a
modified NACA 652215 multi-element airfoil
with a basic chord of 254 mm. The Mach
number was fixed at M=0.2, typical of the
landing speed of transport type aircraft.
The chord Reynolds number range was 1.7 to
8.8X106.

In recent years there have been a
number of spectacular and often fatal
weather related aircraft accidents which
received a lot of attention from the news
media and the concern of scientific
community. The most likely cause of these
weather related accidents is a
meteorological phenomenon called the
microburst. Severe low altitude wind shear
has been noted as the major factor in a
microburst, however, heavy rainfall is also
observed most of the time during a
microburst sighting (Reference 1). An
initial study by Luers and Haines
(Reference 2) on the effects of rain on
aircraft aerodynamic characteristics
generated substantial interest in this
area. A number of experimental and
theoretical studies (Reference 2-7) have
since been published. Most of the
experimental works were carried out in
relatively low Reynolds number, around R.
3x10 5 , with the exception of Reference 5,
which went up to R. = 3.3 million.
Reference 7 gives a succinct account of the
results obtained in various investigations.
In general, most results show a substantial
reduction in maximum lift coefficient under
simulated heavy rain conditions. The
airfoil performance degradation has been
attributed to the uneven water film
distribution over the model surfaces, early
flow separation due to the introduction of
minute droplets as a result of rain impact
on the airfoil and surface roughness
effects. Water also tends to accumulate
towards the airfoil trailing edge,
effectively changing the camber.

Measurements included lift, drag and
pitching moment of the airfoil obtained by
side wall balances and the flow rate from a
water spray manifold,
The effects of the simulated rainfall
to the airfoil performances are very
significant. The loss in maximum lift
coefficient ranged from 6% to a high of
16%. The drag levels at constant lift are
up to 43% higher under wet conditions. A
smaller performance degradation was noted
when the model was stripped of the smooth
epoxy paint with which it was originally
finished,

Symbols
C,
C0

drag coefficient
drag coefficient

pitching moment coefficient about
quarter chord
LWC liquid water content, gm/m 3
M
freestream Mach number
RR* equivalent rainfall rate at R =
8.8i0, (50 mm/hr)
RR. equivalent rainfall rate, mm/hr
R0
Reynolds number based on basic model
chord (254 mm)
AC, drag coefficient increment between wet
and dry conditions at constant lift
ACL lift coefficient increment between wet
and dry conditions at constant lift
AC. pitching moment coefficient increment
between wet and dry conditions at
constant lift
AC," "normalized" drag coefficient
increment between wet and dry
conditions at constant lift,
AC0/RR. RR"
AC,* "normalized" lift coefficient
increment between wet and dry
conditions at constant lift,
AC,/RR,'RR"
AC.* pitching moment coefficient increment
between wet and dry conditions at
constant lift, AC./RR.'RR"
a
angle of attack
Cm

4

,,-

This paper describes the measurements
carried out in the 2-D test section of the
IAR blowdown wind tunnel. Data are
presented for the force and moment
coefficients on the model under simulated
rainfall rates of 50 mm/hr to 300 mm/hr. It
should be noted that a rainfall rate of 1
mm/hr is classified as light rain; whereas
heavy rain is usually referred to a rate of
about 15 mm/hr. The term 'cloudburst' is
reserved for the description of rainfall
rates in the range of 100 mm/hr to 1000
mm/hr. Although the occurrence is very
rare, rainfall rates of up to 1828 mm/hr
have been recorded.
TEST FACILITY
The experiments were conducted in the
Institute for Aerospace Research 1.5m
blowndown wind tunnel. The 2-dimensional
test section (38 cmx152 cm) of the wind
tunnel as shown in Figure 1 was used. The
model was locaced approximately 240 cm
downstream of tne start of the parallel
section. It was mounted on two external
side wall balances for measurement of axial
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force, normal force and pitching moment.
Solid aluminum plates were substituted for
the porous Rigimesh panels normally
installed on the side walls in the model
area. Thus no side wall suction was applied
for the removal of sidewall boundary layer,
as done in more usual 2D tests.
SPRAY RIG
The spray rig (Figure 2) consists
basically of an accumulator (20 1
capacity), a turbine flow meter (40
1/min.), various pressure regulators and
valves plus a spray manifold designed and
assembled specially for these measurement.
Filtered water can be pressurized up to 7
atmosphere and be delivered at a rate of up
to 40 1/min. The spray manifold
manufactured from streamline tubing, with
up to seven commercially available spray
nozzles was installed 17 chord lengths
upstream of the model (Figure 3).
WATER SPRAY CHARACTERISTICS
The spray nozzles have a manufacturer
quoted droplet size of 1000-2000 pm under
normal, i.e. atmospheric, operating
conditions. Since the water spray was to be

1.
"a
4

deduced LWC of the water spray could in
some cases be high by a factor of two.
The LWC of the water spray was also
obtained from the ratio of water flow rate
of the spray manifold and the wind tunnel
air mass flow rate. The water flow rate was
measured to be 0.448 I/sec. which
corresponded to a equivalent rain rate of
290 mm/hr. This estimation of rain rate
compared quite well with the optical array
probe data and was adopted as a valid means
of measuring the equivalent rain rate in
the wind tunnel for wind tunnel runs at
pressures higher than 19 psia. In general,
the agreement between the two sets of
measurement are within ±20% of each other.
MODEL
The airfoil model used in this
investigation has a modified NACA 652-215
airfoil section. It has a basic chord of
254 mm and a thickness to chord ratio of
0.15. It features an 18% leading edge slat,
a 13% subsidiary trailing edge flap and a
32% main trailing edge flap (Figure 5). The
model was used in the landing
configuration, with the leading edge slat
at 480 and the main trailing edge flap at

generated in a pressurized environment, a

47.50. The main element of the airfoil was

direct measurement of the spray
characteristics was required. This was done
prior to mounting the airfoil model. An
optical array probe was mounted inside the
wind tunnel at the model location, as shown
in Figure 3. In an optical array probe a
linear array of photodiodes is used as a
measuring grid. By means of the
photodetection electronics the size of the
particles passing through the probe's
sample area are recorded. Illumination is
provided by a He-Ne laser. When the
particles pass through the optical array
probe's sample area, the particle shadows
are projected on the array of photodiode
elements. The loss of light on an
individual element results in a voltage
pulse which signals the presence and size
of the particle. Information about the
droplets size and distribution as well as
the rain rate were obtained by the optical
array probe.

painted with aircraft grade epoxy paint
that was stripped for the last phase of the
test to investigate the effect of a
different surface finish on the airfoil
performance under wet conditions.

A few wind tunnel runs were conducted
using different size nozzles and
arrangements to determine the resulting
particle sizes. Figure 4 shows a typical
result of such a measurement, with three
Spray System nozzles (1/2 G16) installed on
the spray manifold. The measured water
droplets size rasiged from under 0.1 mm to
about 0.6 mm in diameter. The majority of
the droplets are in the range of 0.2 mm to
0.4 nm in diameter. The rain rate was
calculated to be 310 mm/hr and the liquid
water content
(LWC) was estimated to be
3
gm/m
.
The
test (19
was psia)
done at
the lowest
51.8
possible
to
stagnation pressure
protect the probe as it is not designed to
be used in a pressurized environment. The
water spray was on for 5 seconds. The
freestream Mach number was M=L.2. It should
be stated that the droplet concentration in
the wind tunnel was found to be much higher
than that of the probe's design range
(Reference 8). Due to the fact that water
droplets that contacted the probe arms
tended to stream back through the sample
area, extra uncertainties and difficulties
were introduced to the reduced spray data.
It was estimated (Reference 8) that the

TEST PROCEDURE
The wind tunnel operating conditions,
model orientation and spray rig operation
were all pre-prograrnmed and controlled by
computer. Upon achieving the desired tunnel
operating conditions, the model angle° of
attack would vary from nominally -10 to
200 at a rate of 1.50 per sec. to acquire
the base line 'dry' data. The water spray
was then turned on automatically and the
model would repeat the same angle of attack
range for the 'wet data'. Data were
acquired (through-out the run) at 100
Hz/sec. The tunnel was kept running for
another 5 seconds after the water spray had
been shut off to drive water out of the
test section.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Case 1 (Low Reynolds number)
The variation of lift coefficient with
angle of attack at a freestream Mach number
of M=0.2 and chord Reynolds number of
1.7x10 6 for the dry and wet cases are shown
in Figure 6. With the water spray off, a
maximum C, of 2.85 was achieved at an angle
of attack of 130. With the water spray on
was onlyto2.4,
reduction
the
maximum
compared
the adry
case. Itof
about
16% as C.
is interesting to note that for the wet
case the maximum CL occurred at a higher
angle of attack, about 160 versus 130 for
the dry case. This increase in the maximum
lift angle was also observed in Reference 7
although a single element airfoil was used
in that case. Two different but quite close
rain rates (280 mm/hr and 300 mm/hr)
results are shown in this figure. Both lift
curves for the spray on cases show
considerable irregularity, especially in
the 300 mm/hr rain rate case, and the stall
characteristics are different. At this low
'

*

*
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Reynolds number the water film that formed
on the model was probably very uneven and
is believed to be the main cause for the
non-uniform lift curves. The mean lift
curve slopes are significantly lower for
the water spray on (dC./da = 0.052) than

for the off conditions (dC,/da = 0.064).
Figure 7 shows the drag polars
obtained under the same test conditions,
For a lift coefficient of 1.8, the drag
coefficient was increased'by 30% for the
wet cases. At the higher lift coefficient
of 2.3, the drag penalty was up to 43%
higher under wet conditions.
Figure 8 shows the variation of
pitching moment coefficient with angle of
attack. The changeSgdue to increasing angle
of attack is more gradual under wet
conditions. At higher angles of attack, the
curves tend to converge to the same value
under wet or dry conditions. Pitching
moment is significantly increased by the
presence of water.
Case 2 (Moderate Reynolds number)
Figure 9 shows the lift curves
obtained at a chord Reynolds number of
4.6x10 6 . The wet condition results were
obtained at lower rain rates, 75 mm/hr and
100 mm/hr than the first case. The effect
of the change in rain rate results in
clearly measurable differences in CL. It
will be noted that the lift curves are now
much smoother as compared with the lower
Reynolds number case. A maximum lift
coefficient of about 2.65 is obtained at an
angle of attack of about 150 under wet
conditions, while a maximum lift
coefficient of 2.9 is obtained under dry
condition at an angle of attack of about
160. The increase in maximum lift under dry
conditions at this higher Reynolds number
is to be expected. The reduction of about
9% in maximum lift coefficient under wet
condition is observed. It should be noted
that the decrease in lift under wet
conditions is constant over the entire
angle of attack range which is not the same
as in Case 1.
Figure 10 shows the drag polars
obtained at R. = 4.6x10 6. The drag penalty
under wet condition at low lift is
relatively low, about 9% at a CL of 1.8.
This was increased to 19% at a CL of 2.3.
At their respective maximum CL values, the
drag level is almost identical under wet or
dry conditions.
The variation of pitching moment
coefficients with angle of attack are shown
in Figure 11. The discussion for the lower
Reynolds number case applies here as well.
Case 3 (High Reynolds number)
Figure 12 shows the lift curve
obtained at a chord Reynolds number of
8.8106, which is a more realistic value
for a transport type aircraft at landing
configuration, and at a rain rate of 50
mm/hr. Also shown on the same figure are
lift curves from the previous two cases for
comparison. Note that the rain rates are
not the same for all cases. With this
difference in mind, it can be seen that
under wet conditions, the lift curve slopes
are getting steeper as the Reynolds number
increases from 1.7x106 to 8.8x10', which is

the usual Reynolds number effect, while at
1he same time the stall angle decreases
from 160 to 140. The latter is believed to
be the effect of increases in effective
rain rate. In the low angle of attack range

1

(-50 to 00), the combined effect of

Reynolds number and rain rate are very
small among the wet cases. However, at -50
the lift coefficient of the wet cases is
about 19% lower than that of the dry
condition. The large variations in lift
among the wet cases show up much more at
higher angles of attack. The penalty due to
wet condition to maximum C, for the R. =
8.8x10' case is about 8.6%.
Figure 13 compares the drag polars of
the wet and dry conditions obtained at R=
8.8x10'. At low lift coefficient, the
differences between the dry and wet cases
are small. For the R = 8.8x106 case, at a
lift coefficient of 1.8, the drag penalty
due to the wet condition is about 6.7% and
that increases to 9.5% at CL of 2.3. The
drag level at maximum lift is about the
same for the wet and dry condition.
The pitching moment coefficient
curves
are shown in Figure 14. At 0*, there is a
17% difference in the pitching moment
coefficient between 'wet' and 'dry'. The
difference is reduced to a 7% difference at
190.
The foregoing comparisons in each case
have all been with respect to differing
rainfall rates. In order to separate the
effects of rainfall rate from Reynolds
number, lift, drag and pitching moment
coefficients increment from dry to wet
conditions tave been "normalized" by the
ratio of the effective rainfall rate to the
effective rainfall rate obtained at the R.
= 8.8x10 6 condition (RR,/RR', where RR* = 50
mm/hr). The results are shown in Figures
15, 16 and 17 which plot AC,*, ACD and AC.*
versus C,. They clearly show that the more
serious effects occur at the higher
Reynolds number cases.

Case 4 (Surface Effect)
The epoxy paint was stripped off the
model to investigate the effect of
different surface finish when subjected to
heavy rainfall. Although the bare metal
model finish is very fine, it is however
not as smooth as the painted surface. Water
tends to bead more readily on the painted
surface than on the bare metal surface.
Figure 18 shows the CL-a curves with
the two different model surface finishes
obtained under the same rain rate (50
mm/hr) and at the same Reynolds number of
8.8x10'. When compared to the results
obtained from the dry condition, the
painted surface data show a larger (8.6%)
degradation in lift than that from the
metal surface data (5.9%). The decrease in
lift is almost constant in magnitude
through-out the entire angle of incidence
range.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are drawn
based on the limited amount of data
obtained from the wind tunnel measurement:

4
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V

Simulated rainfall rates of 50 mm/hr
to over 300 mm/hr can be produced in a wind
tunnel environment depending on the wind
tunnel operating conditions. Mean droplet
sizes ranging from 0.025 mm in diameter to
well over I mm were measured using an
optical array probe, although most of the
droplets are in the 0.2 mm to 0.4 mm range.
The estimated LWC deduced from the optical
array probe data ranged from 26 gm/m to 52
gm/mi,
the values are believed to
estimated.
be overalthough
Data obtained under wet conditions at
low Reynolds number (1.7x10 6) shows much
more irregularities than data obtained at
higher Reynolds number. A drop of 16% in
maximum lift coefficient was observed at
the low Reynolds number case with a
simulated rain rate of 300 mm/hr. The
decrease
maximum
liftReynolds
coefficient
about 8.6%inat
the high
numberwascase
(8.8×106) with a simulated rain rate of 50
mm/hr. With the exception of the lowest
Reynolds number case, the decrease in the
magnitude of lift under wet conditions are
almost constant with variation of angle of
attack in each case.

Data obtained from a bare metal model,
under identical test conditions, show a
smaller performance degradation than the
smoothly painted model due to simulated
rainfall.
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SUMMARY
Research carried out at the VKI in the period from 1984
to present on the subject of flow-of propeties and
aerodynamic effects at take-off of aircraft de-icing and
anti-icing fluids, as well as of a test methodology for
their acceptance, is described.
A small, liquid nitrogen cooled wind tunnel was
developed, to study the flow of de/anti-icing fluids
deposited on a flat plate and subjected to an accelerating
airflow, simulating operational ground ni conditions.
Results indicated that substantial amounts of fluid were
remaining on the plate at the time of the rotation
manoeuvre, and
'lowedto compare the flow-off
behaviour of various fluids.
Measurements of the effect of de/anti-icing fluid
residuals on the aerodynamic characteristics of a twodimensional airfoil, at conditior close to those of the
full-scale take-off of a large transport aircraft were then
made. This involved testing a 1.5 meter chord airfoil
model, instrumented with a strain gage balance, in the
VKI LI-A 3 m wind tunnel and in the BFA 2.4 m icing
tunnel, the airfoil upper surface being either clean or
covered by various fluids, or by solid roughness
simulating frost, for comparison with Boeing flight data.
Results indicated a reduction in lift coefficient and an
increase in drag coefficient, due to fluid residues. Such
effects were very much dependent on the specific fluid
used, Pnd could not be correlated to fluid viscosity alone,
The study was continued, to correlate the lift coefficient
loss measured in large icing wind tunnels with some
3 uantity, simply measurable in a small facility, and to
.eflne such facility, together with a methodology for
determining the aerodynamic acceptability of de/antiicing fluids for grounded aircraft.
The method proposed by the VKI involves the
determination of the air and fluid boundary layer
displacement thickness, for an accelerating airflow over a
flat plate covered by a layer of the fluid under test. Such

test is conducted in a small wind tunnel, cooled by
injection of liquid nitrogen. The boundary layer
displacement thdckness is measured as a function of time,
from the increase in test section blockage caused by its
growth.
Checks of accuracy and repeatability of this procedure
were conducted, by testing almost all fluids available in
1990. Results were compared with the measurements of
fluid-induced degradation of the aerodynamic properties,
carried out by the VKI at BFA icing tunnel, as well as by
the Boeing Company at NASA T.ewis Icing Research
Tunnel, There comparisons indicated that good
correlation was obtained, thus validating the proposed
method.
I- INTRODUCTION
Research on the subject of the aerodynamic effects at
take-off of deicing or anti-icing fluids was started in
1982 with a pioneering study carried out by the Boeing
Company (Ref. 1). Wind tunnel measurements of lift
were performed on a one-foot chord airfoil model,
covered or not with a layer of anti-icing fluid. This latter
was modified by addition of thickening additives, to
simulate at ambient conditions the viscosity of the real
fluid at low temperature. This study indicated that
residuals of anti-icing fluids on aircraft wings at take-off
could have very detrimental effects, as the measured loss
of lift due to the presence of fluid could be as high as
about 10%, for a specific anti-icing fluid.
g
an
In general anti-icing fluids are non-Newtonian, while the
de-icing fluids are Newtonian. The first ones are
designed to form on the surface of the wing a protective
fluid layer, that should not flow off the wing under the
effect of gravity when the plane is grounded, and that
should prevents further re-icing of the wing fo- a certain
"holdover" time. This fluid however, when subjected to
the relative airflow of the take-off ground run,
experiences a large shear stress, and because of its shear-
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thinning properties, should flow-off the wing, leaving it
clean at the moment of the rotation manoeuvre,

layer thickness. A typical example is given in Fig. 3,
which shows the initial layer, with a thickness of about 3
millimiters, and 15 seconds after test start, the formation
of surface waves and the overal decrease in thickness.
This trend continues, at 30 seconds there is a lower
thickness, and lower wave amplitude. However 30
seconds is the time at which the aircraft rotation
manoeuvre should take place, and at this time there is
still a significant amount of fluid left on the surface,
about I millimiter in this specific case, which is a rather
extreme one. Even after 60 seconds, there is a residual
fluid layer, of about half millimiter, that according to
what was observed during the tests, does not seem to
evolve any more.

The use of non-Newtonian anti-icing fluids was
wiCespread in Europe when Ref.1 appeared, and
according to the Association of European Airlines, was
offering significant operational advantages over the
Newtonian products. Indeed the aircraft could be de-iced
and then anti-iced well before the take-off, and so could
safely wait a significant time before the actual take-off,
without the danger of ice re-forming on the wings. The
results of Ref. 1 triggered a react.on of several European
Airlines, and in early 1983 the von Karman Institute was
approached by Sabena, with a request to further study the
problem. The VKI was asked to verify whether or not the
fluid had had the time to fully flow off the wing during
About 100 sets of thickness profiles like the one shown
the take-off ground run, before the aircraft rotation
were measured, by comparing five different fluids, a
manoeuvre, and to determine what was the effect on
Newtonian one (Kilfrost Mil-Spec fluid, mixture of
wing lift at take-off of a possible fluid residue on the
ethylene and propylene glycols), and four non Newtonian
upper wing surface. This request resulted in a three-year
anti-icing fluids, none of which is in production any
VKI research program, carried out from 1984 to 1987,
more (Kilfrost ABC, SPCA AD84, Hoechst 1704/83,
under funding of the Association of European Airlines.
Union Carbide ADF 2.2 ), at four test temperatures ( 0"C,
The main idea was to remove two scaling limitations of
-10"C, -20"C, and ambient ), for three locations on the
the earlier study, namely by using chord lenghts of th,' ,late, and for three initial thicknesses of the fluid layer (
same order as the real ones, and by using the real fluids
1, 2 and 3 mm ). Fig.4 summarises the results of several
at the real subfreezing temperatures. The research
tests, conducted on a specific anti-icing fluid, at various
program was divided in three phases. The first one was
temperatures, with layers of different initial thickness. It
directed to the study of the flow of a fluid, deposited on a
shows that the final thickness at 30 seconds is
flat surface, and subjected to an accelerating airflow at
independent of the initial layer thickness. Already at
operational take-off conditions, with the purpose of
about 15 seconds the various curves merge together. This
checking whether a fluid residue was left or not on the
result is typical of other fluids too, and is quite important,
surface at the time corresponding to the end of the takeas it demonstrates that one of the test parameters, the
off ground run. The following phases were adressing the
initial thickness, does not influence the final result.
question of the effect of fluid residues on the
aerodynamic performance of an airfoil.
Analysis of the results pointed out differences in flow-off
of the five existing fluids: but in all cases indicated that
2- FLOW OF DE/ANTI-ICING FLUID ON A FLAT
after 30 seconds of simulated ground run fluid was still
PLATE
left on the surface. This led to the decision of
investigating what was the effect of such residual fluid
'hls first phase of the research (Ref. 2 ) required the
on the wing aerodynamics, and at the same time of
design and construction at VKI of a special facility, the
removing the limitation of the research, namely the
Cold Wind Tunnel CWT- I (Fig. 1 ). It is a closed circuit
different pressure gradient, and shear stress distribution,
wind tunnel, thermally insulated, and cooled by liquid
as existing on a flat plate or on a real wing.
nitrogen to attain temperatures as low as -30"C and
below. Test section was rectangular, 0.3 m wide, 0.1 m
Therefore it was decided to run wind tunnel tests on a
high and 2.2 m long, and provision was made to deposit a
clean or contaminated, two-dimensional airfoil, and this
thin layer of fluid, precooled to the test temperature, on
led to the second phase of the VKI/AEA research.
the bottom test section wall. The tunnel could be
manually accelerated from zero to maximum speed,
3- EFFECTS OF DE/ANTI-ICING FLUIDS ON A
about 65 m/s, in about 30 seconds. These values
LARGE
AIRFOIL
MODEL
AT EXTREME
correspond to the full scale conditions of a commercial
CONDITIONS
transport aircraft take-off. Soon after starting the airflow,
surface waves form on the fluid surface, and fluid starts
Following a suggestion of Boeing, who did collaborate to
moving downstream. The instantaneous profile of
the definition of this test program, the same airfoil shape
thickness of the fluid layer was measured, by using an
as previously studied in Ref. 1 was again used for the
optical technique. As shown in Fig. 2, a video camera,
present research (Ref. 4 ). It is shown in figure 5. The test
located above the test section, was used to record
airfoil had the same contour as the section (normal to
pictures of the wavy and moving fluid layer, illuminated
leading edge) of the B737-200 wing, at 66% spanwise
by a uniform light source, located below the test section.
position, in the "flaps 5" configuration, but for simplicity,
The fluid was dyed and therefore absorbs light, so that
it had no slot at the flap, as also done in Ref. 1.
the picture appears daiker where the layer is thicker. The
instantaneous image of the fluid layer was digitized and
A goal of the research was to remove the possible
processed on a computer. Using a suitable calibration,
limitation associated with the fact that the scaling
this allowed to obtain instantaneous profiles of fluid
parameters for the airflow around the model and for the
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wavy fluid film are different indeed surface roughness
of an airfoil scales down with chord, while the moving
surface waves on the fluid film do not depend on chord,
but on fluid properties, like surface tension, viscosity or
elasticity of the non-Newtonian fluid, which are
temperature-dependent and do not scale down with
chord.
Therefore it was decided to choose a model chord as
close to full scale as reasonably possible, and this
resulted ( Fig. 6 ) in a 1.5 meter chord model, fitted with
an internal strain gage balance, designed and
manufactured at VKI, to measure lift, drag, and pitching
moment. The model was enclosed in a wind tunnel test
section insert, shown in Figure 7. The wing model, built
by British Airways, was made of three parts. The central
one, 0.3 meter wide, was connected to ths! internal
balance.
Tests were conducted both in the VKI 3 meter diameter,
low speed (72 m/s peak ) wind tunnel LI-A, to check the
setup and the instrumentation at ambient conditions, and
in another wind tunnel, located in Vienna, at the
Bundesversuch-und-Forschung Arsenal. This tunnel,
mainly devoted to tests of railroad trains, has a test
section of 2.4 X 2.2 meters, a maximum speed in excess
of 150 knots, and can be cooled down to -50"C.
Tests were conducted with the airfoil either clean or
covered with various fluids. Several clean airfoil tests,
repeated frequently all along the test program, served the
purpose of providing a reference baseline to determine
fluid-induced effects, as well as of allowing a
repeatability check. The same fluids as previously tested
for flow-off in the VKI CWT-1 during the previous
research phase were again used.
Test procedure was as follows: at temperatures of -20'C,
-10"C, and 0"C, a sufficient amount of unsheared, dyed
fluid was poured on the airfoil model to completetely
cover its centre portion, and the excess fluid was left drip
off. Then the tunnel was started and accelerated up to
about 107 knots, with an almost linear velocity-time
variation, as encountered during a take-off ground run.
After about 30 seconds the airfoil was pitched up, to
simulate a rotation manoeuvre. Recording of the balance
measurements was made at a 5 Hertz sampling
frequency, fluid motion was continously recorded on
videotape, and photographs of the upper surface were
taken every 3 seconds..
A sample sequence of such photographs is reproduced as
Fig. 8, showing the formation of surface waves soon after
the starting of the flow (a). A typical triangular shape is
apparent, as the initial surface perturbation widens
laterally as it is convected downstream. Some time after,
the various perturbations have merged together (b), and
form a wave front p! pagating downstream, almost
reaching the trailing edge (c), when the rotation of the
airfoil starts. At the end of the rotation fluid was
observed to be still present in the trailing edge region.
The forward part of the airfoil seemed to be clean, but
indeed it was not, as a thin layer of fluid was still present,
as revealed by close visual inspection and by quantitative

measurements with a mechanical depth gage after the
test.
Figure 9 shows how different the formation of the
surface waves can be for a Newtonian and a nonNewtonian fluid. In the first ca.se small surface riddles,
due to capillarity forces, are formed, while in the second
case much larger waves appear.
Figure 10 shows another unexpected phenomenon, of a
second wave front, appearing after the rotation
manoeuvre. Its existence has been for a time
controversial : in these tests, conducted in May 1986, it
appeared when the airfoil pitch-up was important, and
not for a moderate pitch-up. Its formation was thought to
be due to the increase of shear stress over the forward
part of the airfoil upper surface, which is associated with
the change of incidence, and which sweeps downstream
some of the fluid remaining on the forward part of the
airfoil.
As a result of this second phase of the VKI/AEA
research, the aerodynamic characteristics of the fluidcontaminated airfoil were measured at extreme
conditions, ie at relatively low velocity (about 107 knots)
and at high incidences (from 10 to 14 degrees), close to
stall. Indeed this was the most unfavourable case, to be
investigated first, and it indicated the existence of a lift
loss, that could be quite high : a maximum value of 17%
for the lift loss coefficient was reached, and intermittent
stall observed, when testing a specific anti-icing fluid,
not in production any more.
Amongst the non-Newtonian fluids tested, those with
lower viscosity seemed to yield lower lift losses, and a
tentative correlation showing this dependence was
established. However, also the Newtonian Mil Spec fluid
yielded non negligible lift losses at the lowest test
temperature of -20"C. These results triggered the third
phase of the research, directed to repeat the experiments
at lower incidences and higher velocities, as encountered
during a real take-off manoeuvre.
These results also encouraged fluid manufacturers, at the
request of the Association of European Airlines, to stop
production of the existing fluids and to develop new
products with reduced viscosity, to improve their flowoff behaviour and thence their aerodynamic
characteristics, and to make them available during the
next coming winter 1986/87.
4- EFFECTS OF FLUIDS ON A LARGE AIRFOIL
MODEL
AT
CONDiTIONS
CLOSE
TO
OPERATIONAL
The same airfoil model, with some improvements of the
set-up to allow higher test velocities and a variable pitchup angle, was again used for this third phase of the
VKI/AEA research. Tests were again conducted at BFA.
in May 1987, following the same procedure as in
previous year, but with test conditions simulating those
of a normal B737-200 take-off, as well as those of a oneengine-only take-off. Thus a wind tunnel speed of 145
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knots and a pitch-up angle of 4 degrees were used for the
first case, and of 130 knots and 7 degrees for the second.

because of the associated high costs and delays, and an
alternative test methodology was needed.

Amongst the fluids tested, there were the three new
products designed following the results of the second
VKI/AEA research phase, i.e. Kilfrost ABC-2, Hoechst
1704 LTV-87, and SPCA AD-99/6, as well as one of the
fluids tested the previous year, and four experimental
products made available by Union Carbide Canada,
amongst which there was the UC 250/3 fluid.

At this stage the research on airfoils was taken over by
Boeing, who conducted wind tunnel tests in NASA
Lewis Icing Research Tunnel, and flight tests on a B737
in Kuopio (Finland) to extend these results to the real 3D
case and to validate wind tunnel studies (Ref.8). A
comparison of the wind tunnel results on the 2D airfoil,
as obtained by VKI/AEA and by Boeing/NASA-IRT, is
shown in Fig. 14. Considering that these tests were
conducted in different tunnels, on models of different
scale, with different instrumentation and experimenters,
the agreement is very reasonable. A further study was
also conducted by Boeing in the NASA Lewis icing
tunnel in February 1990 (Ref. 9) to investigate most of
the presently existing fluids.

During this third phase of the research, also the effect of
solid roughness on the wing upper surface was examined,
According to procedures defined by Boeing (Ref. 6 ) this
roughness, which simulates the presence of frost, was
obtained by glueing on the wing surface an adhesive antislip safety walk sheet, commercially available from 3M.
Two different roughnesses were tested: 3M stock No.612091-3102-8, and No.61-2080-3073-6, respectively
denominated Frost I and 2, with a roughness of
approximately 0.36 mm and 0.48 mm. A more rough
coverage (Frost 3) was obtained, as done in Ref. 6, by
applying an epoxy putty material to the Frost I safety
walk, and then roughening it with a paint roller.
Results of tests on solid roughness contamination are
shown in Figure I1,where the lift coefficient versus
alpha curve shows a progressive decrease with increasing
roughness, as could be expected. A decrease in stalling
angle and in maximum lift coefficient is also present.
This test demonstrated the validity of the measurements,
because the measured decreases of lift agreed with
results of flight tests carried out by Boeing on a B737
(Ref. 7) using artificially roughened wings to simulate
two frost cases, denominated Frost A (similar to Frost 1
and 2 ) and Frost B (similar to Frost 3).
Tests were then run with and without fluid, and similar
results were obtained (Fig 12 ). Using the "dry" tests as a
reference baseline, losses of lift coefficient were again
found to be present, for the various fluids, at three
temperatures (Fig. 13). However these lift coefficient
losses are lower than those found during the previous
research phase. This is due to the improvements in fluids
achieved by their manufacturers, and to the less critical
test conditions (lower wing incidence, and higher test
speed), closer to those of a real take-off.
However, these wind tunnel tests indicated that the
reduction of lift loss was not as important as could be
expected by the reduction of viscosity of the new fluids
tested, on the basis of the tentative correlation previously
established (Ref 3). Indeed it was noticed that lift loss
was not correlated with viscosity alone, as a fluid of high
viscosity could yield lower losses than another fluid with
lower viscosity. Ibis is important, because it means that
a quality control of the de/anti-icing fluid cannot be
made
by a viscosity
check,
that an aerodynamic
test
is required,
at least untill
the but
mechanism
of fluid Hlow-off
and lift loss is fully understood and modelled. It is also
important to stress that this aerodynamic test, if it is to be
made on a routine basis for quality control or for the
development of new fluids, cannot consist in force
measurements on airfoils in large wind tunnels as used,

I

5- ANALYSIS OF THE LIFT LOSS MECHANISM
After the conclusion of the three phases of the VKI/AEA
research just described, another problem was adressed by
VKI in 1987/88, i.e. the definition of a simplified test for
aerodynamic acceptance of de/anti-icing fluids. This
independent, self-supported VKI work resulted towards
the end of 1988 in the proposal of an original test
methodology (Ref. 10), that was presented to AIA and
AECMA member companies, and further investigated in
1989 by VKI under the sponsorship of Airbus, British
Aerospace and Fokker.
The fundamental question refers to the nature of the
mechanism of lift loss of a fluid-contaminated airfoil. It
can be recognised that the wavy fluid layer produces an
hicrease of the aerodynamic roughness of the wing
surface, thus thickening the airflow boundary layer. This
in turn modifies the effective shape of the airfoil, as felt
by the external inviscid flow, by an amount which is the
boundary layer displacement thickness. Therefore this
last quantity must be related to the variation of the
aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil.
To investigate this concept, a numerical model was
developed (Ref. 11 ), using an inviscid panel method for
the external airflow, based on Hess and Smith approach,
coupled with a simple integral boundary layer calculation
based on Head's entrainment approach, proposed long
ago by Dvorak (Ref. 12) for turbulent flow over a rough
surface. In this approach the usual Ludwig-Tillmann
forrmula for skin friction, valid for smooth walls, was
replaced with another one, proposed by Bettennan (Ref.
13 ) for walls with a periodic roughness, characterised by
two parameters, a roughness height and wave lenght.
This model was selected because of its analogy with the
periodic waves on die fluid surface. Its applicability was
verified by Pitot boundary layer surveys over a
periodically
rough
flat plate
14 ). Calculations
were
run for the test
airfoil,
and (Ref.
indicated,
as was expected,
that the lift coefficient loss was an increasing function of
the displacement thickness over the rough airfoil surface,
irrespective of the roughness wave lenght.
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As explained, one could characterize the aerodynamic
effects of a fluid layer deposited on an airfoil, by the
displacement thickness of the airflow boundary layer
above it. Furthermore, a basic simplifying assumption
was made, i.e. to refer such aerodynamic effects to a
measurement of boundary layer thickness over a flat
plate, not over an airfoil. The two situations are of course
different, but might be related one to another, and a
study, supported by Airbus, British Aerospace and
Fokker was carried out at VKI to investigate the
correlation between the boundary layer thickness over a
flat plate covered with fluid and the lift loss experienced
by a contaminated airtoil, as determined by the wind
tunnel tests of References 4 and 8.
For this study the VKI cold wind tunnel CWT-1 was
again used. It was however modified (Ref. 11 ) to
improve flow quality and test procedures, by adding a
computer-controlled drive to ensure a repeatable
velocity-time sequence, and by performing the injection
of liquid nitrogen in a similar way as done in cryogenic
tunnels. Figure I illustrates the present, modified state of
the CWT-1.

,

Figure 15 shows the boundary layer profile measured in
the CWT-I test section, at ambient conditions, on the
bottom and top walls, when the bottom wall is smooth or
covered with two different roughnesses, The effect of
roughness in increasing the bottom wall boundary layer
is evident, as could be expected.
s
sFinally,
However, it would have been quite difficult to measure
the time-dependent airflow boundary layer with a Pitot
survey during an actual test with moving fluid, so an
alternative method was devised, based on a wind tunnel
blockage concept: the increase in boundary layer
displacement thickness causes an acceleration of the
inviscid flow outside of the boundary layer, and this in
turn causes a variation of the static pressure difference
along the test section.
The test setup is illustrated in Fig. 16. Wall pressures are
measured in the settling chamber, at inlet and outlet of
test section. From Bernoulli theorem the velocities at
inlet and outlet are obtained, and their ratio gives the
ratio of effective cross sectional areas, which equals the
geometrical area minus the area blocked by the boundary
layer, which is in turn the test section perimeter
multiplied by the boundary layer displacement thickness.
In the case when a fluid is deposited on the bottom wall,
and no fluid is present on the side and top walls, an
average of the displacement thickness over the perimeter
is obtained. The net displacement thickness over the wet
bottom wall is then obtained from the expression of its
perimeter-averaged value, by subtraction of the value for
adry wall.
This allows the determination of the displacement
thickness over a fluid covered flat plate, as function of
two measurements of pressure difference. These
measurements are carried out continously during all the

II

test run, and result in a graph like shown on Fig. 17,
which gives the tunnel velocity variation with time, first
increasing steadily then flattening to a constant level, and
the instantaneous value of the measured displacement
thickness. This latter is first increasing and then
decreasing, as at the beginning of the test, big surface
waves form, and then fluid is entrained downstream by
the airflow. Over a dry plate,, as shown for comparison
on the same figure, a much lower displacement
thickness, independent of time, is measured. Figure 19
refers to another fluid, and demonstrates that, as already
found during the VKI/AEA first research phase, the
effect of different initial fluid thicknesses tends to
disappear very quickly, before reaching the time of 30
seconds after test start, which corresponds to
thebeginning of the take-off rotation manoeuvre. These
graphs are then used to extract the value of displacement
thickness at 30 seconds after test start, and this value is
plotted versus the test temperature in Fig. 19, that fully
characterises the flow off behaviour of a given fluid.
Curves for two fluids are shown in Fig. 19: an early fluid,
not in production any more, with poor flow-off and
yielding rather large lift losses; and another nonNewtonian fluid, with quite good flow-off and low lift
loss, despite of its non-small viscosity.
The effect of dilution of an anti-icing
fluid with water,
was also studied, by testing two fluids at full strength, as
well as diluted with 25% and 50% of demineralized
water. Results, given in Fig. 20, indicate that depending
on the specific fluid nature, dilution can lead either to a
better or a worse flow-off.
what remained to be done was to correlate these
measured boundary layer displacement thicknesses over
a flat plate to the lift loss of an airfoil. Such a correlation
for the fluids tested by VKI at BFA in 1886, at the three
temperatures of 0*C, -10"C and -20"C, is shown in Fig.
21. Fluid IA is an ethylene/propylene glycol Newtonian
fluid as described by Military Specification 8243-D.
Fluid 2A and fluid 4, both non-Newtonian, are
respectively the early anti-icing fluid with poor flow-off,
andthe high-viscosity product with good flow-off,
already referred to in Fig. 19. Correlation looks
reasonable, and was also made for the other improved
products, tested by Boeing in the NASA Lewis icing
tunnel. Such results are here shown in Fig. 22, and
correlation is again evident, despite some scatter for a
few products, which were not in industrial production
and therefore were prepared in different batches, at
different times for the Boeing/NASA and the VKI CWTItests.
On the basis of these results, and as a result of extended
discussions with US and European aircraft
manufacturers, carried out in the context of the
Aerospace Industries of America (AIA) Transport
Committe (TC) Project 218-4, a procedure was agreed
(Ref. 14), of comparing the displacement thickness
veisus temperature curve of a candidate fluid with that of
a smooth wall and that of a reference de-icing Newtonian
fluid, having a well defined composition, as for instance
prescribed by Military Specication 8243-D . Appropriate
factoring of the curve for the Mi Spec fluid allows to
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define a limit curve, below which the curve of a
candidate fluid should fall, in order for it to pass the
aerodynamic acceptance test.
7- CONCLUSIONS
The research carried out at the VKI in the period 1984 to
present was summarized. A facility, cooled by liquid
nitrogen was developed, to study the flow of de/antiicing fluids on a flat plate, at conditions close to those of
take-off of a transport aircraft. Measurements of
aerodynamic degradation of a 2D wing profile were also
carried out, in presence of solid and fluid surface
contamination. A correlation was established relating
such degradation to the boundary layer displacement
thickness over a fluid contaminated flat plate, and a
simple wind tunnel blockage method was devised to
measure such displacement thickness. This resulted in a
procedure allowing the asessment of the aerodynamic
quality of a de-icing or anti-icing fluid.
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a) Initial wave formation

b) Merging of waves to form a single front

c) Wave front approaching trailing edge
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d. Adtquate takeoff acceleration and chm' capabilmteN
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WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION
OF THE AERODYNAMIC EFFECTS
OF AIRCRAFT GROUND DEICING/ANTI-ICING FLUIDS
AND CRITERIA FOR AERODYNAMIC ACCEPTANCE
Thomas A. Zierten* and Eugene G. Hill**
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Boeing Commercial Airplane Group
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SUMMARY

t

A follow-on wind tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic effects of aircraft ground deicinglanti-icing fluids was performed

T, TEMP Temperature
Local velocity
u

to supplement earlier reported Pfight and wind tunnel tests and
support the development of aerodynamic acceptance criteria for
aircraft ground deicing/anti-icing fluids. The test was conducted
at the NASA Lewis Research Center Icing Research Tunnel using
both a two-dimensional model and a three-dimensional half
model of the 737-200ADV airplane. The fluids that were tested
included three Type I Newtonian fluids, which use ethylene.
diethylene, and propylene glycol as the freezing point depressant: four Type 11non-Newtonian fluids, which are currently in
r.oduction: eight developntental fluids: and a Mi Spec fluid to
be used as a reference fluid in the aerodynamic acceptance test.
The Type I and current Type 11fluids were tested neat and diluted to determine basic aerodynamic effects. Dilution of the
Type 11fluids did not significantly alter the aerodynamic effects
of the fluids. Diluting the Type I fluids did result in a qignificant
reduction in the adverse aerodynamic effects of these fluids,
especially at temperatures of -10'C and colder. Boundary layer
displacement thickness. 8*. measurements made with the fltids
ott he two-dimensional model show excellent correlation with
lift loss due to the fluids at maximum lift and at operating angles
of attack and with the boundary layer displacement thickness
measured otn a flat plate in the small von Karman Institute wind
tunnel. This correlation validated the future use of flat plate

Uo
V

boundary layer displacement thickness measurement as the criterion for the aerodynamic acceptability of a fluid. The limiting
boundary layer displacement thickness. which identifies a fluid
as being aerodynamically acceptable. is correlated with a loss in
maximum lift that results in an allowed specific reduction in aerodynamic performance margins,

part these investigations have concentrated ontdevelopment of
test techiques for ohtaining basic aerodynamic data on a single
Newtonian deicing fluid and several non-Newtonan deicing/
atti-icing fluids. Front this prinary database, development of the
non-Newtoman fluids with less severe aerodynamic effects has
progressed to the point where these fluids can be used on mot

LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

large transport aircraft without requiring peformance penalties.

C
c
C,
CDSA
C,

Freestream velocity
Velocity
Center ,f normal force in fraction of chord length
XNr
Anl,. of attack, deg
c
Boundary layer displacement thickness
8*
Absolute viscosity
It
Subscripts
B
Body
DRY
Dry surface
FLUID
Surface wetted with fluid
keas
Knots equivalent airspeed
MAX
Maximum
R
Takeoff rotation speed
Ss
Ig stall speed
W
Wing
0
Time zero
2
Takeoff safety speed
w8
At 8-deg wing angle of attack
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Investigation of the aerodynamic effects of aircraft ground deicing/anti-icing fluids has been earned out extensively in both wind
tunnel tests and flight tests (Refs. 1,2. 3, 4, and 5). For the most

However, some questions remain that were not addressed in the
previous investigation. In particular, does the behavior of the
Type I Newtonian fluids differ depending the glycol used as the
freezing point depressant in the formulation of the fluid? Previously only Association of European Airlines (AEA)Type I fluid
was tested, whereas the aerodynamic effects of Type I fluids
using ethylene or propylene glycol were as yet undetemtined.
Also, the effects of dilution and/or precipitation contamination
of eitherType I orType 11fluids were not addressed previously.

in

Celsmis
Mean aerodynam
t
chord
Coefficient of drag. three-dimensional
Stability axis coefficient of drag. three-dimensional
Coefficient of lift. two-dinctnsional
Coefficiet of lft. three-diensional
Stability axis coefficient of lift. three-dimensional
Centimeters
Coefficient of pitching moments, three-dimensional
Ethylene glycol
Ethylene
Feet
Forward
Glycol
Htorsepower
Incites

kW

Kilowatts

search Center Icing Research Tunnel (IRT).

m

Meters

2.0 AIRCRAFT GROUND DEICING/ANTI-ICING

mi/h
mm
Mil Spec
mPas
Pa
PG
PROPY
s. see

Miles per hour
Millimeters
Military specification
Millipascal seconds
Pascals
Propylene glycol
Propylene
Seconds

FLUIDS
The Type I fluids, characterized by Newtonian viscosity behavior (i.e., viscosity is principally a function of temperature only),
have a relatively low viscosity except at very cold temperatures.
At colder temperatures, the viscosity of Type I fluids can vary
significantly. depending ott the glycol used as the freezing point
depressant in the formulation of the fluid. Monoctlhylene glycol
has been widely used in the United States amid has a relatively

CL

CLSA
ctl
CN,
EG
ETIIY
ft
Fwd
GLY

hp

Further, to continue deveiopment of fluids that could provide
improved deicing/aniicing capability without degrading aerodynamic performance, criteria for aerodynamic acceptance
needed to be established. Economy ard timing of the development cycle demanded tle capability to detertine compliance

with these criteria using some method other than a wind tunnel

test program requiring a facility such as the NASA Lewis Re-

V
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low viscosity throughout thc nonnal temperature range of use.3
Diethivlenc and propylene glycol-based Type I fluid formulations
are used in Europe and are becoming more common in North
Amnerica. At colder temperatures these latter glycols exhibit vis-cositics much higher titan that of (mono) ethylene glycol The

2-W(00hp(a
vre

coe

aihO

specific Type I fluids evaluiated are listed inTable 1.Banc
Table 1. Fluids Evaluated.

%elsuel
6m(6

Current Type I Fluidscotl

omdr

iochlst VP 1732 (AEA Type 1)
Octagon ADF 1427 (propylene glycol-based)
UCARADF
ethyeneID lycl-baed)transferred
MIL.A-8243D Type I
Current Type 11Fluids
Dow Flightgard@ 2(X) (Hoechs; 1704 LTV/88)
Kilfrosi ABC-3
SP'CA AD 104
UCAR AAF 250-3
Developmental Fluids by
BASF AG
Kilfrost Ltd.
Technositield
Texaco (2)

Octagon Processes
Union Carbide
(Canada) (2)

The other deici.,Panm-icing fluids. Type lI. are characterized by
not-Newtotiian viscosity behavior (i.e.. viscosity is a function of
teimperatuie and shear stress). These non-Newtonian fluids are
characterized by extremely high viscosity that dranmatically decreases with Increasing shear stress. approaching viscosity levcis of Type I fiuids at -.hear stress levels associaited with typical
iakeoff and climb speeds of large commercial airltransports. Fluid
designers are able to control other characteristics of Type 11flu-
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.NS

Fgr

ei

.NS

en

eeic

unl

ei cn ?eerl unl
from the HP0845 memory to a DEC MicroVAX mini-

computer for processing, analysis. and plotting.
Figures 3 atid 4 show details of the models tested 'fhe 0 461n
(I.5-ft) chord two-dimensional model was a 0. 18-scale model of
the 737-200ADV airfoil at approximately 65% semispan. The
size of tlte two-ditnensional model was limited to 25% of the
wind tunn~iel height to avoid excessive wall effects. The model
was mouinted to tuirntables and balances located within a pair of
splitter wvalls The three-dimensional model was a 0.091-scale
half model of the 737-200ADV that was mounted to one of the
splitter walls by a ttirntable and balance. Most of the thiree-diinensional model testing was performecd with a ground platne in
place. The models provided the capability of testing the configuratiotns shown in Figure 5: however, testing was only perfonied
at Flaps 5 with sealed slats configuration.
Plan view
S~e
wal-73J00D
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id1.such as the variation of viscosity with temperature, flow-off
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r ut
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Figure I illustrates typical viscosity
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behavior, and the affinity of the fluid to absorb melted precipitanms into solution Type 1! fluid products tend to have unique
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3.0 WIND TUNNEL, TEST
The wind tunnel evaluation of tlie fluids was performned at the

I
V3.1

F

NASA Lewis Research Center IRT during February 1990. The
testing was a joint effort of Boeing. NASA. and various fluid
manufacturers. Boeing provided the wind tunnel models and
condtucted the tests in cooperation with NASA. The NASA Lewis
Research Cetnter provided and operated thie IRT. Final docunientation of the test results will be performed by NASA. Fluids

I

Trest Facility, Models, and T'echnique

The NASA Lewis IRT layout is showit in Figure 2. Tunnel tern0
perature cam be varied front 27'C to -290C (8 1OF to -20 rF)in the
6.1 it (20-ft) long test section. Boeing provided force balances, a
data acquisition system, arid photographic anTI video equipntt
to supplement the NASA Lewis IRT data systemn and instrumentation. The data acquisition system consisted of 28 channels of
analogroiitlcnetransinlcniinthtwe
sampled at 4 I-iz by ar 1119845 computer. Data were teit

'

Figurre 4. Two-Dintensional Model.
Cruise Wring

were provided by a variety of fltiid manufacturers, as rioted in

Table 1.This test was a
follow-on of the test reported carlier in
Reference 5.

"

Rex aew

j~Flaps

le

5

asi
Flaps 15,cruise
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FigureS5. Twuo-Dimensional Model Con~figurations.
After the model was cleatied. wiped with a cloth dampened with

a 50:50 water/Type Ifluid mtixture, and the fluid specimien poured

front a 2L container att(l leveled to thre desired film depth, thle
model and flutid were exposed to the zoolced winid tunnel
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environment for 5 min under essentially static conditions. Tile 5min exposure time allowed the temperature of the precooled fluid
specimen to come into equilibrium with the temperature of the
model and wind tunnel. Also, the exposure time was representative of time required for an aircraft to taxi to a runway for takeoff
after deicing/anti-icing had been completed. The wind tunnel
flow velocity was linearly increased to 69 m/s (135 keas) in
approximately 30 sec, and the model was rotated from the taxi
attitude (0 deg) to the desired attitude at a rotation rate of
3 deg/s at 25 sec after the start of the tunnel acceleration. The
tunnel flow velocity increase and model rotation simulated the
shear stress history that would occur during a typical all-enginesoperating takeoff for a large commercial jet transport. Data were
continuously acquired from the start of the tunnel flow to 30 see
after the model was rotated through the stall angle of attack Data
acquired in the previous test using a pitch-and-pause technique
verified that accurate data could be obtained usig the more efficient continuous pitch data acqusition technique. The typical
online data plot shown in Figure 6 illustrates the testing technique used and the force data acquired.
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Carbide AAF 250-3 Type ii fluids are the least intrusive. At a
representative cold day temperature of -20°C (-40F), the aerodynamic effects of Kilfrost ABC-3 and SPCA AD 104 Type 1Ifluids are similar to the European AEA Type I fluid; however, the

fluids, as shown in Figure 1.
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0

Figure 7 is a synopsis of the 737-200ADV half model data obtained with currently available deicing/anti-icing fluids. Maximum lift loss and the lift loss measured at 8-deg angle of attack,
extracted from Figures 7a and 7b, respectively, for neat deicing/
anti-icing fluids, are shown at specific temperatures in Figure 8.
The 8-deg angle of attack attitude is representative of an engineinoperative takeoff climb attitude at model Reynolds number.
For the fluids shown, the ethylene glycol-based Type I and Union

proplyene glycol Type I fluid lift loss with temperature is also
evident. The comparative results of the ethylene and propylene
Type I fluids reflect the viscosity differences between the

CLSA
"B'10

08

04

d. Further aerodynamic experimentation for fluid manufacturers to develop technology for improved fluids.
e. A cursory look at the effect of precipitation on the flow-off
characteristics of a Type 11fluid.

of theAEA Type I diminish rapidly with increasingly
warmer temperatures. The comparatively high sensitivity of the

'6 -effects
12 --

,

between thevarib. Examination of tie difference ineffects
ous glycol temperature depressants used in Type I fluids.
c. Acquisition of data to support development of an aerodynamic acceptance test for deicing/anti-icing fluids.

2S 32 X6 40
w
R,, b

16 20 24

12

6 52

56

al Onlhne lData Plot

effects of dilution on maximum lift loss and lift loss meastired at 8-deg angle of attack, with data again extracted from
Figures 7a and 7b. respectively, for the neat and diluted Type I
60
and Type I1fluids. are shown at specific temperatures in Figure
.....
69. Because of economics and the eutectic nature of glycol mixlures. Type I fluids are diluted before they are applied to aircraft.

3.2 Results
The following isa detailed description of results from the Phase
11(1990) wind tunnel test that are of general interest. Additional
testing was perfomied during Phase 11toevaluate new and experimental deicing/anti-icing fluids All the data from Phase II
will be provided in a forthcoming NASA report on the test.
The opportunity to collaborate with NASA and the fluid manufacturers in a second entry into the NASA Lewis IRT 2 years
after
Phase IAlowed theearh, limited database to beexpanded
to include:
a. Aerodynamic evaluations of currently available undiluted
and diluted Type iI fluids oit both the three-dimensional
half model and thetwo-dimensional model,

For this reason the diluted Type I fluid lift losses, which are significantly less than those of neat AEA and propylene glycolbased Type I fluids, are most represntative of what would be
encountered in operational use. Conversely, Type i fluids are
used operationally either neat or diluted. The temperatures selected for display are representative of the approximate lower
limit temperatures for operational use of the particular dilution.,
of the Type II fluids. Figure 9 shows that a 25% dilutioit of tie
Type Iffluids did not result in significant maximum lift loss
differences when compared to undiluted fluid results. The dilutii investigation was conducted to address concerns with the
characteristic of some Type 11fluids to have higher viscosity
when diluted approximately 25% with water. Res Ilts of the itvestigation suggested that the aerodynamic effects of the
increased viscosity were contpensated by the change in elasticity
of the diluted fluid.
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Thle transitory nature of deicing/ariti-icing fluids is shown in
Figure 10. These data were obtaincd by pausing for approxi-AsMi
A
unatcly 10 and 30 sce at tlie 8.deg angle of attack attitude and then
Thosc
resunming the pitch sweep to the test limit pitch attitude.ns
data provcd uiseful when evaluating tie additional timedepnrdent effects of ilta fluid on airplane takeoff and ctimb
performance.
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Resultsshown in Figure I I for the two-dimensional niodel indiate percentage lift losses at 8-deg angle of aitack that are larger
than those at maximunm lift. This trend is different from that
observed onl the three-dimensional ntodel and indtcates tle imnthree-dinmensiotal and confi euration-speciftc testing
model using a rake of 10 total pressure probes and one static

*NASA Leis IRT

IsFreeair
I Ftaps 5

0

e 11. Lift Loss Due to Flids With Simulatedl
Pt ecipitation.

Bioundary layer (data wcre obtained on tlte two-dimetsional

* 'a - 7deg

10

0-01

6

aritio Wih Tme
ri~tir l~. LragInc-ese

pressure probe located at theatrailing edge of tlte airfoil's fixed
tratling edge. Thte effect of thea
fluid as well as of solid roughness
onl tle boundary layer profile is clearly evident in Figures 121
anTI12b. The time-dependent nature of the fluid effect onl tlte
boundary layer atid its relation to lift iss isalso shtown in Figure
121,. Data below 5.08 mm (0.2 in) were not obtained with fluid
on ilte model because thealower total pressure probes were
plugged to prevent flutid contamination. Fromt these data. the
boundary layer displacentent thicknesses, 8*, were computed for
several currently used dcicinglanti- icing fluids.

The effects of precipitation conttamination ott thle flow-off behavior of Type 11fluids were evaluated on thle two-dimensioital

127

model that was
model by sprliying anl amiount of water over thea

(5

equivalent to 10% and 20% of the undiluted fluid that had been
applied to the model. Results of this evaluation are shown in
Figure 11. At the colder temperatures thle lift losses either are

into solution with tlteType If fluid, or the lift loss (lid not diminish with the sitnulated precipitation. Video recordings revealed
thtatattilecolder temperatures iliasimulated prci piation formed
a sheet of icc on top of the deicing/anti cing fluid layer rather
than being inclted. if frozen before reaching tliaedeicing/anti -icing

fluid, and absorbed into solution. Tlzs; evaluation is not conisidered conclusive. hut does suggest that further study is necdcd.
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I
b. For the full three-dimensional model, lift loss at maximum
lift is greater than that at lower angles of attack.
c. Fluid aerodynamic effccts arc transitory.
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c. Aerodiynamiic effects of the flutids correlate well wtth
boundary layer thickening caused by the fluids.
f. Aerodynamic effects of the fluid vary with specific
fluids,
and viscosity is not the only governing rheological
parameter.
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d. The fluid effects vary with airplane configuration.
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Figure 12b. Boundary Layer Velocity Ptofiles and Lift
Level With Solid Roughness and Fluid.

Traditionally, aircraft have been deiced and anti-iced and dtspatched without concern for airplane perfomiance effects. Whatever effects the fluids had on airplane perfomance were consid-

If ihe hypothesis is valid tmat the mechanism of the fluid effect
on the aerodynamics of the wing is premature growth of the
boundary layer. then a correlation between the prematurely thickboundary layer and thi erodynamie effects can be antici-

ered within the safety margins provided by airworthiness and
operatiomn, regulations. Results of flight and wind ,unnel ,ests.
discussed previously and in References 5 and 6, clearly shiow
that the transitory aerodynamic effects of the fluids are not
negligible.

paled.
Fgure 13rop model between tihe boundaty layer displacethe two-dimensional

Teeoe

mente
of attack. Because the two-dimensional nmodel airfoil was .xtracted from the critical (relative to stall progression)
737-200ADV wing .section.and assuming that the thickened
boundary layer measured at 8-deg angle ofattack %%as an indicator of the effect of the fluid at maximum lift. an acceptable correlation between the two-dimensional model boundary layer
model maximum lift loss
the three-dimensional
thickness
This correlation is shown in Fgure W.
anticipated
can also beand
results indicate that the fluid effects on the boundary layer
thickness are an indicator of the fluid effects on airplane perforince I he extrapolation of lift loss measured in the wind tunnel
to full scaleon a ' I basis iae been discussed in Reference 6.
Smilar correlations were found for simulated frost (i.e.. solid
roughness) lilt and drag increments during earlier Boeing flight
and wind tuniel tests (Ref. 7).
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Newtonian fluids have been safely used withott opera.
tional performance adjustments.

f. Both Newtoian and non-Newtonian fluids will be used.
dependipg on ani-ice protection requirements.
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aircraft
The criteria that have been established encourage proper
ground deicing/anti-icing procedures, so that the intent of regulations requiring ithaaircralt be free of ice. snow, and frost are
met sithout undue takeoff perfornance adjustments. Utiderlying considerations of the takeoff perfornance criteria include
the following:

e. Non-Newtonian fluids have been successfully used by
Asian. and North American airlines.

',~European.
2

With all engines oper. 'ing, the effec's of deicinglanti-icing fitids on airplane perfonnance are considered negligible However.
with an engine failure at the critical engine failure speed. V,. and
when the aircraft is operating at mininmn allowable perfomiancc
levels, adverse aerodynamic effects if the fluds can become
more evilent and significantly affect takeolf and climb perfor,iance. Because of the low probability of a perfonance-limited
airplane ti,ving a'nengine failure at V, with the fluid preeni.
previous unrirted use of deicing/anti-icing fluids has had an
excellent operational record. IHowever. airworthiness regilations
do require consideration of an engie failure at V, when scheduling airplane perfomance. Prudence dictateN that criteria be
defined to ensure adequate airplane perfoinar. when operating near minimum perfonnatce levels with a failed engine anti
the fluid,, present.

Non-Newtonian fluids' aerodynamic characteristics are
similar to some Ncwtonian fluids at colder temperatures.

- "m J(1.

"

4.1 Airplane Phere
Performance Considerations

a. Aircraft safety is paramount.
b. The fluid effects are transitory.

20.,,. 0

.e.
"

uig18
ne
was formed during
1988 under
auspices of the Aerospace Industries of America Transport
Committee (AIA TC) to consider the aerodynamic effects of the
fluids. The AIA TC 218-4 group consisted of active representafives from Airbus Industrie. Boeing, British Aerospace. Fokker.
and McDonnell Douglas, with assistance from the AEA and the
von Kannan Institute for Fluid Dynamics The result of the
group'sefforts was definition ofan acrod) namics acceptance test
establishes minimum standards for deictnglanti-icing flowthat
off characteristics.
nitrainlgopwsfre

Figure 14. Thickness
Lift LosslBoundary
laer
Coi relation.

Displacement

10
3.3 Conclusions

Caution is required when considering use of fluids on a
contatminated runway.
Speeific aspects of the takeoff maneuver addressed by the criteria include:

Conclusions drawn from the wind tunnel test include the

a. Adequatmarginbctwcenthetakeoffsafetyspeed. Vand
tie Ig stall speed.

a. Depending on temperature. Ncwtoniai Type I and nonNewtonian Type 11 fluids produce measurable adverse
aerodynamic effects.

b. Adequate margins between liftoff aad minitumnunstick
speeds.
c. Adequate aftbody runway clearance during tal,coff.

!-
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d. Adequate takeoff acceleration and C1im1'.)
capabilities.
c. Adequate maneuvc.- capability to stall warning.

1

Of these five criteria, the first is most critical. A minimium V,
speed of 1.1 Vs, xwas selected. The 10% V, speed margin to thc
I gstall speed compares with a 13% margin airworthiness require-

- 00
737200A00*

ment currently used for the nonminal ery. clean wing. For airzraft

wnA

whose normal V, speeds are at the inimnum margin. L.13 Vs
the acceptable maximum lift loss resulting from reducing the
minimum margin V, speed to 1.10 Vr.for the fluids is 5.24%.Note that for aireraftwhoie V, speedl margin to the Ig stall speedis larger, the concert for adverse effects of the fluids onl stall
speed is diminished. The acceptable 5.24% maximum lift loss

Wt %

0
1

a\rylayer thickness measuremuents. mnade at the von Kannan finstitute. of several currently used deicing/anfi-icing fluids. sl- )%wit
in Figuic 17, indicate that the fluid boundary layer thicknes. tends
become thinner at warner temperaitires This trend suggests
that requiring a thinner boundary layer displacement thief. xss at
threwarmer temperate would be pirudenit boecause lowver lift

5.24'~to
on

C, t'
4.2 F-uids Aerodynamtic Acceptance Test
ad wnd un.clealutio~of
In qhi"'Jt: esutsothefhgt
in ~.:t
f teo hrgt
:e rsuls
ad wndtunel vauatoit ~
ibe deicing/anm-ictog fluids and the itfluence (11 1-cfliids o0
airphl,.
ve!lomiance. thleAlA TC 218-4 group , abiishedl in
ae !taitit(
extptattee test to. the fluids.
Research perfcrmtei' :., thecsoli Kannan Intstitute iitdicatcdl that
.iuid fl.'w-off bh.irctuld be o.served onl a flat surface ina
smnalcooled tvid tunriel that was capable of operaitiontal takeoff
spesand retnrerat...s. Also. corrclatiwn sas shown between
lift los,,e.ncstmisred Oitn.dtii.-tsioi.l -en(tuntel models and
the flat plate fluid I ounuar., laye' - splaceit itt thic-kness (Ref
84 These results suggested thl a re--. 'l simple - st-eftec.,ve aerodynainicacceptaice te'' forE -ouitdde.cr , iu:,", co,'lm
be established by measuring (lie fluid's boundary layeg
inert thickness on t- flat plate itt a smtall, cooled wind tunnel
Furthier validationt of the acrodynatoic accepstatnce test was pro.
vided by the force and boundary layer data obtained durinig this
1990)reentry inolte NASA Lewis IR7 Fig~ures 13 and 14 illusirate correlations betwveni lift losses measured ott the two-dittien-17
sioaial and three-dimnioital 737-2(X)A DV wind tunnel models
arid thc boundary layer displacemient th%:kness measured n tlte
t's' ditnional model at8-deg angle of attack. Figure I5 illus.
iiates the Lorrelation between the two-dinsional model fluid
bo~ndary layer thtt
5 kness measurements, arid the flat plate fluid
boundary layer thickkness measurements, made at the von Karmait
Institute. Thte correlations shown in Figures 13 through 15 suggest that 737-200ADV lift loss"s resultiit from a fluid canl be
directly correlated with lte fluid's boundary layer displacemntit
thickness measair-d on a flat surface. This correlationt is shown
itt Figuire 16.
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Thzicknzess.

losses wvould be required at temiperatuires where contninated
runway,; might be entcountered. The restultiing fluid boundary
layer displaceitent thtickness acceptance critcro is shownt in
Figure I17.Details of the acceptance test are prov ided itt
Reference 9.
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Compliance with the acceptantce test isconsidered a innimtuml
requiremenit for acceptable aircraft ground deicing,'anti-tcirig fluids Art airlinute mniufacturer otay imtpose additional requirements that ieflect conisideratioits for airplaine designs that are
different fromt tte '737-200ADV arid for Iserfonitatce criteria not
addressed by the acceptanice test. The acceptanice test is being
incorporated as a requirement by fluid specificationis promulgatted by the AEA, the Society of Automotive Engineers, arid the
International Standardizatton Organization. In addition to the vor
Kamian Institute, the University of Quebec at Chticoutimi has
5.0

CONCLUSIONS

rcnl roie aiiisadstvie opromtets
The latest wind tunnel tests have sbowvn that. dependinig on termand specific fluid characteristics. Type I and Type 1.
decicittglanni-tcirtg fluids mteasurably affect airplane lift
and drag. Limiting the adverse aerodynamic effects of the fluids
is considered prudent, especially for one-engitie-inoperative.
perfonnaticelnimcd takeoffs. An aerodynamic acceptance test
staindard Itas been established and is being incorporated into rec-
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Based on the allowable maximum lift loss of 5.24%. the
corcelation shown in Figure 16 indicates that a
V,1.10vl~lr"'737-200ADV
Withflui
\Vtt fitid
2 ~1.10V~dmaximum fluid boundary layer displacement thickness of
9. 15 tm wotild be acceptable. Specific values of maximum acceptable fluid boundary layer displacement thickness. 6*. will
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above dliscussion canl be expressed by the followinig relations.
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ogtu.ed fluid specifications to ensure that fluids used by airlinesP
to deice/anti-ice large commercial air transports have acceptable
flow off atrd aerodynamic characteristics.
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
EFFECTS OF ADVERSE WEATHER ON AERODYNAMICS
Prof. Ir. J.W. Sloof, National Aerospace Laboraory NIR, Netherlands
Good morning. This brings us to the final part of this Specialists' meeting which consists of two parts;
the first part is the Technical Evaluator's remarks and after that we will hopefully have an interesting
and aggressive discussion of issues that care up during the past three days. As I said on Monday, the
Program Committee was very happy that we found Mr. Reinmann ready to take up the job as the Technical
Evaluator. For those of you who are not familiar with AGARD procedures, I should perhaps mention that the
technical evaluator has two tasks; one is to give an on-the-spot verbal evaluation of the mting which is
going to be held in a minute or so, and secondly he has to provide a written report afterwards that I am
sure you will alI be interested in reading.
Mr. Jack Reinmann got his Bachelor's and Master's in Mechanical Engineering from Case Institute of
Technology in Ohio and alco a Master's in Physics from John Carroll University. After that he spent six
years with TRW Inc. working on zero gravity heat transfer and fluid mechanics problems of liquid metals
for space power applications. He spent fifteen years at NASA Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio
working in advanced space propulsion concepts conducting design studies for thermonuclear propulsion
systems and conducted experimental high temperature plasma physics research. It is since 1978 that he has
been active in the adverse weather business, if I may say so. He started up, in that year, a program on
aircraft icing and has continued to work in that area since then. As you will all have experienced these
last few days, he is an internationally recognized expert in that field and I am very happy that we have
him to do the technical evaluation job. So, Jack, if I may ask you to take the microphone.
Mr. J. Reinmann, NASAS Lewis Research Center, USA
I thank the c)mmittee for inviting me to be the technical evaluator and I want to start off by reviewing
the purpose of this meeting as stated in some literature that I received. It is to review the state of
the art with respect to (1) prediction (which would be code work), (2) simulation (which is the
experimental), and (3) measurements of the effects of icing, anti-icing fluids and precipitation (which in
our case was frost and heavy rain) on the aerodynamic characteristics of flight vehicles. I think that
this committee has done an excellent job of getting representative papers in every one of those areas. I
just want to congratulate the committee for that good selection of papers.
There were several review papers at the beginning of this meeting. They reviewed previous meetings that
were relevant to this meeting. The first was "Flight and Adverse Environmental Conditions", held in Gol,
Norway in May 1989. There is a .conference publication available on that, AGARD CP-470. Mr. Ranaudie
presented the results relevant to this meeting. One important point was on 'ind shear and crew procedure
during a downburst. You should avoid it if you can, but if you get caught in a doimburst, pull up to an
attitude of 15 degrees, full throttle, and forget all previous experience. He made the strong point by
his illustrations that pilots need simulator training in downbursts. I thought that another interesting
point that came out of that meeting was on the flight control laws for the A320, which has stall
protection. It is the only airplane that can fly near CL max. The A320 has auto triggering at full
thrust at high alpha when the pilot pulls pitch control. In the future, they will have built into those
control laws a wind shear warning and automatic reaction system.
Prof. Jacques presented a review of another related meeting. It was on "Low Temperature Environmental
Operations of Turboengines (Design and Users Problems)", held in Brussels, Belgium in October 1990. There
is an AGARD Conierence Pre-Publication Report 480, and I believe that there is also going to be a
Conference Publication Report on that. Prof. Jacques reviewed operational concerns for engines; one is
ice build-up in the inlet, which can cause flow distortion that in turn leads to compressor surge and
stalls. Ice ingestion can damage fan blades. He showed several solutions to inlet screen icing and ice
build-up problems in the inlet ducts; ost solutions involved some kind of a by-pass system. fiediscussed
icing test facilities available worldwide and some c! the calibration concerns. He also indicated that
extensive use is now being made of water droplet trajectory codes and ice accretion prediction codes,
which is one of the major topics of this meeting.
The invited presentation by Mr. Cattaneo.was "The Evolution of Regulation Addressed to Certification of
Airplanes in Icing Conditions". I will do my best here to summarize what I think was said in that paper.
The FAR/JAR 25 regulations are clear on what must be demonstrated for icing certification, but they are
fuzzy on how to demonstrate compliance regarding the flight safety for performance and handling qualities
in icing. Mr. Cattaneo suggested more standarized methodologies for demonstrating flight safety
compliance. He recommended extensive flight testing with artificial ice shapes as predicted by computer
codes on the leading edges of the airfoils. For takeoff, he pointed out that some aircraft cannot turn on
their ice protection system until airborne.
For some small transport aircraft, the ice protection system
can't be turned on until at about 400 feet, and it can take about 4 minutes to reach that altitude.
Extensive ice could build up during climbout. It is his suggestion that if that is the case then the
forward leading edge of the wings and tail should be modelled with an art i licial ice shape. Under cruise,
the ice shapes needed are only on the unprotected surfaces. For ice protection failure in flight he
recommends what size ire to use. He stresses heavily that performance and handling qualities must be
validated in uatural icing. But as I recall, h~s artificial ice shape test results were always more
conservative than the natural icing test results, so he felt that he could rely on the artificial
testing. When the pilot turns the ice protection system on, stall warning should occur at the angle of
attack appropriate to lower stall angle found with ice contamination.

That is an important point.

Next we shall disuss paper number 2 in the program by Mr. Ralph Brumby. He was unable to attend the
meeting and present the paper, but I think it is an important paper. It sets the stage for much of what
is going to follow. I thought I would spend some time on it. This figure is a plot of perce,: increase
in stall speed (on the left hand ordinate)and percent decrease in CL max (on the right hand .rdinate)
against roughness height ratio, the height ratio divided by the wing chord, K/C. The left aost curve is
for roughness over the entire upper surface with the slats retracted. The dotted line is for slats fully
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The point that he made here is that if you have the slats fully extended, you can recover some
extended.
of the lift loss caused by upper surface roughness. That is the point that Tom Zierten was making earlier
in the meeting. If you have roughness on the leading edge only, You get these right hand curves. And
Unfortunately, he didn't do the case for
with the slats extended you again get considerable recovery.
roughness over only a portion of the upper surface. It would have been interesting to see what he got for
roughness over say the first 30% or so, or for roughness removed over the first 30%. Let's put some other
numbers on here. Three tenths of a millimeter roughness height for a ten foot chord airplane wing gives a
We heard from Professor Kind that it is difficult to
K/C of 0.0001 and .5 millimeters, about 0.00016.
find frost greater than about .5 millimeter. We are looking at a K/C of 0.00016, and if you have
roughness over the entire surface, you see that when you extend the flaps you do get a little performance
back. At .3 mm or a K/C of 0.0001 you get more, but not that much as I expected. Now if you go to 2
millimeters, which was the full-scale thickness used in a couple of papers, you get a K/C of about
I think the Fokker 50 study came out to be somewhere between 2 and 3 millimeters of roughness
0.0007.
and that clearly
full-scale. Mr. Boer indieated that the slats and flaps did not help recover lift,
agrees with what is shown here. If you have very heavy surface roughness, slats do not help you. These
much thicker roughnesses are probably more representative of freezing rain, slush, and snow.
There are some scaling problems and so forth, however, the main point is that you better keep the
roughness and contamination off the wing. This quote is from Brumby's concluding remarks: "From an
ice.
Strict attention should be focussed on
aerodynamic viewpoint there is no such thing as a little
ensuring that critical aircraft surfaces are free of ice contamination at the initiation of takeoff".
This goes along with the FAA policy of 'clean wing concept'. They continually emphasize to 'keep it
I can say that we continually see cases where they are taking off and not following that
clean'.
policy. I mention that in Cleveland, Ohio, in February of this year a jet airplane crashed on takeoff in
moderate snow conditions. It was a mail plane, the pilot and co-pilot were killed. There is speculation
that wing ice or snow contamination was a contri'tting factor.
I think that we covered the invited papers, except for one of
I want to try to group some of the papers.
the invited papers that was given by Mark Potapczuk and myself in the second session. That had to do with
a survey of Icing simulation, which included first, computer modelling, second, experimental facilities,
such as the use of either icing wind tunnels or inflight spray tankers, and third, leading edge artificial
Our survey paper basically set the stage for the beginning of that second session which dealt
ice shapes.
Paper number 6,
with the prediction or simulation of ice contamination and its effects on aerodynamics.
by Mr. Prel, presented methods of calculating the droplet collectlun efficiency on three-dimensional
bodies.
I think that the important point that was made in the paper by Mr. Prel was that if you are going to put
instruments on board an aircraft to record the cloud conditions you are flying through, you should do a
three-dimensional water droplet trajectory analysis around the airplane. Many parts of the airplane are
shadowed from the clouds, and the effect of the airplane flow field is to concentrate or disperse the
Unless you know what t -se
wat.er droplets, and diffe:ent size droplets will concentrate differently.
concentrations are you could measure a water droplet size spectrum that is different from the free-stream
cloud. In some cases you may miss the cloud totally. So I think that droplet trajectory calculations
should be done, and they are being done.
Drs. Potapczuk and Bragg gave a paper on analyses and measurements of airfoil performance of finite-length
swept and straight wings with leading edge ice shape.
Papers 9 and 10 of that session were on helicopter icing and again we see that we are beginning to develop
rotor performance codes that include the effects of icing on the rotors. The paper by Mr. Fleming also
indicated that there appears to be promise in using sub-scale model rotor testing in an icing wind
tunnel. The results were rep' .. dole, they made sense, the trends were all correct. fieused a rotor
performance code, he incorporated into that rotor performance code an empirical icing aero-performance
effect on rotor blades and was able to match the performance measured in the tunnel very accurately under
Under other conditions, he overpredicted penalties and in some conditions he
certain conditions.
underpredicted penalties. It appeared to be a very promising technique.
Mr. Roger Gent wrote his rotor performance code and he also made predictions against the same wind tunnel
I thought he showed good agreement in some cases, and the trends were always right. Mr. Gent also
data.
compared his rotor performance prediction with inflight full-scale helicopter icing data. Ileshowed a
I think that this is
fair amount of scatter, but the trends again were in the right direction.
One point that Mr. Gent made was that he would like to see the empirical aero-performance
encouraging.
icing correlation in his code replaced by an analytical code that could predict both ice shape and the
That is now beginning to be done. We are doing that at NASA,
resulting aero-penalties caused by the ice.
and I think others are also looking at developing analytical models - boundary layer models or
Nvier-Stokes models to predict aero-performance penalties on iced rotor blades.
One very
Papers 8, 11 and 12 dealt with the effects of roughness on airplane aero-performance.
interesting paper, number 8, by Prof. Kind, talked about the effects of frost on wing aerodynamics and
airplane takeoff performance. He obtained samples of hoar frost and replicated the frost with a dissolved
liquid plastic technique that I don't quite understand, but I would like to know wore about that. He
indicated that he found it difficult to realize frost any thicker than about 0.5 ma. He was able to put
the replicated frost in a wind tunnel on a flat plate and obtain air boundary layer velocity profiles over
the frosted surface. He got a delta u/u* shift by plotting the velccity protiles on a log-log plot and
He incorporated these results into a boundary layer development for rough
using the law of the wall.
surfaces coupled with a non-viscpus panel method and computed the effects of hoar frost on airfoil
I was impressed that he could predict up to and beyond CL max. He showed the effect of
performance.
frost to be very significant on CL max loss and te loss of stall angle. He also indicated that if the
roughness starts where the boundary layer is thin, such as at the pressure suction peak, the impact on
lift is very strong. If it starts further downstream, it is tot a problem. He did point out that .4
millimeter can produce dramatic effects. His suggestion was to clean off the first 20% of the airfoil and
it might be alright.
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Paper 11 was a wind tunnel investigation of powered propellar model effects on airfoil performance
degradation due to distributed upper surface roughness and leading edge ice shapes. This was a very
interesting paper, it considered not only the upper surface roughness but also the propeller effectd. He
also investigated the effect of the propellar slip stream on scrubbing the roughness off of that region.
He described a wind tunnel test of an airfoil on which a propeller was mounted. I was impressed with the
effort there. The roughness height of the model scaled to about 1 to 3 millimeters on a 10 foot chord,
and according to Ralph Brumby's plot, that thick roughness. is going to give you very serious effects. I
guess that there are going to be some questions about the interpretation if you are using that large a
frost.
But it would be a very heavy contamination if you are going to interpret it.
He found that the
forward 25 to 30 % of the chord was sensitive to roughness, but again, at one point he said that if you
just removed 5 to 10% of the wing leading edge ice you got back to clean wing performance.
But the
important finding was that the roughened powered wing CL max dropped significantly below the clean
unpowered wing. The conclusions were that reduced lift
slope and maximum lift were 30% due to roughness
and could be very significant in the case of engine failure during take-off.
Paper number 13, by Mr. Boer presented a study on the effects of surface contamination on takeoff
aerodynamics of the Fokker 50. They conducted scale-model tests of a Fokker 27 in a wind tunnel. The
wind tunnel test results were used in a fixed base engineering simulator to investigate degradation in
performance of handling qualities. The roughness in their model corresponded to a very heavy roughness, 2
millimeter frost at full scale. With a clean wing, the airplane is designed to stall first at the nacelle
and work its way out. This gives the pilot some time to respond. But with roughness, the complete
leading edge of the wing stalled out simultaneously. He also mentioned that the pilot will not notice the
effect of contamination until rotation and then he will need extreme stick force to recover and probably
try to abort the take-off and he will be in big trouble. In this case, Mr. Boer pointed out that tde use
of slats and flaps did not affect the CL vs alpha curves, and I think that with the large 2 millimeter
frost thickness that would agree with the first paper by Brumby. Again, his message was to clearly
indicate the need for clean wing at takeoff, and he believes it applies to all airplanes.
There was another paper on the full airplane, number 14. It described the initial analysis and wind
tunnel testing in preparation for the icing certification of the Dornier 328 regional airliner. Again, I
think that the significant point was that there was a great deal of computer code work used in that
certification process. A computer code was used to predict ice shapes on the leading edges; one was also
used to predict limits of impingement for the water droplets.
The water trajectories inside the engine
ducts were also computed with the computer code, and for this particular aircraft, they had a by-pass duct
to separate out particles that shed during de-icer activation. They used a non-viscous panel flow code
coupled with a 3D droplet trajectory code to calculate water droplet trajectories on the wings.
Pratt &
Whitney used the VSAERO code with their own 3D trajectory code for the inlet duct work.
Also used was ONERA's two-dimensional ice accretion code to calculate ice growth on the balance horns.
These two-dimensional ice growth calculations agreed qualitatively with the experimental data that was
obtained in the BF Goodrich icing tunnel on the balance horns.
There was no ice in the gap of the balance
horns, but they determined that they would have to electro-thermally heat the gap to make sure the horn
would not lock up with ice. A most important conclusion for the air intake, Mr. Toogood pointed out, was
that the FAR/JAR 25 requirer a test demonstration at -5 0 C and below. P&W has found a worst case to be
somewhere between -50', -nd 0°C. Under these conditions he had to use a higher liquid water content
(LWC) that goes with th. warmer temperatures, and this higher LWC leads to water runback beyond the
protected areas.
The water can run back into the duct, build up ice, and that ice can be dislodged and
can fod the engine.
His recommendation would be that the FAA considers a test at a temperature above
-50c.
That summarizes through Session 2, and I am going into Session 3, now, on the effects of heavy rain and
de-icing/anti-icing fluids.
The first paper that was presented was on NASA Langley Research on Heavy Rain Effects, and Dr. Ed
Waggoner presented that paper.
Results were given for both scale-model testing conducted in the 14 x 22
foot langley tunnel and full-scale testing conducted in their long track. They had a very impressive
heavy rain spray system involved there. They were also able to record rain rates in several locations
around the world, and as Dr. Waggoner pointed out, these intensities can be extremely high. They recorded
rain rates greater than 28 inches per hour, but they only lasted for short times; they can last for as
long as 20 seconds, and in 20 seconds an airplane can get into a lot of trouble. They also found that
there definitely is a serious aero-performance loss, CL loss, CL max loss, and alpha stall loss. It is
interesting that there is a difference between the frost effects and the heavy rain. In the cruise
configuration heavy rain does not cause a serious degradation on aero-performance.
But with the slats
deployed they do have an aero-degradation problem. Waggoner suspects that it might be caused by blockage
of the slat gap due to water. He is just not sure what it is.
He feels that analytical techniques to
model the rain cannot be done until they get a good understanding of the physics.
He also did net find a
strong scaling effect. The results of the wind tunnel agreed with the results of the full-scale testing.
He said that the wind tut-nel test is valid for first order effects on rain. I would mention here that Tom
Zierten, from Boeing, in the discussion cautioned that this research should be done very carefully before
they try to get it into pilot procedures for wind shear. The effects would definitely be serious because
pilot wind shear proce-dures requJre high angles of attack, and there will be a tremendous lift
loss if
heavy rain is present during the wind shear.
The second paper on heavy rair was by Mr. Tang from Canada. He also found for his system, which again was
a multi-element configuration with slats and flaps, losses in CL max between 6 and 16%, and drag increases
by as much as 43%. But in contrast to the Langley research, which said that scale size did not seam to
hayi a strong effect on the results, Tang found that the higher the Reynolds number the more serious the
aero-degradation. The interesting thing to observe was that lift
loss increments (normalized to a common
rain rate) increased with increasing Reynolds number. In the discussion period this raised a real
dilema. One study was insensitive to Reynolds n?.mber effects; the other appeared to be very sensitive.
The conclusion seems to be that a lot more work has to be done on the exact type of wing geometry that you
are dealing with. One wing geometry may be very sensitive and another not so sensitive.

_________________
______________________
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He presented a development of a three
Another paper in that group was presented by Dr. Feo from Spain.
element conductance sensor for liquid film thickness. Presently at Langley they are using a two element
sensor. Dr. Feo showed that the three element sensor would give a more accurate reading of the depth.
The two element apparently gave about 60% of the real depth whereas the three element gave the correct
measurement. He also pointed out with the three element system the practical eitect of electrolytic
corrosion on these triple element sensors is not as pronounced as with a two element system. It looks to
be a good system to use in the future. They also had good dynamic response, something like a tenth of a
millisecond.
I don't know whether I can summarize the last two ground de-icing papers. The main point is that in
combination with Dr. Carbonaro's work at VKI, the work done by Boeing at the Lewis Icing Research Tunnel,
and the flight test work, they (VKI and Boeing) were able to develop a relatively simple aerodynamic
acceptance criteria for any future ground de-icing, anti-icing fluids that are submitted for this
purpose. It amouncs to putting a fluid on a flat plate on the floor of the wind tunnel and measuring the
air boundary layer displacement thickness at the trailing edge of the plate. They actually Leasure the
boundary layer displacement thickness by measuring the pressure drop across the tunnel. A plot of
boundary layer displacement thickness versus temperature will tell them whether they are above or below
the acceptance criteria limit. One of the points that Dr. Carbonaro made in private war that one must be
extremely careful in measuring the dimensions of the tunnel because if you don't you can get big errors in
your results.
That summarizes my work. Put up the last slide. This is just an introduction to some conclusions and
Someone pointed out after seeing a lot of
recommendations which I hope can be extended by discussion.
slightly diffe-ent results with the surface roughness, that they felt that, as had been done for wind
tunnels some time ago, we may need a systematic experimental study of the effects of Reynolds numbers on
surface roughness effects. That sounds like a good idea. Again, we need a very careful study of heavy
From what I have
rain effects. Don't change pilot procedures in wind shear until research has been done.
seen and what I kntw about code development I think that we must continue the development of ice accretion
modelling codes for three dimension and for predicting aero-pe. formance penalties caused by ice. It is a
very active area which will be going on for several years.
Prof. Slooff
Thank you, Jack, for sharing your expert's view on the contents of this meeting and for your comments and
We are all looking forward to the written version of your report.
recommendations.
This should be the beginning of the Round Table Discussion. As you may have noticed we are running a
Nevertheless, I would
little
late and our manoeuvering friends are breathing down our necks, I am afraid.
One is perhaps to get some
like to suggest that we spend a few minutes on two important questions.
comments on the recommendations by Jack Reinmann on where research in this area should be directed. The
second question, perhaps, should be that if we look at our current facilities and tools, both experimental
and computational, what is lacking there and what is needed. What sort of new facilities or upgraded
If anyone has comments or suggestions related to such quevt.tons, I think it would
facilities are needed.
be a good idea to communicate them. One thing that I should mention perhaps is that this discussion is
being recorded on tape. You shouldn't worry about that, nothing you will say will be held against you,
but it is useful to clearly state your name and affiliation because the transcript of the discussion will
be sent to you for corrections and editing. So make sure if you say something that you state your name
and affiliation clearly.
Could we put up Mr. Reinmann's last viewgraph again so that we have a look at his recommendations and see
if anyone else would like to add something to that or comment on it.
Mr. R. J. Flemming, Sikorsky Aircraft, USA
One thing that seems to be .:parent from a lot of the discussions is a need for a theoretcal method that
would delve into the boundary layer effect of water or ice or frost on the airfoil in a very micro nature.
One of the problems that we may be experiencing with our helicopter correlation is the effect, not of
heavy rein on the airfoil, but of something that is more closely associated with flying through a wet
cloud. The same problem right now is trying to use the heavy rain analysis for something else, but we
We don't know the physics right now, so that some research and
need to have a handle on the physics.
possibly the use of programs requiring super computers for analysis may start to answer a number of the
questions that we have, in terms of frost, heavy rain and flight through non-supercooled and supercooled
clouds.
Prof. Slooff
Thank you for that remark.

Is

there a boundary layer specialist here that would like to comment on that?

Prof. R. J. Kind, Carleton University, USA
I don't claim to be a boundary layer specialist, but it certainly is a tall order, in the case of frost
maybe not as tall, because at least the frost is there, it is rigid, whereas in the case of liquids there
In fact we saw those ripples and so on in the film from Fokker
could very well be some sort of coupling.
and that was maybe where the supercomputers come in. Having done calculation methods maybe I could feel
safe in saying this too, that they are very interesting, they enable you to see a lot of detail that is
very difficult to see experimentally, but one must always recognize that they are calculation methods and
I don't know to what degree one can trust them without validation. Validation is really quite difficult
So it is a difficult order, but it would be
because you get into these Reynolds number effects and so on.
well worth working towards.
Prof. Slooff
Is there anybody else that would like to comment on one of these three recommendations here? One remark
comes to my mind at this point in time with respect to the effect of surface roughness on boundary layer
They have a problem
There should be quite a volume of data from the naval hydrodynamicist.
develo-Aent.
creatures growing on their boats. That is roughness and I think that they have
with all kinds of little
quite a volume of experimental towing tank material there probably. That, perhaps, could be of some help
to us also.
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Professor Dr. C. Ciray, Middle East Technical University, Turkey
With respect to the first recommendation, i.e., the need for research for Reynolds number effects on
surface roughness, I think civil engineers have been working on these kinds of problems for years. The
irrigation people or the highway engineers have similar types of problems with rain dropping on a thin
sheet layer of water flowing on the surface of the pavement. I think, if aerodynamic engineers are
interested in these kind of problems, there might be a lot of information existing somewhere but they may
need to be adapted to our own conditions.
Prof. Slooff
Anybody else that would like to say something on recommendations ftr future research? If not, I would
like to address the second question, that is, looking at the tools that are available when trying to solve
our problems in this ares, experimental as well as computational tools, what is missing? Would anybody
like to comment on what is lacking here and what we should do to try to improve the situation; also
perhaps in terms of experimental techniques.
Apparently we all feel very happy with what we have.

Jack, do you have a comment on that.

Mr. Reinmann
I think the important point that we see is that we don't know very much about how to model roughness
effects on ice, &ad
how to get good aero-performance penalty calculations.
If you go to Navier-Stokes
approaches you probably have to modify your turbulence models, for example. To start doing that, yod get

into a lot of work. There are other approaches. We think we could do a lot more in understanding the
boundary layr approach to surface roughness. Right now ice presents a very grotesque ice shape. There
are feathers behind thp large piece of ice that may act like turbulence generators.
It is just very
complicated and we think that it is going to take a lot of work to sort it out. I think these things will
occupy fluid dynamicists for a number of years yet.

Mr. E. Waggoner, NASA Langley Research Center, USA
I will comment on the computational aspects associated with the heavy rain. We too have found it
difficult to get CFD personnel really interested in this problem. It is a very, very difficult problem.

We have been successful in initiating a grant with Professor Rand Decker at the University of Utah and he
will be staying with us three months this summer to get the work started and he will be looking at very
detailed calculations of raindrop trajectories and their interactions with an airfoil and then the

subsequent computations with a Navier-Stokes code.
success of this program.

Perhaps in a year we will have a better feel for the

Prof. Slooff
Thank you for that information. I am sure people will be looking forward to the results of that. Anybody
else at this point in time that would like to make a comment or suggestion or perhaps ask a question to
one of the authors if he didn't have a chance in the discussion period for a particular paper. If not,
then in view of the time, I think this is the end of this meeting. It has been a pleasure working with
you these past three days. I thank all the authors for their efforts and their presentations,
particularly the Technical Evaluator, Mr. Reinmann, for his close listening and scrutinization of the
material, and finally of course, the audience for their Interest and participation in the discussions. I
now have a hunch that AGARD's Fluid Dynamics Panel Chairman wants to say something.
Dr. W. J. MCroskey, US Army Aeroflightdynamics Directorate, USA
You are very good at picking up the hint. Thanks to you, Professor Slooff and your Program Committee for
putting together this specialist meeting. Thanks to the authors of course. I would like to acknowledge
the contributions here of the representative of the Flight Mechanics Panel, Monsieur Renaudie and the
representative of the Propulsion and Energetics Panel, Professor Jacques. Also thanks very much to Mr.
Reinmann for your part and to all of you for your parts contributing to the success of this meeting. I
hope you found it profitable and stimulating. Thanks also to our translators, our host Sup'Aero and our
local coordinators, Monsieur and Madame Dujarric. Thanks to Aerospatiale, to Airbus Industrie, to ONERA
and specifically to Monsieur Bosquet for the tours and dinners that were arranged yesterday.
Just quickly I would like to say that AGARD is unique. Nevertheless, like manj institutions it is now
under pressure to justify its existence. Therefore, I would like to say that if you found this meeting
useful, we would request that you please acknowledge this to your management. If you have suggestions for
improvement, we would like you to address them to the Panel Members, and we would really like to hear from
you. Now just a few quick administrative announcements. We will take a short coffee break in the
registration area. During this time you are asked to manoeuver rapidly and to buy :ickets for lunch if
you have not already done so. If you have a companion who would like to make the walking tour, or those
of you finishing this conference who want to join the walkb-.g tour of Toulouse this afternoon, also please
buy the tickets at the coffee break.
Panel members are asked to start lining up to buy dinner tickets for tomorrow night and to look into the
arrangement for transportation that is being provided after the business meeting. Finally, there will be
a bus leaving at 11:15 going back to Place Wilson, to the train station and to the airport.
This is not the end. FDP will be continuing and I would like to just mention very briefly our future
programs. In addition to the Manoeuvering Aerodynamics Specialists Meeting that will start in another 20
minutes or so, we have a fall symposium on Aerodynamic Engine Airframe Integration that will occur in
Texas in early October. Symposia next year include one on Hypersonics in Torno in May, one on Highlift
Aerodynamics in Canada in the fall and two special courses that are put on in conjunction with the von
Karman Institute. Now in conclusion thanks again to all of you for your participation. We hope to see
you at these future AGARD meetings, including the Specialists Meeting. As I say, please now manoeuver
rapidly and let's come back from the coffee promptly at 11:05.
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